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Introduction
FAILURE (briefly described as loss of function) occurs in multiple ways for multiple reasons and does not
always result in fracture. Types of failure for which fracture does not occur are considered in other sections of
this Volume, while this article introduces the section on fracture. However, it should be remembered that some
nonfracture-failure scenarios may ultimately lead to fracture. Wear processes, for example, can ultimately lead
to fracture by galling and/or fretting fatigue. Other examples include fatigue crack initiation at surface pits from
corrosion, cyclic loading in a corrosive environment (stress-corrosion fatigue) and elastic buckling. Elastic
buckling may cause parts to contact, causing seizure of a rotating system, but it may also lead to plastic
buckling and ultimately to fracture.
The purpose of this article is to introduce the subject of fractography and how it is used in failure analysis.
Fractography is the science of revealing loading conditions and environment that caused the fracture by a threedimensional interpretation of the appearance of a broken component. If the specimen is well preserved and if
the analyst is knowledgeable, the fracture appearance reveals details of the loading events that culminated in
fracture. An understanding of how cracks nucleate and grow microscopically to cause bulk (macroscale)
fracture is an essential part of fractography. The ability to accomplish this resides in interpretation of fracture
surface features at both the micro- and macroscales. It is important that examination of the fracture surface and
adjacent component surface be done starting at low magnification with sequential examination of features of
interest at increasing magnification. It is only in this way that significant features are identified as to location on
the macroscale fracture surface. Stated differently, potential explanations for cause for failure must be
consistent with both macroscopic and microscopic features.
The ultimate purpose of fractography and the other methods of failure analysis is the determination of the
(technical) root cause of failure, which may arise from various conditions such as inappropriate use, an
unanticipated operating environment, improper prior fabrication, improper or inadequate design, inadequate
maintenance or repair, or combinations thereof. Possible root causes also include design mistakes such as
inadequate stress analysis, alloy selection, improper mechanical/thermal processing, improper assembly, and
failure to accommodate an adverse operating environment. Fractography provides a unique tool to determine
potential causal factors such as:
•
•
•

Whether a material was used above its design stress
Whether the failed component had or did not have the properties assumed by the design engineer
Whether a discontinuity was critical enough to cause failure

This article introduces the topic of fractography and the interpretation of fracture surfaces. The basic types of
fracture processes (ductile, brittle, fatigue, and creep) are described briefly, principally in terms of fracture
appearances (as sometimes affected by the microstructure). More in-depth coverage on specific types of
fracture (processes such as ductile and brittle fracture, fatigue, creep, and complex environmentally assisted
cracking from stress-corrosion cracking and hydrogen embrittlement) is in other articles in this Volume.
Articles on the fractographic appearances of polymeric and ceramic materials are also included. Fractography
of electronic components, which is addressed in detail in Ref 1, is not covered in this Volume.
Tables 1 and 2 list some general types of macroscale and microscale fractographic features, which are described
in more detail in this article. In summary form, the following are key features in distinguishing between
montonic versus fatigue fracture and ductile versus brittle fractures (on either a macroscale or microscale):
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•

•

•

Monotonic versus fatigue fracture: Beach marks and striations indicate fatigue, but their absence does
not confirm fracture from monotonic loads. Fracture surfaces from fatigue do not always reveal beach
marks and fatigue striations.
Macroscale ductile versus brittle fracture: Macroscale ductile fracture is revealed by obvious changes
in cross section of the fracture part and/or by shear lips on the fracture surface. Macroscale brittle
fractures have fracture surfaces that are perpendicular to the applied load without evidence of prior
deformation. Macroscale fracture surfaces can have a mixed-mode appearance (brittle-ductile or ductilebrittle). The brittle-ductile sequence is more common on the macroscale, while the appearance of the
ductile portion is typically microscale in a ductile-brittle sequence.
Microscale ductile versus brittle fracture: Microscale ductile fracture is uniquely characterized by
dimpled fracture surfaces due to microvoid coalescence. Microscale brittle fractures are characterized
by either cleavage (transgranular brittle fracture) or intergranular embrittlement.

Table 1 Macroscale fractographic features
Mark/Indication
Visible distortion
Visible nicks or gouges
Fracture surface orientation relative to
component geometry and loading
conditions
Both flat fracture and shear lips present
on fracture surface

Implication
Plastic deformation exceeded yield strength and may indicate
instability (necking, buckling) or post-failure damage
Possible crack initiation site
• Helps separate loading modes I, II, III
• Identifies macroscale ductile and brittle fracture. (see Fig. 2)
•
•

Crack propagation direction parallel to shear lips
Mixed-mode fracture (incomplete constraint)

Tightly closed crack on surface

•
•

Possible cyclic loading
Possible processing imperfection, e.g., from shot peening,
quench cracks

Radial marks and chevrons (v-shape)

•
•

Point toward crack initiation site
Show crack propagation direction (see Fig. 5 , 6)

Crack arrest lines (monotonic loading)
(u-shape)

•
•

Lines point in direction of crack propagation
Indicate incomplete constraint (see Fig. 15)

Crack arrest lines (cyclic loading)
(beach marks, conchoidal marks)

•
•
•

Indicates cyclic loading
Propagation from center of radius of curvature
Curvature may reverse on cylindrical sections as crack
propagates (see Fig. 40)

Ratchet marks

•
•

More likely in cyclic loading
Indicates initiation site(s) (see Fig. 40 , 41)

Adjacent surface and or fracture surface
discoloration

•
•

May indicate corrosive environment
May indicate elevated temperature

Oxidized fingernail on fracture surface
Fracture surface reflectivity

Fracture surface roughness

Possible crack initiation site
• Matte: ductile fracture or cyclic loading
• Shiny: cleavage likely
• Faceted (“bumpy”) and shiny; intergranular fracture in large
grain size
•

Increase in surface roughness in direction of crack growth

•
•
•

(may be affected in bending by compressive stressed region
when crack moves into this region)
Smooth region plus rough region in direction of growth—
cyclic loading
Rough matte fractures are ductile
May indicate transition from fatigue crack growth to
overload

Rubbing (general)

•
•
•

May indicate vibration
May show final direction of separation
Swirl pattern indicates torsion

Rubbing (localized)

•
•

May indicate crack closure in cyclic loading
May obliterate beach marks

Deformed draw marks, rolling scratches
Machining marks (normal to axis of
component)
Variable roughness of fracture edge

If twisted, indicates torsion loading
Not distorted in torsion loading
In brittle bending, rough side is tension side

Table 2 Microscale fractography features
Mark/Indication
Dimpled fracture surface
Faceted fracture surface

Intergranular with smooth
grain boundaries

Implication
Ductile overload fracture at this location
• Brittle cleavage fracture
• Possible SCC fracture
• May be low ΔK fatigue
•
•

Intergranular with
dimpled grain boundaries

River pattern or fan
pattern
Tongues
Flutes on transgranular
fracture surface
Striated or ridged fracture

•
•

Artifacts (mud cracks)

“Decohesive rupture—fracture at high fraction of melting point
Possible improper processing creating denuded zone adjacent to grain
boundary

Cleavage fracture; crack runs “down” river; fan rays point to initiation site
within a grain (see Fig. 10)
Twinning deformation during rapid crack propagation (see Fig. 28)
• Indicates corrosive environment and ductile fracture
• Crack propagates parallel to flutes
•

•

Grooves or flutes

Likely either improper thermal processing or environmental assisted
fracture (high temperature, corrosive environment)
Less common is low ΔK fatigue

•
•

Cyclic loading fatigue striations; Constant spacing, constant stress
amplitude; variable spacing, variable stress amplitude or block loading
(see Fig. 52)
Striated surface caused by second phases in microstructure (see Fig.
51)
SCC
TGF

Dried liquid on surface. May indicate incomplete cleaning of surface. If in the
as-received condition, may indicate fluids from service and may indicate SCC
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Artifacts (tire tracks)

conditions. Material should be analyzed (see Fig. 11)
• Common in cyclic loading
• Due to entrapped particulate matter

Reference cited in this section
1. Microelectronic Failure Analysis Desk Reference, 4th ed., R.J. Ross and C. Boit, Ed., ASM
International, 1999
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General Background on Fractography
Fractography is an active research area and has benefited from a closely related interest in quantitative
assessment of load carrying capability as predicted by fracture mechanics (and vice versa). The coupling
probably first became obvious when Griffith's model for brittle fracture was applied to the study of cleavage
fracture in metallic materials in 1954. It was then realized that cleavage fracture in crystalline materials could
not be based simply on a normal stress criterion (e.g., see Honeycombe (Ref 2).
Many new tools and techniques for studying fracture surfaces have become available and made possible a more
complete understanding of fracture processes. A 1948 fracture text and symposium (Ref 3) focused heavily on
macroscale phenomenological mechanics and multiaxial “failure” surfaces. An important conference on
fracture held in 1959 (Ref 4) included no fractographs using an electron beam for illumination. A subsequently
published conference proceedings on fracture in 1962 (Ref 5) contained only a few electron fractographs.
The rapid development of both the transmission electron microscope (TEM) and soon after, the scanning
electron microscope (SEM) during the 1960s provided new and very powerful tools to examine fracture
surfaces with significantly improved resolution and depth of field. The TEM was available first, and most of the
early fractographs were obtained with the TEM. These replicas are reversed images of the fracture surface. The
differences in appearance between fractographs obtained from replicas and by direct observation can also be
striking. Because of the early use of the TEM in microfractography, a substantial amount of fractographic
images via TEM replicas have been published. In 1966, for example, Cedric Beachem published the results of
an extensive study of fractographic features and interpretation at the Naval Research Laboratory (Ref 6). This
report also contains a detailed discussion of artifacts that can be created by replication of the fracture surface
and handling of the replica.
Reference 6 was soon followed by an ASTM Symposium on Electron Fractography in 1967 (Ref 7). At
essentially the same time, La Microfractographie was published in France (Ref 8). In 1971, a second ASTM
book (Ref 9) was published, followed in 1975 by second major compilation of fractographic information (Ref
10), which contained extensive direct SEM images of the fracture surface. The use of SEM had advantages over
TEM. The availability of the SEM obviated the necessity of replicating the fracture surface for examination and
also provided the capability to examine larger areas of the fracture surface but at decreased resolution. The
ability to place large sections in the microscope is of considerable importance, because incomplete examination
of the fracture surface may result in not obtaining critical information. The correct procedure is to document the
fracture surface in a series of photographs obtained at increasing magnification, each time indicating the region
of the higher magnification in the previous photograph. This is not easy to do using the TEM for examination
due to the size limitation of the replica (approximately 3.2 to 6.4 mm, or

1
1
to in.,
8
4

in diameter.)

Since the 1970s, the SEM has become the most common instrument of use for high-magnification examination
of the fracture surface today (variable pressure SEM for polymeric materials). Optical light fractography is still

used today for examination of glasses, but the common tool of choice for metallic materials is the SEM, in part
because of the increased depth of field and higher magnification. Although optical light fractography produces
important information regarding fracture surface features, the ability to examine detail on the fracture surface is
limited by a maximum magnification of 1000 to 1500 diameters, small depth of field, and limited resolution.
In some ways, ready availability of the SEM also has limited detailed examination by TEM, because of the
ability to place large sections in the microscope for examination in conjunction with reasonably high resolution
and without the difficulties in preparing and using fracture surface replicas. However the higher resolution of
the TEM still remains the tool of choice for examination of fine detail on fracture surfaces and to obtain a more
complete understanding of fracture processes such as cleavage (Ref 11). Nonetheless, it is still important to
remember that the higher resolution capability of the TEM does not guarantee better understanding. It is the
self-consistent data gathered over a range of magnifications that provides understanding.
Additional tools and techniques also have become available, including energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
(EDS or WDS), the Auger microscope, the variable-pressure SEM, the atomic-force microscope and others.
These tools have made possible answers to several long-standing questions of importance, such as an improved
understanding of temper embrittlement in steels. Advancement in the quantitative understanding of fracture also
continues. For example, two relatively recent symposia on fracture in 1996 and 1997 (Ref 12 and 13)
demonstrate the continued close coupling between fracture mechanics, macroscopic and microscopic
continuum mechanics, finite element analysis, dislocation theory, and fractography. Better quantitative
understanding of fracture progression and of its microscale appearance and mechanism facilitate potential
scaling to fabricated engineering components.
Several compilations of fractographic information (albeit dated in some instances) are also available for metals,
polymers, ceramics, and composites. Examples include Ref 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24.
References 14 and 18 contain polymers. References 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 (including
Fractography, Volume 12 of ASM Handbook) contain metals, and Ref 18 contains composites. Although not an
atlas of fractographs, another text (Ref 25) contains several fractographs of metals, polymers, ceramics, and
composites, as well as discussion of the relationship between microstructure and fractographic appearance.
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Fracture Surface Information
Correct interpretation of fractographic features is a critical part of a failure analysis to determine the root
technical cause for failure. Unfortunately, it is possible to misinterpret a fracture surface, and seldom can a
unique cause for failure be associated with a single specific fractographic feature. The process of failure
analysis, then, should use the total information available to reach a root-cause conclusion. Macroscale
examination by itself is often inconclusive in identifying a unique set of conditions causing failure, and
likewise, microscale examination without supporting macroscale examination and/or microstructural
examination can lead to incorrect conclusions.
Both the macro- and microscale appearances of fracture-surface features tell a story of how and sometimes why
fracture occurred. Features often associated with the fracture surface at the macro- and microscale are shown in

Table 1 and 2. Examination of the information in these tables shows that the fracture features provide
information about:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The crack initiation site and crack propagation direction
The mechanism of cracking and the path of fracture
The load conditions (monotonic or cyclic)
The environment
Geometric constraints that influenced crack initiation and/or crack propagation
Fabrication imperfections that influenced crack initiation and/or crack propagation

In the latter case, it is very important to make the distinction between a manufacturing imperfection and a
manufacturing flaw (or defect). Manufactured components typically contain geometric and material
imperfections, but whether an imperfection caused a failure is critical in the determination of root cause.
Manufacturing imperfections are not necessarily defects, and in many (if not all) situations, quantitative
analysis should be considered to determine whether an imperfection is actually a root-cause flaw responsible
for failure. Fabrication imperfections are discussed in more detail in the article “Mechanisms and Appearances
of Ductile and Brittle Fracture in Metals” in this Volume.
It should also be clear from examination of these tables that not all features created by a given cause for failure
are necessarily present on a given fracture surface. For example, beach marks (at low magnification) and
striations (at higher magnification) are well-known features of fatigue cracks but are not always present or
visible. In addition, not all fracture mechanisms have unique appearances. For example, intergranular fracture
can be caused by a number of mechanisms, as described in more detail in the article “Intergranular Fracture” in
this Volume.
It is also important to understand that the fracture surface only provides evidence of the crack propagation
process; it does not reveal evidence of events prior to nucleation and growth. Examination beyond the fracture
surface also provides information. For example, visual inspection of a fractured component may indicate events
prior to fracture initiation, such as a shape change indicating prior deformation. Metallographic examination of
material removed far from the fracture surface also can provide information regarding the penultimate
microstructure, including the presence of cold work (bent annealing twins, deformation bands, and/or grain
shape change), evidence of rapid loading and/or low-temperature service (deformation twins), and so forth.
This also is so very necessary to the failure investigation.
Macroscopic Features. Macroscopic features typically help identify the fracture-initiation site and crackpropagation direction. The orientation of the fracture surface, the location of crack initiation site(s), and the
crack-propagation direction should correlate with the internal state of stress created by the external loads and
component geometry. When the failed component is in multiple pieces, and chevrons are visible on the fracture
surface, analysis of crack branching (crack bifurcation) (Fig. 1) (Ref 25) can be used to locate the crack
initiation site. Fracture initiates in the region where local stress (as determined by the external loading
conditions, part geometry, and/or macroscopic and microscopic regions of stress concentration) exceeds the
local strength of the material. Thus, variations in material strength and microscale discontinuities (such as an
inclusion or forging seam) must be considered in conjunction with variations in localized stress that is
determined by applied loads and macroscopic stress concentrations (such as a geometric notch or other change
in cross section).
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of a component that has fractured in multiple pieces. If chevrons are visible on the
fracture surface, the sequence of crack formation can be used to obtain the crack formation sequence
and the location of the initiation site. Source: Ref 25
The fracture surface orientation relative to the component geometry may also exclude some loading conditions
(axial, bending, torsion, monotonic versus cyclic) as causative factors. For example, crack initiation is not
expected along the centerline of a component loaded in bending or torsion, even if a significant material
imperfection is present at that location because no normal stress acts at the centerline. (There is a shear stress at
this location in bending, but in a homogeneous material, it is too small to initiate fracture. That might not be the
case for a laminated structure loaded in bending.) Alternatively, brittle torsion failure is readily identified at the
macroscale in cylindrical sections because of the unique helical nature of the fracture surface (Fig. 2) (Ref 26).

Fig. 2 Wolf's ear helical fracture due to torsion loading. (a) Schematic of brittle torsion fracture of chalk.
(b) Helical tensile fracture of oxygen-free high-conductivity copper bar prestrained in torsion to a shear
strain of 4. 3×. Source (b): Ref 26
Surface roughness and optical reflectivity also provide qualitative clues to events associated with crack
propagation. For example, a dull/matte surface indicates microscale ductile fracture, while a shiny, highly
reflective surface indicates brittle cracking by cleavage or intergranular fracture. In addition, when intergranular
fracture occurs in coarse-grained materials, individual equiaxed grains have a distinctive rock-candy
appearance that may be visible with a hand lens.
Surface roughness provides clues as to whether the material is high strength (smoother) or low strength
(rougher) and whether fracture occurred as a result of cyclic loading. The surfaces from fatigue crack growth
are typically smoother than monotonic overload fracture areas. The monotonic overload fracture of a highstrength quenched and tempered steel is significantly smoother overall than is the overload fracture of a
pearlitic steel or annealed copper. Also, fracture surface roughness increases as a crack propagates so the
roughest area on the fracture surface is usually the last to fail (Fig. 3) (Ref 27). Fracture surface roughness and
the likelihood of crack bifurcation also increase with magnitude of the applied load and depend on the
toughness of the material (Fig. 4) (Ref 28).

Fig. 3 Change in surface roughness due to crack propagation. Fracture surface roughness increases with
distance of propagation, crack propagation rate, and decreased strength level. This component failed in
fatigue. Crack initiation was on a longitudinal plane visible at the top in a surface hardened region. The
crack then propagated on a helical plane in torsion. Note the change in surface roughness as the crack
propagates from the surface hardened region at the top into the core and finally into the hardened case
at the bottom of the photograph. The roughest region on the fracture surface is the final overload region
at the bottom. Source: Ref 27

Fig. 4 Change in crack bifurcation with magnitude of the load and speed of crack propagation. (a) Low
speed (low load) and high toughness. (b) Higher speed (higher load) and high toughness. (c) High speed
(high load) and low toughness. (d) Higher speed (higher load) and low toughness. Source: Ref 28
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Radial marks (Fig. 5) (Ref 29) and chevrons (Fig. 6), if present, are macroscopic surface features that indicate
the region of crack initiation and propagation direction. They are common and dominant macroscopic features
of the fracture of wrought metallic materials but are often absent or poorly defined in castings. The “v” of a
chevron points back to the initiation site, and a sequence of “v”s across the fracture surface indicates the crack
propagation direction. Radial marks typically fan out from the initiation site, although Fig. 7 shows an
exception to this.

Fig. 5 Macroscale radial marks. The fan array of the radial marks points back to the crack initiation site
and is created under conditions of “rapid” crack propagation. Source: Ref 29

Fig. 6 Chevrons on the fracture surface of an induction-hardened axle fabricated from 1541 steel. The
V-shaped chevrons point back to an initiation site marked by the arrow at the top of the figure.
Component shows fatigue crack growth initiating at the arrow creating the circular-shaped region at the
top. Overload then occurred, and fast fracture created chevrons in the hardened case but not in the
tougher core. Note also the increase in surface roughness in the pearlitic core as the overload crack
grows. Source: Ref 29

Fig. 7 Macroscale brittle fracture in tensile loading. A light ring is visible around the outside
circumference. A faint radial pattern is visible from approximately 11 to 4 o'clock and running towards a
dark spot near 9:00 The roughest area on the fracture surface is near the dark spot (see text for
discussion). Source: Ref 30
Figure 7 (Ref 30) illustrates the importance of utilizing fracture surface roughness in conjunction with radial
marks to identify the initiating location for fracture. There is a light colored region around the perimeter of the
specimen, and there is a small dark region slightly in from the surface at the 9 o'clock position. Light-colored
surface regions are often associated with surface hardening. If no information is available except the
photograph, it might be (incorrectly) concluded from the radial markings that the dark region was the location
of some material imperfection that initiated fracture. Typically, it is common for fracture initiation to occur
within a relatively small region, where the center of the radial-fan markings provides a strong indication of the
crack initiation region.
The center of the radial-fan markings are usually at or near the fracture initiation site, but this interpretation
would be incorrect in the case of Fig. 7. The specimen shown in Fig. 7 was in fact pre-fatigue-cracked and then
loaded in monotonic tension to failure. Cracking initiated within a wide arc at the surface (at positions from
approximately 11 to 4 o'clock), and the radial lines grew together rather than fanned out as the crack
propagated. The dark region at 9 o'clock is not an imperfection but rather contained within a rougher region
with surface steps, indicative of the last region of fracture. Surface roughness increases as the crack propagates,
and the rough area surrounds the dark spot. The spot appears dark because of the angle of the illumination. The
deciding issue is the surface roughness, as it indicates the later material to fail was near the dark region and not
at the surface.
Typically, it is common for fracture initiation to occur within a relatively small region (in which case the center
of the radial markings would fan out from the small region of crack initiation). However, as demonstrated in
Fig. 7, this is not the case when crack initiation occurs over a wider region.
Microscopic Examination and Appearances. Microscopic examination can help identity imperfections that
initiate cracking, the path of fracture (intergranular or transgranular), and the microscale mechanisms of
cracking (i.e., microvoid coalescence, cleavage, or fatigue). Localized directions of crack growth also can be
determined from the river lines of cleavage fracture surfaces. In the case of microvoid coalescence, the shape of
the dimples on the fracture surface can be correlated with loading conditions (i.e., equiaxed dimples from
tensile loading; elliptical dimples from shear or torsional loading).
Microscale fractographic features help identify the microscopic mechanism(s) causing fracture. Figure 8 (Ref
31) is a summary of the possible microstructural features associated with the basic types of external load
conditions (overload, fatigue, and environmentally assisted sustained-load cracking). As indicated in the figure,
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a dimpled fracture surface is uniquely associated with the microscale mechanism of microvoid coalescence,
which typically is associated with macroscopic ductile fractures. However, macroscale brittle fractures can also
occur when plastic deformation is limited to a small volume of material and not macroscale visible, while the
fracture process is still microvoid coalescence. This is the case when the ductile fracture mechanism of
microvoid coalescence is constrained to a plane-strain strain fracture mode (referred to as plane-strain
microvoid coalescence) or occurs preferentially in the limited region adjacent to the grain boundary (resulting
in a dimpled intergranular fracture surface). These types of ductile and brittle fractures are discussed in more
detail later in this article.

Fig. 8 Observed microscopic fracture mechanisms for different loading conditions and environments.
DBTT is the ductile brittle transition temperature, and KISCC is the stress corrosion threshold. KIHE is the
hydrogen embrittlement threshold. Note 8(a): See Fig. 13 and discussions for conditions of macroscale
ductile and brittle fracture. Adapted from Ref 31
In a more general sense, the microscale features of fractures in crystalline materials can be described as either
transgranular (TG) or intergranular (IG). Transgranular crack propagation is caused by competing mechanisms
of ductile crack nucleation, growth by slip deformation mechanism, and brittle cracking by cleavage. (As
described later in this article, twinning is a transgranular mechanism of plastic deformation. Deformation

twinning provides a limited amount of ductile deformation but also provides an alternative for initiation of
cleavage cracks. What can result from twinning deformation is cleavage crack nucleation at the intersection of
mechanical twins, for example, as discussed further in the next article, “Mechanisms and Appearances of
Ductile and Brittle Fracture in Metals.”)
These two mechanisms of TG cracking have distinct appearances on the microscale characterized by dimpled
fracture surface for ductile TG fractures (Fig. 9) and the distinctive river lines of cleavage for brittle cracking
(Fig. 10). The occurrence and appearances of these TG cracking mechanisms are influenced by crystal
structure, microstructure, loading rate, and temperature, as briefly discussed later in this article and in more
detail in the article “Mechanisms and Appearances of Ductile and Brittle Fracture in Metals,” in this Section of
this Volume.

Fig. 9 Dimpled rupture created by microvoid coalescence in a quenched and tempered steel. Note the
presence of carbide particles in the bottom of several dimples. Palladium shadowed two-stage carbon
replica. Because the image is a replica of the fracture surface, there is a reversal of fractographic
features. Source: Ref 7
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Fig. 10 River lines on a cleavage fracture surface. Direction of growth is parallel to the direction of crack
coalescence as indicated by the arrow. Cracks must reinitiate at a boundary containing a twist (mode III)
deformation component.
Intergranular fracture is clearly distinguished from TG fracture, but unlike TG fracture, the microscopic
appearances of IG fractures are not uniquely associated with a specific microscale mechanism. (It is not
uncommon to see a fracture surface containing both IG and TG fracture.) Preferential cracking in (or near) the
grain boundaries may be related to various types of IG mechanisms (which may be diffusion-related processes
such as creep void formation, hydrogen void formation, or impurity segregation in the grain boundaries).
Various microstructural and mechanical conditions also may influence crack path. For example, Table 3 (Ref
32) focuses on the influence of microstructure on fracture toughness and the fracture path in some high-strength
alloys. Sometimes the facets of IG-fracture are almost featureless, perhaps containing only the presence of a
second phase when they occur truly in the grain boundary. However, it not uncommon to see very small
dimples on grain boundary facets. Dimpled intergranular fracture can occur from void formation in the grain
boundaries or from the mechanism of microvoid coalescence in the region adjacent to the grain boundary.
Table 3 The influence of microstructure on fracture path and fracture toughness for several high
strength alloys
Microstructural
feature
Phase morphology in
α-β titanium alloys

Effects on fracture
path
Change from α and β grains Crack branching and
to α in β
irregularity greatly
increased

Large particles in
steels and aluminium
alloys

Randomly distributed

Dispersoids in steels
and aluminium alloys

Specific aspects

Intergranular carbides in
steels
Randomly distributed

Effects on fracture mechanics
properties
• Higher KIc and KIssc
• Increased resistance
to fatigue crack
growth

Large microvoids
(mainly transgranular)
Nucleation of cleavage

•
•

Lower KIc
Acceleration of high
stress intensity fatigue

Sheets of small
transgranular
microvoids

•
•

Lower kIc
Acceleration of high

stress intensity fatigue

Precipitates and
particles in Al-ZnMg-Cu alloys

Larger grain size

Increased spacing between
dispersoids in aluminium
alloys

Faceted crack growth
maintained to higher
ΔK

Larger matrix precipitates
and grain boundary
particles due to overaging

Increase in
intergranular microvoid
coalescence during
unstable fracture
None for stress
corrosion
Increase in
intergranular microvoid
coalescence
Faceted crack growth
maintained to higher
ΔK

Overaged Al-Zn-Mg-Cu
alloys
Steels

Conventional α-β
titanium alloys
Fibering in
aluminium alloys

Crystallographic
texture in α-β
titanium alloys

Crack branching and
irregularity maintained to
higher ΔK
Alignment of grains and
particles

Preferred orientation of
the hexagonal α phase in
microstructures with
individual α and β grains

Increased resistance to
region II fatigue crack
growth
Branching and
irregularity much less
when crack plane
normal to short
transverse direction
Crack blunting,
branching and
irregularity depend
on texture

Transition from region I to
region II fatigue crack
growth postponed to higher
ΔK
Lower KIc and Kc

Higher KIscc and lower region
II crack growth velocity
Lower KIc and Kc

Transition from region I to
region II fatigue crack
growth postponed to higher
ΔK: higher ΔKth

•
•

Lower KIc and KIssc
Decreased resistance
to fatigue crack
growth

Complex and strong
influences on KIc, KIssc, ΔKth,
and the resistance to fatigue
crack growth

Source: Ref 32
The possible influence of the microstructure or the environment sometimes can be determined more easily by
microstructural examination, especially with specimens taken perpendicular to the fracture surface and
containing the fracture surface in edge view. Specific examples include identification of IG fracture and the
possible role of inclusions and/or second phases in influencing the direction of crack propagation. In summary,
microscopic examination of the fracture surface can but may not always or uniquely provide information
regarding:
•
•
•
•
•

Whether crack propagation (i.e., the fracture progression mechanism) is ductile or brittle
Whether loading was axial, bending, or torsion and monotonic or cyclic
Whether fracture may have occurred at a high fraction of the melting point (high homologous
temperature, TH)
Whether the environment played a role in the fracture
Whether the thermal processing history of the material was improper

Mud Cracks. The presence of oxidation products may indicate elevated temperature service, and the presence of
surface discoloration may indicate a corrosive service environment. Thicker surface deposits from liquid on the
surface often crack in a distinctive manner as they dry and result in mud-cracks (Fig. 11 and 12). These mud
cracks in the surface deposit may indicate the possibility of an environmentally induced fracture; that is, stresscorrosion cracking (SCC). Unfortunately, mud cracks can also be created by caustic cleaning residue from
attempts to clean the fracture before providing the specimen to the analyst.
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Fig. 11 Mud cracks on the surface of an intergranular fracture in 7079-T651 aluminum that failed under
SCC conditions in a 3.5% chloride solution. TEM replica

Fig. 12 Mud cracks on the fracture surface of a quenched and tempered 4340 steel exposed to a marine
environment. TEM replica
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Ductile and Brittle Behavior
Perhaps most importantly, the question of whether a fracture is ductile or brittle is almost always addressed in a
failure analysis. Ductile and brittle are terms often used to describe the amount of macroscale plastic
deformation that precedes fracture. The presence of brittle fracture is a concern, because catastrophic brittle
fracture occurs due to the elastic stress that is present and usually propagates at high speed, sometimes with
little associated absorbed energy. Fracture occurring in a brittle manner cannot be anticipated by the onset of
prior macroscale visible permanent distortion to cause shut down of operating equipment, nor can it be arrested
by a removal of the load except for very special circumstances.
It must be pointed out, however, that the terms ductile and brittle also can be and are applied to fracture on a
microscopic level. At the macroscale, ductile fracture by the microscale ductile process of microvoid formation
and coalescence is characterized by plastic deformation and expenditure of considerable energy, while
microscale brittle fractures by cleavage are characterized by rapid crack propagation with less expenditure of
energy than with ductile fractures and without macroscale evidence of plastic deformation. The point is that the
terms ductile and brittle are used to describe both appearance (macroscale behavior) and mechanism
(microscale behavior). The macroscale view of ductility is neither more nor less correct than the microscale
definition for the fracture mechanism.
The specific meaning of ductile and brittle may carry different connotations depending on background, context,
and perspective of the reader. It is therefore important to clearly identify whether a ductile or brittle fracture is
being described in terms of macroscale appearance or microscale mechanisms. It is also important to note that
there is no universally accepted dividing line for macroscale ductile and brittle behavior in terms of strain at
fracture nor in terms of energy absorption. For example, large fracture strain is desirable for forming
operations, and material selection may be based on the relative ductility observed during tensile testing.
Materials that do not show obvious necking in a tensile test are sometimes described as brittle, but that is not a
generally accepted or valid meaning of the term. For example, the absence of obvious necking may be due to
the geometry of the specimen.
Relative ductility observed during tensile testing also is an arbitrary basis for defining macroscale ductility. For
example, that a material has “adequate” ductility when the reduction in area (RA) is between 26 and 18% and
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“limited” ductility when the RA is between 18 and 2% and is brittle when the RA is below 2% has been
suggested (Ref 33). Strain hardening exponents (n) for most structural alloys are typically in the range of 0.05
to 0.2, which translates to a RA in the range of 5 to 22% before necking instability is attained. Thus, few
materials that are not cold worked would neck before 2% strain and would be considered brittle in this criterion
for metal forming operations.
Another set of criteria may apply in structural design, where analytical expressions to determine allowable
loads are based on whether failure is ductile or brittle. Some (arbitrary) value of tensile elongation or reduction
in area (RA) is required to define whether a (ductile) distortion energy yield criterion or a (brittle) maximum
normal stress or maximum shear criterion (perhaps modified by a normal stress term, as the Coulomb-Mohr
model) is used in design. Ductile behavior also is often associated with high energy absorption at fracture, and
adequate toughness or ductility may be evaluated and defined by impact data, where criteria to determine
whether the fracture is ductile or brittle involves some minimum level of absorbed energy at the service
temperature of interest, say 14 or 20 J (10 or 15 ft · lbf).
The macroscale definition of ductile versus brittle behavior also may be misleading about material behavior.
For example, when subjected to large compressive hydrostatic loads, “brittle” materials may behave in a ductile
manner. The fracture strain of ductile materials increases with an increase in loading conditions containing a
large compressive hydrostatic component relative to the deviatoric component of stress and decreases with an
increase in the tensile-hydrostatic stress component. It is also possible for ductile fracture to require little
energy for initiation or propagation if strain-hardening capacity is low.
From the perspective of “safe” design, materials that are inherently ductile but can behave in a brittle manner in
service require the most caution. Many engineering materials are inherently ductile and some are inherently
brittle, but those behaviors can be altered. Possible reasons for brittle behavior of ductile materials include
loading conditions and the internal state of stress created by the part geometry and the geometry of any
imperfections in conjunction with the operating environment (chemically reactive and/or high or low
temperature). The inherent ductile behavior of metallic material also can be drastically reduced by improper
heat treatment (e.g., incipient melting, temper embrittlement, improper age hardening) by processing (hydrogen
embrittlement due to plating baths).
Therefore, it is necessary to understand:
•
•

Why some materials are inherently ductile or brittle, and
How part geometry, operating conditions or mechanical/thermal processing may alter that behavior

The inherent ductility or brittleness of materials is addressed later, in the section “Structure and Behavior” in
this article, after the discussion of the macroscale appearances of ductile and brittle fracture.
Observation of Plastic Strain. Smaller amounts of plastic deformation might be determined via careful
measurement if the surfaces of the component are relatively smooth. The ability to see a neck in a tensile
specimen depends on the amount of strain hardening and to some extent, the amount of strain-rate hardening. If
there is no hardening to force the neck to grow along the length of the specimen, plastic flow via slip can occur
without visual evidence. That is, there may be microstructural evidence or microscale fractographic evidence of
plastic deformation, but it occurs over a sufficiently small volume that it is not visually apparent.
In some instances, small amounts of plastic deformation may be visible at the macroscale, such as the twisting
of extrusion marks around the axis of the component (torsion loading). Two halves of a bending fracture can
often be brought into close proximity to determine if a small amount of plastic bending has occurred (for
example, by placing the two components on a flat surface). This is a helpful technique in the examination of
threaded cylindrical sections. However, it is of extreme importance that two fracture surfaces not be brought
into actual physical contact. Doing so can destroy microscale fractographic information.
Sometimes plastic strain can also be seen in such an instance by examination of the surface of the component
adjacent to the fracture. Plastic strain will result in a roughening of the surface if the grain size is very large.
Conversely, the presence of a large grain size may be visible (detected) by roughening of the surface for a
component with a distortion of the original geometry. In extreme cases, the roughening occurs over the
complete section, not just the area immediately adjacent to the fracture surface, and is then described as “orange
peel.”
It is also possible to use the SEM or atomic force microscopy to obtain three-dimensional surface maps
showing surface profiles as discussed in other sections of ASM Handbook. Hull (Ref 11) describes a technique

using surface profiles that can be used to identify small-scale plastic strain. Profilometer traces are obtained
from matching regions on each half of the fracture surface. If the two traces cannot then be brought into
alignment, it is likely that there has been some plastic deformation associated with fracture. Obviously, if a
piece has dropped out of the surface, there may be no matching but neither has there been any plastic
deformation.
It is also important to clarify whether the term ductile refers to:
•
•
•

Plastic strain accumulated prior to the nucleation and growth of a crack
The process of crack nucleation
The process of crack growth

As an example of the necessity for careful description, consider two tensile specimens fabricated from the same
alloy, but one is in the annealed condition and the other prepared from cold rolled material. The annealed
material is expected to show fracture in the necked region, but no or minimal necking is expected in the cold
worked material. The microscopic mechanism of fracture in the annealed material is a ductile mechanism
(microvoid coalescence), and macroscopic deformation preceded fracture. Thus, there is little confusion in
describing the fracture as ductile on both the macroscopic and microscopic scales of observation.
However, what about the cold worked material? There was plastic deformation (presumably compressive)
during manufacturing, and the presence of prior cold work may explain the absence of the macroscopic
necking. Metallographic observation and/or hardness testing would determine the material condition and clarify
the effect of previous cold working on the fracture appearance, which could be either ductile or brittle at the
microscale.
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Macroscopic Ductile and Brittle Fracture Surfaces
As noted in the previous section, there is no universally accepted dividing line between ductile and brittle
behavior at the macroscale in terms of strain at fracture, nor is there a defined dividing line in terms of energy
absorption. The terms ductile and brittle also can be and are applied to fracture on a microscopic level.
Therefore, it is desirable to first provide a working definition of macroscopic ductile and brittle fracture.
In the context of this article, a fracture is brittle at the macroscale if it is on a plane normal to the maximum
normal stress (condition 4 in Fig. 13). A fracture is considered to be macroscopically ductile when the fracture
surfaces are inclined to an imposed load (slant fracture or plane-stress). Toughness is higher under conditions
of plane stress, as the additional work expended in work-hardening deformation contributes to fracture
resistance under load. A fracture surface displaying both types of planes can be described as a mixed mode
fracture or alternatively, by indicating the presence of shear lips on the fracture surface.
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Fig. 13 Schematic of variation in fracture toughness and macro-scale features of fracture surfaces for an
inherently ductile material. As section thickness (B) or preexisting crack length (a) increases, plane strain
conditions develop first along the centerline and result in a flat fracture surface. With further increases
in section thickness or crack size, the flat region spreads to the outside of the specimen, decreasing the
widths of the shear lips. When the minimum value of plane-strain toughness (KIc) is reached, the shear
lips have very small width.
The local state of stress created by a load on a component geometry may cause crack propagation (i.e., critical
fracture) that results in a fracture surface with a macroscale appearance; that is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Totally ductile
Totally brittle
Initially brittle, then ductile
Initially ductile, then brittle
Mixed mode (ductile and brittle)

In the latter two cases (4 and 5), the ductile appearance may not be directly visible at the macroscale. Initially,
ductile fractures (case 4) are usually associated with rising-load ductile tearing, or the initial ductility may be
inferred by transverse strain at the crack tip. The size of the plastic zone may be microscale in this case. Mixedmode ductile and brittle cracking (case 5) would be inferred due to the presence of an intimate mixture of
cleavage and microvoid coalescence at the microscale or by the presence of shear lips at the macroscale.
The fracture appearance that occurs depends on the microstructure (strength and ductility) of the material and
the degree of constraint associated with the presence of a cracklike imperfection. Constraint and fracture
appearances are discussed further in following paragraphs, and the macroscopic conditions associated with the
onset of critical fracture (i.e., stress and crack size) are also briefly described in terms of fracture mechanics.
However, it also must be noted that some of the above criteria are based on macroscopic conditions or
appearances and do not consider the microscopic mechanisms (i.e., slip, twinning, viscous flow, cleavage) that
cause fracture. A fracture may appear to be macroscopically brittle, but the cracking process may occur by a
ductile mechanism. Examples in which the cracking mechanism is ductile but for which there is no or little
visual macroscopic distortion include: monotonic loading of a component containing a cracklike imperfection
(plane-strain microvoid coalescence fracture induced by part and crack geometry), long-life cyclic loading, and
elevated temperature failure (intergranular creep fracture). These examples are discussed in subsequent sections
of this article, but the major point here is that the terms ductile and brittle should be used carefully with respect
to the scale of observation or the description of fracture mechanisms. The distinction is important, because
macroscopic brittle fractures can occur from the microscopic mechanism of ductile cracking.
Constraint and Macroscopic Fracture Appearance. Constraint is created by longer cracks, thicker sections, and a
decreased crack tip radius. If the material is inherently brittle (say a steel below the ductile-brittle transition

temperature, DBTT), crack initiation is expected at or near the preexisting cracklike imperfection and the crack
is expected to propagate in a microscale brittle manner. When the material has some inherent ductility, the
fracture process is influenced by component and crack geometry creating various fracture surface features. The
purpose here is not to discuss microscopic details of fracture initiation and crack propagation but rather to
characterize the macroscopic appearance. The features to be considered are:
•
•
•
•

Crack blunting and crack propagation on a plane of maximum shear stress
Loss in constraint due to crack propagation with a macroscale transition from plane strain flat fracture
(normal to the load) to plane stress slant fracture
Mixed mode fracture and incomplete constraint resulting in shear lips and crack arrest lines
Creation of constraint by subcritical crack growth resulting in a fracture surface predominantly flat after
a small initial ductile region (which may not be macroscale visible)

Plane-Strain Microvoid Coalescence. As previously noted, ductile cracking by microvoid coalescence can result
in a macroscale brittle fracture when the cracking is constrained by the geometry of the part and/or crack. With
geometric constraint, plastic strain may be concentrated and lead to fracture without visible macroscale
deformation. The microscale cracking mechanism is “ductile,” but geometric constraint limits macroscale
distortion. This type of fracture may best be referred to as “plane-strain microvoid coalescence,” following the
previous definition of macroscale brittle fracture and also characterizing the microscopic process of cracking.
The geometry of the part and/or crack is thus one factor that may influence the macroscale deformation of the
fracture process (distinct from the microscale mechanisms of cracking, which are discussed later in this article).
Shear Lips and Crack Arrest Lines. Consider first the effects of section thickness for an intermediate value of
crack length and a “sharp” crack tip. For thin sections there is little constraint imposed by a stress concentrator
so that the fracture process occurs essentially under conditions of plane stress, resulting in complete slant
fracture (condition 1 in Fig. 13). As the section thickness increases, constraint, which is higher along the
centerline than at the free surfaces, becomes sufficiently large to create plane-strain conditions and result in flat
fracture (Fig. 13, condition 4). The slant fracture surfaces (Fig. 13, conditions 2 and 3) are described as shear
lips, or alternatively, the fracture can be described as mixed mode. Orientation of the shear lips may be used to
identify the crack initiation location, which is helpful since chevrons or radial marks may not be present. The
direction of crack propagation is parallel to the shear lips.
Further increases in section thickness spread constraint toward the sides of the specimen, decreasing the width
of the shear lips and ultimately resulting in a fracture that is essentially 100% flat. (Fig. 13, condition 4). (There
is still a vanishingly small shear lip unless the material is inherently brittle.) The crack length and or section
thickness required to obtain essentially flat fracture (i.e., plane strain fracture) can be estimated from:
K 
a, B ≥ 2.5  IC 
 S 

2

where a is crack length, B is section thickness, KIc is plane strain fracture toughness, and S is nominal stress.
When the fracture surface is essentially flat, a quantitative assessment of fracture toughness or stress level at the
time of fracture can be obtained (see “Appendix: Modeling with Fracture Mechanics” in this article). When
small shear lips are present on the flanks of the specimen, assumptions of plane strain loading are less accurate
and the stress intensity at the time of fracture is greater than that indicated by KIc. However, Hertzberg (Ref 25)
has proposed a procedure (described in“Appendix: Modeling with Fracture Mechanics” in this article) to
estimate the toughness and/or stress level based on the width of the shear lip.
As constraint increases behind the notch, the through-thickness stress increases. This may lead to splitting of a
plate near mid-thickness, especially if inclusions are concentrated in this region and have a high aspect ratio
parallel to the width direction or if the material is heavily banded (say pearlite-ferrite banding in a steel, Fig. 14
(Ref 34). When there is less constraint at the notch tip from those situations described previously or for an
inherently tougher material, crack blunting becomes significant and can lead to ductile tearing on a plane of
high shear stress rather than on the plane of maximum normal stress.
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Fig. 14 Centerline cracking in a plate containing a cracklike defect. Constraint in the thickness direction
created by the cracklike defect causes a transverse stress (σ2). This stress sometimes causes transverse
cracking. Source: Ref 34
Even when there is significant constraint at the notch tip, a small amount of plastic tearing can occur on the
plane of maximum normal stress in conjunction with crack tip blunting (Fig. 15) (Ref 35). Then, depending on
the degree of constraint, subsequent crack propagation can be microscale ductile or brittle. This limited
microscale ductility provides a second quantitative evaluation of toughness and stress at fracture by relating the
crack tip opening displacement to toughness. The analytical relations are described in the section “Crack
Blunting and Stretch Zones” in “Appendix: Modeling with Fracture Mechanics” of this article. A discussion of
the appearance is also in the article “Mechanisms and Appearances of Ductile and Brittle Fracture in Metals.”

Fig. 15 Ductile tearing on a plane of maximum normal stress at the tip of a compact tension specimen.
Material is O1 tool steel. Source: Ref 35
Depending on the level of constraint and fracture toughness when fracture initiates, the stored elastic strain
energy may or may not be sufficient to drive the crack completely across the specimen. A common situation in
laboratory testing is that the crack “pops in” the specimen; that is, a small crack suddenly forms under plane
strain conditions with a concurrent drop in load. The load then rises, and crack propagation continues by ductile
tearing. The process can repeat more than once, leaving telltale crack arrest marks on the fracture surface (Fig.
16) (Ref 35).

Fig. 16 Crack arrest lines on edge-notched tension specimens. Material thickness 13 mm (
(

3
8

in.), and 6 mm (

1
4

1
2

in.), 10 mm

in.). Note the distance for first arrest, which increases with section thickness, and

note that the arrest lines are not closed along the centerline in the 13 mm (

1
2

in.) thick specimen,

indicating full constraint at that location. Source: Ref 35
Note that the crack arrest marks indicate crack tunneling along the centerline and that they are matte in
appearance compared to the generally shiny reflective surface. The curvature of the arrest lines delineates the
crack front and indicates the direction of crack propagation. These crack arrest lines should not be confused
with beach marks in cyclic loading nor with chevrons in monotonic loading. Chevrons created on a flat fracture
surface point back to the crack initiation site; arrest lines point in the direction of crack propagation. Microscale
examination shows that the arrest lines are created by a change in fracture mechanism, not due, for example, to
crevice corrosion as for beach marks in a steel. Microscale examination of the fracture surface shows that the
highly reflective regions of the fracture surface are created by cleavage or quasi-cleavage while the thin-arced
arrest regions failed by microvoid coalescence.
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Structure and Behavior
Fractographic features are related to not only the geometry, loading conditions, and service environment, but
also to the inherent properties of the material as controlled by its submicro-, micro-, and macroscale structure.
The combination of alloy composition, microstructure, macrostructure (segregation, banding, and fibering),
service loading conditions (monotonic, cyclic, uniaxial, multiaxial, and so forth), service environment
(chemically aggressive, low-temperature, and high-temperature), and the possibility of both geometric and
material imperfections created by the processing history provide a large number of conditions that influence the
tendency to fracture. For purposes of discussion, it is convenient to distinguish between crystalline,
noncrystalline, and partially crystalline materials and in some cases to consider the behavior of mechanical
mixtures (composites, aggregates, and mechanical alloys).
Under monotonic loading, the competing processes of ductile fracture by deformation mechanisms (slip and
possibly twinning) and brittle fracture by cleavage are influenced by crystal structure, microstructure, loading
rate, and temperature. These mechanisms are discussed followed by a section on the appearances of fatigue
fractures and then the sources of crack initiation. Many fracture mechanisms also have associated names, which
are descriptive (e.g., stress-corrosion cracking, corrosion enhanced fatigue, temper embrittlement, liquid metal
embrittlement, etc.) and, when used correctly, imply and sometimes explain causes for failure. However, to
reiterate, results obtained from only microscale examination may not indicate a unique cause for fracture.
Atomic-Level and Microscopic Structure. Two important submicroscopic variables are the type of bonding
between atoms (ionic, covalent, metallic, and van der Waals) and whether the material in question is or is not
crystalline. Metallic materials are metallically bonded and typically crystalline. Ceramic materials are
predominantly ionically bonded but may show some covalent bonding and can show three-dimensional order
(crystalline), two-dimensional order (laminar or layered structures), or no order (amorphous).
Polymeric materials are typically amorphous or partially crystalline. In organic polymeric material, carbonatom backbone chains and pendant atoms on the chain are covalently bonded. The individual polymeric chains
are then either van der Waals bonded or may be “cross linked”, that is, covalently bonded. Covalent (and ionic)
bonds are typically high-strength bonds while the van der Waals bond is weak. Polymers may or may not be
oriented (i.e., whether there is alignment of the carbon backbone chains). Seldom are polymeric materials
completely crystalline, and crystallinity decreases with complexity of the pendant atom groups (steric
hindrance), chain branching, as well as with increasing molecular weight.
The chains, unless specific procedures have been undertaken to cause alignment, are extensively kinked and
interwoven (Fig. 17) (Ref 36). Behavior of polymeric materials also depends strongly on whether the service
temperature is above or below the glass transition temperature where the molecule dramatically stiffens. The
elastic moduli and strength increase below the glass transition temperature while the engineering strain to
fracture decreases. Additionally, several mechanical properties of polymeric materials depend on the average
molecular weight.

Fig. 17 Schematic picture of spaghetti-bowl appearance of an unoriented amorphous polymer. (a) Prior
to plastic strain. (b) After plastic strain; twisting and kinking are reduced and the polymer chains
become oriented in the direction of plastic strain. Source: Ref 36
Qualitatively, strength and modulus are increased as crystallinity increases, while ductility is usually reduced.
In contrast to modeling of metallic material behavior, it is not common to describe behavior of polymeric
material in terms of dislocation models and/or microscale slip and twinning processes, although some articles in
the literature of the '60s and '70s did that.
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Deformation and Fracture
Plastic deformation in crystalline material at low homologous temperatures is a consequence of transgranular
microscopic deformation by slip and/or twinning in the crystalline lattice, and at higher homologous
temperatures (for example, TH ~ 0.4) by slip and viscous grain boundary flow. If other events do not intervene,
continued plastic deformation by slip at TH < 0.4 culminates in fracture by first strain localization (necking or
shear band formation); then fracture in the volume or region of strain concentration occurs. However, most
commercial alloys contain second phases and/or inclusions, which are present and which cause different
fracture processes to intervene.
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Deformation occurs by viscoplastic flow processes in noncrystalline material such as thermoplastic polymers.
(Thermoset plastics are brittle and not considered here). Viscoplastic deformation depends on temperature and
strain rate. As the temperature is decreased, the material undergoes a glass transition, and if the pendant group
is not too complex, the material may partially crystallize. Qualitatively, a decrease in temperature results in an
increase in stiffness and strength with a decrease in ductility. Tensile curves shown in Fig. 18 illustrate the
change in behavior as the temperature is decreased and illustrate the important observation that there is a
transition from “rubbery” behavior to “cold drawing” behavior to “glassy” behavior as the temperature is
decreased. A cold drawing nonoriented polymeric strain hardens very little, creating a “strip necking zone.”
Continued loading may result in craze formation in this zone (Fig. 19) (Ref 37) Crazes are not cracks but rather
crack precursors (see the article “Fracture of Plastics” in this Volume).

Fig. 18 Change in behavior of a polymeric material with increasing strain rate and/or decreasing
temperature. (a) Brittle behavior. (b) Limited ductility behavior. (c) Cold drawing behavior. (d) Rubbery
behavior. Curve (a) could represent testing below the glass transition temperature. Source: Ref 36

Fig. 19 Craze formation in a polycarbonate polymer in tension under alcohol. Source: Ref 37
Ductile polymeric materials develop a neck as do metallic materials, but the mechanisms for neck formation are
somewhat different. Neck formation in a metal occurs at the maximum load (see the article “Mechanisms and
Appearances of Ductile and Brittle Fracture in Metals” in this Volume.) In cold drawing polymeric materials,
there is extensive chain straightening and alignment of the backbone chain in the direction of the applied load.
In a cold drawing polymer, neck formation initiates at yield, and the slope of a load-elongation curve at
maximum load is often still positive. After the instability at yield, the polymer reorients. During the initial
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stages of plastic flow, there is little hardening, but hardening increases as the chains become aligned (therefore
often described as orientation hardening).
Plastic flow causes breakage of bonds, shear sliding, chain straightening, and chain alignment parallel to the
applied load. There are also strain rate effects. There is a visible nonuniformity of strain distribution at the
neck-bulk material interface as the opaque oriented neck grows along the length of the specimen (Ref 37).
Chain scission and fracture occurs rapidly soon after most of the chains are aligned. Analytical descriptions of
the behavior after yield via a Considére type analysis (see the Appendix in the article “Mechanisms and
Appearances of Ductile and Brittle Fracture in Metals” in this Volume.) are totally analogous to those for sharp
necking at yield in strain aging low-carbon steels.
Both metallic and polymeric materials become more brittle as the service temperature is decreased. For
polymeric materials this would include service below the glass transition temperature and/or crystallization
temperature of the polymer melt after processing. In metals, there are also strain rate and grain size
dependences of the ductile-brittle transition temperature (DBTT) in steels. The DBTT is raised for an increase
in strain rate (except for high-strength steels) and for an increase in grain size. Cleavage fracture in metallic
material shows a strong temperature dependence for materials having a body-centered cubic (bcc) lattice and
possibly for alloys based on such hexagonal close-packed (hcp) metals as titanium and zirconium (Fig. 20).
Face-centered cubic (fcc) materials cleave only under special limited circumstances; see the section “Brittle
Transgranular Fracture (Cleavage)” in this article.

Fig. 20 Schematic of variation in yield strength (YS) and fracture strength (FS) with temperature for fcc
and bcc materials. Brittle (cleavage) fracture is possible in bcc material but not in fcc material. Yield
strength of bcc materials increases more sharply than that of fcc materials when temperature is lowered,
and in the region of the ductile-brittle transition temperature (DBTT) the YS of the bcc material reaches
the level of the fracture strength. An increase in strain rate raises the DBTT for the bcc material.
In addition, because of the crystallographic nature of the deformation and fracture processes in metals,
fractographic or microstructural evidence may be created that is helpful in the failure analysis. For example,
small amounts of plastic deformation may be detected microstructurally by the presence of bent annealing twins
in most fcc alloy systems (Fig. 21). Twinning (which is the alternative form of transgranular plastic
deformation mechanism besides slip at temperatures below the homologous temperature for viscoelastic
deformation) typically does not produce a sufficiently high volume fraction of plastically deformed material to
visually indicate permanent deformation in a component but usually does, creates characteristic microstructural
features that can be useful in failure analysis (see the section “Deformation Twinning” in this article).

Fig. 21 Example of plastic deformation detected metallographically by the presence of bent annealing
twins. (a) Annealed 80–20 brass. (b) Cold worked 20% 80–20 brass. Plastic deformation can be detected
metallographically by the presence of bent annealing twins, the presence of deformation bands, elongated
grains, and by etch-pit density. 20% strain is insufficient to show grain elongation in (b). The other three
observations are more sensitive. Courtesy of E.E. Stansbury
Deformation and Fracture in Metallic Materials. In crystalline materials, the deformation processes of slip and
twinning compete with the brittle fracture process of cleavage. Crystallinity also imposes geometric constraint
on mechanisms of deformation and fracture. For example, brittle (cleavage) fracture in an isotropic amorphous
material occurs on the plane of maximum normal stress. In materials having a laminar structure, it typically
occurs at the laminar interface (but may not in a sufficiently thin solder joint). In crystalline material, cleavage
occurs on specific crystallographic planes of low index and occurs with varying degrees of difficulty in
different lattices (see the section “Brittle Transgranular Fracture (Cleavage)” in this article).
In an ideal material containing neither inclusions nor second phases, ductile fracture would be expected to
occur by slip and possibly twinning and result in complete reduction in area. Alternately, cleavage across a
grain on a single plane would be expected to result in a smooth fracture surface. Such results are sometimes
observed in high-purity single crystal specimens but are seldom seen in commercial engineering materials.
Commercial engineering materials contain both a distribution of inclusions and often second phase particles and
constituents as well as grain boundaries, all of which influence the fracture nucleation and growth process.
All mechanisms also may not operate in a given lattice (material). For example, fcc materials cleave only under
special limited circumstances, as described in the section in this article “Brittle Transgranular Fracture
(Cleavage).” Activation of a given mechanism also depends on the temperature, loading rate, and degree of
constraint. At lower fractions of the homologous temperature (TH), deformation occurs predominantly by the
processes of slip and twinning (although there may also be slow microstructural changes, for example,
overaging). At higher homologous temperatures, plastic flow in crystalline materials occurs by slip and viscous
flow. Viscous (creep) flow is typically intergranular.
The consequences of crystal structure, microstructure, loading rate, and temperature on operative slip and
twinning systems and their competition with cleavage are discussed in more detail in the article “Mechanisms
and Appearances of Ductile and Brittle Fracture in Metals.” However, it is worthwhile to note fracture
mechanism maps are also used to plot the conditions for deformation and fracture. These guides were first
developed to identify conditions for which fundamental deformation mechanisms operated (e.g., slip, twinning,
and creep flow), often in single crystals. For example, Fig. 22 (Ref 38, 39) is an example of fracture
mechanisms maps for magnesium and magnesium oxide, and summary maps are shown in Fig. 23 for some
general types of metal and nonmetallic materials. Fracture mechanism maps are also being developed for
commercial materials. Examples of fracture mechanism maps for specific commercial materials with a specific
microstructure are shown in Fig. 24 (Ref 40) and Fig. 25 (Ref 41).
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Fig. 22 Deformation and fracture map for (a) magnesium and (b) magnesium oxide. Mode 1, 2, and 3
represent regions of brittle fracture mechanisms (cleavage or IG fracture) with the following conditions:
Region 1, pre-existing cracks propagate; Region 2, slip or twin-nucleated cracks propagate, Region 3,
extensive plasticity precedes brittle fracture. Adapted from Ref 38; originally published in Ref 39

Fig. 23 General shifts in fracture mechanism fields for metallic and nonmetallic (ionic or covalent)
bonding. (a) fcc metals, cleavage at low temperatures does not occur as in the bcc. (b) Refractory bcc
metals. (c) Alkali halides. (d) Refractory oxides. Source: Ref 39
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Fig. 24 Deformation and fracture map for spheroidized 1045 steel. Source: Ref 40

Fig. 25 Deformation map for various failure mechanisms as a function of temperature and sulfur
contents for preoriented polyisoprenes. Source: Ref 41
Ductile Fracture and Microvoid Coalescence. Whether ductile fracture relates to either the mechanism of
fracture or the fracture surface appearance, the fracture process is associated with strain accumulation. At
homologous temperatures low enough that creep deformation does not contribute to strain prior to or
accompanying crack propagation (~TH < 0.4), the mechanism of permanent deformation in metallic materials is
by the transgranular processes of slip or deformation twinning. At higher homologous temperatures (say TH ~
0.4), deformation occurs by slip and viscous grain boundary flow.
If other events do not intervene, continued plastic deformation by slip (with TH < 0.4) culminates in fracture
first by strain localization (necking or shear band formation) and then fracture in the area of strain
concentration. However, in most commercial alloys, second phases and/or inclusions are present that cause
different fracture processes to intervene. Considerable experimental evidence exists to indicate that a dominant
mechanism of incipient crack formation in most engineering materials is debonding at the inclusion-matrix
interface (Fig. 26) (Ref 42). As the stress increases, the voids formed by this process grow, coalescing into a
macroscale crack. Depending on the volume fraction of inclusions present and their size, the voids may link on
a plane of maximum normal stress or may cause localized slip in the inter-void ligaments. Sometimes, second

phases or inclusions fracture, creating another incipient crack or there may have been a distribution of cracked
second phases particles due to prior cold work.

Fig. 26 Debonding at the interface of a carbide particle and the matrix in a bainitic 4150 steel. Loading
direction indicated. Source: Ref 42
In any event, all of these possibilities are taken together as microvoid coalescence, resulting in dimpled rupture,
which is generally accepted to be the dominant ductile fracture mechanism in engineering materials. Ductile
fracture is initiated in the early stages by a process where incipient cracks enlarge in size from preexisting
cracks or voidlike imperfections (such as second phase particles cracked by prior cold work) or in which voids
are nucleated and grow. Void nucleation is common at impurity particles in both polymers and metals. The
process forms a fracture surface with characteristic dimples, which in side view appears as volcano-shaped
cavities, sometimes containing a particle in the bottom of the cavity. Dimple shape varies with type of loading
and therefore provides evidence of the loading on the failed component.
Deformation Twinning. In addition to slip, twinning is a second mechanism of transgranular plastic
deformation that may occur at temperatures below the temperature regime for viscoelastic (creep) deformation.
Twinning typically does not produce a sufficiently high volume fraction of plastically deformed material to
visually indicate permanent deformation in a component. It is possible for twinning to be revealed by surface
rumpling for a sufficiently smooth surface specimen. Axial strain due to twinning is typically small (less than
10% in materials having a hcp lattice), so that twinning does not ultimately lead to the formation of a neck as
can slip deformation.
However, twinning deformation may be an important component of deformation in materials having a restricted
number of active slip systems. Activation of twinning can provide additional independent deformation systems
to meet the requirement that an arbitrary shape change of a grain in polycrystalline material requires the
operation of five independent deformation systems. When twinning does occur, it usually creates characteristic
microstructural features that are visible at magnifications of 100 to 1000 diameters and are therefore
identifiable. (Very narrow, micron-scale twins may be formed in some cases, including ordered alloys that are
too small to be resolved with optical microscopy.)
Because the likelihood and prevalence of twinning depends on the specific crystal lattice, the temperature and
the strain rate (Fig. 27) microstructural scale twinning in the failed component can in some instances be used to
infer service conditions of low temperature and or high rate loading. However, brittle crack propagation may
induce twinning in front of an advancing cleavage crack because of the high rate at which the crack propagates.
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This leads to a distinctive fractographic feature often seen in materials having a bcc lattice known as tongues
(Fig. 28) (Ref 43). The presence of tongues then does not necessarily indicate nominal high-rate loading
conditions. However, microstructural observation of twinning several grains away from the fracture surface
may provide a clue that loading was at low temperature or a high strain rate.

Fig. 27 Likelihood of twinning and cleavage for the three common lattices (fcc, bcc, and hcp). An
increase in strain rate or a decrease in temperature increases the likelihood of twinning. The fcc metals
twin only with difficulty and generally do not fracture by cleavage. See text for discussion

Fig. 28 TEM replica of tongues on a fracture surface of iron. Source: Ref 43
Deformation twins may act as crack initiation sites either by interaction with other twins or at grain boundaries.
Fig. 29 (Ref 44) shows cleavage cracking associated with deformation twins in expansion (explosive-loading)
formed tubing. There is additional discussion of the implications of twinning deformation and tongues on the
fracture surface in the article “Mechanisms and Appearances of Ductile and Brittle Fracture in Metals.”

Fig. 29 Mechanical twins likely nucleated by cleavage crack propagation in a Fe-Cr-Mo alloy. Specimen
taken from high strain rate, expanded tubing. Nomarski contrast illumination. Source: Ref 44
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Brittle Transgranular Fracture (Cleavage)
Macroscopic brittle fracture may occur by cleavage fracture, intergranular (IG) fracture, or geometrically
constrained ductile fracture (i.e., plane-strain microvoid coalescence). Brittle fracture can occur in all materials,
amorphous and crystalline, by cleavage. Additionally, in polycrystalline polyphase metallic materials, fracture
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may occur at or adjacent to grain boundaries, and cleavage fracture may occur in large second phases present in
the microstructure, which then provide crack nuclei for ductile crack propagation in the matrix.
Cleavage fracture at a macroscale (low magnification) is characterized by high light reflectivity and a relatively
flat surface. At the microscale, it is a series of flat regions or ledges that are often faceted. Higher magnification
shows the ledges to be connected by ligaments described as river lines (Fig. 30) or fans (Fig. 31, Ref 45 and
46). The river lines coalesce as they propagate and have the appearance of water flowing downstream (Fig. 10).
However, river lines cannot always propagate across grain boundaries in crystalline material, and at the
microscale, crack initiation may occur in more than one location. Thus the river lines only indicate the local
direction of crack propagation, which can be opposite that of the crack propagation at the macroscale.

Fig. 30 Schematic of a river pattern. Crack growth is in the direction of crack coalescence. River
patterns may be visible at the macroscale in organic glasses and brittle polymers but are visible only at
the microscale in metallic materials. Source: Ref 11

Fig. 31 Fans. (a) Examples of fans in a two-stage TEM replica of a cleavage fracture surface of iron. The
river lines point back to the crack initiation site. (b) Fans on SEM image. Source: Ref 44, 46
The normal stress acting on a plane is of importance in propagating cleavage cracks. Consider the cracked plate
shown in Fig. 32 (Ref 11). When crack propagation from the preexisting imperfection (assumed throughthickness crack) occurs, the crack develops “wings” as it propagates and curves so as to reorient to propagate
on the macroscale plane of maximum normal stress. At the microscale in crystalline material, a more

complicated process is required to cause this macroscale appearance to be curved (see the section “Tilt and
Twist Boundaries and Loading Mode,” following in this article.)

Fig. 32 Macroscale brittle crack propagation due to combined mode I and mode II loading. As cracks
grow from the preexisting cracklike imperfection, crack curvature develops because of growth on a plane
of maximum normal stress. Source: Ref 11
Cleavage fracture can also occur in some polymeric materials and in ceramics and inorganic glasses creating a
mirror region visible at the macroscale (Fig. 33) (Ref 11). Cleavage fracture in polymeric materials and
inorganic glasses also results in flat featureless regions, sometimes quite large. River lines are again present at
the microscale but may also often be visible at the macroscale. The flat, high-reflectivity region where fracture
initiates (mirror region) is surrounded by mist and hackle marks (Fig. 33). The features may be visible at the
macroscale or with the aid of a small hand lens.
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Fig. 33 Cleavage fracture in a soda lime glass. Crack progresses from left to right. (a) Fracture surface
shows the initiation region (featureless mirror region), mist surrounding the mirror region and hackle.
(b) Geometry of tensile test showing position of fracture surface normal to tensile axis. (c) Arrangement
of mirror, mist, and hackle regions on fracture surface. See text for discussion. Source: Ref 11
Totally brittle fracture in metals at the microscopic level (“ideal cleavage” or “pure cleavage”) occurs only
under certain well-defined conditions (primarily when the component is in single crystal form and has a limited
number of slip systems) and is correctly described as “cleavage fracture.” More commonly in metals, the
fracture surface contains varying fractions of transgranular cleavage and evidence of plastic deformation by
slip. When both fracture processes operate intimately together, and especially in the fracture of quenched and
tempered steels, the fracture process is termed quasi-cleavage. The dividing line between the terms “cleavage”
and “quasi-cleavage” is somewhat arbitrary.
Metallic material fracture surfaces showing large fractions of cleavage may show cracking on more than one
crystallographic plane within a given grain, leading to the most common feature associated with brittle faceted
fracture—river lines, as previously noted. These lines may form by a ductile process, but the slip deformation
that created them is not resolvable and such fracture is not described as quasi-cleavage. Alternatively, with less

constraint, the connecting ligaments may become sufficiently large that microvoid coalescence is observed in
thin bands weaving through the general cleavage surface (Fig. 34).

Fig. 34 Microscale quasi-cleavage fracture in an O1 tool steel tested at room temperature.
Predominantly cleavage cracking with patches and ribbons of microvoid coalescence. Source: Ref 35
Considerable evidence exists that cleavage fracture is facilitated by the presence of a normal stress on the
cleavage plane. However, in crystalline materials there is convincing evidence that cleavage fracture occurs by
prior dislocation motion to create a cleavage crack nucleus and therefore a shear stress is also required on one
or more slip planes, depending on the model (see the article “Mechanisms and Appearances of Ductile and
Brittle Fractures in Metals” in this Volume. If the material is amorphous and isotropic, the cleavage plane is
simply the macroscale plane having the largest principal stress. However, if interatomic bond energy is
anisotropic, the resolved normal stress on the weakest bonded plane apparently controls cleavage fracture; for
example, in a layered structure.
If the material is crystalline, bonding energies across planes of atoms are typically anisotropic so that cleavage
fracture occurs on specific crystallographic-plane families, typically of low index, in individual grains.
Cleavage is in general observed in less symmetrical crystal structures (hcp, orthorhombic, etc.) and in the bcc
materials, but cleavage is unlikely in the fcc lattice with the possible exceptions discussed in the article in this
Section “Mechanisms and Appearances of Ductile and Brittle Fractures in Metals.”
The specific cleavage plane family and the cleavage plane multiplicity (number of nonparallel planes) vary with
crystal structure, and there may be more than one cleavage plane family in a particular crystal structure. For
example, bcc materials typically cleave on the family of basal planes (three planes, mutually perpendicular), but
cleavage has also been reported on the {1,1,0} family of planes (Ref 47). Cleavage fracture has not been
observed in the bcc alkali metals (Ref 48). The hcp materials are routinely considered to cleave on the basal
plane (only one plane in the family), but this is not necessarily true. There may be multiple cleavage plane
families. For example, zinc cleaves readily on the basal plane, but magnesium cleaves only with difficulty on
the basal plane. Beryllium cleaves on both the basal plane and on the {1, 1, -2,0} family of planes (3 planes, not
mutually perpendicular but perpendicular to the basal planes). More details of cleavage fracture and
fractographic appearance in crystalline metallic materials are discussed in the article “Mechanisms and
Appearances of Ductile and Brittle Fractures in Metals.”
Tilt and Twist Boundaries and Loading Mode. Assume that a crack exists inside a small region in a body on the
y-plane and that its crack front is parallel to the z-direction (Fig. 35a) (Ref 11). With reference to the coordinate
system shown, stresses σyy, or σxy (and σyx) will propagate the crack in the x-direction on the y-plane. In fracture
mechanics terminology, the stress σyy creates opening mode (mode I) loading, and the shear stress σxy creates
in-plane shear loading (mode II), both of which propagate the crack in the x-direction. If both stresses act, the
plane of maximum normal stress is some new plane designated as y′ in Fig. 35(b). The crack can move onto this
new plane y′ while maintaining a contiguous crack front. The conclusion is that combined mode I-mode II
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loading will propagate the crack in the x′ direction. Furthermore, if a boundary exists in the body that lies
parallel to the z-direction, the crack can continue to propagate across the boundary. This boundary is identified
as a tilt boundary. Now consider the case in Fig. 35(b). Again assume a preexisting crack lying in the y-plane.
Subject this crack to pure mode III (out-of-plane shear) loading creating stresses σzz and/or σyz or in
combination with mode I (σyy) loading. The plane of maximum normal stress (y′) no longer contains the crack
front (parallel to z). That is, under combined mode I-mode III loading, the z-direction becomes z′, rotating as
shown, and the plane of maximum normal stress is now the y′-plane. It can be concluded that combined mode Imode III loading tries to twist the crack onto the y′-plane, and it cannot remain contiguous if it does this. If a
(grain) boundary exists in the material such that the cleavage plane in grain A has a normal y and the cleavage
plane normal in grain B is y′, the grain boundary is a twist boundary and the cleavage crack cannot propagate
across this boundary. To cross the boundary at z, the crack must re-nucleate new cleavage plane defined by its
normal y′.

Fig. 35 Propagation of cracks in (a) Combined mode 1—mode II loading and (b) Combined mode I—
mode III loading. The boundary between the planes y and y′ in (a) is a tilt boundary. The boundary
between the planes y and y′ in (b) is a twist boundary. Cracks can propagate across the boundary in (a)
but not in (b). See text for discussion. Source: Ref 11
When a component contains multiple cracks in close proximity to each other or a crack approaches a second
discontinuity, the stress fields associated with the two cracks overlap, causing a complex state of stress in the
ligament between the cracks; crack curvature may result, as shown in Fig. 36 (Ref 11). Similarly, when a
propagating crack approaches a free surface, constraint is relaxed and curvature may result.

Fig. 36 For loading that is a combination of mode I and mode II loading, crack curvature occurs when
the stress field of two cracks interact with each other or when the stress field of a growing crack interacts
with a free surface, for example that created by a hole. (a) Non-coplanar parallel cracks. (b) Interaction
between non-coplanar parallel cracks. (c) Interaction between a crack and a hole. Source: Ref 11
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Brittle Transgranular Fracture (Cleavage)
Macroscopic brittle fracture may occur by cleavage fracture, intergranular (IG) fracture, or geometrically
constrained ductile fracture (i.e., plane-strain microvoid coalescence). Brittle fracture can occur in all materials,
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amorphous and crystalline, by cleavage. Additionally, in polycrystalline polyphase metallic materials, fracture
may occur at or adjacent to grain boundaries, and cleavage fracture may occur in large second phases present in
the microstructure, which then provide crack nuclei for ductile crack propagation in the matrix.
Cleavage fracture at a macroscale (low magnification) is characterized by high light reflectivity and a relatively
flat surface. At the microscale, it is a series of flat regions or ledges that are often faceted. Higher magnification
shows the ledges to be connected by ligaments described as river lines (Fig. 30) or fans (Fig. 31, Ref 45 and
46). The river lines coalesce as they propagate and have the appearance of water flowing downstream (Fig. 10).
However, river lines cannot always propagate across grain boundaries in crystalline material, and at the
microscale, crack initiation may occur in more than one location. Thus the river lines only indicate the local
direction of crack propagation, which can be opposite that of the crack propagation at the macroscale.

Fig. 30 Schematic of a river pattern. Crack growth is in the direction of crack coalescence. River
patterns may be visible at the macroscale in organic glasses and brittle polymers but are visible only at
the microscale in metallic materials. Source: Ref 11

Fig. 31 Fans. (a) Examples of fans in a two-stage TEM replica of a cleavage fracture surface of iron. The
river lines point back to the crack initiation site. (b) Fans on SEM image. Source: Ref 44, 46
The normal stress acting on a plane is of importance in propagating cleavage cracks. Consider the cracked plate
shown in Fig. 32 (Ref 11). When crack propagation from the preexisting imperfection (assumed throughthickness crack) occurs, the crack develops “wings” as it propagates and curves so as to reorient to propagate
on the macroscale plane of maximum normal stress. At the microscale in crystalline material, a more

complicated process is required to cause this macroscale appearance to be curved (see the section “Tilt and
Twist Boundaries and Loading Mode,” following in this article.)

Fig. 32 Macroscale brittle crack propagation due to combined mode I and mode II loading. As cracks
grow from the preexisting cracklike imperfection, crack curvature develops because of growth on a plane
of maximum normal stress. Source: Ref 11
Cleavage fracture can also occur in some polymeric materials and in ceramics and inorganic glasses creating a
mirror region visible at the macroscale (Fig. 33) (Ref 11). Cleavage fracture in polymeric materials and
inorganic glasses also results in flat featureless regions, sometimes quite large. River lines are again present at
the microscale but may also often be visible at the macroscale. The flat, high-reflectivity region where fracture
initiates (mirror region) is surrounded by mist and hackle marks (Fig. 33). The features may be visible at the
macroscale or with the aid of a small hand lens.
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Fig. 33 Cleavage fracture in a soda lime glass. Crack progresses from left to right. (a) Fracture surface
shows the initiation region (featureless mirror region), mist surrounding the mirror region and hackle.
(b) Geometry of tensile test showing position of fracture surface normal to tensile axis. (c) Arrangement
of mirror, mist, and hackle regions on fracture surface. See text for discussion. Source: Ref 11
Totally brittle fracture in metals at the microscopic level (“ideal cleavage” or “pure cleavage”) occurs only
under certain well-defined conditions (primarily when the component is in single crystal form and has a limited
number of slip systems) and is correctly described as “cleavage fracture.” More commonly in metals, the
fracture surface contains varying fractions of transgranular cleavage and evidence of plastic deformation by
slip. When both fracture processes operate intimately together, and especially in the fracture of quenched and
tempered steels, the fracture process is termed quasi-cleavage. The dividing line between the terms “cleavage”
and “quasi-cleavage” is somewhat arbitrary.
Metallic material fracture surfaces showing large fractions of cleavage may show cracking on more than one
crystallographic plane within a given grain, leading to the most common feature associated with brittle faceted
fracture—river lines, as previously noted. These lines may form by a ductile process, but the slip deformation
that created them is not resolvable and such fracture is not described as quasi-cleavage. Alternatively, with less

constraint, the connecting ligaments may become sufficiently large that microvoid coalescence is observed in
thin bands weaving through the general cleavage surface (Fig. 34).

Fig. 34 Microscale quasi-cleavage fracture in an O1 tool steel tested at room temperature.
Predominantly cleavage cracking with patches and ribbons of microvoid coalescence. Source: Ref 35
Considerable evidence exists that cleavage fracture is facilitated by the presence of a normal stress on the
cleavage plane. However, in crystalline materials there is convincing evidence that cleavage fracture occurs by
prior dislocation motion to create a cleavage crack nucleus and therefore a shear stress is also required on one
or more slip planes, depending on the model (see the article “Mechanisms and Appearances of Ductile and
Brittle Fractures in Metals” in this Volume. If the material is amorphous and isotropic, the cleavage plane is
simply the macroscale plane having the largest principal stress. However, if interatomic bond energy is
anisotropic, the resolved normal stress on the weakest bonded plane apparently controls cleavage fracture; for
example, in a layered structure.
If the material is crystalline, bonding energies across planes of atoms are typically anisotropic so that cleavage
fracture occurs on specific crystallographic-plane families, typically of low index, in individual grains.
Cleavage is in general observed in less symmetrical crystal structures (hcp, orthorhombic, etc.) and in the bcc
materials, but cleavage is unlikely in the fcc lattice with the possible exceptions discussed in the article in this
Section “Mechanisms and Appearances of Ductile and Brittle Fractures in Metals.”
The specific cleavage plane family and the cleavage plane multiplicity (number of nonparallel planes) vary with
crystal structure, and there may be more than one cleavage plane family in a particular crystal structure. For
example, bcc materials typically cleave on the family of basal planes (three planes, mutually perpendicular), but
cleavage has also been reported on the {1,1,0} family of planes (Ref 47). Cleavage fracture has not been
observed in the bcc alkali metals (Ref 48). The hcp materials are routinely considered to cleave on the basal
plane (only one plane in the family), but this is not necessarily true. There may be multiple cleavage plane
families. For example, zinc cleaves readily on the basal plane, but magnesium cleaves only with difficulty on
the basal plane. Beryllium cleaves on both the basal plane and on the {1, 1, -2,0} family of planes (3 planes, not
mutually perpendicular but perpendicular to the basal planes). More details of cleavage fracture and
fractographic appearance in crystalline metallic materials are discussed in the article “Mechanisms and
Appearances of Ductile and Brittle Fractures in Metals.”
Tilt and Twist Boundaries and Loading Mode. Assume that a crack exists inside a small region in a body on the
y-plane and that its crack front is parallel to the z-direction (Fig. 35a) (Ref 11). With reference to the coordinate
system shown, stresses σyy, or σxy (and σyx) will propagate the crack in the x-direction on the y-plane. In fracture
mechanics terminology, the stress σyy creates opening mode (mode I) loading, and the shear stress σxy creates
in-plane shear loading (mode II), both of which propagate the crack in the x-direction. If both stresses act, the
plane of maximum normal stress is some new plane designated as y′ in Fig. 35(b). The crack can move onto this
new plane y′ while maintaining a contiguous crack front. The conclusion is that combined mode I-mode II
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loading will propagate the crack in the x′ direction. Furthermore, if a boundary exists in the body that lies
parallel to the z-direction, the crack can continue to propagate across the boundary. This boundary is identified
as a tilt boundary. Now consider the case in Fig. 35(b). Again assume a preexisting crack lying in the y-plane.
Subject this crack to pure mode III (out-of-plane shear) loading creating stresses σzz and/or σyz or in
combination with mode I (σyy) loading. The plane of maximum normal stress (y′) no longer contains the crack
front (parallel to z). That is, under combined mode I-mode III loading, the z-direction becomes z′, rotating as
shown, and the plane of maximum normal stress is now the y′-plane. It can be concluded that combined mode Imode III loading tries to twist the crack onto the y′-plane, and it cannot remain contiguous if it does this. If a
(grain) boundary exists in the material such that the cleavage plane in grain A has a normal y and the cleavage
plane normal in grain B is y′, the grain boundary is a twist boundary and the cleavage crack cannot propagate
across this boundary. To cross the boundary at z, the crack must re-nucleate new cleavage plane defined by its
normal y′.

Fig. 35 Propagation of cracks in (a) Combined mode 1—mode II loading and (b) Combined mode I—
mode III loading. The boundary between the planes y and y′ in (a) is a tilt boundary. The boundary
between the planes y and y′ in (b) is a twist boundary. Cracks can propagate across the boundary in (a)
but not in (b). See text for discussion. Source: Ref 11
When a component contains multiple cracks in close proximity to each other or a crack approaches a second
discontinuity, the stress fields associated with the two cracks overlap, causing a complex state of stress in the
ligament between the cracks; crack curvature may result, as shown in Fig. 36 (Ref 11). Similarly, when a
propagating crack approaches a free surface, constraint is relaxed and curvature may result.

Fig. 36 For loading that is a combination of mode I and mode II loading, crack curvature occurs when
the stress field of two cracks interact with each other or when the stress field of a growing crack interacts
with a free surface, for example that created by a hole. (a) Non-coplanar parallel cracks. (b) Interaction
between non-coplanar parallel cracks. (c) Interaction between a crack and a hole. Source: Ref 11
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Fatigue Fracture
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Fatigue fracture is another example of a macroscale brittle fracture associated with microscale ductile fracture
processes. On a macroscopic scale, however, long-life fatigue failures are brittle; that is, there is little or no netsection distortion associated with the fatigue region of the fracture surface (as the nominal stress is less than the
net-section yield strength). Thus, a damaged component containing a tightly closed crack may indicate loading
below the net-section yield strength and potentially could be an indication of a long-life fatigue failure.
A fatigue fracture surface generally consists of three regions associated with crack initiation, crack growth, and
final overload (e.g., Fig. 40). Fatigue cracks are typically transgranular, but intergranular fatigue does occur in
some circumstances such as high strain (low-cycle) fatigue or at low ΔK when environmental factors become
more dominant or when microstructural variations influence the crack path. This section briefly describes the
general features of fatigue fractures in terms of crack initiation and fatigue crack propagation. More detailed
information also is contained in the articles “Fatigue Fracture Appearances” and “Fatigue Failures” in this
Volume.

Fig. 40 A fracture surface created by fatigue. A fatigue fracture surface consists of 3 zones. The
initiation zone is often black in steels due to oxidation and may be associated with ratchet marks. The
fatigue region often shows beach marks. The overload region is rougher than the fatigue region and may
show chevrons or radial marks. In this example rubbing has obliterated the early stages of fatigue
cracking, but ratchet marks are present to indicate locations of crack initiation. Material is 1046 steel
with a hardness of approximately HRC 30. Source: Ref 29
Fatigue Crack Initiation. Macroscale fatigue-crack initiation sites in steel are often black in color. In aluminum
alloys, they may be discerned at high magnification due to a rounding of the fracture surface as a result of
oxidation. In castings the distinction between the region of fatigue crack growth and the overload region is
typically less distinct and in some cases not identifiable.
Fatigue cracks typically originate at the surface of a component, often in a region associated with a macro- or
microscale stress riser. Exceptions occur in the case of contact loads where maximum shear stresses develop in
a subsurface region (see the section “Contact Fatigue” in the article “Fatigue Failures” in this Volume) and in
some surface treated components. Fracture “at the surface” includes fracture slightly below the surface if
subsurface imperfections or discontinuities are severe enough stress risers. In some cases, multiple fatigue
cracks are initiated on the surfaces where stresses are highest. For example, Fig. 40 shows a fracture surface
resulting from cyclic reversed bending. Cracks initiated at several locations on two sides approximately near the
three o'clock and nine o'clock positions, where maximum tensile stresses developed during cyclic reversed

bending. Rubbing has removed evidence on the fracture surface of crack initiation, but the initiation locations
can still be identified by the presence of ratchet marks (see below). In this instance, the overload region (visibly
rougher along the north-south diameter of the section) also indicates completely reversed loading (Smax/Smin = 1), because the regions of fatigue crack growth are both of the same size, causing the overload region to be
centered on the original neutral axis.
Ratchet Marks. Another important indicator of fatigue is the presence of “ratchet marks,” where fracture
initiates at the surface of a component on two closely spaced parallel planes. As the cracks propagate,
coalescence occurs and the cracks eventually join to form a steplike feature or ratchet mark (Fig. 41) (Ref 50)
on the fracture surface in the vicinity of the multiple initiation sites. Ratchet marks may also be formed in
monotonic loading but are significantly smaller in number and less frequently seen.

Fig. 41 Ratchet marks. (a) Schematic of two cracks that initiate in close proximity to each other. The two
cracks then coalesce after some growth. (b) A ratchet mark on a cylindrical section of a 1042 steel loaded
in rotating bending. Radial marks indicate the two initiation sites. Source 41(b): Ref 50
Along with initiation sites, fatigue ratchet marks can then often be used to identify the type of cyclic loading.
For example, reversed bending produces crack initiation on opposite sides (Fig. 40) where maximum stresses
alternately occur on opposite sides during each cycle of reversed bending. Likewise, if the cyclic loading is not
fully reversed, ratchet marks would be expected on only one side.
Surface rubbing due to crack closure during the compressive part of the cycle may destroy a radial pattern
and/or beach marks, but ratchet marks are still usually present to indicate the location of crack initiation.
Ratchet marks are distributed in the areas of maximum stress. For example, every point on the circumference of
a cylindrical section at a constant distance from a support sees the same nominal maximum stress in rotating
bending loading. In the absence of surface imperfections, the nominal stress is constant at every point of the
circumference. Therefore, crack initiation at any point on the circumference at that distance from the support is
equally likely. Many ratchet marks are then distributed around the circumference. That is a common situation
for moderate levels of nominal stress (but not for very high or very low stress levels, which both produce a
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smaller number of ratchet marks). Alternatively in reversed or partially reversed bending, a much smaller
circumferential arc sees a high stress so the distribution of ratchet marks along the circumference is more
limited.
Fatigue Crack Propagation. The relative portions of the fracture surface from fatigue crack propagation and the
final overload region depend on the level of applied stress relative to the nominal strength of the material and
the surface geometry of the part. The overload region is usually visibly rougher (Fig. 40) than the fatigue
region, and the fatigue region is dull and matte. Fatigue crack growth behavior is generally characterized by
fracture mechanics in terms of crack growth rates (da/dN) and the applied stress intensity range (ΔK) (Fig. 42).
The underlying microscopic processes of fatigue crack growth include (Fig. 8):
•
•
•
•
•

Ductile striations
“Crystallographic” fatigue—(i.e., fatigue crack growth on specific crystallographic planes)
Cyclic brittle cleavage
Cyclic microvoid processes
Cyclic intergranular processes

Ductile striations are the most commonly observed fatigue feature with intermediate ΔK values (i.e., the powerlaw regime of the Paris equation where fatigue striations can be analytically correlated to a normalized stressintensity range, ΔK, as discussed in succeeding paragraphs). However, there is a tendency for some alternative
fracture mechanisms to occur at either very low or very high ΔK values. For example, the effect of ΔK values
on the occurrence of different fracture appearances is illustrated in Fig. 43 for three classes of materials. The
effect of ΔK values on fatigue fracture appearances of a nickel-base alloy (Incoloy X750) is also shown in Fig.
846 of the “Nickel-Base Superalloys: Atlas of Fractographs” in Fractography, Volume 12 of ASM Handbook.

Fig. 42 Fatigue crack propagation rate versus stress intensity factor range. Fatigue striations may be
present on the fracture surface for loading in the linear portion of the curve (Paris Law region), and

permit analytical estimations of life to fracture. Just as fracture toughness varies with crack propagation
direction in monotonic loading, the Paris Law exponent also depends on crack propagation direction.
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Fig. 43 Effect of ΔK on fatigue fracture mechanisms. (a) Alpha-beta titanium alloy. (b) EN-24 and 300 M
steels. (c) 17-4 PH stainless steel. Source: Ref 31
The following sections describe the typical microscopic processes of fatigue crack growth for the three regions
of the ΔK-da/dN curve (i.e., low, intermediate, and high values of ΔK). The microstructure plays a strong role
in crack propagation mechanisms in regions I and III. It is often stated to have a minimum role in the Paris law
region (II) of the curve, but see the additional information to follow. Mixed transgranular (TG) and IG fractures
have been observed, and both ductile and brittle TG mechanisms have been reported. Some of the possible
growth mechanisms are shown in Fig. 44. For single-phase materials, the transgranular and intergranular modes
shown in Fig. 44(a), 44(b), 44(e), 44(f), 44(g), and 44(i) are possible, if the type of behavior observed in Fig. 43
is present.

Fig. 44 Types of alternate microscopic fracture modes in fatigue. (a) Ductile striations triggering
cleavage. (b) Cyclic cleavage. (c) Alpha-beta interface fracture. (d) Cleavage of alpha in an alpha-beta
phase field. (e) Forked intergranular cracks in a hard matrix. (f) Forked intergranular cracks in a soft
matrix. (g) Ductile intergranular striations. (h) Particle nucleated ductile intergranular voids. (i)
Discontinuous intergranular facets. Source: Ref 31
Dual fracture modes may occur from the different properties of microstructural constituents such as second
phases. For example, the optical micrograph in Fig. 45(a) and the fractograph in Fig. 45(b) clearly show this
effect in an α-β titanium alloy (Ti-6A1-4V). The coarse alpha platelets tend to promote cyclic cleavage, while a
more ductile fatigue process occurs in the Widmanstätten α-β structure between the alpha platelets. Another
example of microstructural inhomogenity is regions of shear from deformation twinning. In one case, this
prominent deformation led to fracture mechanisms of cyclic ductile decohesion that produced a more faceted
fracture Fig. 46 (Ref 51), as described in the following section.

Fig. 45 Second-phase cleavage fracture in Ti-6Al-4V. (a) Light micrograph of polished and etched
surface. (b) SEM of fracture surface. Source: Ref 10
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Fig. 46 Scanning electron micrographs of the fracture surfaces of Inconel 718 specimens tested at room
temperature. (a) ΔK = 30 MPa m (27 ksi in ), striation spacing •0.2 μm, and da/dN ~ 0.1 μm/cycle.
Arrow indicates direction of crack propagation. (b) ΔK = 14 MPa m (13 ksi in ) and da/dN = 2 × 10-3
μm/cycle. Source: Ref 51
Appearances at Low ΔK. Fatigue fracture of metals with low stacking fault energy, which favors planar slip,
can occur over extended distances along specific crystallographic planes, producing a faceted appearance.
Metals such as austenitic stainless steel and aluminum fracture in this way at low ΔK values near threshold, but
a cobalt-base alloy used in medical implants exhibited this feature in laboratory fatigue testing at all levels of
applied load (see Fig. 39 in the article “Fatigue Fracture Appearances” in this Volume). This process has also
been referred to as cyclic ductile decohesion or “crystallographic fatigue” due to the faceted appearances.
Alternatively, etch-pitting techniques used on fracture surfaces have indicated that low ΔK fracture may occur
on a cleavage plane and also result in a faceted appearance. Identification of the fracture plane as a “slip” plane
or “cleavage” plane is further complicated by the observation that these two planes are identical in some space
lattices (e.g., the hcp lattice) (see below).
Figure 46 is an example that appeared related to slip. Whereas the growth rate above 22 MPa m (20 ksi in )
occurs predominantly by the ductile striation process (Fig. 46a), it is “crystallographic” at lower ΔK values
(Fig. 46b), showing a high density of crystallographic facets on {111} planes. As {111} fcc are slip planes,
there is some evidence that this is an inhomogeneous cyclic-slip type of decohesion process; other evidence
suggests that microstructural transformations (e.g., inhomogeneous shear by deformation twinning) may also be
involved (Ref 51). Because mode II crack tip advance can occur along inhomogeneous shear bands, the local
slip character of the microstructure may affect asperity contact during the unloading portion of the fatigue
cycle. This depends on asperity size, degree of sliding, and the minimum load. Thus, a combination of both
microstructure and type of load cycle may affect the effective stress intensity near threshold.
Cyclic brittle cleavage is another important microscopic fatigue mechanism. An example is shown in Fig. 47
(Ref 52), where a stepwise growth occurred on {100} cleavage planes. Similar features have been observed for
high-strength, low-alloy steels and medium-strength steels (Ref 53). Such features have been observed both
slightly above and below room temperature.

Fig. 47 Cyclic cleavage observations in Fe-4Ni (at.%) at 233 K, ΔK = 17 MPa m (15.5 ksi in ). (a) Jogs
formed during cyclic stepping across grain. (b) Large number of cleavage rivers formed to accommodate
the twist angle misorientation between two grains. (c) Cleavage striations superimposed on rivers during
cyclic crack growth. Source: Ref 52
Cyclic cleavage in Fe-4Si (at.%) is shown in Fig. 48. At 75× magnification (Fig. 48a), this specimen appears to
illustrate a brittle overload fracture. The predominant cleavage mode with patches of IG fracture suggests a
catastrophic rapid fracture. However, this surface was produced under fatigue loading at 233 K (-40 °C, or -40
°F) at a ΔK of 18.4 MPa m (16.7 ksi in ). The macroscopic growth rate was only 5 × 10-9 m/cycle (1.9 × 10-7
in./cycle). At higher magnifications in Fig. 48(b), clear evidence of brittle fatigue striations on one of the major
cleavage steps is visible.
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Fig. 48 Scanning electron micrographs of cyclic cleavage of Fe-4Si (at.%) at 233 K, ΔK = 18.4 MPa m
(16.7 ksi in ). (a) Overload cleavage appearance at 75×. (b) Magnifications at 750× shows brittle
striations on large cleavage river
Appearances at Intermediate ΔK (Beach Marks and Striations). Beach marks and striations are, respectively,
macroscale and microscale fractographic features associated with cyclic loading of metallic materials. Other
features are ratchet marks and the change in surface roughness from fatigue region to overload region as
previously discussed. Beach marks also may be visible in polymeric materials under visual or lowmagnification examination.
Beach marks arise from two unrelated sources:
•
•

Selective oxidation at the tip of the crack in the component when it is in the unloaded condition
Rapid changes in ΔK

Beach marks created by oxidation at the crack tip are not expected for constant amplitude loading if the loading
is uninterrupted. Beach marks from oxidation are created when the loading is intermittent.
When beach marks represent changes in crack growth rates, they may be associated with crack arrest and/or a
discontinuous change in ΔK during the loading cycle. At the microscale, a sudden change in striation spacing
indicates either a sudden large increase in ΔK to cause the crack increment Δa, or a sudden large decrease in
ΔK. If the resolution of the microscope is inadequate, the much smaller and closer spaced striations at low ΔK
may not be visible. One striation corresponds to one cycle. Whether a given cycle created a visible striation is a
matter of resolution of the fracture surface features as well as crack tip stress field closure effects.
However, it is also well known that beach marks and striations are not always evident on the surfaces of fatigue
fractures. Both macroscale (beach marks) and microscale (striations) indicators are less well defined or absent
in cast products, and they may be obliterated in situations where the crack closes on itself during the loading
cycle. For example, Fig. 49 is an example of clear beach marks in six regions of fatigue cracking caused by
multiple initiation sites that are expected under the conditions of rotating bending fatigue. In Fig. 40, however,
beach marks are less visible, as some rubbing on both sides due to crack closure has obliterated beach marks
created during early stages of crack growth. If the crack closes on itself during cyclic loading (as it must, if the
load goes compressive during a part of the cycle), surface rubbing may destroy a radial pattern and/or beach
marks.

Fig. 49 Steel shaft (AISI 4817) carburized and hardened to HRC 60. Component loaded in rotating
bending. Fracture initiation in six fillet areas around the periphery. Six initiation sites are visible as
evidenced by multiple sets of beach marks (curved black lines). Source: Ref 29

Moreover, in some cases other fractographic features can look similar to fatigue striations. An example is wavy
slip on an inclusion interface surface (Fig. 50a, b). Another example is when stress-corrosion cracking produces
features that look like beach marks (e.g., see Fig. 16 in the article “Fatigue Failures”). The term “striation” is
also used to describe other fractographic features that are not associated with fatigue loading, and perhaps a
better practice in that case is to describe such a surface as a “striated surface” or “striated structure” and to use
the term “fatigue striations” when cyclic loading is involved. Etching of the fracture surface can reveal whether
the morphology of a second phase is responsible for the striated features (Fig. 51). However, since etching is
irreversibly destructive, it must be one of the final steps in the analysis and it may be necessary to obtain
permission.
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Fig. 50 Wavy slip. (a) Schematic of slip band extrusions in the matrix at a matrix-inclusion interface or
at the surface of a notch. (b) Wavy slip lines (arrow) in oxygen-free, high-conductivity copper

Fig. 51 Portion of a fracture surface in a Ti-6Al-4V alloy. (a) Low magnification (35.5×) image showing a
striated structure in the facet near the center of the photograph. (b) Higher magnification (1420×) view
of the facet. (c) Same region as in (b) after etching with 0.5% hydrofluoric. Striated structure runs from
7 to 1 o'clock and is not due to fatigue loading but rather to second-phase beta needles as revealed by
etching. Source: Ref 21
Fatigue striations are most commonly seen when the microstructure is single phase and/or contains only a small
volume fraction of second phases or constituents. Then the dominant crack propagation path is in a large
volume-fraction matrix phase and is unaffected by crack nucleation at second phase interfaces or by cleavage
cracking in second phases. Thus, fatigue striations may be revealed on the fracture surface of a hot rolled
ferritic low carbon (0.1% C) steel, (Fig. 52) (Ref 54) but not in a structural grade steel where a higher carbon
content results in volume fractions of pearlite that may easily approach more than 50%.

Fig. 52 Fatigue striations in a vanadium HSLA steel. (a) L-T orientation; ΔK = 32.3–34.3 MPa m . da/dN
= 3.3–3.8 × 10-5 cm/cycle. (b) T-L orientaton; ΔK = 24.3–25.5 MPa m , da/dN = 9.4–11.2 × 10-6 cm/cycle.
Source: Ref 54
Fatigue striations are most prominent in the “Paris law” regime (where the crack propagation rate versus change
in stress intensity factor is linear on a log-log plot—i.e., (da/dn) = C(ΔK)n. The morphology of the striations
changes with changes in ΔK and can disappear at high values and low values of ΔK because of a change in the
crack propagation mechanism. At very high values of ΔK, it is common to see dimpled rupture. At low values
of ΔK, a flatter brittle-like surface may be evident, as previously noted.
In summary, the presence of beach marks and/or striations typically identifies cyclic loading conditions, but
their absence does not necessarily indicate monotonic loading conditions. In addition, other (nonfatigue)
fractographic features also may appear like fatigue beach marks and striations, as previously noted. This

emphasizes the necessity of correlation of both macroscopic and microscopic fractographic features in
conjunction with microstructural examination to identify a unique cause for failure. Unfortunately, damage to
the fracture surface often occurs at the microscale (damage during failure, damage during improper storage,
damage due to improper handling), sometimes making it difficult to obtain microscopic fractographic
information.
Appearances at High ΔK. Cyclic microvoid coalescence growth typically occurs at high ΔK, but one exception
is shown in Fig. 43(c). In this case, a high percentage of ductile rupture is plotted at high R values (stress ratio)
where Kmax approached Kc values. The assumption on the size of the plastic region for the K-zone and the crack
length relative to the size of the K-zone are probably violated in this region of the curve so that LEFM
procedures are not justified. An example of a fracture surface from cyclic microvoid growth at high ΔK is
shown in Fig. 53 from an ultrahigh-strength D-6 AC steel.

Fig. 53 High-cycle fatigue in D-6 AC steel at ΔK > 60 MPa m (54.6 ksi in . (a) Macroscopic view of
rapid fatigue growth under plane-stress conditions. (b) High-quality TEM replica showing elongated
shear dimples from fatigue region
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Appendix: Modeling with Fracture Mechanics
Introduction
Modeling of the fracture process has been approached at both the macro- and microscales. When models
reproduce experimental behavior, they become tools to use for quantitative evaluation of fracture in failure
analysis. Multiple approaches have been used; some are based on continuum mechanics to predict behavior of
the bulk assembly (without assumptions of the microscopic scale details and operative mechanisms of crack
initiation and propagation), while others methods consider either a submicroscopic or microscopic description
of structure to provide criteria to predict crack propagation and fracture based on microscopic processes. For
example, dislocation theory has been used to develop models for the formation of crack nuclei. There also has
been considerable interest in developing models for the strain at fracture of ductile materials based on the
common fracture mechanism of microvoid coalescence. The latter is discussed in more detail in the Appendix
of the article in this Section, “Mechanisms and Appearances of Ductile and Brittle Fracture in Metals.”
Methods based on continuum mechanics are appealing in some ways, as the material is taken as a “black box”
or continuum without specific assumptions about fundamental processes at the microstructural level (i.e., the
micro-mechanics associated with fracture initiation mechanisms such as debonding at inclusions or cracking of
inclusions). Such approaches are thus appealing in some ways, because no materials background is required for
the analysis other than the ability to recognize and identify fractographic features. For example, fracture
mechanics is an important example in the use of continuum mechanics in modeling and predicting of fracture.
This includes the use of fracture mechanics to predict subcritical crack growths rates and/or the conditions for
the onset of final (i.e., critical) fracture from a preexisting crack or cracklike discontinuity in a bulk assembly.
Microstructural details are not required in such an analysis of critical fracture, although microstructural details
may affect results, as described subsequently. Microstructural conditions may also be a factor in the analysis of
subcritical (fatigue) crack growth, as described in the last section in this article, “Fatigue Crack Growth Rates.”

Crack Initiation
Cracks initiate at some region of stress concentration, where loading conditions cause the local stress to exceed
the local strength of the material. Regions of stress concentrations may be due to macroscopic discontinuities (a
geometric notch or other change in cross section) and/or microscopic discontinuities (an inclusion or second
phase). Some imperfections introduced during primary or secondary metal working cause a local elevation of
the stress, and therefore are common locations of crack initiation. Fabrication imperfections are discussed in
more detail in the article “Mechanisms and Appearances of Ductile and Brittle Fracture in Metals.”
The crack tip is a region of high stress concentration and in a real material having some ductility, the crack
blunts due to plastic flow, thus redistributing the stress and causing a plastic zone to be created. Crack initiation
by a ductile process thus involves some degree of plastic deformation, and the tip of a crack is a region with a
plastic zone. The shape of the plastic zone in turn depends on how and if the material strain hardens.
On a macroscopic scale, fracture mechanics in conjunction with fractographic information has led to three
different models for the macroscopic characterization of cracks in metals, polymers, and ceramics (Fig. 54)
(Ref 55). Strain hardening in metallic materials is greater than in ductile polymeric materials in the cold
drawing regime, leading to different shapes of the plastic zones. Ceramics are brittle, and if they do not contain

a distribution of microcracks prior to loading, cracks are created on loading. Under normal circumstances (the
exception being a very large hydrostatic pressure), ceramic materials are inherently brittle, and it is usually
assumed that these materials contain a random distribution of small cracks due to either prior processing or
created by loading prior to net-section fracture.

Fig. 54 Near crack-tip deformation and fracture processes. The stress singularity at the free surface of a
crack is relieved by crack blunting and plastic flow or by microcracking, Shape of the plastic zone
depends on the extent of strain hardening in the plastic zone. ρ, tip radius of the ellipse; δ, crack tip
opening displacement. Source: Ref 55
Damage modeling has been applied to both ductile and brittle fracture in metals and ceramics, and strip necking
has been used to model both metals and polymers. An introduction to damage modeling can be found in Ref 40.
Damage mechanics (based on submicroscopic or microscopic description of structure to provide criteria to
predict crack propagation and fracture based on microscopic processes) is a topic of ongoing interest that
involves micro to macroscale solutions based on micro-mechanics and micro-fracture mechanics. Damage
mechanics is not discussed here.

Fracture Mechanics of Crack Growth (Monotonic Loads)
As previously introduced in the article “Stress Analysis and Fracture Mechanics” in this Volume, fracture
mechanics provides a quantitative way to predict the onset of rapid fracture for a stressed part with a crack. This
is accomplished via Irwin's expression for fracture toughness:
K = σ π a [ f (a / W )]

(Eq 1)

Where K is the stress intensity factor, a is the crack length, f(a/W) = geometrical correction factor for the
loading conditions, part geometry, and crack length.
This concept is of importance in determination of root cause because it permits quantitative assessment of
materials properties (strength and toughness) with imperfections to determine if the imperfection is in fact a
defect. Fracture mechanic concepts are also helpful in identifying unobvious sources of stress such as thermal
loading. When known loads cannot explain the calculated level of stress using these techniques, high stresses
due to transient thermal gradients may have been present.
Any quantitative estimations of toughness or stress level require the geometric correction factor f(a/W) to be
known. A few common geometric factors are given in the article in this Volume “Stress Analysis and Fracture
Mechanics” with reference to more complete compilations. General treatments of fracture mechanics are
available in multiple sources including Dowling (Ref 55), Anderson (Ref 56), and an applications-oriented text
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by Broek (Ref 34). A less comprehensive treatment of fracture mechanics but with more of a materials
orientation is available in Hertzberg (Ref 25).
Plane-Strain (Linear Elastic) Conditions. If there are no shear lips on the failed component, or if they are small
in comparison to the flat fracture region, plane strain loading conditions can be assumed so that the value of K
at fracture is the plane strain fracture toughness (KIc). Equation 1 may then be utilized in three different ways
depending on what is assumed for the independent variable: the critical value of K at fracture, the stress at
fracture, or the crack length at fracture. Since the crack length at the time of overload can be measured on the
failed component, either the stress or the fracture toughness may be calculated. Consistency must exist between
published values of KIc and the yield stress or design strength and the measured crack length at failure.
For example, assume that the published values of yield strength and fracture toughness for a ferrous alloy in
plate form are YS = 75 ksi, K IC = 100 Ksi in , that the geometric correction factor is 1.12, and that the measured
crack length at overload is 1.0 inches. Assume that the design stress was
K = σ π a [ f (a / W )]

1
3

of yield or 25 ksi. Then:
(Eq 2)

Substituting values for the crack length and the correction factor:
K = σ(1.985)

(Eq 3)

If the stress is 25 ksi, the calculated toughness is 49.6 ksi, and if the toughness is 100 ksi, the calculated stress at
the time of fracture was 50.4 ksi, so that the results are inconsistent. A hardness check can indirectly provide an
approximate value of the yield strength, and an examination of the microstructure will usually show whether it
is consistent with the toughness. The microstructure should be checked to determine the direction of crack
propagation since toughness can be highly anisotropic. Literature values of fracture toughness values, unless
otherwise specified, are for the longitudinal-transverse (L-T) orientation, where this two-letter designation
system is per ASTM E 399 to indicate the direction in which the load is applied (L for longitudinal or rolling
direction) and the direction in which the crack propagates (T for transverse). Considerable anisotropy may exist
for crack propagation in the S, T, and L directions due to banding (compositional segregation) and fibering
from the stringers (elongated oxides and inclusions that form during metalworking (see the article “Failures
Related to Metalworking” in this Volume). Propagation in the rolling direction gives lower values of KIc.
Consequently, if the crack propagated in the rolling direction, the toughness will be lower than the literature
value, and may be an explanation for inconsistency in some calculations. Likewise, the values quoted from
literature are typical for a hot-rolled pearlitic microstructure; examination of the microstructure may reveal any
other possible anomalies, such as coarse pearlite, abnormally large grain size, etc. that can affect plane-strain
toughness.
The microstructure should always be checked since it may indicate that the material has been processed
differently from that inherent to the material selected in the design process. Recognition of a hot-rolled
microstructure in a presumably quenched and tempered component is obvious. However, if the material is
presumably quenched and tempered, it may be difficult to assess whether the processing was done correctly.
Some deviations are obvious, such as large amounts of free ferrite, but if the total microstructure contains
cartides from tempering, it may not be possible to determine the presence, for example, of temper
embrittlement (although help can be provided by microscale fractographic examination since temper
embrittlement results in IG fracture.).
Calculation Based on Shear Lip Width. The validity/accuracy of the use of plane-strain fracture toughness
values in Eq 1 depends on the presence of minimal shear lips on the failed component, such that plane strain
loading conditions may be assumed. It may still be possible to make an estimate of the stress intensity at
fracture (and therefore, the applied stress) if shear lips are present. Hertzberg (Fig. 55) has suggested using
shear lip width on plate specimens to estimate the stress responsible for fracture. From fracture mechanics, the
radius of the plastic zone at the crack tip is:
ry =

1
2π

K

 σγ





2

(Eq 4)

From Fig. 55, the shear lip depth D is of the order of the shear lip radius because of plane stress conditions
prevailing at the free surface and because the angle of the plane of maximum shear stress is 45°. Then:

2
2
1  σ a  f (a / W )  


D=

2π 
σ γ2



2

(Eq 5)

where σ is the nominal stress, σY is the yield stress, a is the crack length at failure, and f(a/W) is the geometric
correction factor. Hertzberg comments that this approach is approximate and seems to work best for highstrength aluminum alloys and some alloy steels. For low-strength steels, the model gives too low an estimate of
the K prevailing at fracture; that is, that the lip is narrower than that expected from Eq 5.

Fig. 55 Correlation of shear lip width with fracture toughness. The depth of the shear lip (D) is related to
the plane-stress plastic zone size and then to the fracture toughness. See text for discussion Source: Ref
25
Crack Blunting and Stretch Zones. For many loading conditions, a preexisting macroscopic cracklike defect
blunts as the load increases, and a new crack forms by ductile tearing and creates a stretch zone. This is true
even when the preexisting crack is created by cyclic loading. Continued increase in loading may then cause the
crack propagation mechanism to change to cleavage or quasi-cleavage. The length of the stretch zone δ
correlates with J-integral fracture toughness normalized by the elastic modulus as shown in Fig. 56 (Ref 25).
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Fig. 56 The correlation between the stretch zone width (SZW or δ) and fracture toughness normalized
by the elastic modulus, E. Source: Ref 25
The appearance of the stretch zone is shown in Fig. 57. Various workers have proposed models to utilize the
stretch-zone width to determine toughness and stress levels (Ref 34, 25). A quantitative assessment of
toughness and stress level based on the length of the stretch zone has been proposed. By measuring the length
of the stretch zone and assuming the relationship between the length of the stretch zone and the blunted
preexisting crack tip radius, it is possible to estimate the fracture toughness or stress level that caused the crack
to grow (Ref 34).

Fig. 57 The plastic stretched zone at the tip of a macroscale crack. Source: Ref 28
Accurate calculations require that the true length of the stretch zone be determined, not the projected length.
That the length of this zone varies considerably across the crack front so that determination of toughness should
be treated with caution has also been indicated. The crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) is related to the
fracture toughness, and the CTOD is assumed to be
Gc =

1
of
2

the stretch zone length. Then:

K c2
= σ y (CTOD )
E

(Eq 6)

or
Jc = σy(CTOD)

(Eq 7)

Fatigue Crack Growth Rates
Fatigue Crack Growth Rates at Intermediate ΔK Values. As previously noted, fatigue crack growth rates
(da/dN) at intermediate levels of ΔK (region 2 in Fig. 42) are described by a power law (the Paris equation)
where:
da
= C (∆k ) n
dN

(Eq 8)

The Paris equation is only valid for a given stress ratio but can be generalized to other fatigue stress ratios by
the Walker relation (see the section “Fracture Mechanics” in the article “Stress Analysis and Fracture
Mechanics”).
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The constants C and n in the Paris equation are generally available in the literature for many alloys (see for
example Ref 55). It has been noted that microstructure has little influence on fatigue crack growth rates in stage
2. Thus generic constants for several alloy systems (structural steels, titanium alloys, and aluminium alloys)
have been reported (e.g., Ref 57), and fatigue crack growth rates versus ΔK fall within a relatively narrow
scatter band for alloys with a given base microstructure (e.g., see the article “Fatigue Failures” for da/dN - ΔK
for ferrite-pearlite steels and martensitic steels).
However, the assumption about the insensitivity of the Paris exponent to microstructural conditions may require
closer examination. Just as KIc is sensitive to orientation in fabricated material (because of banding and
fibering), so are the Paris constants. Data in ASTM STP 794 (Ref 58) show that the constants can vary
considerably with orientation and deoxidation practice. For the steels, calcium ladle additions reduce the degree
of anisotropy to raise toughness in the through-thickness direction and also, in general, decrease the Paris
exponent.
The Bates-Clark approximation (Ref 59) is another procedure to utilize the form of Eq 8 where:
da
 ∆K 
= 6

dN
 E 

2

(Eq 9)

The analytical procedure to estimate life relies on obtaining the initial crack length possibly visible as an
oxidized fingernail, and the crack length at overload from a macroscale fractograph. Additional assumptions
about cycles to crack initiation must be made, because the Paris law assumes the presence of a cracklike
imperfection (i.e., the crack has initiated). It is often assumed that for smooth-surface components, the initiation
life is long relative to the propagation life; vice-versa, crack propagation is long relative to initiation for
components containing a cracklike stress riser. Stress-life or strain-life data may be used to predict initiation life
(not discussed here).
Then, rearranging Eq 8:

(Eq 10)

Measurements of the initial and overload crack lengths set the integration limits on the right hand side. Finding
a solution to the calculation then depends on several factors.
Geometric correction depends on crack length, so that if the crack grows appreciably prior to overload, it is
inappropriate to assume that this term remains constant. That significantly complicates the integration since the
mathematical form of f(a/W) usually does not lend itself to integration. In such an instance, it is better to
numerically integrate a solution using a spreadsheet. An increment of load cycles is taken as the independent
variable, and an analytical form of the correction factor can be used in the summation. The increment size
should be selected so that a change in the increment size does not change the life estimation. Cycle summation
is halted when the summed crack length exceeds the value measured on the fractured specimen.
Striation Spacing. If fatigue striations are present on the fracture surface, the striation spacing at multiple crack
lengths can be measured. The striation spacing is substituted into Eq 8 to calculate a stress intensity range, and
from that the stress range is calculated using the measured crack length. Multiple measurements of the striation
spacing are required in most cases because of the change in the geometric correction factor with crack length
that changes the calculated K value and increases the incremental crack spacing. An inconsistency in calculated
ΔK for various crack lengths indicates a poor estimation of the stress range. This might occur for nonconstant
stress amplitude during the loading history, but that should be known by a careful examination of the striation
spacing obtained from the microscale examination.
Results of this calculation are subject to several experimental variables. The true striation spacing is measured
only if the surface containing the striations is viewed normal to the surface. Additionally, the crack propagation
direction at the microscale is often different from the macroscale crack propagation direction, as affected by
grain orientation. Experimental evidence (Ref 60) indicates that macroscale crack propagation rates are faster
than indicated by microscale measurements.
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Mechanisms and Appearances of Ductile and Brittle Fracture in Metals
W.T. Becker, University of Tennessee Emeritus; Dennis McGarry, FTI/SEA Consulting

Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture
At homologous temperatures low enough that creep deformation does not contribute to strain prior to or
accompanying crack propagation (TH < ~0.4), the mechanism of permanent deformation in metallic materials is
by slip or deformation twinning. The microscale brittle fracture mechanism is by cleavage. In metallic
materials, slip and twinning deformation processes thus compete with the brittle fracture process of cleavage.
All mechanisms may not operate in a given lattice (material), and the activation of a given mechanism depends
on the temperature, loading rate, and degree of constraint.
In an ideal material containing neither inclusions nor second phases, ductile fracture would be expected to
occur by slip and possibly twinning and result in complete reduction in area (Fig. 1). Ref 1 Alternately,
cleavage across a grain on a single plane would be expected to result in smooth fracture surfaces. Such results
are sometimes observed in high-purity single-crystal specimens but are seldom seen in commercial engineering
materials. Commercial engineering materials contain both a distribution of inclusions and often second-phase
particles and constituents as well as grain boundaries, all of which impact the fracture nucleation and growth
process.

Fig. 1 Single-crystal chisel point. Source: Ref 1
Early work using metallic materials of low symmetry (rhombohedral bismuth, hexagonal close-packed, or hcp
zinc) as well as nonmetallic materials (NaCl) seemed to indicate that cleavage could be predicted by a critical
normal stress law (Sohnke's law) (Ref 2) dating from 1869. References 3, 4, 5 contain data and discussion of
this early work. Similarly, plastic deformation by slip seemed to obey a critical resolved shear stress law
(Schmid's law). Single crystals could be made to extensively twin rather easily. Today, Sohnke's law is no
longer assumed to be valid (although a normal stress facilitates cleavage), and no critical shear stress law based
on external loading has been accepted for the onset of twinning deformation in polycrystalline material. A
critical resolved shear stress law for the onset of plastic deformation by slip is still accepted in both single
crystals and polycrystalline material.
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Background
Extensive experimental work in Germany and England in the early part of the 20th century identified much of
the geometry and mechanics of slip, twinning, and cleavage, primarily using single crystals. That work has been
summarized in the classic text of Schmid and Boas (Ref 6), which subsequently first became available in an
English translation in 1950 and currently as Ref 3. A later review of the behavior of hcp materials is available
in Ref 7. Some results from the pre-1940 work remain valid today, while other results, although perhaps valid
for single crystals, must be modified to account for observations in polycrystalline materials.
Much of the work accomplished to 1940 was subsequently reexamined in light of rapidly developing
dislocation theory as well as rapidly developing concepts in fracture mechanics, starting with Griffith's model
for brittle fracture. First attempts at rationalizing the problem of brittle fracture by normal separation across a
plane used Griffith's criterion for brittle fracture. This model inherently assumes that the material contains
“flaws.” The flaws/imperfections lower the stress required to cause fracture, and, by implication, fracture
initiates and propagates from the flaws. Application of the Griffith model to metallic materials was not very
successful, presumably because these materials were too ductile for a defect to sufficiently constrain or limit
plastic deformation. The result was Orowan's modification of the Griffith model:
 2 Eγρ 
σ critical = 

 π ca 

1/ 2

where E is the elastic modulus, ρ is the crack tip radius, γ is the specific surface energy of the crack faces, c is
the crack length, and a is the interatomic spacing of the fracture planes. This expression becomes equal to the
Griffith criterion when the crack tip radius becomes equal to the interplanar spacing.
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Single-Crystal Cleavage Models
It is best to first examine what is meant by “cleavage” in crystalline materials. A figure often used to illustrate
the differences in mechanisms for slip and cleavage is that shown in Fig. 2. A shear stress applied to the
material parallel to the slip plane causes alternate rupture and self-healing of the interatomic bonds, resulting in

permanent deformation. A normal stress applied to the body causes only continued separation of atoms and
therefore brittle cleavage fracture.

Fig. 2 Schematic figure showing the effect of a normal stress, σ, and a shear stress, τ, on a crystalline
material. Application of a normal stress increases the interplanar distance and ultimately results in
fracture. Application of a shear stress causes the planes of atoms to slide over each other and results in
permanent deformation rather than fracture.
Much of the evidence for the processes of ductile slip deformation and cleavage fracture to support critical
shear and normal stress laws was obtained prior to 1935 by macroscale observation. Photographs are available
in Schmid and Boas (Ref 3, 6). Slip band extrusions on the surface of smooth single crystals were resolvable
and photographed, and they implied evidence of slip deformation. Similarly, when cleavage fracture occurred,
the resulting fracture surface was sufficiently smooth that optical light provided high light reflectivity from the
crystal scaled facets.
That view of deformation versus fracture must be reexamined, considering the limits of resolution during
examination of specimens as well as how much plastic deformation is required to conclude that plastic flow has
preceded fracture. It is tempting to associate slip deformation—that is, the glide of dislocations—with ductile
behavior and to associate no dislocation motion (i.e., no plastic deformation) with brittle cleavage behavior.
The problem, of course, is one of scale. If there is no macro- or microscale evidence of deformation, it is
tempting to assume brittle behavior. However, considerable evidence suggests that that is not a workable
distinction.
Estimates of the yield strength of materials by simultaneous rupture of all of the bonds across a plane quickly
were determined to be in serious disagreement with experimental observations and indicated that a different
model had to be created to explain the discrepancy between observed and measured yield strengths. The
contradiction between experiment and theory was solved by the use of dislocation models to argue that only
local bonds had to be broken to permit successive movement of a dislocation along the slip plane. Similarly,
estimations of a cleavage fracture stress versus experimentally determined values indicated need for a model
other than simultaneous rupture of all bonds.
A contemporary view of cleavage fracture is a sequential tearing across the fracture plane rather than a
simultaneous rupture of all bonds. Cleavage fracture that occurs by simultaneous bond rupture or by
progressive bond rupture is described as “ideal cleavage” or “perfect cleavage.” The question, then, is what is
the mechanism by which this occurs?
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Understanding of brittle fracture in metals came, in part, during the 1950s and 1960s (although some of this
work was done using nonmetallic materials that were essentially intrinsically brittle). Several models for
cleavage fracture using dislocation theory were developed and are briefly discussed subsequently. It is
important to note that they all involve dislocation motion. Whether experimental (including fractographic)
evidence of that dislocation motion can be observed is still a matter of interest. Reed-Hill (Ref 8) has shown
that cleavage fracture in zinc occurs on the basal plane whether the plane is flat or distorted in bending. Some
recent results discussed subsequently (Ref 9) suggest a difference in the appearance of cleavage fracture
initiated by “elastic” stress fields in nondeformed material (pure cleavage) versus cleavage fracture in material
plastically deformed in the yield zone in front of a macroscale crack.
Important work from the period of the 1950s and 1960s included that found in Ref 10, 11, 12, 13. Additionally,
there is an interesting discussion of identifying what is meant by “cleavage” in metallic materials in Ref 14. A
summary of models and experimental evidence for brittle fracture is available in Ref 4, together with multiple
references. Figure 3 is a compilation of the different dislocation models. Figure 3(a) is an elastic crack
considered to be a pileup of edge dislocations. Figure 3(b) is simply the pileup of multiple edge dislocations at
some barrier in the lattice, so that the local Orowan (modified Griffith) criterion can be met (see the section
“Background” in this article). This model is used to predict cleavage cracking of grain-boundary carbides in
low-carbon steels. This model was examined (Ref 12) and it was determined that the maximum normal stress at
the pileup occurred on a plane rotated 70.5° from the slip plane. Using this model, it can be shown that a crack
is nucleated when the shear stress concentrated by the pileup becomes equal to approximately 75% of the shear
modulus. This requires between 100 and 1000 dislocations, a not unreasonable number in either bulk material
or in second phases in a two-phase microstructure.

Fig. 3 Dislocation models for cleavage fracture. (a) Elastic crack regarded as a pileup of edge
dislocations. (b) Pileup against a boundary forming a crack. (c) Crack forming by movement of
dislocations on two slip planes. (d) Crack formation at tilt boundary. Source: Ref 4
A second model (Ref 15, 16) for cleavage crack initiation involves the interaction of two dislocations on
intersecting slip planes, creating a sessile dislocation and an incipient crack nucleus. Trailing pairs of
dislocations on the same planes going through the same reaction enlarge the crack nucleus. The reaction, which
is energetically favorable (self-energy of reactants > self-energy of product) is of the form:
a
a
  [−1, −1,1](1,0,1) +   [1,1,1]( −1,0,1) → a[0, 0,1](1,0,0)
2
 
2

Two glissile dislocations on different {1,1,0} planes interact along the intersection of the two slip planes (a
0,1,0 direction) to create a pure edge sessile dislocation on a {1,0,0} plane, which is the incipient crack

nucleus. Experimental work obtained results consistent with Cottrell's model using MgO (Ref 17) and in iron
(Ref 18). As Ref 4 indicates, the work reported in Ref 13 supports such a model of dislocation interaction to
create a cleavage nucleus. Specimens tested at 77 K could be made to flow plastically or to fail in a brittle
manner, depending on specimen orientation. Specimen axes removed from 1,1,0 failed in a brittle manner, but
specimens oriented near 1,1,0 did not fail in a brittle manner. This implies that duplex slip (simultaneous slip
on more than one system) favored by the harder orientations promotes brittle fracture.
The third model shown in Fig. 3(d) is due to research discussed in Ref 19. In this model, a portion of the edge
dislocations making up a tilt boundary are assumed to glide, creating the crack nucleus. Experimental evidence
for this mechanism is shown in Fig. 4 for zinc. Note in this case that the slip plane is also the cleavage plane.

Fig. 4 Basal plane cracking in zinc at a subgrain (tilt) boundary. The basal plane is both a slip plane and
a cleavage plane in this material. Source: Ref 19, as cited in Ref 4
Deformation (mechanical) twinning, in some instances, can also create cleavage crack nuclei and is discussed
subsequently.
The preceding, then, is the case for which cleavage cracking would occur in a material that behaves in an
ideally brittle manner for whatever reason (perhaps inherently brittle). In the more realistic case, when the
requirements for ductile and brittle crack propagation are not very different, specimen geometry, imperfection
geometry, loading rate, and temperature can cause different micro-scale events to occur that alter the
macroscale appearance.
This is especially true in the body-centered cubic (bcc) materials (and perhaps some hcp materials), which show
a strong temperature dependence of the yield strength. Fracture mechanics indicates that important variables in
geometry-induced constraint are section thickness, crack length, and crack tip radius. For some combinations of
these variables, constraint is incomplete across the full width of the specimen, so that the crack propagates on
both a plane of maximum normal stress and planes of maximum shear stress, creating macroscale shear lips on
the sides of the specimen. Examination of the fracture surface at the microscale reveals that crack propagation
in the flat fracture area can occur by either or both cleavage and MVC, and that fracture of the shear lip regions
occurred by MVC. Close examination of the morphology of the dimples on the shear lip shows that they are
elongated rather than being equiaxed, and that if dimples are present in the flat region, they can also be
elongated or equiaxed. These cases are discussed in more detail following a discussion of the effects of
deformation twinning on cracking mechanisms and fracture surface morphology.
The face-centered cubic (fcc) materials do not generally cleave, as indicated in the preceding article in this
Volume, “Fracture Appearance and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture.” However, Ref 20 does report
brittle behavior in iridium and rhodium. Additionally, nitrogenated austenitic stainless steels and austenitic
stainless steels in stress-corrosion cracking conditions may possibly cleave. Stresses to cause cleavage in hcp
materials vary with purity, and there is some question as to whether cleavage can occur with sufficient purity.
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Slip, Twinning, and Cleavage in Polycrystals
Although critical stresses for activation of twinning and cleavage cannot be reproducibly measured in
polycrystalline material, it is possible to make some general statements about the onset of each of these
mechanisms as well as slip deformation in polycrystalline material. Deformation twinning is not commonly
seen in the fcc lattice, although there is some evidence in the literature that these materials can, in fact, form
deformation twins (Ref 21, 22). The fcc materials mechanically twin only with considerable difficulty.
Alternatively, hcp materials mechanically twin more easily; so easily in fact, that sometimes mechanical
polishing of a metallographic specimen can introduce artifacts. There are considerable differences, however, in
the ease of twinning among alloys having a hcp structure, just as there are differences in the stress necessary to
cause cleavage.

Deformation twinning does occur in materials having a bcc lattice, with twinning more likely at low
temperature and elevated strain rates. (Strain rates commonly encountered in tensile testing of the order of 10-3
to 10-2 per minute do not typically cause deformation twinning at room temperature, but a hammer blow will
cause twinning.) When deformation twinning does occur during plastic straining, it is usually activated after
prior deformation by slip (but see subsequent information). That is, single crystals may be oriented to yield by
twinning, but polycrystalline material must strain harden sufficiently in order to favor twinning deformation
over slip deformation at room temperature.
Twinning density is typically not high near room temperature but increases as the temperature is decreased. In a
series of iron-molybdenum polycrystalline alloys (67 grains across the cross section) no twinning was found
during tensile straining until the temperature was decreased to 119 K, but then the number of grains having
twins increased rapidly, reaching 60% at 83 K (Ref 23). Additionally, a not-quite-linear correlation was found
between the lower yield strength and the number of grains containing twins, leading to the argument that
twinning initiates at the yield stress with no further increase in the number of twins. Note that this is different
from twinning initiated due to high strain rate deformation at room temperature, where plastic strain must
usually accumulate by slip prior to the onset of twinning.
Twinning Deformation in Fracture Analysis. Twinning deformation is of importance with respect to
deformation and fracture in three ways. On one hand, the change in shape of an arbitrarily oriented grain in a
polycrystalline body requires activation of five independent deformation systems. In materials of low
symmetry, this condition may not be met, such as if slip is restricted to the basal plane in hcp materials.
Twinning can cause activation of additional independent deformation systems and therefore produce (limited)
ductile behavior. This probably influences the deformation and fracture behavior of ordered intermetallic
alloys. Alternatively, twinning can, in some instances, provide mechanisms for cleavage crack initiation, either
by the interaction of strain fields created at the intersection of twins or at the intersection of a twin and a grain
boundary, or by dislocation reactions favoring the formation of twins. (See Fig. 29 in the preceding article in
this Volume, “Fracture Appearance and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture.”)

Fig. 5 Tongues on an iron fracture surface. Some additional secondary fine-scale cracking adjacent to
tongues is also visible. Two-stage cellulose-acetate replica. Source: Ref 24
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Fig. 6 Orientation relationships for {1,1,2} •1,1,-1• twinning in the bcc lattice. It is assumed that a
crack is propagating on the (0,0,1) cleavage plane and then on the (1,1,-2) K1 plane in the [111] direction.
(The required shear direction for simple shear twinning on the (1,1,-2) plane is the [1,1,1] direction.)
Source: Ref 25

Fig. 7 Optical micrographs of the fracture surface of a Fe-3.25% Si alloy showing cleavage facets with
river lines, tongues, and traces of two K1 planes of the {1,1,2} family. (a) Lower-magnification view.
Crack propagation is from left to right. (b) Detail of the area labeled “B” in (a). Source: Ref 1

Fig. 8 Appearance of (a) ductile and (b) brittle tensile fractures in unnotched cylindrical specimens.
Courtesy of George Vander Voort
The third point is that high strain rates favor initiation of twinning deformation. A crack propagating by a
cleavage mechanism propagates at a high strain rate, and it is quite common to see evidence of twinning
deformation (i.e., tongues) on a fracture surface dominated by cleavage. (See the preceding article in this
Volume, “Fracture Appearance and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture.”) From a failure analysis
perspective, it is sometimes of benefit to know if the fractured component was subjected to high strain rate
loading. Both cleavage fracture and deformation twinning are facilitated by high strain rate loading. The
presence of tongues on a fracture surface showing cleavage does not necessarily support a conclusion of high
strain rate loading, because the high strain rate may have been created by the crack propagation conditions, not
the nominal loading conditions. However, if metallographic examination shows evidence of twinning well
removed from the fracture surface, there is a higher likelihood that the loading was, in fact, at a high strain rate.
Additionally, Ref 23 suggests that twins formed in front of a propagating crack are considerably finer than
twins formed at the onset of yield.
Tongues and Deformation Twinning. As indicated in the introduction of this article, a rapidly propagating crack
not only can nucleate cleavage fracture but also can nucleate deformation twinning in front of the advancing
crack. One fractograph illustrating twinning and tongues is shown in Fig. 9 of the preceding article in this
Volume, “Fracture Appearance and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture.” Another example (Fig. 5) is
shown here at higher magnification. As previously indicated, a tongue is created when the propagating cleavage
crack turns from the cleavage plane ({0,0,1}) in bcc materials and runs on the composition or K1 twinning plane
(i.e., {1,1,2}). Figure 6 shows the atom arrangements and crack direction for tongue creation. Figure 7 is
another example of tongues created in a Fe-3.25% Si alloy. Visible in the optical fractograph are tongues, river
lines, and traces of two {1,1,2} family K1 planes.
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Fig. 9 Schematic of fracture surface regions in cylindrical tension-test specimens. (a) Surface from cone
portion of fractured unnotched tensile specimen. (b) Surface of fractured notched specimen. Unlike the
fracture surface for an unnotched specimen, the fracture surface for the notched specimen (b) does not
have shear lips, because the fracture initiates near the root of the notch (and completely around the
specimens in this idealized case without additional stress raisers).
Twinning and Crack Nucleation. Several workers (Ref 4) and several articles in Ref 26 and 27 have indicated
that the presence of deformation twins in the microstructure can provide locations for subsequent crack
nucleation. Reference 27 shows micrographs of cracking associated with twinning. Figure 8 in the preceding
article (“Fracture Appearance and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture” in this Volume) shows cleavage
cracking associated with deformation twins in an iron-chromium alloy after explosive (high-rate) forming.
Figure 10 shows postulated cleavage crack nucleation mechanisms at the intersection of two twins. Pairs of
twinning dislocations, n in number, interact according to:
a

a
 1
n  [−1,1,1]  + n  [1, −1,1]  → na[0, 0,1]
3
6

6


Fig. 10 Microcrack formation at twin intersections. (a, b, c) Incipient crack nucleation by dislocation
reactions at the intersection of mechanical twins. (d) Incipient crack nucleation by strain concentration
created when a growing twin intersects a previously existing twin. The direction of the stress is indicated.
Source: Ref 28
Because the crack nucleus in Fig. 10(b) is parallel to the nominal stress, it would have to be activated by the
local state of stress within a grain. However, the stress is normal to the cleavage crack nucleus for the other
orientations. Figures 10(a–c) assume that both twins are nucleated at the same time. Figure 10(d) shows a
different situation, where the cleavage crack is nucleated by strain concentration in the matrix created by
secondary twinning. The new twin is blocked by a preexisting twin. An example of cleavage cracking initiated
at the intersection of two twins at a grain boundary is discussed in Ref 23, which also suggests that grain
boundaries are a common location for transgranular crack initiation, especially if a particle is present in the
grain boundary.
As pointed out in Ref 28, the dislocation mechanisms responsible for nucleation of a twin are not very much
different from those for cleavage crack nucleation. As a result, there may not be very much difference in energy
required to cause either event. Twinning and cleavage processes are both temperature dependent, so that there
may be different behavior in different temperature ranges; neither twinning nor cleavage at higher temperatures
decreased deformation by slip and competition between cleavage and twinning at lower temperatures.
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Ductile Fracture and Microvoid Coalescence
The hallmark indication of ductile failure, possibly first reported by Tipper (Ref 29), is the microscale presence
of dimples on the fracture surface. The dimples form by a process referred to as MVC, where voids nucleate
(initiate), grow, and coalesce to develop the final fracture surface that is dimpled. The most common process is
one of pore (incipient crack) formation at or in a particle, followed by either void growth and linkage or by
localized shear band slip deformation in the intervoid ligaments. These mechanisms of void nucleation and void
coalescence are briefly described, along with associated microscale and macroscale appearances. This section
does not include detailed dislocation models or complex mathematical treatment but rather describes
mechanisms to the extent that relates to fracture-surface appearances. A more detailed treatment of ductile
fracture is in the Appendix to this article.

Ductile Crack Nucleation
The dominant and common mechanism for creation of a (ductile) crack nucleus is a combination of debonding
at particle interfaces and cracking of second-phase particles. There may be alternative crack nucleation
mechanisms in high-purity single-phase materials containing a minimum number of very small particles, but
the most common site of pore (incipient crack) formation is at second phases and/or inclusions in the matrix
after varying amounts of plastic deformation.
Two types of particles may be involved: inclusions and second phases. In poly-phase alloys, the presence of
eutectic or eutectoid structures also affects crack nucleation and propagation. In cast alloys, the presence of
both microscale interdendritic porosity and macroscale shrinkage cavities provide “holes” for crack nucleation.
There is little difference in void growth from shrinkage porosity and a hole containing an unbonded inclusion.
The incipient crack can form in four ways:
•
•
•
•

Hole formation around an often weakly bonded particle
Cracking of a particle
Growth from a precracked particle (for example, from prior working operations)
Cracking in a matrix of limited ductility in which faceted particles cause stress concentration in the
matrix (faceted nitride inclusions in a high-strength, low-alloy, or HSLA, steel)

Inclusions tend to have a low-strength interface bond (if any) with the matrix and have mechanical properties
different from those of the matrix. In steels, these inclusions fall into three general groups:
•
•
•

Stringer types that are sulfides and perhaps contain additional phases
Spheroidal types (oxides and sulfides)
Faceted types (nitrides)

The sulfide inclusions are ductile and low strength, while the oxides and nitrides are brittle. Similarly, secondphase particles have mechanical properties different from those of the matrix, but experimental evidence
suggests that there is often some bond strength (partial coherency) between these particles and the matrix (i.e.,
carbide particles in a low-carbon steel).
As a material is subjected to a load, debonding occurs in directions of maximum strain in the matrix, with the
more weakly bonded materials debonding first. For unidirectional loading, debonding occurs at the interface
generally normal to the applied load (Fig. 11a, b). An example is shown in Fig. 12. When the applied loading
creates a tensile-hydrostatic stress (often poorly referred to as a “triaxial” stress-state condition) in the material,
debonding occurs all around the particle (Fig. 11c). Figure 13 shows an example of volumetric debonding at a
MnS inclusion. If there is sufficient load transfer to an elongated particle, cracking is also observed at
approximately half the length of the particle (Fig. 11b).

Fig. 11 Schematic of debonding at a matrix-particle interface with unidirectional stress. (a) Plane stress
loading of an inclusion (no interfacial bond) causes debonding at the particle caps. (b) Debonding and
fracture of high-aspect-ratio particles (elongated inclusion) due to shear transfer. Fracture is indicated at
half-length. (c) More general (uniform) debonding from a large triaxial (i.e., tensile-hydrostatic) stress
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Fig. 12 Debonding associated with a MnS inclusion in a bainitic microstructure. Loading direction
indicated. Source: Ref 30

Fig. 13 Debonding of a MnS particle in a 4140 quenched and tempered steel due to a bending stress. The
component was forged, and considerable directionality (banding and fibering) existed in the material.
Crack propagation from bottom to top in the photograph. Courtesy of Michael West, University of
Tennessee
The common observation for steels is that fracture is initiated by (relatively large) sulfide stringers. If the
material is quenched and tempered, debonding and fracture of carbide occurs at a greater strain. Particles that
are totally or partially coherent with the matrix (e.g., carbides in steel) require development of substantial stress
for decohesion to start at the particle-matrix interface. Careful work using steels containing small, spheroidized
carbides and (typical) MnS inclusions shows that debonding occurs first around the larger and more weakly
bonded MnS inclusions and at a greater strain by debonding at the carbide particles. Fracture has also been
associated with clusters (bead stringers) of oxide particles.
When material has been previously cold worked, it is often observed that not only is there debonding at matrixparticle interfaces but also the particles themselves are cracked (Fig. 14). These cracked particles then provide
additional crack nucleation sites. Elongated particles, such as MnS, crack at approximately half-length due to
load transfer from the matrix to the particle. Large second-phase brittle particles may crack by cleavage caused

by dislocation pileup. Similarly, particle cracking is also observed metallographically when the material is
initially in the annealed condition and the component is examined metallographically after fracture.

Fig. 14 A cracked cementite particle in a cold-rolled low-carbon steel (approximately 0.1% C). A high
magnification view of a cracked cementite particle showing multiple cracks and shattering. Courtesy of
Richard Holman, University of Tennessee
In materials containing a dual distribution of particle sizes (for example, MnS inclusions and spheroidal
carbides in a quenched and tempered steel), a dual-dimple size is often seen on the fracture surface. In this case,
the MnS inclusions are larger than the carbide particles and have lower bond energy to the matrix than do the
carbide particles. Fracture initiation is initially by debonding and void growth at the MnS-matrix interface
(large dimples). After a larger strain, debonding then occurs at the smaller carbide particles (resulting in smaller
dimples than the voids from MnS-matrix debonding) (Fig. 15).

Fig. 15 A dual-dimple size observed in a 4150 steel. Material was isothermally transformed at 190 °C
(375 °F) and was not tempered. Tested as a Charpy V-notch specimen at 0 °C (30 °F). Source: Ref 30
There is also a particle size distribution in high-strength age-hardening aluminum alloys, but different behavior
in an aluminum casting alloy has been reported (Ref 31). The iron- and/or silicon-rich phases are the inclusions
that are smaller than other phases created by solute additions for age-hardening response. In this case, no
debonding was observed for any of the second-phase particles. Fracture initiation was by cleavage in the larger
solute-addition-rich phases. The smaller second phases may or may not subsequently crack, depending on their
size, but no debonding at the interface of second phases with the matrix was observed.
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Models of Void Nucleation. Modeling the void initiation process is difficult because of the variety of void
nucleation origins. Sources such as pores, inclusions, or cracked second-phase particles are effectively voids
even before plastic flow is initiated. Soft inclusions, such as MnS, are virtually voids with little or no bond
between the particles and the matrix surrounding them. The size and distribution of inclusions affects the
ductility of a metal, with smaller and round particles offering more ductility than large, irregular particles.
Models to predict the effect of porosity or inclusions on ductility are given in the Appendix to this article.
Inclusions and second-phase particles are the primary sources of voids, and two parameters of importance in
these models are particle spacing and particle size. One of the simpler models predicts a strain to fracture (Fig.
16) (Ref 32):
ε f ≅ 2 ln

L
1
≈ ln
w
ρ

where L is the void spacing, w is the void size, and ρ is the void volume fraction.

Fig. 16 Backofen's model for fracture from holes. See text for discussion. Source: Ref 32
Models of void formation have been based on dislocation interaction with the particle. One such model was
developed by Brown and Stobbs (Ref 33) and is discussed in the Appendix to this article. Another model,
developed by Le Roy (Ref 34), takes into account that different sources of void formation lead to a dual
population of voids.
As noted, particles that are totally or partially coherent with the matrix (e.g., a carbide compared to a MnS
inclusion) require development of more stress at the particle-matrix interface for decohesion to form a void.
The parameters affecting the strain or stress at which voids initiate at coherent particles vary within a single
part. For example, the particle-matrix interface strength (degree of coherency) affects void formation, as does
the thermal expansion mismatch. Yet, reasonable models (see Appendix) have been developed for simple
geometries, such as round particles and rods (particles with high aspect ratios).
Comments on Void Nucleation without Inclusions Present. The preceding discussion considers ductile crack
nucleation due to initial void formation at particles. There is little debate that this is the dominant mechanism,
especially in steels and in most other engineering materials. The question is whether this is the only mechanism
for crack nucleation at the microscale. The debate arose at one time because examination of fracture surface did
not always indicate the presence of particles in the microvoids. Questions arose as to whether particles could be
seen, even if they were present (adequate resolution, statistical probability of seeing a particle at very small
volume fractions) (Ref 35). This question has not been examined recently, but it has been commented that
dimple rupture occurs without void nucleation in alloys that deform by planar slip (Ref 36).
There has also been a report of void nucleation without particle debonding in an aluminum-lithium alloy (Ref
31). In this alloy, a variation in particle size was present, ranging from very small iron- and silicon-rich

particles (the inclusions) to larger particles present because of solute additions for age-hardening response. In
this study, examination showed that the fracture process was initiated by cleavage cracking in larger solute-rich
phases. Smaller second phases may or may not subsequently crack, depending on their size, but no debonding
at the interface of second phases with the matrix was observed. Crack nucleation, then, is only by cracking in
(larger) second phases.
Other incipient crack nucleation mechanisms have been proposed. It has been suggested that grain-boundary
triple points can create sufficient constraint to nucleate a crack (Ref 37). Crack nucleation at dislocation pileups
has been suggested (Ref 38). Additionally, it has been suggested that holes (porosity) in the matrix may act as
crack nuclei (and therefore, shrinkage porosity in a casting) as well as faceted inclusions. In the latter case,
stress concentration at the corners of the inclusion (in a not very ductile matrix) can cause crack nucleation in
the matrix, for example, nitrides in HSLA steels.
When the particles are small and the total volume fraction is small, other mechanisms may be factors. In a more
recent study of fracture in high-purity single and polycrystalline copper, high-purity copper (99.9998%) and
notched high-strain-rate-loaded specimens were used in order to prevent necking (Ref 39). The results have
apparently confirmed the premise that the fracture mechanisms is by void nucleation, even when no particles
can be detected in the voids. These results indicate that when grain boundaries are present, fracture initiates in
the grain boundary, and when the boundaries are absent, fracture initiates within high-dislocation-density cell
walls. An in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study of ductile fracture in high-purity silver single
crystals has provided experimental evidence of dislocation reactions that can provide hole nucleation in front of
an advancing crack tip (Ref 40).

Void Growth and Coalescence
The incipient cracks (voids) associated with the particles may grow by two mechanisms, depending on particle
size and spacing:
•
•

Growth of an incipient crack by enlargement and linkage of the voids
Slip band deformation in ligaments between the voids

For large particles relatively closely spaced, and especially in the presence of constraint, void coalescence
typically occurs on the plane of maximum normal stress. This mechanism of void coalescence is referred to as
pure ductile tearing (Fig. 17a).

Fig. 17 Schematic of (a) ductile tearing along plane normal to normal stress and (b) zig-zag path of void
sheet fracture along shear planes
When the particles are more widely spaced, the process of void coalescence can involve slip deformation in the
interligament region between the voids. Deformation of the ligaments may occur from localized shear bands or
by necking of the ligaments between the voids. A good example of the former is the mechanism known as void
sheet formation, which is a common fracture mode in steels containing dual-size particles (i.e., larger MnS
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inclusions and smaller spheroidal carbides). Fracture initiates at (large) MnS inclusions, followed by microscale
strain localization on planes of high shear stress. These planes randomly contain smaller carbide particles,
which subsequently nucleate voids. This is referred to as void sheet fracture and results in a characteristic zigzag pattern of void growth, shown schematically in Fig. 17(b). Figure 18(a) (Ref 41) shows and example of
void sheet formation between MnS inclusions.

Fig. 18 Examples of ductile fracture on shear planes. (a) Void sheets from propagation of a crack
between widely spaced inclusions within a shear band in a 4340 steel. Stress axis is vertical. Source: Ref
41. (b) Ductile crack growth in HSLA steel (A710). Source: Ref 77
In addition, necking can occur in the ligaments between the particles. With sufficient plastic flow, the
interparticle ligaments can show sufficient ductility to display necking with a large height similar to that seen in
single crystals. An example (Fig. 19a, b, c) shows ductile MVC fracture in an aluminum-silicon alloy, which is
quite different in appearance for MVC in steels. In the aluminum-silicon alloy shown, fracture in the matrix is
initiated by cleavage in the silicon particles.

Fig. 19 Microvoid coalescence in an aluminum-silicon alloy (A380) loaded in tension. (a) Fracture
surfaces consist of cleaved particles (i.e., silicon) and ridged fracture of the aluminum. 200×. (b) Highermagnification (1440×) view of boxed region. (c) A fractured aluminum ligament surrounded by
intermetallic particles at higher magnification (2880×). Source: Ref 42
In summary, two kinds of microscale ductile crack propagation are recognized, depending on whether growth
of incipient cracks occurs on a plane of maximum normal stress or on a plane of high shear stress:
•
•

Pure ductile tearing by void coalescence, usually on the plane of maximum normal stress
Zig-zag slip deformation on planes of high shear stress between voids

However, the relation between these two microscale mechanisms and the macroscale of crack growth is less
clear. For example, the zig-zag path from void sheet formation (Fig. 18a) does not necessarily result in
macroscale shear bands. The macroscale fracture surface may be normal to the load, while the microscale paths
of fracture may occur along the shear planes with a small step height.
Nonetheless, the direction of crack growth at higher scales may also occur on either a plane of maximum
normal stress or on a plane of maximum shear stress, depending on the degree of constraint (and thus
component geometry), the size, and the spacing of particles that initiate incipient cracks. For example, Fig.
18(b) shows a zig-zag path of ductile fracture at a higher scale than the microstructural scale of void sheeting
shown in Fig. 18(a). Ductile fracture along shear planes can also occur on the macroscale. The factors that
influence the macroscale direction of crack growth during ductile fracture are discussed in more detail in the
Appendix of this article and in sections on cylindrical and prismatic geometries.
It is important however, to recognize that microstructural factors and/or localized deformation (such as
microscale or macroscale shear bands) can influence macroscale direction. For example, even though the
mechanism of void sheet formation does not normally result in a macroscale zig-zag path of fracture,
macroscale shear bands can influence the direction of crack growth, as shown in Fig. 20. There is no apparent
flat, central fibrous region, and there are five macroscale shear bands and additional small, unresolved bands
across the specimen. Fracture initiation is reported to occur in the center of the specimen. The material in this
case is slow-cooled HY-100 steel with a severely banded microstructure (alternating bands of soft ferrite and
hard “granular” ferrite). The test specimen orientation was perpendicular to the banded microstructure, which is
reported to facilitate shear banding. Other examples of macroscale shear banding are discussed in the Appendix
of this article.

Fig. 20 Profile of fracture path in a notched-bar specimen taken from the long-transverse direction of
HY-100 steel plate with a severely banded microstructure (alternating bands of ferrite and “granular”
ferrite). Loading direction was perpendicular to the bands. Fracture is reported to initiate near the
centerline. Note the apparent absence of a central, flat fibrous zone. Source: Ref 43

Dimple Shape and Size
The following sections describe some of the different morphologies of MVC dimples. Sometimes a striatedtype surface is seen on the fracture surface, especially on smooth walls that were interfaces between inclusions
and the matrix (see Fig. 21 in the preceding article, “Fracture Appearance and Mechanisms of Deformation and
Fracture,” in this Volume). The lines are resolved slip packets intersecting a free surface of the material and
should not be confused with fatigue striations. One differentiation is that these lines often contain many
branches and are of nonuniform spacing, in contrast to fatigue striations that have few branches and are of
consistent spacing (within a small area).
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Fig. 21 Fractographic analysis of failed Charpy specimens of 4340 steel tempered to various strength
levels. The upper curve represents room-temperature specimens; the lower curve represents specimens
broken at -196 °C (-320 °F). All percentages are estimated. Source: Ref 69
Dimple Morphology with Loading Conditions. Dimple morphology is influenced by the loading condition, as
shown in Fig. 22, for the three modes of crack displacement (Fig. 23):
•
•
•
•

Dimples are equiaxed for axial loading (mode I, opening mode)
Dimples are elongated in shear loading (mode II or mode III)
Dimples are elongated and point in the same direction on both sides of the fracture surface from bending
loading (Fig. 22)
Dimples are either elongated or equiaxed in combined axial and bending

Fig. 22 Effect of loading conditions on dimple shape for loading modes I, II, and III. Mode I can be axial
loading, bending loading, or a combination of bending and axial loading. Axial loading creates equiaxed
dimples. Bending loading creates elongated dimples that face in the same direction on both halves of the
fracture surface. Mode II (in-plane shear) loading creates dimples that point in opposite directions on the
two halves of the fracture surface. Mode III (out-of-plane shear) loading creates dimples that are rotated
with respect to the macroscale direction of crack growth.

Fig. 23 Schematic illustration of loading modes for crack displacement: mode I (opening mode), mode II
(in-plane shear), and mode III (out-of-plane shear, tearing)
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By noting that the dimples can point in different directions on each half of the fracture surface, it is possible to
identify loading conditions at the microscale, for example to distinguish between bending and torsion or shear
loading. When compact tension-type specimens are loaded, the combined bending and axial loading does not
result in very much, if any, elongation of the dimples parallel to the crack plane.
Pure mode II and III deformation lead to contact between crack asperities on each side of the fracture surface
during propagation and may prevent identification of dimple morphology due to contact or rubbing damage.
Although it is conceptually possible to identify loading conditions from microscale dimple morphology and is
an important tool in failure analysis, in practice it is not always possible to obtain this information due to
rubbing contact of the two surfaces. (However, as discussed elsewhere in this section, the macroscale swirl
rubbing pattern on a ductile torsion surface is a strong indicator of that loading.) If the fracture surface is quite
rough, as is common in combinations of ferrite and pearlite in hot-rolled or annealed steels, the points of
contact may be smeared, but there are often regions below the rubbed surface that can still be viewed to obtain
loading condition information.
Dimple Size. If more than one type of inclusion or a second phase and a distribution of inclusions are present,
there is a distribution of dimple sizes that correlate qualitatively with particle size (Fig. 24). Dimple size can be
correlated with particle size; with inclusion spacing, as noted previously; or with fracture strain. High-strength
low-ductility materials show shallow dimples. Figure 24 shows the correlation with void size and inclusion
spacing. A correlation between dimple depth (and therefore, relative ductility) in a steel as a function of
temperature has been shown (Ref 45). A series of tensile specimens of a titanium alloy (B-120CVA) that were
aged for various times prior to testing are shown in Ref 46. For short aging times, large shear dimples were
observed on the fracture surface. For increased aging times, the shear dimple size decreased, concurrent with a
decrease in fracture toughness. For the longer aging times, the fracture surface consisted of increasing amounts
of intergranular fracture together with the much smaller dimples (Fig. 24b).

Fig. 24 (a) The correlation of particle spacing with dimple size. Data are from several aluminum alloys,
as indicated. Ellipse size indicates scatter. Source: Ref 44. (b) Change in dimple size and onset of
intergranular cracking as a function of aging time for a precipitation-hardened titanium alloy (B1208CA). Source: Ref 46

As noted previously, a dual-dimple size is often observed in carbide-containing steels. (Fig. 15). A distribution
of dimple sizes is also seen in aluminum alloys. However, in these alloys, if large second phases are present in
the microstructure, cleavage cracking of these phases provides the early incipient cracks (Fig. 25).

Fig. 25 Micrograph of specimen shown in Fig. 17. Cleaved second-phase particles are visible in the
microstructure, and no debonding at second-phase/matrix interfaces is visible. Source: Ref 42
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Factors Affecting Ductility
For ductile material, crack growth can be stable, requiring an ever-increasing load to propagate a crack until a
geometric instability is attained. This level of ductility normally requires gross deformation that is readily
visible. For macroscale brittle materials, increasing loads can be stable up to a point when a crack can grow
quickly with no prior gross deformation. This sudden crack growth is reported to be the predominant fracture
process in commercial products (Ref 47).
Even microscale ductile material can develop critical size flaws (cracks) that result in rapid crack growth. The
critical size flaw can be very large for ductile materials at low stress levels. For low-strength ductile materials,
critical crack sizes tend to be large enough that visual inspection can detect them before they lead to a rapid
crack growth. However, at stresses near the yield point, low-ductility materials can have toughness levels that
result in critical flaw sizes (ac) on the order of manufacturing and processing imperfections and even
significantly smaller, as in quenched and tempered steels. The critical flaw size for macroscale (plane-strain)
brittle fracture is:
K 
a = 2.5  IC 
 σ YS 

2

Imperfections such as cold laps, hot tears, quench cracks, and tool marks can be severe enough to lead to
fracture. Fatigue cracks and stress-corrosion cracks also may grow in ductile material without showing any
gross deformation. Thus, various imperfections or stress raisers can be the source of crack initiation, stable
propagation at subcritical size, and perhaps (if not avoided) catastrophic crack growth when cracks reach
critical size.

This section briefly reviews the general geometric factors and materials aspects that influence the stress-strain
behavior and fracture of ductile metals. This is followed by the section “Fracture Appearances,” which reviews
appearances for various types of geometries and loading conditions. This is then followed by sections of
“Fracture at or near Stress Raisers” and “Fracture from Manufacturing Imperfections,” both of which may
influence the initiation and propagation of cracks. This is then followed by a case history.
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Geometric Limits of Ductility
Ductile fractures are characterized by tearing of metal accompanied by appreciable gross (albeit possibly
localized) plastic deformation and expenditure of work during the fracture process. On some scale, plastic
deformation is always a localized event. Any matrix discontinuity, such as inclusions, second-phase particles,
or even grain boundaries, leads to localized plastic deformation. On a specimen-scale, localized deformation
may be forced by geometric constraints, for example, grooves, notches, holes, and cracks. The total absence of
second-phase particles would possibly result in fracture by 100% reduction of area, but this rarely occurs in
service failures. In components without geometric constraints, where uniform deformation should occur,
macroscale localized deformation, known as shear bands, also can develop. Shear bands are discussed in the
Appendix of this article.
Smooth (Unnotched) Cylindrical Specimen. An informative first approach to understanding constraints on
ductility is to examine the failure of a smooth round bar loaded in uniaxial tension (tensile test). The failure
process starts with a geometric instability in the form of a diffuse neck (described as diffuse because the loadelongation curve near maximum load stays at a high load for a large amount of deformation). Materials that do
not develop a neck before fracture of a round tensile bar are generally considered macroscale brittle, although
there is not a general dividing line between ductile and brittle fracture in terms of macroscale necking in a
tensile-test specimen (see the discussion in the preceding article, “Fracture Appearance and Mechanisms of
Deformation and Fracture,” in this Volume). For a brittle material, fracture occurs at a location where the local
stress reaches a critical value dependent on the size and shape of the largest imperfection. The imperfection that
initiates fracture can be internal, or it can be at an exterior surface and may be either geometric or metallurgical.
In ductile fracture during tension testing, necking generally begins at maximum load during the tensile
deformation of ductile metal. In an ideal plastic material in which no strain hardening occurs, it would become
unstable in tension and begin to neck as soon as yielding occurred. However, an actual metal (not heavily cold
worked) undergoes strain hardening, which tends to increase the load-carrying capacity of the specimen as
deformation increases.
The size of the neck and the extent to which it is visible depends primarily on strain hardening and strain-rate
hardening (when at temperatures below approximately 0.4 of the melting temperature). Lowering the
temperature below room temperature generally increases the strain-hardening exponent, n. This increases the
strain to neck formation. However, the flow stress is also higher, so the resulting hydrostatic stress is higher at
the same strain. For fcc material, the tensile elongation increases as the temperature decreases (Ref 48), but the
reduction in area (RA) is affected less, with little change as the temperature is lowered.
No matter how long the sample, the remaining deformation and failure are confined to the neck that initially has
a length dimension about twice the diameter (depending on the strain-hardening exponent and the strain-rate
hardening exponent). The amount of elongation is predominantly controlled by the strain to the onset of
necking, especially if strain-rate hardening is small. When strain-rate hardening is small, the elongation that
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occurs after neck formation is small, compared to the elongation before necking. For this reason, reduction in
area is more closely related to the true logarithmic tensile strain, ε = ln(Ai/Af), at the fracture location than is
total elongation.
The resulting necked region is, in effect, a mild notch. The formation of a neck in the tensile specimen
introduces a complex state of stress that has a large tensile-hydrostatic component. It has been shown that a
neck induces radial and circumferential stresses in addition to the axial stresses of the applied load (Ref 49).
This triaxial (tensile-hydrostatic) stress is highest in the center of the specimen and causes growth of voids.
Thus, a common observation is to note crack initiation near the center of the necked region. This central region
of the fracture surface is typically flat at the macroscale. The plane of the flat-face fracture is normal to the
direction of the largest tensile stress, and microscopic examination of flat-face tensile fractures in ductile
materials magnifications of approximately 100× and greater reveals equiaxed dimples that are formed by
microvoid coalescence. Fracture of the remaining section typically reveals an annulus of slant fracture, which is
less well understood but probably occurs by a crack growing circumferentially around the specimen under
plane-stress conditions. The ratio of the area of the flat-face region to the area of the shear lip usually increases
with section thickness.
Similarly, notched samples create a stress state with a tensile-hydrostatic component during the onset of loading
and during any subsequent plastic deformation. The tensile-hydrostatic component occurs immediately during
loading of a notched bar, while it occurs after the onset of necking in a smooth bar. For the same specimen
minimum diameter and load, a notched round bar has a much higher tensile-hydrostatic component than a
necked unnotched bar. General deformation before fracture is therefore greatly limited in a notched bar
compared to a smooth bar. The stress state in a notched bar is also different than that of a necked bar (Fig. 26).
Unlike the round necked bar, which has the maximum tensile-hydrostatic (mean) stress component in the
center, the hydrostatic stress of a notched bar is the highest just below the notch surface, with the magnitude
depending on the depth of the notch and the notch radius.

Fig. 26 The distribution of principal stresses beneath the notch root of a notched-bar specimen.
Specimen dimensions in millimeters. Source: Ref 50
The magnitude of the tensile-hydrostatic component can alter the fracture initiation location. Figure 27 shows
the effect of dramatically different notch radii for two notched bars of the same material. For the sample with
the larger notch-root radius (2.5 mm in Fig. 27a), the fracture initiates with a fibrous texture at the center of the
bar, develops a radial pattern as the fracture surface moves rapidly outward, and changes to a slant fracture
before connecting to the outside surface. For the sample with smaller notch-root radius (0.25 mm in Fig. 27b),
the fibrous fracture starts just below the notch, gradually grows outward, and connects to the outside surface by
a very narrow slant surface. It also proceeds inward. As the fibrous fracture surface starts to move rapidly
inward, it develops a radial pattern as it moves toward the center of the sample. As the notch-root radius is
reduced, there is a progressive reduction of the amount of slant fracture.

Fig. 27 Fracture surfaces of notched round specimens (4340 steel) from tensile overload at -40 °C (-40
°F). (a) Specimen with a mild notch with a root radius of 2.5 mm (0.1 in.) produced a fracture similar to
an unnotched bar (i.e., central fibrous zone with shear lips). Tensile strength at test temperature was
1544 MPa (224 ksi). (b) Specimen with a sharper notch with a root radius of 0.25 mm (0.01 in.) altered
the stress state, caused the fracture to initiate near the root of the notch, and produced an initial ring of
circumferential ridges and a central radial tone. Notched tensile strength at test temperature was 1760
MPa (255 ksi). Tensile strength at room temperature, 1150 MPa (167 ksi)
Local Necking in Prismatic Specimens. When the component geometry is prismatic rather than cylindrical, both
uniaxial and multiaxial loading permit the development of plane-strain deformation, resulting in the formation
of a local neck. Visually, the local neck consists of a narrow band of material (of the order of the section
thickness) in which plane-strain deformation conditions exist such that within the neck, axial extension occurs
by a decrease in thickness. Figure 28 shows this behavior in copper and 400 Monel. The neck is described as
local because of its narrow width, in contrast to diffuse necking in which the neck grows a considerable
distance (controlled by strain and strain-rate hardening) along the length of the specimen. The term diffuse
arises from the small change in load with large length changes near the maximum load where the neck initiates.
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Fig. 28 Local and diffuse necking in copper and in 200 nickel. Width-to-thickness ratio ~24:1. Note that
fracture initiation has occurred in the local necks at the edges of the specimens.
If the width-to-thickness (w/t) ratio is large, two necks are seen in the specimen (assuming some strain
hardening), one described as a diffuse neck and the second as a local neck (Fig. 29). The diffuse neck is seen to
form first and is analogous to the neck observed in cylindrical specimens. A plasticity analysis predicts the
formation of a local neck within the diffuse neck (Ref 52), because a plane of zero extension develops. The
local neck is predicted to form at a strain equal to twice the strain-hardening exponent, 2n (see the Appendix of
this article).

Fig. 29 Diffuse and localized necks in an 1100 aluminum sheet tensile specimen. Source: Ref 51
The length (in the load direction) of the diffuse neck is approximately twice the width of the sample, while the
width of the local neck is approximately twice the thickness, so long as the specimen has adequate length so
that grip constraint is not a factor and so long as the material shows typical strain and strain-rate hardening. A
strain analysis using Mohr's circle predicts that the local neck should form at an angle of approximately 55° to
the axis of the sample in isotropic material. The angle of the local neck does vary with texture in the material
and can be predicted via Hill's anisotropic yield criterion. Although not treated here, local necking also occurs
for some biaxial loading conditions and is the dominant failure mode is sheet metal stretching operations (see,
for example, Ref 32, p 207, and the Appendix of this article).
The actual strain at which the local neck forms and the angle at which it forms is influenced by the size of the
diffuse neck, because the neck has a nonuniform distribution of strain. For example, the length of the sample
should be eight times its width to avoid end effects that can alter the state of strain and stress in the neck.
Effect of Size. Large structures generally have less ductility than small ones. There are two reasons for this
observation. First, necking in larger structures represents more geometric constraint that tends toward a planestrain condition with higher tensile-hydrostatic stress component, which reduces the strain required to initiate
fracture. Second, the probabilistic nature of imperfections and lack of homogeneity in commercial alloys
suggests that larger structures contain a wider range of imperfection size. Smaller components usually undergo
more deformation during processing and would have, on average, smaller and more uniformly distributed
imperfections. Predicting the effect of size on final structure properties is difficult. Most material properties are
determined using relatively small samples. Knowing the actual size and distribution of inclusions and secondphase particles in a very large structure is not an easy assessment. There has been no reasonable prediction of
reduction in ductility due to increased part size. In general, the reduction is small.
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Materials Factors Affecting Ductility
For single crystals oriented in an optimal direction, the neck in a tensile test can reduce to a point, that is, 100%
RA (Fig. 1). Because single crystals are not isotropic, the cross section does not remain round, but the true
strain at the point of separation approaches an infinite value. Similar ductility in tension can be attained in
polycrystalline materials at elevated temperatures and in very pure metals. More often, a failure occurs well
before 100% RA, with typical values in the range of 40 to 70% RA for commercial alloys.
The development of a “chisel” point at the site of final separation has not been reported in commercial alloys. A
noncircular cross section in the neck causes an unusual shape to the final separation. Noncircular final fracture
areas that are square, star-shaped, and elliptical can be caused by the presence of a strong texture in singlephase alloys. Texture in polycrystalline materials can lead to unusual geometric changes during tensile
deformation. Texture causes the sample to act more similar to a single crystal, sometimes resulting in
noncircular cross sections.
Effect of Grain Size. The well-known Hall-Petch relationship describes the effect of grain diameter on yield
stress:
σy = σo + kd1/2
where σy is lower yield stress, σo and k are constants, and d is the grain diameter. A similar response for the
flow stress as plastic deformation proceeds has been found, that is, smaller grain material has a flow stress
higher than larger grain material at all levels of plastic strain. Some investigators have found that steel with
smaller grain size also tends to have greater total elongation to fracture, but this is not a universally confirmed
response. There is consistent data supporting the claim that grain size does measurably affect the ductile-brittle
transition temperature in steels. A good review summarizing the effect of grain size on mechanical properties
can be found in (Ref 53).
The effect of grain size is relatively small for the range of sizes found in typical commercial alloys. However,
when grain size becomes very large, crystallographic slip leads to continuity problems at grain boundaries. This
can lead to brittle fracture at the grain boundary. The effect of large grains has been noted to influence the
reproducibility of mechanical properties.
A material with large grain size also has a much lower ductility, if significant levels of impurities are present.
The explanation for this is that grain boundaries tend to be a sink for impurities. When the total surface area
becomes small (large grains), the local concentration at the grain boundaries becomes critically large. This can
lead to both macroscale and microscale brittle failures. On a microscale, the fracture is at the grain boundaries;
that is, intergranular. Because the grain size is often very large the crystalline, shiny appearance of the grains
may be visible to the naked eye in some cases, and there may be virtually no ductility associated with the
failure. However, Fig. 30 shows a fractured tensile specimen of brass in which there was extensive tensile

elongation, little transverse necking, and no cup-and-cone fracture. This alloy would fail by necking and cupand-cone failure if the grain size were smaller. Also apparent in this figure is the rough “orange-peel” surface
texture on the outside of the sample, which is another macroscale indication of a very large grain size. The
rough surface and large grains may lead to cracks initiating at the outside surface.

Fig. 30 Two tensile bars of cartridge brass: one tested to failure, showing low ductility; other not tested.
Rough “orange-peel” surface texture on the outside of the tested sample is another macroscale indication
of a very large grain size.
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Fracture Appearances
Macroscale and microscale appearances of ductile and brittle fracture are influenced by:
•

External loading conditions together with the constraint introduced by the presence of the imperfection
(i.e., the stress-intensity, or K, field)
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•

Metallurgical structure

This section introduces macroscale and microscale appearances of ductile and brittle fracture for common
specimen geometries (smooth cylindrical or prismatic) and loading conditions (e.g., tension, compression,
bending, torsion). This is then followed by a review of fractures from manufacturing imperfections and stress
raisers.
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Cylindrical Specimens in Tension
Figure 9(a) shows schematically the typical surface features for a ductile fracture of a smooth (unnotched)
cylindrical tensile-test section in comparison to the typical fracture surface for a notched tensile bar specimen
(Fig. 9b). For a smooth-bar specimen, the classic cup-and-cone geometry is typical for ductile fracture (Fig. 8a)
as opposed to the flat surface from brittle fracture of an unnotched bar specimen (Fig. 8b).
In the absence of severe surface or subsurface imperfections or stress raisers, the ductile fracture process in a
smooth bar starts with the development of internal voids or cracks near the center of the neck in the region of
high mean normal stress, creating a somewhat flat surface that is nominally perpendicular to the tensile axis.
This internal fracture surface grows and finally connects to the outside surface through a change in the mode of
fracture to a shear or a slant fracture that is at an angle to the tensile axis. In contrast, fracture in a notched
specimen may initiate near the root of the notch, depending on the severity of the notch (e.g., Fig. 27).

Ductile Fracture (Unnotched Bar)
The classic cup-and-cone fracture surface typically has three distinct surface textures: the central geometry
fibrous zone, radial marks, and shear lips. The center area that represents the gradual internal crack formation is
fibrous. The slant surface or shear lip that forms the cup wall is usually considered a smooth shear surface. In
some cases, the slant or shear lip does not always form a complete cup (e.g., see Fig. 31). The transition to a
cup surface or side wall on one half of the fracture surface to the other is usually sharp.

Fig. 31 Tensile fracture of maraging steel showing transition from cup feature from one half of the
fracture to the other half, that is, not a complete cup-and-cone
Lowering the temperature increases the size of the flat region and results in a reduction of the surface area of
the slant-fracture region (Ref 54). Body-centered cubic (bcc) materials and hexagonal close-packed (hcp)
materials also undergo a dramatic ductility reduction in the ductile-brittle transition temperature (DBTT)
region, which can cause a change in fracture appearance. In the DBTT region, the fibrous fracture-surface area
decreases, and radial patterns (discussed subsequently) either grow (if they are already present) or start to
appear, if they are not initially present above DBTT.
In rare instances, fracture surfaces have been reported to consist of another feature, where a circumferential
ridge surrounds the fibrous zone. In one case of a cylindrical aluminum 1100 specimen, the fracture surface
does not have radial marks but does show a small height circumferential ridge surrounding the very small
fibrous zone, followed by another small region of macroflat fracture and then a macroscale shear region at the
surface. In this aluminum specimen, the intervening zone between the radial region and the near-surface shear
lip cannot be cleavage. In another case (Ref 55), the central fibrous region is encircled by a reflective (brittle)
region and finally, a small shear lip. Figure 27(b) also shows circumferential ridging. In a ferritic or other bcc
material, it is possible to trigger cleavage cracking depending on the degree of constraint, test temperature,
loading rate, and grain size.
Radial Marks. Under the right conditions, the central fibrous region is sometimes surrounded by another region
containing radial lines or ridges. This radial pattern, sometimes called a radial shear, star, or rosette, is a region
that is generally associated with rapid or unstable crack propagation. Radial marks are considered to be
perpendicular to the crack front and, as such, may provide the round-sample equivalent appearance of chevrons
that appear on sheet or plate samples.
The radial marks, or radial shear marks, are visually distinct from the central fibrous region. Figure 32 shows
the radial patterns for an isothermally transformed bainitic steel (4150) with different heat treatments. Figure
32(a) shows a clear boundary between the fibrous center region and the large ridge pattern of the radial marks.
Figure 32(b) shows shallower radial marks and a slightly larger fibrous zone from a heat treatment that results
in more ductility. Figure 32(c) shows very weak or shallow radial marks that develop further from the center.
Fig. 32 Radial marks on tensile test specimen of Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 4150 steel
isothermally transformed to bainite, quenched to room temperature, and then tempered.

Specimen Hardness,
HV

Yield
strength

Ultimate
tensile
strength

Reduction
of area, %

Charpy
V-notch
impact
energy
MPa

Fibrous zone
as percentage
of total area

ft ·
lbf
(a)
285
0.73
0.106
0.83
0.120
66
163 120 ~25
(b)
258
0.65
0.094
0.79
0.115
67
174 128 ~31
(c)
301
0.81
0.117
0.97
0.141
49
27 20 ~44
Figure 33 is a schematic of radial shear marks that appear as very high ridges with a slant surface on one side
and a vertical surface (aligned with the sample axis) making up the other side. The vertical portion of the
fracture surface has been called delamination by some investigators (Ref 56). These clear differences in radial
MPa

ksi
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marks suggest that the mechanism by which radial patterns are created may not be the same for all radial marks.
This delamination is visible in Fig. 32(a).

Fig. 33 Sketch of two types of radial shear elements that would lead to a radial mark. Source: Ref 54
The general use of the term delamination has been applied to material with aligned inclusions that are
responsible for a crack along the length of a tensile specimen but not necessarily star patterns. The delamination
surface of a radial shear element is generally not associated with inclusions but is attributed to low transverse
ductility and the high hoop stress created by constraint in the neck. Large-scale delamination has been observed
in metals and is not associated with a radial pattern nor attributed to material quality but rather reported to be
dependent on mean normal stress (hydrostatic tension) and level of strain (Fig 34). This type of delamination
predominately occurs in high-strength material containing void-nucleating particles.

Fig. 34 Delamination (longitudinal crack) in a tensile specimen. Source: Ref 56
For some materials and test conditions, the flat portion can consist entirely of a radial marked surface with no
fibrous region. This suggests that a small imperfection can cause unstable, rapid crack growth. This condition
also results in a very small shear lip. Radial marks have been observed on notched samples made from material
that does not have radial marks on the fracture surface of smooth samples. The fracture surface of a notched
pearlitic steel bar tested at 43 °C (110 °F) has been found to have areas of shiny brittle failure, while a smooth
round bar of the same material tested at the same temperature and strain rate had a ductile cup-and-cone
fracture.
Shear Lip. It is generally accepted that the shear lip of a cup-and-cone fracture forms at a high strain rate, when
the elastic energy stored in the sample and the test machine cannot be reduced by slow propagation of the
fracture surface. Thus, the size of the shear-lip region is influenced by machine stiffness, with stiffer testing
machines creating less slant-fracture surface (Ref 57). The fracture toughness of the material dictates the size of
the internal crack before it becomes unstable (critical). However, even for very brittle materials that have radial
marks on all the flat surface, a shear lip may form at the tip of an advancing crack before it intersects an outside
surface. These shear lips are very narrow for a brittle material. In general, the presence of a shear lip indicates a
level of ductility, with large shear lips indicating greater ductility. A large shear lip is also associated with a
small fibrous zone. Because the size of the fibrous zone is significantly affected by the volume fraction of
inclusions, a large shear lip is also associated with cleaner material.
A universally accepted explanation for the transition of an advancing internal crack to a shear lip has not been
developed. The primary questions are: does a crack change directions to an internal slant surface and grow to
the outside? Or, does a gross, specimen-scale localized shear band develop and lead to failure more or less
uniformly on the entire surface? It has been suggested that the shear lip may be a result of an unstable,
nonuniform shear deformation process known as adiabatic shear (Ref 58). This process is discussed in more
detail in the next section. The shear lip is not a flat plane, but rather it is curved in two dimensions or a
hyperbolic surface in three dimensions, with the angle between the surface and the tensile axis ranging from 25
to 60° (Fig. 35a).
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Fig. 35 Shear-lip formation. (a) Cross section of fractured tensile specimen of 1020 steel. (b) Sketch of
estimated slip-line field at the tip of a central crack as it approaches the exterior surface of a necked
tensile specimen
If the crack-growth mode changes to shear as the crack approaches an external surface, two equally probable
planes of shear should develop. These planes would consist of a symmetrical pattern that would require the
formation of a shear plane above and below the central crack plane. As previously noted, numerous tensile
fractures are not full cup-and-cone; in some areas, a shear lip forms to the “top” partway around the bar and, in
the remaining volume around the central crack, forms a shear lip on the “bottom” (Fig. 31). Most steel samples
do not have exterior surface indications that shear had developed both above and below the crack. However,
Fig. 36(a) shows significant local deformation in the neck region opposite the fracture shear lip. A section of
this sample reveals localized deformation on the opposite side of the central crack (Fig. 36b).
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Fig. 36 Local deformation in shear-lip formation. (a) UNS C71500 (70Cu-30Ni) steel tensile specimen
showing localized deformation at the exterior surface of the necked region. (b) Cross section of sample in
(a) showing shear nature of localized deformation in a region opposite the slant fracture. (c) Highermagnification view of (b). Courtesy of FTI/Anamet Laboratory
The state of stress in the neck of a round bar is complex. Because of the three-dimensional character of the
neck, planes of maximum shear may appear, as seen in Fig. 37. If a crack develops in the center region, the
stress state becomes more complex. Figure 35(b) depicts possible planes of shear deformation at the tip of a
crack. These lines represent equally probable shear planes for a plane-strain condition. With a large central
crack, the circumferential direction is constrained, thus creating a plane-strain condition. The curvilinear,
theoretical planes of pure shear of Fig. 35(b) are consistent with the actual shear-lip plane, as depicted in Fig.
35(a); that is, the fracture surface intersects the free surface at 45°.

Fig. 37 Maximum shear stress planes for radial and tangential stresses created by necking. Source: Ref
54
Some necked round tensile specimens have not failed by cup-and-cone but have demonstrated complex shear
fractures (e.g., Fig. 38). Multiple shear bands are visible on the surface of the specimen. Crack initiation is
visible at the intersections of the shear bands (thin black lines). There are many of them on the specimen, and
multiple (very) small cracks can be seen at the intersection of these bands. Also, these bands can be extended to
the top fracture surface to show that cracking did occur within these bands. Figure 39 shows a shear fracture
plane in a complex cup-and-cone fracture that makes a well-defined angle at the outside surface, similar to
those seen in Fig. 38. This is in contrast to the surfaces connecting upper and lower shear lips shown in Fig. 31.

Fig. 38 Tensile fracture of a 1020 steel showing slanted fracture intersecting the outside surface at an
angle

Fig. 39 Fractured 1020 steel showing an angled connection between a cup portion on one half of the
fractured bar and a cup portion on the other half
The axially symmetric shear lip of a cup-and-cone fracture may represent only a unique set of active shear
planes. The shear planes depicted in Fig. 37 show that shear planes can contain a circumferential element. This
suggests that, at some combination of material properties and stress state, radial shear can extend to the outside
surface. Predicting the dominance of one of these shear planes over the other has not been addressed in detail.
Effect of Strain Rate. Data from tensile impact tests of round bars can be combined with standard tensile-test
machine test data generated at low strain rates to demonstrate the effect of strain rate. There is no clear trend in
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the change in tensile elongation over a wide range of strain rates in tension testing of steel (Ref 59). Fracture
surface appearance is likewise not apparently affected by strain rate for unnotched round samples tested at
strain rates typical of tensile testing (10-3 to 10-2 min-1). However, this may not be the case at higher strain rates.
This is also not the case for other specimen geometries, especially steel specimens with cracklike imperfections.
The section “Bending” in this article describes the effect of strain rate for notched bend specimens. The state of
stress at a notch more closely simulates large engineering structures with imperfections than does a smooth
round tensile specimen. For steel in the ductile-to-brittle temperature range, higher strain rates reduce the
expected ductility.
Tensile Shear Failure. In general, necking instability develops for macroscale ductile materials. In rare cases,
early failure can occur by shear localization. This is due to a flow stress instability that develops early in the
deformation process. The mathematical arguments for adiabatic shear formation can be used at low strain rates
to analyze this deformation localization process (see extended discussion in the Appendix of this article).
For most materials, increased strain causes increased flow stress (work hardening), increased strain rate causes
increased flow stress (positive m value), and increased temperature causes lower flow stress (thermal
softening). So, thermal softening is typically the only variable that can cause net softening. However, some
aluminum alloys have negative strain-rate sensitivities and low strain-hardening exponents at room
temperature. At higher homologous temperature, dynamic recrystallization or other metallurgical changes may
occur that cause a loss in strain and strain-rate hardening. As a consequence, tensile tests of round samples of
alloys with a negative strain-rate sensitivity exponent can fail by through-sample shear before necking (e.g., Ref
60). A very narrow shear plane of this failure is unique for round bars, and its appearance limited to rare cases
of very low or negative strain-rate sensitivity together with a low strain-hardening capacity (see Appendix).
Through-sample shear of round bars does occur in other unusual conditions, such as applied hydrostatic
pressure (Ref 61) and large grain material (Ref 62), but the shear plane is more diffuse in these cases.
The temperature range for which through-sample shear occurs in aluminum alloys is limited. Figure 40 shows
that the strain-rate sensitivity is negative over a very small range of temperature. The same material that
demonstrates through-sample shear at room temperature (Ref 60) was found to have greater ductility and to
develop a cup-and-cone fracture at cryogenic temperatures, a temperature where the strain-rate sensitivity is
positive.

Fig. 40 Temperature dependence of the strain-rate sensitivity of pure aluminum and alloy 2024. Note
2024-O becoming negative near room temperature. Source: Ref 63

Footnotes
*

(a) Lower bainite, isothermally transformed at 300 °C (570 °F) for 1 h, tempered at 600 °C (1110 °F) for
48 h.

** (b) Lower bainite, isothermally transformed at 375 °C (705 °F) for 1 h, tempered at 600 °C (1110 °F) for
48 h.
*** (c) Upper bainite, isothermally transformed at 450 °C (840 °F) for 24 h, as-quenched
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Prismatic Specimens in Tension
The same three zones present in the cylindrical specimen (fibrous, radial, shear lips) may be present on the
fracture surface of a smooth prismatic tension-test section. The macroscale fracture appearances of unnotched
sections are shown schematically in Fig. 41 for sections from square to sections with relatively high width-tothickness (w/t) ratios. The possibility of crack initiation at the surface in still larger w/t ratios, is discussed
subsequently and is not shown in Fig. 41. The w/t ratio also influences the ability of the sample to maintain a
unidirectional state of stress. Very wide and thin samples develop a constraint to strain in the width direction.
This tends to a condition of plane strain that dramatically alters the fracture process, the appearance of the
fracture, and the total deformation to failure of the part.
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Fig. 41 Typical fracture appearances for unnotched prismatic tension-test sections
For an incompletely constrained steel edge- or side-notched rectangular section (Fig. 42), a fibrous zone may be
generated from the notch and extend for a short distance. Outside of the fibrous zone is a region of either
chevron marking or radial markings near the fibrous zone, which is surrounded at the specimen surface by a
shear lip. The appearance of chevrons or radial marks near the fibrous zone depends in part on whether the
crack-growth velocity at the surface is greater or less than that below the surface. If crack-growth velocity is at
a maximum at the surface, radial marks have a fan-shaped appearance (Fig. 43). If crack-growth rate is greatest
below the surface, the result is chevron patterns (Fig. 44). There is extended coverage of the cracking processes
that can occur with a notch of varying degrees of constraint in “Microscale Details of Initiation and
Propagation” in this article.

Fig. 42 Typical fracture appearances for edge- and side-notched rectangular tension-test sections. Note
the shear lips when the fracture approaches the edge of the specimen.

Fig. 43 Radial marks typical of crack propagation that is fastest at the surface (if propagation is
uninfluenced by the configuration of part or specimen)

Fig. 44 Chevron patterns typical when crack propagation is fastest below the surface. It is also observed
in fracture of parts having a thickness much smaller than the length or width (see middle illustration in
Fig. 40).

Unnotched Specimens
Analysis of an axially loaded tensile sample of plate and sheet material is a direct approach to understanding
ductile tensile failure of prismatic components. As with round bars, the elongation is limited by strain instability
that leads to neck formation. If the w/t ratio is small (for example, w/t = 1 to 1 or 1 to 2), instability leads to
neck formation (Fig. 45a, b) and growth, followed by fracture, as in cylindrical specimens, although transverse
contraction varies across the width and thickness directions, caused by constraint at the corners of the cross
section. The same three zones present in the cylindrical specimen (fibrous, radial, shear) may be present.

Fig. 45 Tensile fractures of aluminum alloy (6061-T6) sections with various width-thickness (w/t) ratios:
(a) Diffuse necking (w/t = 1). (b) Diffuse necking with w/t = 3.85. (c) Local necking superimposed on a
diffuse neck with w/t = 12 with magnified side view 1.5×. Courtesy of Patrick Werner, University of
Tennessee
Increasing the w/t ratio causes:
•
•
•

A change in the relative size of the three potential zones (fibrous, radial, shear)
A change in the fracture surface orientation
A change in the relative amount of transverse necking strain prior to fracture

As noted previously, there is constraint at the corners of the specimen, causing a resistance to transverse
deformation in these regions. Transverse strain is at a maximum at half-width and half-thickness, but transverse
strain is also decreased as a dimension is increased. Necking strain in the width direction decreases as the width
direction increases, and similarly for the thickness direction. There is a change in the size of the shear lips
intersecting the width and thickness direction. As the width increases relative to the thickness, the shear lip
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emanating from the thickness dimension of the plate decreases. There may be either one or two slant fracture
surfaces through the thickness direction, creating a V-fracture surface in the latter instance.
If the w/t ratio is large, two necks are seen in a specimen (Fig. 28, 29, 46a, b): one described as a diffuse neck
and the second as a local neck. The diffuse neck is seen to form first and is analogous to the neck observed in
cylindrical specimens. As is apparent in Fig. 28, necking strain in the width direction approaches zero or, more
accurately, along the width direction of the band. Because there is no strain in this direction, the band forms
under conditions of plane-strain deformation. A strain analysis for this case suggests that the angle of the band
should be at approximately 55° to the load for an isotropic material.

Fig. 46 Sheet samples with an initial w/t ratio of 6. (a) Single local neck (sample with tensile strength,
1586 MPa, or 230 ksi). (b) Two local necks (sample tensile strength, 827 MPa, or 120 ksi). (c) Fracture of
specimen in (a)
As indicated in the Appendix, the strain at the onset of local necking is predicted to occur at twice the
magnitude of the strain-hardening exponent for a material that parabolically hardens, while diffuse necking
initiates when the axial strain becomes equal to the strain-hardening exponent. The local necking band is
enclosed within the region of diffuse necking. In some instances, the necking strain in the thickness direction
inside the band is very large, creating a knife-edge fracture. In other instances, thickness strain in the band is
terminated earlier, resulting in a V-shaped fracture on the thickness face (see inset in Fig. 47).

Fig. 47 Crack propagation in shear bands in a 7075-T6 plate specimen. Shear banding has occurred on
four planes of high shear stress (two containing the width direction and two containing the thickness
direction). Crack initiation has occurred in multiple locations, including the edge of the specimen and
along the centerline.
Figures 28 and 46(b) show that there is relative shear parallel to the length of the band of the two parts of the
specimen. This is in spite of the fact that this creates a bending moment in the specimen and should be resisted
by the applied load. Figure 28 (copper, nickel specimens with w/t = 23.5) shows that crack initiation can now
occur at the edge of the specimen.
Similar crack initiation at the surface of the specimen occurs for the 7075-T6 plate specimen shown in Fig. 47.
However, this specimen shows four different fracture planes of high shear stress and has mechanical properties
considerably different (smaller strain-hardening and negative strain-rate hardening exponents) from the copper
and nickel specimens shown in Fig. 28.
The length (in the load direction) of the diffuse neck is approximately twice the width of the sample, while the
length of the local neck is approximately twice the thickness, so long as the specimen has adequate length so
that grip constraint is not a factor, and so long as the material shows typical strain hardening. The 7075-T6 plate
material (Fig. 47) has very little strain-hardening capacity and minimal or negative strain-rate hardening
capacity. Additionally, the edges of the plate are rough saw-cut edges, so that small-scale stress concentrators
are present. The absence of appreciable strain-hardening capacity implies that there is little diffuse neck growth,
and none is visible in the specimen. Closer examination of the fracture surface along the intersection of the
shear planes shows that there is no region near the centerline of the specimen that is normal to the applied load;
that is, the central fibrous region is absent.
The angle of the local neck does vary with texture in single-phase sheet material and can be predicted via Hill's
anisotropic yield criterion. Although not treated here, local necking also occurs for some biaxial loading
conditions and is the dominant failure mode in sheet metal stretching operations. See, for example, the figure on
page 208 of Ref 32 (also in the Appendix of this article), which shows the stress ratios for which local necking
can and cannot develop.
Bird (see Appendix) has postulated that the local neck initiates at the intersection of the diffuse necked region
and the uniformly straining region (a region of stress concentration). If so, there are four locations for local
neck initiation, and the necks grow inward. This creates two possibilities for the location of crack initiation:
•
•

At the four intersections of the shear bands with the surface
In the interior of the specimen, where two or more propagating shear bands of the local necks intersect
(Fig. 46a) (and where the strain is twice as large)

If the w/t ratio is decreased from that discussed previously for the copper and nickel w/t = 23.5 specimens, a
small flat region begins to appear at the centerline and increases in the width direction as the w/t ratio decreases,
but the two regions of the fracture on each side of the center flat region are inclined to the load at approximately
55° (isotropic material). This is visible in Fig. 45(c) and Fig. 46(a).

Notched Specimens
Sample size can result in a less ductile condition, and Table 1 lists the effect on ductility for maintaining
proportional specimen dimensions (constant w/t and width/length ratios) while increasing the sample width (all
samples had square holes located in the center of the panel and sides 45° to the longitudinal axis). The width
strain becomes proportionally smaller than the thickness strain as the width is increased. This tendency to a
plane-strain condition is evident, because the fracture surface changes from macroscale shear (ductile) to
macroscale brittle fracture. Plane strain creates more of a triaxial (tensile-hydrostatic) stress that promotes
cleavage in ferrous (bcc) alloys.
Table 1 Tensile test results for geometrically similar specimens containing a center through-thickness
square hole
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Specimen dimensions
Width
Length
Thickness Test
temperature
mm in. mm in. mm in. °C
°F
3
76
3 229 9 4.8
-30
0
16

152

305

6

457

12 914

18 9.5

36 19

3
8

3
4

0

32

23

74

23

74

0

32

10

50

21

70

32

90

0

32

21

70

39

102

Type of
fracture
kPa
Slant
shear
and matte
Slant
shear
and matte
Slant
shear
and matte
Slant
shear
and matte
Flat
and
reflective
Mixed (slant
shear
and
flat)
Slant
shear
and matte
Slant
shear
and matte
Flat
and
reflective
Flat
and
reflective
Flat
and
reflective

in
Nominal stress at Reduction
thickness, %
maximum load
psi
Maximum
Minimum
330 47.9
30.0
18.9
312

45.2

26.7

15.6

329

47.7

30.0

18.5

316

45.8

33.3

(a)

314

45.5

22.3

9.0

305

44.2

23.1

7.8

307

44.5

25.7

15.1

306

44.4

25.6

17.7

282

40.9

16.2(b)

1.4

275

39.9

17.9(b)

1.4

270

39.1

19.7(b)

1.7

(a) Not completely broken.
(b) At base notch.
Source: Ref 64
Fracture toughness (Kc) and appearance is also influenced by section thickness. For thin material, the fracture is
a shear lip, and the fracture toughness may initially increase slightly as the thickness increases (Fig. 48). Tests
of notched flat samples show a maximum in toughness as the thickness is increased. As the thickness is
increased further, a maximum in fracture toughness is reached, and it declines to a constant value at a large
thickness. The optimal thickness is known as critical thickness (tc) in Fig. 48. Continued width increases above
tc do not improve toughness, and the decline eventually levels off to the limit of plane-strain fracture toughness
condition. Thus, shear fracture surface is associated with plane-stress condition and higher toughness fractures.
At thin widths, the fracture surface is 100% shear.

Fig. 48 Effect of section thickness on fracture toughness. Source: Ref 65
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Compression Failure
Compression failures of ductile materials are unusual during service in common structural parts but can be quite
common during metalworking and fabrication. There are differences in crack-initiation location and fracture
planes depending on whether the component is loaded in plane stress (cylindrical sections) or plane strain
(plate-type specimens). For short (small height-to-width) cylindrical parts, a compressive load that leads to
plastic deformation causes the cross-sectional area to increase and stabilize the loading condition. For columns
that have large height-to-width ratios, buckling is the mode of mechanical instability leading to bending
deformation and failure.
For those unique conditions that lead to extensive plastic deformation in compression, cracking often originates
at or near the center because of “barreling” or bulging at the surface at midheight of the part. Platen friction
leads to bulging that, in turn, creates a tensile hoop strain (εθ), which is maximum at half-height on the exterior
surface. At relatively low strains, the mean stress can become positive because of the hoop stress (σθ). Cracking
initiates at half-height on the hoop plane and grows in both the longitudinal and radial directions.
It has been shown that macroscale ductile fractures can occur along planes of pure shear (zero extensional
strain) and that the angle the planes make with the compression axis is dependent on the platen friction
coefficient (Ref 66). Fully lubricated compression results in the shear planes at ±32°, while a sticking condition
at the platens results in a ductile fracture at 90°, the same as a brittle material. Most test conditions result in
angles between 45 and 55°.
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In plane-strain slab compression tests, shear cracks may initiate in a shear band starting at the platen surface. It
may also initiate along the centerline at the intersection of two shear bands. This latter case, however, may
subsequently heal with additional deformation. This appears in metals and in polymers loaded in compression
as the width changes—two bands to four or more bands as the width increases. Alternatively, if there is
considerable barreling in the unconstrained directions, cracking may also imitiate at the surface, as in the planestress loaded specimen.
Brittle fracture in compression can occur in multiple ways. Some brittle materials, such as cast iron, often show
a spalling fracture when end loaded. Material at the edge of the specimen and in contact with a platen spalls off
at approximately 45°. When the load is concentrated for end-loaded specimens, secondary tensile stresses again
cause cracking, but this typically starts in the center of the specimen and results in vertical crack growth and
splitting of the material. When there is a through hole or a central cavity in the end-loaded specimen, crack
initiation is typically at the surface of the hole or cavity, and the crack(s) again grow vertically. Line-loaded
(i.e., side-loaded) cylindrical sections show cracking that originates near the axis of the cylinder and grows
vertically.
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Bending
One common bending test sample is a Charpy V-notch bar that is often used to measure toughness and
ductility. A second common laboratory specimen is the edge-notched specimen used for fracture-mechanicsbased fracture toughness determination in which both axial and bending loads are present. The macro- and
microscale fracture appearance of these specimens may be similar in some instances and quite different in other
instances. The Charpy-type specimen is discussed here, and the fracture-mechanics-type specimen geometry is
discussed in the section “Fracture at or near Stress Raisers.”
Impact energy absorption values of a Charpy test are used to characterize the ductility or the toughness of a
material. Macroscopically measurable features are also used to describe the high-strain-rate bending failure
associated with pendulum impact testing. The fraction of fracture surface that is shear lip is sometimes reported
as percent shear. Also, the amount of lateral expansion at the fracture plane is frequently measured and
reported. These measurements trend together; that is, increases in impact energy are accompanied by increases
of both the percentage of shear lip and lateral expansion. Figure 49 shows this correlation for several grades of
structural steel.

Fig. 49 Correlation between Charpy impact energy, lateral expansion, and percentage shear fracture for
construction-grade steels. Courtesy of FTI/Anamet Laboratory
For large structures, Charpy bars are sometimes taken aligned in the transverse direction. This is very useful in
detecting the effect of large inclusion stringers that can significantly reduce toughness in this direction, so that
the crack propagates in the longitudinal (rolling) direction—that is, a long transverse-longitudinal (T-L) or short
transverse-longitudinal (S-L) orientation. (See the article “Stress Analysis and Fracture Mechanics” in this
volume for specimen designations). Charpy impact values are low when the crack runs in the longitudinal
direction, as it would for a T-L specimen. Highest toughness is measured for a longitudinal-long transverse (LT) specimen for the same grade of steel. For example, tests of A36 steel have ratios of impact energy for crack
propagation in the T-L orientation compared to the L-T orientation ranging from 95 to 20%.
There is a central flat region that appears fibrous or dull for materials with high fracture energy. When the
sample is brittle, the amount of shear lip is much less or none at all, and the center appears reflective or similar
to rock candy. Cleavage or quasi-cleavage microscopic fracture surfaces are often found during microscopic
observations of a shiny, reflective surface. A shiny granular or rock-candy appearance can also be associated
with an intergranular fracture. Intergranular failures initiate with little plastic deformation and are
macroscopically brittle. The appearance of microscale brittle and ductile fractures in parts failed in bending are
not different than those of tensile or other loading conditions. However, as discussed in following sections of
this article, the sequence of the zones can be more complex than in tensile specimens.
A bend failure of wrought material typically has some characteristic macroscale features that may be absent in
cast materials (see the following). The fracture plane at the fracture origination area is often perpendicular to
the axis of maximum stress but in some instances can show a zig-zag pattern, depending on toughness level and
notch acuity. As the bending fracture proceeds, the mean path of the fracture typically curves for materials of
higher toughness. This curvature of the fracture surface is a defining characteristic of bend failures of parts with
slight or no grooves to confine the fracture path. As fracture progresses to the compression side of a bending
failure, the stress state changes, and the crack deflects from the perpendicular plane (sometimes called
compression curl, Fig. 50). Note also the radial pattern emanating from the black “fingernail” as well as the
general roughening of the fracture surface as the crack propagates. In some cases of thinner specimens having a
large width, buckling may occur during crack propagation.
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Fig. 50 Compression curl of bend fracture surface. (a, b) Angle views. (c) Top view showing radial marks
emanating from the origin
The microscopic observations of a fractured bend specimen are not unique to the notched bending load
condition. That is, the shear lips on specimen flanks consist of elongated dimples. The interior fibrous region
consists of equiaxed dimples. In some cases, the crack-initiation region at the bottom of the notch can show
signs of localized deformation. This has been shown for a V-notched duplex steel (Ref 67). Other investigators
(Ref 68) have found elongated dimples at the root of a U-notched sample on a plane oriented at 45° to the root.
This suggests crack initiation on a plane of pure shear that is a requirement for the formation of a shear
instability (Ref 68). A similar fracture progression is shown in a tempered 4150 steel Charpy specimen (see
subsequent text).
Because notched bend specimens approach a plane-strain condition, and impact testing is a high strain-rate test,
this type of testing is frequently used to evaluate material toughness or propensity for brittle behavior. Bodycentered cubic and hcp materials have a dramatic loss of ductility at lower temperatures that has been
extensively studied using impact and slow loading bend testing. The sometimes sharp reduction of toughness as
the temperature is lowered is accompanied by macroscopic and microscopic fracture surface feature changes. A
detailed, microscopic analysis of the fracture surface was conducted that depicts the relative amounts of ductile
and brittle features (Fig. 21). These results depict the gradual loss of ductility as the temperature is lowered.
The transition is not sharp for carbon contents typically encountered in structural steels and heat treated
machine components, but occurs by a gradual transition of a mixed-mode fracture, with the relative amounts of
ductile and brittle microscale fracture surface varying with the temperature.
The effect of strain rate on fracture has been clearly illustrated using notched bend specimens. For pearlitic
steel, the temperature at which the material goes through the ductile-to-brittle transition is found to be strainrate sensitive. Well above the DBTT there is little effect of strain rate on ductility. Well below the DBTT there
is not a significant effect of strain rate, but near the DBTT the toughness is strongly affected by strain rate. The
magnitude of the shift of the DBTT to higher temperatures with higher strain rates decreases as the strength
increases for quenched and tempered steels. An extensive study of the DBTT shift with strain rate in terms of
yield strength shows that the shift generally decreases as the yield strength increases, disappearing (for the
materials in the study) at a yield strength of 965 MPa (140 ksi) (Ref 70).
The effect of sample size in bending is similar to the effect in tension. A larger sample size develops planestrain conditions and limits the ductility of a part. Figure 51 depicts the effect on the load versus deflection
response of samples of the same material but at different widths. The plot is normalized to account for the linear
load increase with width and depth of the sample and the strain increase that increases with the specimen depth
at the same deflection. The plot in Fig. 51 is comparable to a stress-strain plot. Thus, the area under the plots is
a measure of the energy density to fracture. The reduction in energy to fracture with increasing size is
significant.

Fig. 51 Effect of sample size on the fracture of notched samples tested in slow bending. Data are
normalized to the sample size for comparison. b, specimen width; d, retained depth at bottom of notch
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Bending
One common bending test sample is a Charpy V-notch bar that is often used to measure toughness and
ductility. A second common laboratory specimen is the edge-notched specimen used for fracture-mechanicsbased fracture toughness determination in which both axial and bending loads are present. The macro- and
microscale fracture appearance of these specimens may be similar in some instances and quite different in other
instances. The Charpy-type specimen is discussed here, and the fracture-mechanics-type specimen geometry is
discussed in the section “Fracture at or near Stress Raisers.”
Impact energy absorption values of a Charpy test are used to characterize the ductility or the toughness of a
material. Macroscopically measurable features are also used to describe the high-strain-rate bending failure
associated with pendulum impact testing. The fraction of fracture surface that is shear lip is sometimes reported
as percent shear. Also, the amount of lateral expansion at the fracture plane is frequently measured and
reported. These measurements trend together; that is, increases in impact energy are accompanied by increases
of both the percentage of shear lip and lateral expansion. Figure 49 shows this correlation for several grades of
structural steel.
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Fig. 49 Correlation between Charpy impact energy, lateral expansion, and percentage shear fracture for
construction-grade steels. Courtesy of FTI/Anamet Laboratory
For large structures, Charpy bars are sometimes taken aligned in the transverse direction. This is very useful in
detecting the effect of large inclusion stringers that can significantly reduce toughness in this direction, so that
the crack propagates in the longitudinal (rolling) direction—that is, a long transverse-longitudinal (T-L) or short
transverse-longitudinal (S-L) orientation. (See the article “Stress Analysis and Fracture Mechanics” in this
volume for specimen designations). Charpy impact values are low when the crack runs in the longitudinal
direction, as it would for a T-L specimen. Highest toughness is measured for a longitudinal-long transverse (LT) specimen for the same grade of steel. For example, tests of A36 steel have ratios of impact energy for crack
propagation in the T-L orientation compared to the L-T orientation ranging from 95 to 20%.
There is a central flat region that appears fibrous or dull for materials with high fracture energy. When the
sample is brittle, the amount of shear lip is much less or none at all, and the center appears reflective or similar
to rock candy. Cleavage or quasi-cleavage microscopic fracture surfaces are often found during microscopic
observations of a shiny, reflective surface. A shiny granular or rock-candy appearance can also be associated
with an intergranular fracture. Intergranular failures initiate with little plastic deformation and are
macroscopically brittle. The appearance of microscale brittle and ductile fractures in parts failed in bending are
not different than those of tensile or other loading conditions. However, as discussed in following sections of
this article, the sequence of the zones can be more complex than in tensile specimens.
A bend failure of wrought material typically has some characteristic macroscale features that may be absent in
cast materials (see the following). The fracture plane at the fracture origination area is often perpendicular to
the axis of maximum stress but in some instances can show a zig-zag pattern, depending on toughness level and
notch acuity. As the bending fracture proceeds, the mean path of the fracture typically curves for materials of
higher toughness. This curvature of the fracture surface is a defining characteristic of bend failures of parts with
slight or no grooves to confine the fracture path. As fracture progresses to the compression side of a bending
failure, the stress state changes, and the crack deflects from the perpendicular plane (sometimes called
compression curl, Fig. 50). Note also the radial pattern emanating from the black “fingernail” as well as the
general roughening of the fracture surface as the crack propagates. In some cases of thinner specimens having a
large width, buckling may occur during crack propagation.

Fig. 50 Compression curl of bend fracture surface. (a, b) Angle views. (c) Top view showing radial marks
emanating from the origin
The microscopic observations of a fractured bend specimen are not unique to the notched bending load
condition. That is, the shear lips on specimen flanks consist of elongated dimples. The interior fibrous region
consists of equiaxed dimples. In some cases, the crack-initiation region at the bottom of the notch can show
signs of localized deformation. This has been shown for a V-notched duplex steel (Ref 67). Other investigators
(Ref 68) have found elongated dimples at the root of a U-notched sample on a plane oriented at 45° to the root.
This suggests crack initiation on a plane of pure shear that is a requirement for the formation of a shear
instability (Ref 68). A similar fracture progression is shown in a tempered 4150 steel Charpy specimen (see
subsequent text).
Because notched bend specimens approach a plane-strain condition, and impact testing is a high strain-rate test,
this type of testing is frequently used to evaluate material toughness or propensity for brittle behavior. Bodycentered cubic and hcp materials have a dramatic loss of ductility at lower temperatures that has been
extensively studied using impact and slow loading bend testing. The sometimes sharp reduction of toughness as
the temperature is lowered is accompanied by macroscopic and microscopic fracture surface feature changes. A
detailed, microscopic analysis of the fracture surface was conducted that depicts the relative amounts of ductile
and brittle features (Fig. 21). These results depict the gradual loss of ductility as the temperature is lowered.
The transition is not sharp for carbon contents typically encountered in structural steels and heat treated
machine components, but occurs by a gradual transition of a mixed-mode fracture, with the relative amounts of
ductile and brittle microscale fracture surface varying with the temperature.
The effect of strain rate on fracture has been clearly illustrated using notched bend specimens. For pearlitic
steel, the temperature at which the material goes through the ductile-to-brittle transition is found to be strainrate sensitive. Well above the DBTT there is little effect of strain rate on ductility. Well below the DBTT there
is not a significant effect of strain rate, but near the DBTT the toughness is strongly affected by strain rate. The
magnitude of the shift of the DBTT to higher temperatures with higher strain rates decreases as the strength
increases for quenched and tempered steels. An extensive study of the DBTT shift with strain rate in terms of
yield strength shows that the shift generally decreases as the yield strength increases, disappearing (for the
materials in the study) at a yield strength of 965 MPa (140 ksi) (Ref 70).
The effect of sample size in bending is similar to the effect in tension. A larger sample size develops planestrain conditions and limits the ductility of a part. Figure 51 depicts the effect on the load versus deflection
response of samples of the same material but at different widths. The plot is normalized to account for the linear
load increase with width and depth of the sample and the strain increase that increases with the specimen depth
at the same deflection. The plot in Fig. 51 is comparable to a stress-strain plot. Thus, the area under the plots is
a measure of the energy density to fracture. The reduction in energy to fracture with increasing size is
significant.
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Fig. 51 Effect of sample size on the fracture of notched samples tested in slow bending. Data are
normalized to the sample size for comparison. b, specimen width; d, retained depth at bottom of notch
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Fracture Appearances in Cast Materials
Fractographic appearance of cast products, either in the as-cast or heat treated condition, is sometimes more
complex and difficult to analyze than for wrought material, perhaps in part only because fractographs for
wrought material were the first to appear in the literature and are more familiar. For example, the transition
from fatigue crack propagation to overload crack propagation apparently often occurs over a larger distance in
the castings than it does in wrought material. This may be due in part to cleavage cracking in second phases in
front of the advancing crack tip. For the same reason, fatigue striations may be more difficult to locate, because
they are expected to be present only in the dendritic matrix and not in the brittle second phases. Compared to
wrought material, significant microstructural features that affect the fracture appearance are predominantly
those associated with dendritic solidification (porosity, columnar grains, and the interdendritic location of
relatively large, brittle second phases).
Cleavage cracking of either graphite in cast iron or second phases in the aluminum alloys is a major feature of
their fractographic appearance. The second phases are typically larger than the inclusions present in the casting
alloys and play an important role in fracture progression. At the microscale, graphite flakes may or may not be
visible on the fracture surface when examining the fracture surface in the scanning electron microscope,
although graphite nodules are often apparent. Similarly, second phases in aluminum alloys (such as silicon
particles) may or may not be visible. Both phenomena are due in part to similarities in electron beam absorption
for the two phases and therefore a loss in contrast in the fractograph. In some instances, the ability to identify
constituents on the fracture surface can be improved by etching the fracture surface. This does alter the surface

from the as-received condition. If the failed component is, or potentially may be, involved in litigation, it is
prudent to obtain formal permission from all parties before etching the surface, because the surface is then
altered and not in its original condition. In some situations, even such relatively innocuous steps as cleaning or
performing hardness tests may be considered destructive. Thus, it is advisable to allow all interested parties the
opportunity to examine the evidence of a failure in its as-received condition before changing it in any way.
An alternative technique (for example, when phase contrast in poor) is to examine the fracture surface in edge
view in a metallographic specimen to better understand the role of the microstructure in controlling the fracture
progression (see the article “Metallographic Techniques in Failure Analysis” in this Volume.)
Macroscale fractographs of castings do not reveal as much detail on the fracture surface as do wrought
materials. Chevrons and ridge or radial patterns are generally poorly defined or totally absent. An example is
shown in Fig. 58 for gray cast iron loaded in tension. There is no chevron or radial pattern, nor is there a ridge
pattern visible on the fracture surface to indicate the direction of crack propagation. Some information
regarding crack propagation can be obtained when loading is in bending. Examination of the juncture of the
fracture surface with the side of the test specimen (Fig. 59) shows that the fracture is significantly rougher on
the tension side of the bend than on the compression side. Both microscale interdendritic shrinkage porosity and
macroscale shrinkage voids are common in the casting alloys, especially in aluminum-base alloys due to the
large volume change during solidification in those alloys. These imperfections are common sites for crack
initiation, as discussed subsequently.

Fig. 58 As-cast gray cast iron loaded in tension. It is common to find little or no macroscale information
visible on the fracture surface of many casting alloys to indicate the fracture origin and direction of
crack propagation. There are exceptions to this, including the nodular irons and some aluminum alloys.
Source: Ref 42
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Fig. 59 Tension and compression side of a gray iron loaded in bending. The fracture surface is devoid of
any markings to indicate the fracture origin or direction of crack propagation. However, examination of
the edge of the component at the fracture surface indicates that the tension side of the bend is rougher
than the compression side. Both 5×. Source: Ref 42
Figure 60(a) illustrates crack initiation at dendritic shrinkage. In this case, dendrites are visible within the
shrinkage cavity, and the lower-magnification macroscale view in Fig. 60(b) shows some indication of a ridge
pattern emanating from the shrinkage porosity.

Fig. 60 Dendritic shrinkage porosity in aluminum alloy A356. Shrinkage porosity is a common
imperfection in cast components and also a common location for fracture initiation. (a) Fracture surface
from a fatigue specimen. 30×. (b) Same specimen as in part (a) but at lower magnification (13×). Surface
in (a) is located at the top of surface in (b). There is some indication of the fatigue region (flatter and
smoother), and there is some indication of a faint radial pattern near the top of the photography pointing
to the region of shrinkage porosity. Source: Ref 42
Figure 61 shows the joining of a sleeve on a section of rebar by welding. Fracture initiated at or near the surface
of the material within the weld metal and propagated across the section. The columnar structure associated with

solidification of the weldment is obvious on the fracture surface. (There is also one and possibly two beach
marks visible, indicating cyclic loading.)

Fig. 61 Fracture of a heavy section of rebar. A sleeve was welded to the rebar. Fracture initiated in the
bright, shiny region, which shows indication of the columnar structure of the weld. There is also one
beach mark just below the end of the bright fracture surface, indicating cyclic loading. There is a faint
radial pattern and an increase in surface roughness in the overload region. The critical (overload) crack
length is very short in this material.
In some instances, the macroscale appearance of the fracture surface of a casting may reveal the dendritic
solidification pattern, as in Fig. 62. Higher-magnification views in Fig. 63 are given here to again illustrate that
a striated structure is not always due to cyclic loading. Although not reproduced here, additional features at the
microscale included regions of MVC and considerable cleavage cracking of second phases.
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Fig. 62 Fracture surface of as-cast Inconel 713C tension-test section showing evidence of dendritic
solidification. No fracture initiation location is evident. Tensile strength, 1048 MPa (152 ksi); yield
strength, 827 MPa (120 ksi); total elongation, 6%; hardness, 36 HRC. Source: Ref 74

Fig. 63 Higher-magnification views from Fig. 62 showing a striated structure. The cast material was
loaded monotonically, not cyclically. The striated structure is presumably due to slip band extrusions.
There are many branches in the ridges, which is not typical of fatigue. (a) 770×. (b) 7700×. Source: Ref 74
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Fracture at or near Stress Raisers
Many fractures occur due to crack propagation from the vicinity of a macroscale stress raiser. Several different
appearances are possible at both the macro- and microscales. Factors involved include:
•
•
•
•

The degree of constraint created by the stress raiser and loading rate. Geometric constraint is increased
by increased section thickness, increased crack length, and decreased radius of the stress concentrator.
Loading mode (I, II, or III)
Component dimensions relative to the size of the stress intensity (K) field
Possible deformation and fracture mechanisms in the material, specifically whether cleavage is or is not
possible, and whether deformation twinning is possible at the stresses associated with ductile fracture
mechanisms

•
•
•

The temperature (because this controls, in part, the likelihood of cleavage and deformation twinning)
Grain size, because it affects the DBTT
The presence of a chemically aggressive environment (not discussed in this article)

It is convenient to examine this behavior by consideration of a compact tension-type specimen, that is, a
component containing a single edge notch and subjected to combined axial and bending loading. The results are
equally applicable to other component and imperfection geometries. The macroscale appearance for combined
mode I and mode II loading is discussed in the preceding article, “Fracture Appearance and Mechanisms of
Deformation and Fracture,” in this Volume (Fig. 33 of that article).
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Macroscale Appearance
Consider a load applied to an edge-notched component in mode I loading. As indicated in the Appendix of the
preceding article in this Volume, “Fracture Appearances and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture,” a
plastic zone is created behind the notch, unless the material is inherently brittle. The resulting macroscale and
microscale behavior is then controlled by the loading conditions, component and imperfection geometry, and
the material properties. The macroscale appearance of fracture paths can be either a flat (with an average
propagation direction parallel to the macroscale plane of maximum normal stress), slanted, or zig-zag
macroscale appearance.
Shear Lips and Slant Fracture. Assume first a moderate-length crack and a moderate crack tip radius and mode
I loading. Both the macro- and microscale fracture appearance depend on the degree of constraint at the notch
and on material properties. Constraint is at a maximum at midthickness, slightly behind the notch.
As previously noted, the fracture surface orientation is influenced by section thickness, where thin sections
result in full shear (plane-stress) fracture (Fig. 48) with a fracture surface on a single shear plane or with a Vshaped surface of two planes (see Fig. 15 in preceding article in this Volume, “Fracture Appearance and
Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture.”). At large section thickness, the fracture surface is essentially flat
and normal to the applied load, and the fracture toughness approaches the minimum plane-strain value.
Intermediate values of thickness produce mixed-mode fracture consisting of a central flat region bounded by
shear lips.
There is a transition from full shear fracture (plane stress) for thin sections and/or short crack lengths to
complete flat fracture for heavy sections and/or long crack lengths. Radial marks may or may not be present at
the location of crack initiation, and chevrons may or may not be present as the crack propagates further across
the width. Both of these macroscale features require “fast fracture” and limited macroscale ductility.
High-magnification examination shows that the shear lips fail by MVC. The flat fracture region may fail by all
MVC, all cleavage, or by both mechanisms. Two situations are possible: an intimate mixture of regions of
cleavage and MVC, and alternating regions of the same features. The former case is often observed in quenched
and tempered steels and has been described as quasi-cleavage (Fig. 64). However, the term quasi is somewhat
inaccurate, because it implies that the fracture is not actually cleavage. The latter alternating-regions case
results in crack arrest marks (see Fig. 18 in the preceding article in this Volume, “Fracture Appearances and
Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture”).
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Fig. 64 Quasi-cleavage fracture in an O1 tool steel. Source: Ref 75
The specimen geometry necessary to produce essentially flat fracture (i.e., no shear lips) for through-thickness
cracks can be predicted according to:
K 
a, B ≥ 2.5  IC 
 S 

2

where a is crack length, B is section thickness, KIc is plane-strain fracture toughness, and S is nominal stress.
This criterion is conservative. Plane-strain conditions are met for these conditions but may also be met for
shorter cracks and/or thinner sections.
When the fracture surface is essentially flat with minimal shear lips present, it is possible to assume plane-strain
loading conditions and quantitatively determine the fracture toughness or the magnitude of the nominal stress
required for fracture. If shear lips are present, the fracture toughness is greater than KIc, and the assumption of
plane-strain loading is less accurate. See the discussion in the Appendix to the preceding article in this Volume,
“Fracture Appearance and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture.”
When shear lips are present on notched-plate specimens, together with a flat fracture region, the shear lips can
be used to identify the direction of crack propagation. Crack propagation occurs parallel to the flat portion of
the fracture, with a parallel slant fracture creating the lip (Fig. 42). Crack propagation from a cracklike
imperfection does not normally initiate and grow on a shear lip (but see subsequent information). Crack
initiation is typically on a flat spot of the fracture surface. Shear lips can also be present on relatively smooth
cylindrical sections loaded in bending. Crack initiation is at the surface of the component in the location of
maximum bending stress, and the macroscale appearance is equivalent to that for prismatic sections. There has
been some attempt to quantify the stress causing fracture from the width of the shear lips (see Appendix in the
preceding article in this Volume, “Fracture Appearance and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture”).
When a load is applied to the notched specimen, a yield zone is created behind the notch, unless the material is
inherently brittle. This yield zone causes the crack tip to be blunted. If there is less initial constraint and the
material is inherently ductile and tough, extensive crack-tip blunting can occur during loading and may be
sufficient to cause crack propagation on a plane of maximum shear stress rather than on the plane of maximum
normal stress (e.g., see Fig. 65 of section from a Charpy V-notch specimen).

Fig. 65 Charpy V-notch specimen (notch area outlined) with crack path along shear plane due to cracktip blunting
In order for constraint at the crack tip to control the direction of crack propagation, the K field (that region in
which stresses predicted by linear elastic fracture mechanics analysis applies) must be well enclosed within
(much smaller than) the volume of the specimen. When the specimen is insufficiently wide or insufficiently tall
for this to occur, crack plane curvature results, as shown in Fig. 66.
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Fig. 66 When there is insufficient height or width of a component containing a crack, the K field created
by the cracklike defect is altered by the free surfaces of the component. (And, in this case, linear elastic
fracture mechanics is not valid.) The figure shows the effect of inadequate height of the specimen and the
resulting curvature of the crack plane. Source: Ref 76
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Microscale Details of Initiation and Propagation
Cracks propagating from a preexisting stress raiser may propagate totally in plane stress with net-section
yielding, totally in plane strain, or there may be a fracture transition as the crack propagates. In some instances,
buckling may also occur. One common macroscale visible case is when the fracture surface changes from flat
to slant as the crack propagates due to a loss in constraint and net-section yield in the uncracked ligament. A
less obvious case at the macroscale, but quite apparent at the microscale, is that in which constraint develops as
the crack propagates (i.e., subcritical crack growth). Subcritical crack growth could be due to fatigue, creep, or
during current loading. The latter is considered here.
Cracking is initially by a ductile mechanism (with three types of appearances: a tear zone, MVC, or a tear zone
followed by MVC) but may change to cleavage or quasi-cleavage as the crack reaches some (small) critical
length, depending on the temperature, loading rate, and grain size. This is common in bcc ferrous materials. It is
best understood by examination of the model for crack initiation and propagation from a stress raiser, as
discussed subsequently.
It has been indicated that crack-tip blunting occurs and a plastic zone is created behind the notch (Fig. 54 in
preceding article in this Volume, “Fracture Appearance and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture”).
Additionally, material at the surface of the notch tip is loaded in plane stress rather than plane strain (no stress
is applied at the tip of the notch, so the internal stress state must approach zero at both the notch tip and also at
the transverse surfaces of the specimen for the same reason), so that constraint increases from the surface to the
midplane and also increases rapidly from the notch tip in the width direction. There are therefore two locations
for crack initiation: at the location of maximum constraint below the notch, or at the surface of the notch.
Unless the material is inherently brittle (for example, due to strain-age embrittlement or stress-corrosion
cracking), the likelihood of brittle crack initiation at the free surface is not high, but see the subsequent
information. This is true even when a crack of very small radius (as, for example, a fatigue crack) exists at the
surface. In steels, three types of crack initiation are found, depending, in part, on the temperature. In the first
case, crack-tip blunting followed by ductile crack propagation by tearing initiates at the free surface. In the
second, quasi-cleavage fracture and/or ductile MVC fracture initiates at the location of maximum constraint. In
the less-common third case, the material has sufficient toughness and sufficient crack blunting occurs that
ductile fracture occurs on a shear plane at the crack tip. If blunting occurs, the peak stress is reduced, and the
stress falls off more gradually behind the notch.
A simple, accepted model for ductile crack initiation in conjunction with crack-tip blunting is shown in Fig. 67.
The crack tip blunts due to both elastic and plastic strain, and the stress field relaxes. When crack propagation
occurs in front of the blunted crack, the fracture surface typically takes on a wavelike or ridged pattern (Fig.
68), which sometimes has been mistakenly interpreted as an indication of fatigue. After the crack propagates a
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small distance by this mechanism, the increase in crack length at increased crack-tip sharpness can lead to a
transition to plane-strain quasi-cleavage fracture in steels, in part depending on the grain size of the material
(because of its effect on the DBTT), the section thickness, the test temperature, and the loading rate.

Fig. 67 A model for crack-tip blunting. As yield occurs in front of an initially sharp crack, the crack-tip
radius increases, a plastic zone is created in front of the blunted crack, and the high elastic stresses
decrease to the work-hardened flow stress. Source: Ref 77

Fig. 68 An example of crack-tip blunting and ductile tearing on plane of maximum normal stress in a
quenched and tempered O1 tool steel. Source: Ref 75
Figure 69 shows schematically the differences in cracking behavior with temperature. The presence of the
stretch zone can be used to quantitatively estimate the magnitude of the nominal stress and the fracture
toughness, as described in the Appendix of the preceding article in this Volume, “Fracture Appearances and
Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture.” The length of the stretch zone is assumed to depend on the cracktip opening displacement, and by measurement of the length of the stretch zone, the nominal stress and
toughness of the material can be calculated (see the Appendix in the preceding article in this Volume, “Fracture
Appearances and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture”).

Fig. 69 Schematic figure of the brittle-to-ductile fracture transition. The relative area on the fracture
surface of the three microscale fracture mechanisms (stretch zone, dimple zone, and cleavage zone) are
indicated. Source: Ref 78
When cleavage or quasi-cleavage cracking is initiated at the location of maximum constraint, it can be initiated
by one of the dislocation glide mechanisms discussed previously. It may initiate within the region of high
constraint and may initiate at more than one location, in part depending on grain orientation. The specific
location(s) can be identified by the convergence of river lines or fan marks. River lines should not be confused
with flutes (see subsequent information). Experimentally observed initiation sites are typically at inclusions or
second phases. One common observation in low-carbon steels is initial cracking of intergranular carbides,
followed by grain-scale cleavage crack initiation at the cracked carbide particles.
The crack must grow through grains of variable orientation and therefore in grains having different resolved
microscale normal stress on the cleavage plane and resolved shear stress on the slip systems. As shown in the
preceding article in this Volume, “Fracture Appearnace and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture,” a
cleavage crack can propagate across tilt boundaries but not across twist boundaries. In order for a grain-scale
cleavage crack to continue to grow, it must reinitiate as it comes to a grain boundary of arbitrary orientation.
This indicates that it is unlikely to have cleavage facets larger than the grain size, and that, in fact, facets are
likely to be smaller. Figure 70 (Ref 30) shows multiple facets within larger blocks, which probably were prior
austenite grains.
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Fig. 70 Brittle fracture in a 4150 steel. Material has been isothermally transformed at 300 °C (570 °F)
from a Charpy V-notched specimen fractured at room temperature. Brittle fracture facets within larger
regions, which were probably prior austenite grains. Source: Ref 30
Additionally, cleavage facet size in bainitic and lath martensitic structures correlates with the packet size, not
the grain size. There can then be multiple directions in which the microcracks grow, especially as the stress
fields from these cracks overlap. Secondly, when subsurface crack initiation occurs, the increasing length crack
not only propagates in the direction predicted by the external bending load but also back toward the macroscale
notch that created the constraint.
When a river pattern results from multisite initiation, the fracture propagation mechanism on the ligament wall
of the river line can develop from either slip or cleavage. (Note that if the material is “ideally” brittle, slip
cannot occur, and some cleavage mechanism must operate to form the connecting ligament between the two
planes). Several mechanisms to create river lines have been proposed (Ref 1), one of which is the intersection
of a propagating cleavage crack with a screw dislocation (e.g., see Ref 1). River lines are also present in
cleavage fracture surfaces created by torsion (mode III) loading, as shown in Fig. 57.
There are, then, three characteristic features of cleavage cracking:
•
•
•

A highly reflecting set of flat facets representing local cleavage cracking
A river pattern resulting from multiple crack reinitiation at grain and subgrain boundaries and/or bainite
or martensite packet boundaries
A similar, related feature known as a fan, in which river lines point to an initiation site

The river marks coalesce as the crack propagates “down stream,” and so these lines and the microscale radial
pattern of any fans can be used to determine the local direction of crack propagation.
It was indicated previously that cleavage initiation at the plane-stress loaded crack tip is not likely, and that
ductile crack propagation occurs normal to the nominal stress or along shear planes in a zig-zag path (Fig. 17).
It has been argued that cleavage crack initiation can occur at the crack tip, and that there is a difference in
appearance between cleavage that occurs due to the elastic stress in the original material and cleavage in the
plastically deformed zone created by the K-field yield zone (Ref 79).
Secondary Cracks. Sometimes, secondary cracks parallel to the width plane of the component are referred to as
transverse cracks. This cracking is caused by the lateral stress created by constraint at the crack tip. Cracking is
enhanced by the presence of elongated inclusions or bead strings oriented parallel to the direction of crack
propagation (i.e., a T-L or S-L orientation). For example, Fig. 71 shows transverse splitting at MnS stringers.
This is from a fracture of a forged 4140 toroidal link, where fracture initiated by fatigue in the forging flash
region of the link. In this region, metallographic examination showed banding and fibering essentially parallel
the direction of crack growth.

Fig. 71 Transverse splitting at MnS stringers in the overload region of a fractured 4140 forged toroidal
link. The crack propagation direction is vertical. Courtesy of Michael West, University of Tennessee
Crack Arrest Lines. If loading and geometry conditions do not provide sufficient constraint at a stress
concentrator to cause the elastic stored energy to completely drive a crack across the width of the component
via cleavage or quasi-cleavage, crack arrest lines may appear on the fracture surface. These lines, described in
the preceding article in this volume, “Fracture Appearance and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture,”
have the following characteristic:
•
•
•

Initiate at greater distances from the stress concentrator as specimen width increases
Become pinched off along the centerline as section thickness increases, representing more constraint
Become thinner as constraint increases

When conditions required for quasi-cleavage are not met in mode I loading, ductile crack initiation can also
occur subsurface by MVC, due to the increased constraint at that location. This depends, in part, on the random
chance of an inclusion or second-phase particle being present at the location of concentrated stress.
Flutes are another feature sometimes present on a fracture surface (e.g., see Fig. 39 in the article “Modes of
Fracture” in Fractography, Volume 12 of ASM Handbook). Flutes are created by a ductile tunneling crack
mechanism that may occur in transgranular stress-corrosion cracking conditions. (See the article “StressCorrosion Cracking” in this Volume and Ref 80.) They bear some similarities in appearance to several other
fractographic features, including river lines, a lamellar plate structure (e.g., pearlite) on the fracture surface, and
fatigue striations.
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Fracture from Manufacturing Imperfections
Imperfections introduced during primary or secondary metalworking cause a local elevation of the stress and
therefore are common locations of crack initiation. Crack initiation from manufacturing imperfections is most
likely along the centerline or at the surface of the specimen (with some exceptions noted subsequently).
Additionally, residual stresses may be distributed in the component as a result of prior mechanical/thermal
processing. Residual stresses are added algebraically to the stress created by applied loads.
Centerline imperfections include incompletely closed macroscale shrinkage porosity due to inadequate
working, or due to poor feeding in a heavy section region of a casting or ingot, and centerline cracking in
forging and swaging operations. In the absence of surface imperfections, cracking in a smooth cylindrical
section under axial load is expected to initiate along the centerline in the necked region. If cracking initiates in
another location, it has to do so because the local stress (residual and/or applied) was higher than along the
centerline. Similar arguments can be used to predict initiation sites for various kinds of bending loading and
torsion loading. For example, for a three-point loaded beam, cracking is expected to initiate at the location of
maximum bending moment. If it is not at that location, the implication is that a geometric or material
imperfection has moved the location of the local maximum stress. For more details on stress analysis, see the
article “Stress Analysis and Fracture Mechanics” in this Volume.
Imperfections along the centerline or at the surface are the most likely locations of crack initiation, but some
exceptions include the random distribution of fine quench cracks in steels at locations where martensite formed
after quenching, the cracking of divorced cementite in the grain boundaries of low-carbon steel after cold
working, and the extensive microcracking common in ceramics. Surface imperfections include machining
marks, draw marks, laps, seams, gouges and scratches, end grain in forging operations, and rolled-in debris in
rolling operations. Subsurface crack initiation can occur in ferrous surface-treated components (induction
hardened, carburized, nitrided) due to an inadequate case depth. Hertzian stresses developed in contact between
gear teeth or when cylinders roll over flat surfaces may also move a crack initiation site from the surface to
slightly subsurface.
The distinction between a manufacturing imperfection and a manufacturing flaw is critical in determination of
root cause. Manufactured components typically contain geometric and material imperfections, but whether the
imperfection caused failure and therefore a defect should be determined in many situations by a quantitative
analysis. Figure 72 shows a section from a railroad coupler that failed in bending. The dark region near the top
edge is a fairly large region of porosity. However, there is also a black “fingernail” on the opposite bottom side
of the coupler. Close examination indicates that there has been some fatigue crack growth in this region (not
visible in the photograph). Additionally, there is a well-defined chevron pattern that points back to the
fingernail. Clearly then, the casting porosity did not initiate the failure and is therefore not a root-cause defect.
However, the porosity may be a defect, using an alternate criterion based on permissible levels of porosity as
specified by in-house or external specifications.

Fig. 72 Fracture surface of a railroad coupler that failed in bending. The dark, irregular region is a
region of shrinkage porosity. The black “thumbnail” is the region of fatigue crack initiation. Chevrons
(pointing to the black “fingernail”) are visible in the overload region.
Castings have several features that can make them more prone to failure than wrought alloys of similar
composition and heat treatment. Large structures undergoing slow solidification have a large grain size and/or
dendrite arm spacing, with reduction in strength and ductility. A second important issue is the poor grain shape
and the interdendritic segregation of second phases. The large grain size does have a secondary effect in that it
is more difficult to homogenize the alloy in a solution heat treatment.
A common cause for near-surface crack initiation in castings is interdendritic (microscale) shrinkage porosity,
which is easily detected by examination of an unetched metallographic specimen or on the fracture surface, as
in Fig. 60. This is perhaps more noticeable in aluminum alloys because of the large volume change from liquid
to solid (4 to 5%). In addition, second-phase particles tend to be larger in castings (as opposed to wrought
material), because castings do not go through deformation that breaks down large particles. Second-phase
particle size in castings can be reduced by heat treatment, but large castings may not be amenable to heat
treatment requiring rapid temperature changes.
Castings are also prone to voids, such as gas porosity and shrink cavities that are healed during hot working
processes for wrought materials. The involvement of these imperfections in the fracture process can usually be
discerned at high magnification. There are few distinguishing differences between gas porosity and shrink
porosity, so it is often hard to recommend corrective action even if voids are found. However, when shrinkage
porosity is on the fracture surface, it can show the presence of dendrites. If entrapped gases came out of solid
solution after solidification, there should be no evidence of dendrites.
As previously noted in this article, the fracture surfaces are different from that of wrought alloys. Because of
limited ductility in many casting alloys, macroscale indicators of fracture characteristics are limited. The
multiple mechanisms of crack propagation (Cracking in lamellar structures, cleavage cracking in large secondphase particles) together with the relatively small volume fraction of matrix phase or matrix constituent are
likely responsible, there is evidence, however, that dendritic shrinkage porosity is a location of crack initiation.
A noteworthy observation was made about the exterior surface appearance of a bend failure of a brittle casting
material (Ref 42). The intersection of the fracture surface with the outside surface on the compression side of
the sample had a macroscale appearance of being flat and smooth compared to the tensile-side intersection that
was rougher and more irregular (Fig. 59).
Wrought products produced by metalworking operations can introduce surface and subsurface imperfections
that can act as initiation sites in both monotonic and cyclic loading. Imperfections such as forging folds or cold
shuts can entrap oxides or create a discontinuity that acts as a crack. Cold shuts (or folds) can develop if two
external surfaces fold onto each other and are not bonded (welded) in subsequent forging operations either,
because the stress is not high enough or an oxide layer on them prevents welding. These imperfections tend to
be at or just below the surface. Figure 73 shows a fold in a forged medium-carbon steel that led to cracking.
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Fig. 73 Forging fold in a medium-carbon steel. Arrow indicates forging folds that initiated the crack. 20×
Forging operations may, at times, produce undesirable grain flow in the material. Stresses created in service
loading that act normal to this flow may result in unexpected failure. Additionally, closed-die forging typically
results in the formation of “ears.” Even if these ears are subsequently ground off of the forging, the grain flow
at the location of the ears creates a poor microstructure (e.g., elongated inclusions), with exposed end grain.
Additional problems can develop if, in hot forging, hot spots develop in the forging or if the nominal
temperature control is not adequate. Overheating can result in excessive grain growth and, in more severe cases,
partial melting. Resolidification of the melted material results in shrinkage cavities. Still another adverse effect
of overheating is the solution of inclusions that then reprecipitate during cooling in grain boundaries, which can
result in fracture in these regions.
Cold Forming. Because the cold-forming operation typically involves severe stresses and deformation, internal
defects (large inclusions, remnants of secondary pipe, or internal bursts) can also be troublesome with coldformed materials. Cold-forming operations introduce cracking of hard particles and/or debonding that may lead
to cracks and breaks that propagate to the surface of the parts being made, leading to their rejection. Laps,
seams, and other surface defects formed during manufacture of the blanks can also lead to major problems
during cold forming of the actual parts. Once any surface defect is exposed to the atmosphere, its surfaces
become oxidized, providing an initiation point for failure during future operations. When such cracks form
early in the steel manufacturing process, the surfaces of such breaks can become completely decarburized,
forming what is known as ferrite fingers. Even if the original crack about which they formed is then removed
by conditioning, the remaining ferrite is low-strength and often splits during the metal movement necessary
during cold forming.
Rolling operations can cause centerline split, edge cracking, and alligatoring. These imperfections can be
present in final products if they are not removed. Rolling can cover up surface imperfections, with only close
inspection able to uncover them, unless further forming reveals the flaws. Figure 74 shows large surface cracks
that opened up during a bending operation. The origin of these cracks was subsurface inclusions, shown in Fig.
75. Cold rolling operations may also cause extensive cracking in second-phase particles and brittle inclusions.

Fig. 74 Deep surface cracks that developed during a bending operation of a low-carbon steel. Courtesy
of Worthington Industries Inc.

Fig. 75 Micrograph of surface area of material before bending and cracking (shown in Fig. 74). Note the
deep rolled-in oxide connecting to the outside surface.
Extrusion operations can likewise produce hidden flaws. The limits of ductility can be attained in this process
and result in centerline cracking. These hidden flaws are not as easily detected as surface flaws, and they can
result in unexpected failures (see the article “Failures Related to Metalworking” in this Volume).
Anisotropy and Principal Strain Direction (Effect of Directionality). All forming operations can impart a
nonuniform distribution of solute distribution, imperfections, and second-phase particles to a wrought material
as well as crystallographic texture. Preferred crystal orientation (texture), banding (composition variation that
may result in banding of constituents, such as pearlite in steels), and inclusion stringers or “bead strings” of
spheroidal inclusions all represent effects of metal processing that result in an anisotropic response to loading.
A similar effect occurs in working of austenitic stainless steel containing ferrite stringers. As a result of these
effects, ductility, toughness, and fatigue crack propagation rates can be dramatically influenced by the direction
of loading. Figure 76 shows how strong this effect can be for a Ti-6A1-4V alloy. The effect on ductility is
significant.
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Fig. 76 Stress-strain plots for samples of Ti-6Al-4V, with sample axes aligned in the three principal
directions of the material. Vickers hardness values appear in the schematic of a block of material.
Source: Ref 81
The macroappearance of the fracture surface can also be affected by stringer direction. Figure 77 shows the
banded nature in the fibrous portion of quenched and tempered American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) 4340
steel tested with the tensile axis perpendicular to the rolling direction. The stringers are easily detected in region
A (the flat, fibrous region) but are not detectable in the shear lip, region B.

Fig. 77 End view of a fractured tensile bar of 4340 steel with specimen axis perpendicular to the rolling
direction. A, aligned fibrous region in the center; B, slant fracture surface. 9×. Source: Ref 74
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Case History
To illustrate some of the fractography concepts discussed previously, the following is provided as an example
of an in-depth, comprehensive root-cause failure analysis. While an initial inspection would have concluded
that the part was simply overloaded, more careful examination and analysis of the various fracture surfaces
discovered material embrittlement.
Example 1: Brittle Failure in a Grain Storage Bin (Ref 82). A silo (22 m diameter, 25 m high) was constructed
by bolting corrugated steel panels to vertical “U” channel risers and to an “L” channel anchored to a concrete
pad. The steel panels were bolted to both the vertical uprights and to the base angle iron. When the silo failed, a
crack started at a bolt hole at a connection to the base angle iron and propagated vertically for some distance.
Figure 78 shows the fracture at the bottom bolt hole. Necking is visible, and the crack from the bottom surface
to the bolt hole is a slant fracture. Examination of this ligament at higher magnification (Fig. 79) shows two
more shear planes, and at still higher magnification, Fig. 79(b) shows mode II MVC.

Fig. 78 Fracture of a bolt hole in a grain storage bin. (a) Close view of bottom bolt hole that was in line
with horizontal angle on concrete pad. Necking is visible in the ligament below the bolt hole, and the
angle of the fracture is at approximately 45° to the circumferential hoop stress. (b) Rotated view of (a).
Flat fracture is visible above the bolt hole, with no apparent lateral contraction. The flat fracture region
contained poorly defined chevrons (not visible in photograph). Source: Ref 82
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Fig. 79 Ligament below the bolt hole shown in Fig. 78. (a) Low-magnification view. Two more planes of
slant fracture are visible. (b) Higher-magnification view of (a) showing elongated shear dimples. Source:
Ref 82
All of these features are self-consistent and indicate ductile overload fracture in this ligament. Figure 80 shows
two additional bolt holes, the one at a vertical riser being torn out. The bottom bolt hole is distorted into an
ellipse, and the major axis of the ellipse is in line with the torn-out bolt hole. This indicates that this sheet of
material shifted down and to the right when failure occurred. Examination of the inside of the vertical
connection bolt hole shows thread imprinting from the bolts (which were threaded to the head).

Fig. 80 Section of the silo showing the bottom two bolt holes associated with the circumferental angle
bolted to the concrete pad, and the first bolt hole associated with the vertical “U” channels. The bottom
right-hand bolt hole is distorted, and the upper bolt hole has been torn out. The tear-out direction and
the elliptical distortion of the bottom bolt hole are aligned, indicating that this panel moved down and to
the right when it failed. Source: Ref 82
Macroscale examination of the material above the bottom bolt hole shows that the fracture is flat, and there is
no observable through-thickness contraction. Both of these observations suggest plane-strain fracture. This is
surprising, because from a fracture-mechanics perspective, the material does not begin to meet the requirements
of section thickness and a crack length to obtain plane-strain loading conditions. The temperature at the time of
failure was also taken into account, as discussed subsequently.
Higher-magnification examination of the flat portion of the fracture shows a radial pattern coming from the
roots of the thread imprints, and one region that is oxidized (Fig. 81). This implies multiple crack-initiation sites
at the local scale stress-concentrating thread imprints and also that partial failure occurred at some earlier time.
Also visible at low magnification are chevrons pointing back to the bolt hole (Fig. 82a) Examination of the flat
fracture region at high magnification (Fig. 82b) shows that the fracture mechanism is cleavage. Essentially no
tear ridges of MVC were found in this part of the fracture, which extended several feet up the side of the silo.

Fig. 81 Two views of upper bolt hole in Fig. 78. (a) Low-magnification view. Thread imprints are visible.
Faint radial patterns point to each thread root. Not visible because of the lighting angle is that the
material near the left edge is heavily oxidized. (b) Higher-magnification view of left side of (a) showing
oxidized region (on right in this picture) and a radial pattern coming from the thread root in the oxidized
region. Source: Ref 82

Fig. 82 Two views of material slightly above the bolt hole. (a) Low-magnification view. Chevrons point to
the bolt hole (located at the top of the photograph). Location is slightly above the bolt hole. Note the
absence of lateral contraction and two very thin shear lips. (b) Higher-magnification view of (a).
Essentially total cleavage fracture. Source: Ref 82
Microstructural examination (Fig. 83) indicated an atypical appearance of the pearlite, and examination of the
unetched microstructure revealed what was considered to be a typical volume fraction and size of MnS
stringers. Subsize Charpy specimens prepared by another party indicated considerable difference in absorbed
energy of this material compared to presumably identical material removed from another silo. Service
temperatures at the time of the accident were not considered to be low enough to induce the observed cleavage
fracture, and again, the section thickness was inadequate to generate sufficient geometric constraint to induce
cleavage fracture. Chemical analysis performed by another party indicated an abnormally high nitrogen content
of the steel. It was concluded that the cause for failure (and the appearance of the cleavage fracture) was
consistent with strain-age embrittlement.
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Fig. 83 Microstructure of the nominal 0.2% C steel. Pearlite is very coarse, with thick cementite plates in
some locations, and there is a large amount of free cementite in the grain boundaries. Source: Ref 82
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Appendix: Modeling of Ductile Plastic Flow
Introduction
Modeling of the fracture process has been approached at both the macro- and microscales. When models
reproduce experimental behavior, they become tools to use for quantitative evaluation of fracture in failure
analysis. Multiple approaches have been used; some are based on continuum mechanics to predict behavior of
the bulk assembly (without assumptions of the microscopic scale details and operative mechanisms of crack
initiation and propagation), while other methods consider either a submicroscopic or microscopic description of
structure to provide criteria to predict crack propagation and fracture based on microscopic processes. For
example, dislocation theory has been used to develop models for the formation of crack nuclei.
There also has been considerable interest in developing models for the strain at fracture of ductile materials,
based on the common fracture mechanism of MVC. The following provides an overview of ductile flow
modeling for metals and thermoplastic polymers. Implications on fracture appearance are also considered.

Macroscopic Plastic Flow and Instability

Whether ductile fracture relates to either the mechanism of fracture or the fracture-surface appearance, the
fracture process is associated with strain accumulation. Fracture is preceded by macroscale instability in loadextension behavior for tensile loading and can also occur for compression and torsion loading. The following
discussion is primarily limited to tension loading. Discussion of instability for other loading conditions can be
found in Ref 51.
Several variables are involved in predicting the onset of necking, including strain hardening, strain-rate
hardening, thermal softening, preferred orientation, and so on. It has been reasoned that the strain-hardening
response of the material controls the onset of necking (Ref 83). For materials that show parabolic hardening,
necking begins when the true strain (ε) equals the strain-hardening exponent (n), that is, ε = n for a material, as
predicted by the Holloman relationship between true stress and true strain (σ = kεn). Later, the analysis was
refined to include the material property of strain-rate sensitivity, m, where m = (d lnσ)/(d ln ) (Ref 84). This
analysis predicts the onset of necking when ε = n/(1 -m). This correction is generally not large for roomtemperature loading and in the absence of deformation heating (and therefore also for slow strain-rate loading),
because most values of m for common structural materials at room temperature are small, less than 0.1.
The second approach to evaluate ductility is to consider the diameter reduction in the neck at fracture, %RA,
reduction in area = 100((Ai - Af)/Ai). This parameter is more closely related to the true tensile strain, ε =
ln(Ai/Af), at the fracture location than is total elongation. The total true strain is a measure of the strain of a
tensile test plus any prior strain. Components can be processed with substantial cold work in compression,
significantly raising the state of strain. This is why highly cold-worked wire starts to neck immediately after
yielding; it has an inherent strain that exceeds the value of n. The extent of diameter reduction depends not only
on prior work hardening but on a variety of physical and mechanical properties as well as testing conditions,
such as strain rate, test temperature, state of stress, test machine stiffness (the size, shape, and volume fraction
of inclusions and second-phase particles), and the specimen size. For example, a material that would normally
be considered ductile could contain enough inclusions to make it macroscale brittle.
The simplest instability criteria is for uniaxial loading of an isotropic material and to consider only strain
hardening as the independent variable. The change in load, P, with strain is given by:
dP d (σ A)
=
dε
dε

(Eq 1)

The flow stress increases with axial strain due to strain hardening, and the cross section decreases with axial
strain. At the onset of instability, the slope of the load-strain curve goes to zero, so dP/dε is set equal to zero in
Eq 1. This leads to the well-known prediction of necking when the instantaneous hardening rate becomes equal
to the flow stress for a constant volume material:
dσ
=σ
dε

(Eq 2)

which can be extended to multiaxial loading conditions by substituting the effective stress and the effective
strain for the uniaxial values:
dσ eff
d ε eff

= σ eff

(Eq 3)

The effective stress for metallic materials is taken as (for isotropic materials):
dσ eff
d ε eff

= σ eff =

1 
2
2
2 1/ 2
σ 2 − σ 3 ) + (σ 3 − σ 1 ) + (σ 1 − σ 2 ) 
(

2

(Eq 4)

The effective strain is taken as:
1/ 2

d ε eff

 2 

=   ( d ε12 + d ε 22 + d ε 32 ) 
 3 


(Eq 5)

More complex expressions are available for anisotropic metallic materials (cold rolled and/or annealed sheet
materials) in Ref 51 and for polymeric materials in Ref 85.
Polymeric materials are often not isotropic. They behave in a more complex manner than metallic materials,
because they show sufficient compressibility that the yield expression must include both a shear term and a
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normal stress term. Additionally, forming operations typically produce preferred alignment of the carbon
backbone chair and therefore strong macroscale orientation of the weak van der Waals bond. For uniaxial
loading, the expression is:
τ = τc - μσN

(Eq 6)

τ = τd - ασh

(Eq 7)

(constants τc and μ), which becomes:
for multiaxial loading with constants. There are, again, two constants: τd, the value of the deviatoric shear stress
at yield, and α. τ is the applied deviatoric shear stress, and σh is the hydrostatic stress from the applied loads.
Equation 6 might be recognized as the form of the Mohr-Coulomb model initially used to predict brittle
fracture, and it is still sometimes used for that purpose with cast iron. The effect of nonconstant volume and Eq
7 is to shift the center of the yield ellipse off of the origin in principal stress space coordinates.
Assuming that strain hardening obeys a parabolic hardening law (Holloman behavior), which is not always the
case, instability is predicted to occur when the true strain (logarithmic strain) becomes equal to the magnitude
of the strain-hardening exponent (again, assuming isotropy):
εneck = n

(Eq 8)

This has the interesting implication that in order to see the neck (and therefore conclude that the fracture was
ductile at the macroscale), there must be some strain hardening in the specimen. It is convenient to think of
change in behavior with varying degrees of hardening, just as it is convenient to consider the change in fracture
mechanisms with volume fraction second-phase particles. In the limit, if there is no hardening, the neck does
not grow along the specimen and in the limit would have no length and therefore not be visible. Real metallic
materials do strain harden, but the strain-hardening exponent can be small, as in the case of age-hardening
alloys and other high-strength materials. It is also small in previously and heavily cold-worked material.
Rate and Temperature Effects. The effect of other variables, for example, strain-rate hardening and local
deformation heating, can be accounted for by assuming a relationship of the form:
σ = σ(ε, , T)

(Eq 9)

and again writing the instability criterion given by Eq 1, which now becomes:
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(Eq 10)

•

The strain and strain-rate hardening terms are positive. The term d ε /dε can be negative or zero, depending on
whether loading is at constant extension rate or constant true strain rate. The term dT/dε represents the heat
given up during plastic working, and the term ∂σ/∂T represents the change in flow stress with increased
•

temperature (often negative but can be positive). For constant strain rate, the strain-rate term disappears (d ε =
0), and for conditions of constant extension rate, the strain-rate term becomes equal to m. Equation 10 also
indicates the importance of the thermal term in that it is the only (commonly) negative term in the expression
and therefore plays a dominant role in creating instability.
The major effect of m is after necking. In this case, the area inside the neck is smaller than the area outside the
neck, so that the strain rate inside the neck is greater. Therefore, the flow stress inside the neck is also
increased, so long as m is positive. The result is that the neck grows along the specimen length.
It is often incorrectly assumed that metallic materials are loaded under isothermal conditions because of their
high thermal conductivity. Such assumptions should not be made for high strain-rate loading conditions or for
modeling of rapid crack propagation. Approximately 95% of the work of deformation is transformed to heat
generation, and only approximately 5% of the work is used to create structural changes. Polymeric materials
have lower thermal conductivities, and thermal softening plays a more important role in neck formation at even
slower strain rates. There is a second difference for the polymeric materials in that there is a significant
structural change (orientation hardening) associated with neck formation. The instability at yield in a polymeric
material is similar to that observed in a metallic material when strain localization occurs in the form of Lüder
band formation.

For isothermal conditions, instability at constant extension rate (not constant strain rate) axial loading is
predicted when:
ε=

n
1− m

(Eq 11)

See Ref 51 for an extended discussion including other loading conditions. Thus, strain-rate effects are typically
small for metals at room temperature, because m is small (say, less than 0.1 and usually smaller than that) but
increases with increased temperature.
In metals, thermal softening may arise from several conditions, including dynamic recovery and/or
recrystallization at elevated temperature, strengthening mechanism reversal, strong preferred orientation, and
deformation heating. For these cases, thermal softening is included by a temperature-compensated hardening
term of the form:
∂σ ∂T
∂T ∂ε

(Eq 12)

Changes in Strain Path. Plastic-strain accumulation is path dependent, so that constitutive equations must be
written in incremental form. Plastic-strain increments (δεij) are proportional (proportionality constant dλ) to the
gradient of the yield surface ( ∇ [f(σij)]) according to:
δεij = dλ[ ∇ f(σij)]

(Eq 13)

so that particular loading paths create two-dimensional (plane-strain) deformation (i.e., when the normal to the
yield surface is parallel to one of the principal stress axes) (Fig. 84). This occurs, for example, during biaxial
loading of an isotropic material at stress ratios of
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1
and
2

2.

Fig. 84 The yield surface for an isotropic material in principal stress space with strain axes
superimposed on the stress axes. Strain increments obtained on yielding for various loading paths are
indicated. The resultant strain increment in the σ1-σ2 plane is normal to the yield surface. Plane-strain
deformation corresponds to the strain increment lying parallel to one of the principal stress axes.
Equation 13 derives from continuum mechanics, and the model does not always predict the behavior of real
materials. A change in loading path may result in a decrease in fracture strain, say, by first loading in torsion,
followed by axial loading, as has been demonstrated (Ref 32). Although a cup-and-cone fracture is expected for
ductile fracture in tensile loading, prestraining in torsion can result in a different fracture appearance, as shown
in Fig. 85, which is more characteristic of brittle torsion fracture.

Fig. 85 Fracture obtained by first plastic straining in torsion and then straining in tension. The fracture
appearance becomes more characteristic of the first strain increment as the first strain increment
increases in magnitude. Source: Ref 4
Multiaxial Loading. Considering only strain hardening, instability is predicted when:
dσ eff
d ε eff

=

σ eff
Z

(Eq 14)

where Z = 1 for uniaxial plane stress loading and Z = 2 for local necking (see subsequent information) in planestrain deformation of sheet or plate. For multiaxial loading and for anisotropic materials, Z depends on the
analytical expression taken for the yield surface See Ref 51 and 86.
Postnecking Strain-Rate Effects. It was noted previously that in order to see the presence of a neck in ductile
fracture, it was necessary for strain hardening to spread the neck along the length of the tensile specimen.
However, even if there is no strain hardening, strain-rate hardening may cause the neck to grow along the
specimen length. The strain rate:
1 dL −1 dA
=
L dt
A dt

(Eq 15)

is greater inside the neck than it is outside the neck, because the neck area is smaller. So long as strain
hardening is positive, an increase in strain rate forces the neck to grow along the length of the specimen in the
same way that strain hardening forces the neck to grow along the length. However, if strain-rate hardening is
negative, and especially if there is little strain-hardening capacity, then strain localization is extremely intense.
Strain-rate hardening is negative in some aluminum alloys at room temperature (Fig. 40) and presumably all
materials at elevated temperature. Then, a diffuse neck is not visible in either plate or cylindrical plate
specimens. For positive strain and strain-rate hardening material in cylindrical sections, the most common
macroscale fracture appearance is that of the well-known cup-and-cone or double-cup fracture appearance.
However, if strain localization occurs because of negative strain-rate hardening in association with little strain
hardening, the cylindrical tensile specimen can show no cup-and-cone and a single slant fracture appearance
(Fig. 86).
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Fig. 86 Fracture on essentially one plane of high shear stress in a 7075-T6 cylindrical tensile specimen.
There is a small flat region in the center of the specimen (not visible in photograph) that does not extend
to the surface of the specimen. No fracture surface markings exist to indicate the fracture origin.
Local Necking in Prismatic Sections. As previously noted, when the component geometry is prismatic rather
than cylindrical, both uniaxial and multiaxial loading permits the development of plane-strain deformation,
resulting in the formation of a local neck. For an isotropic material subjected to uniaxial loading, the strain at
the onset of local necking is predicted to occur when (neglecting strain-rate hardening):
εL = 2n
which is at a strain twice as large as for diffuse necking. That is, the sequence is from homogeneous flow to
diffuse necking to local necking to fracture (see Ref 51 and 86). For uniaxial loading, use of Mohr's circle for
strain shows that the angle of the local neck to the load axis is approximately 55° for isotropic material. For
multiaxial loading, local necking can occur for only certain in-plane stress ratios that can be predicted by
examination of normals to the yield surface, because not only must the thickness strain be negative, but one of
the in-plane strains must also be negative (Fig. 87). Measurement of the orientation of the local neck band to
the sheet geometry can be used to determine the state of stress on the material and is therefore potentially
helpful in failure analysis but is not often used in a quantitative way.

Fig. 87 Biaxial stress ratios that permit no necking, diffuse necking, and local necking. Source: Ref 32

Strain Localization
On some scale, plastic deformation is always a localized event. On an atomic scale, not all crystallographic slip
planes are active. After extensive deformation, dislocation cells develop that represent regions of much higher
dislocation density than other areas of the same crystal. Any matrix discontinuity, such as inclusions, secondphase particles, or even grain boundaries, lead to localized plastic deformation. On a specimen-scale, localized
deformation is forced by geometric constraints, for example, grooves, notches, holes, and cracks.
In areas without geometric constraints, where uniform deformation should occur, macroscale localized
deformation known as shear bands can develop. This localized deformation initiates within individual grains
and, at first, is crystallographically controlled by the local stress field and active dislocations. These grainlength bands having micron-scale width then initially vary in orientation from grain to grain. However, at larger
strains, the bands coalesce across specimen-scale widths and lose their grain-dependent orientation, changing
from grain-scale bands to specimen-scale bands (Ref 87, 88). When the localized deformation is sample-scale,
traversing many grains, it is called a shear band, as described further in this section.
Shear band formation is generally thought to limit the total overall deformation that would otherwise be
expected. It represents an instability at which the material is undergoing dramatically increased strain rates.
Investigators have taken several different approaches in attempts to predict the onset of localized plastic flow
by this mechanism. One approach focuses on localized flow at high strain rates and the thermal softening
associated with plastic deformation. As noted previously, approximately 95% of the work of plastic
deformation is transformed into thermal energy. The formation of localized plastic flow at high strain rates is
attributed to strain and strain-rate hardening being overcome by thermal softening. Investigators have labeled
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this type of localized plastic deformation adiabatic shear or adiabatic shear band formation to describe the
volume of material affected and to describe the shear displacement observed as the deformation mode.
Several investigators have developed two criteria for predicting the onset of adiabatic shear (e.g., see Ref 89
and the subsequent discussions). Critical strains to the instability condition and additional strain in a quasistable condition have been estimated (Ref 90, 91, 92, 93). These models have adequately predicted adiabatic
shear at high strain rates in standard tests, and they have allowed investigators to rank material in terms to their
susceptibility to adiabatic shear band formation.
Other investigators (Ref 94, 95) have found extensive shear deformation localization at low strain rates that
cannot be attributed to thermal softening. This phenomenon is similar to Lüder's bands that occur at yielding in
annealed steels. Similar to Lüder's bands, their formation is attributed to a dislocation breakaway mechanism.
However, it does not develop until work hardening is “saturated” (for example, quenched and tempered steels
rapidly strain harden, then harden at a relatively slow rate) for materials with positive strain-rate sensitivity.
Some materials with negative strain-rate sensitivities can develop shear bands very early in the deformation
process. If the alloy is subject to dynamic strain aging, a dislocation breakaway mechanism, localized shear
deformation can operate as a shear deformation instability that leads to incipient failure by shear.
Localized shear deformation typically follows planes of pure shear. In the plane-strain condition, the planes of
pure shear are defined as a slip-line field in plasticity theory of homogeneous, isotropic materials (Ref 96).
These are planes of zero extension that intersect each other at 90° and intersect a free surface at 45°. This only
describes the planes of shear and does not justify plastic flow localization in the shear mode. However, most
observations of localized deformation on a scale larger than grain size report that it conforms to expected slipline fields.
Predictive Model for the Onset of Strain Localization. Semiatin and Jonas (Ref 51) developed a predictive
model for the onset of strain localization. First, define a strain localization parameter:
•

d ln ε γ '− 1
α=
=
dε
m

(Eq 16)

where γ′ is a temperature-compensated strain-hardening parameter, and m is the strain-rate sensitivity exponent.
That is:
1  dσ 


σ  d ε  ε•

(Eq 17)

n
1
nK ε n −1 ) =
n (
Kε
ε

(Eq 18)

1  ∂σ  ∂T


σ  ∂T  ∂ε

(Eq 19)

γ =
so, for isothermal loading:
γ =
but for nonisothermal loading, the term:
γ =

must be added to γ, giving γ′.
According to Ref 51, materials that strain harden or show little flow softening do not easily develop strain
localization shear bands. For materials that do flow-soften, strain localization is still minimized, so long as the
rate-hardening exponent is of the order of 0.2 or more. Note that this is not the case at room temperature for
many engineering materials. Semiatin predicts strain localization in shear bands, based on extensive
compression testing when the parameter α (Eq 16) exceeds 5.
Once strain localization initiates, further deformation outside of the band essentially ceases. The displacements
that occur within the band consist of both strain components and rotation components. Assuming small strain
deformation, the resulting expression is:

dij

0  0
0
0 
0 0 0  0 0

 
= 0 0 s = 0
s / 2
0 s / 2  + 0
0

 
 

0 0 0  0 s / 2 0  0 −s / 2 0 
Displacement

Strain

(Eq 20)

Rotation

The resolved shear stress acting in the band increases, because elements within the band rotate into the direction
of the band, which still further intensifies the strain. The magnitude of the rotation is as large as the strain.
Effects of Strain Localization on Crack Initiation and Crack Growth. Another consequence of strain localization
is that it provides alternative crack-initiation sites and growth directions and therefore, alternative fracture
surface orientations. Both macroscale structural observation and microscale examination of fracture surfaces of
strained components often reveal the presence of strain localization within narrow bands of material in both
metallic and polymeric materials (Fig. 88). Deformation within these bands has been shown to develop at early
stages of deformation via TEM studies of dislocation configurations (Ref 98), but they are not visible at the
micro- or macroscale until relatively large deformations have been achieved. They have been observed for axial
tension and compression as well as for torsion loading.

Fig. 88 Shear band formation in oriented polyethylene terephthalate. Source: Ref 97
For some conditions, deformation is localized within small-scale shear bands in the ligaments between voids,
leading to crack propagation on planes of high shear stress. The crack can then assume a zig-zag path back and
forth across the mean plane normal to the applied load. Crack propagation is on planes of high shear stress at
the microscale between particles, and the scale of the shear band is that of the microstructure.
Cracking during compression loading of a ductile material between two platens results in a hoop strain that
varies with height (barreling). Maximum tensile hoop strain occurs near midheight. Two common crackinitiation sites are then at the surface of the specimen in the barreled region and along the centerline at the
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development of a cavity. However, this incipient crack cavity may close with further deformation (Fig. 89).
Once strain localization occurs, two additional fracture-initiation sites are possible: within and parallel to one of
the shear bands, typically at the component-platen interface, and at the intersection of shear bands. References
99 and 100 provide an extensive discussion of the formation of these shear bands in tensile loading plate
geometries, providing plane-strain deformation and references for experimental observation of each of the
models. Void nucleation has been shown at the intersection of shear bands in aluminum single crystals that
appear to be bounded by slip planes (first case) (Ref 101). Figure 38 of a mild steel tensile specimen shows
crack initiation at the intersection of shear bands on the surface of a cylindrical section, and Fig. 46 shows shear
band intersections in a plate specimen. Semiatin and Jonas (Ref 51) observed the first case in compression
loading.

Fig. 89 Crack-initiation locations in compression loading. Crack initiation may occur along the
centerline and at the surface on a hoop plane. Further deformation may close the centerline crack.

Void Nucleation Models
One of the first early models for ductile fracture by void coalescence was developed by several workers,
starting in the late 1950s. (See the discussion and model in Ref 102.) As for this model and subsequent models,
two parameters of importance are the particle size and spacing. If there is no bond between the particle and the
matrix, the initial hole size is the same as the particle size. The model predicts failure when the ratio of particle
spacing to hole size exceeds 2.7.
A later model to predict the strain at the onset of fracture by void nucleation and growth is due to McClintock
(Ref 103). The model recognizes that ductile fracture is typically initiated by debonding and the growth of holes
around second phases or inclusions. It neglects the debonding part of fracture and considers only hole growth.
McClintock assumes that the holes are initially sufficiently far apart (spacing = l) that there is no interaction
between the holes. He then considers the growth of a single hole within an element of material equal to the hole
spacing. Using the von Mises yield criterion and considering a cylindrical specimen in which the cylinder
diameter is equal to the hole spacing, McClintock concludes that the fracture strain is given according to:
εf ≈

(1 − n) ln(1/ ρ )
sinh (1 − m)(σ t / σ e 

(Eq 21)

where n is the strain-hardening exponent, ρ is the area fraction of voids on the plane of maximum normal stress,
σt and σe are the mean transverse tension stress in the neck and the nominal effective stress. The equation is not
easy to use because of the often unknown quantities σt and σe. However, Backofen (Ref 32) (Fig. 16) has

presented a simpler argument to conclude that the fracture strain is related to void size (w) and void spacing (L)
according to:
ε f ≅ 2 ln

L 1
≈
w ρ

(Eq 22)

where ρ is again the area fraction of voids. Backofen then argues that McClintock's model reduces to his model
because of the small dependence of fracture strain on strain hardening. Neither Backofen nor McClintock
address the case of zig-zag fracture.
Bates (Ref 104) approached the problem of pure ductile tearing in a different way, with an emphasis not on
fracture strain but on fracture toughness. Using a slip-line approach to the problem and a nonhardening
material, he was able to consider the case of a dual size distribution (and dual interfacial strength) common to
sulfide-containing quenched and tempered steels. The results of his work predict conditions for both void
nucleation and void growth as well as the important extension to quantitative fractography associated with
ductile fracture.
A Dislocation Theory Model for Ductile Fracture. This model from Brown and Stobbs (Ref 33) relates the
dislocation density (ρd) to the nominal principal strain (ε1):
ρd = 1.7ε1/(rb)

(Eq 23)

where r is the particle radius and b is the Burgers vector.
The local elevated stress (σL) at the particle due to plastic deformation is given by:
σL = AG(ε1b/r)1/2

(Eq 24)

where A is a constant for a given material lying between 0.76 and 1.78, and G is the shear modulus.
The total stress (σT) acting to debond the particle from the matrix is a combination of the local elevated stress
(σL), the mean (hydrostatic) stress (σm), and the deviatoric stress (von Mises stress) (σd) and is given by:
σT = σL + σm + σd

(Eq 25)

The critical principal strain ( ε1c ) at which decohesion occurs can be calculated from the mean stress and the
critical total stress for decohesion ( ε Tc ):
ε1c = Ar (σ Tc − σ m ) 2

(Eq 26)

where A is a material constant related to the volume fraction of particles, and r is the particle radius. Note that
the value of the critical strain is affected by the sign of the mean stress, so that the application of a hydrostatic
pressure increases the strain to decohesion and, as Bridgeman (Ref 105) demonstrated, can result in complete
avoidance of ductile fracture.
The critical stress for decohesion is not always known. Plots of measured critical strain for decohesion have
been found experimentally for spherodized steel and generally fit this relationship shown in Ref 106. Values of
the decohesion stress can be estimated from extrapolation of the measured data to a zero strain. It is in good
agreement with other estimates for the strength of a carbide-steel interface (Ref 107).
Stable void growth is generally considered to be elongation of voids without dilation or coalescence. A model
for the growth of a spherical void in both a nonhardening and a hardening matrix has been developed (Ref 108,
109). Prediction matches experimental data for a copper system. Particle elongation is the stable stage of MVC
(carbides not considered). Void coalescence occurs on the weakest plane in a rapid manner. For hard, brittle
particles, a dual-population model has been proposed to account for cracking of particles before reaching the
critical decohesion strain. This model not only takes into account the size of the particles but also the volume of
particles. Reference 110 shows that data fit the prediction very well for round particles.

Void Coalescence Microscale Models
As previously noted, the growth of an incipient crack may occur either by enlargement and linkage of the voids
or by slip band deformation in ligaments between the voids. The dominant mechanism depends on particle size
and spacing. For large particles relatively closely spaced, growth of an incipient crack is by enlargement and
linkage of the voids, especially in the presence of constraint. This type of crack growth is referred to as pure
ductile tearing, which usually occurs on the plane of maximum normal stress. A model for pure ductile tearing
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is described first, followed by models of slip deformation in the inter-ligament region when nucleation occurs at
wider-spaced particles.
Pure Ductile Tearing. Linkage of the voids often occurs on the plane of maximum normal stress. For large
particles relatively closely spaced, and especially in the presence of constraint, void coalescence occurs on the
plane of maximum normal stress, and so, the crack opens on this plane. If this process occurs in a prenotched
specimen, the sequence to permit creation and growth of a new crack from the preexisting defect is that shown
in Fig. 90 (Ref 104) and is often described as pure ductile tearing. Linkage of voids occurs (approximately)
when the void height (Dy) is approximately equal to the intervoid ligament (L - Dx/2). Bates provides a
discussion of various models for ductile crack growth based on slip-field analysis, together with several
references.

Fig. 90 A model for ductile fracture due to Rice and Johnson. The model considers pure tearing on the
plane of maximum normal stress. The preexisting flaw is assumed to blunt during yield to create a large
strain field in front of the flaw. Debonding and growth at a particle interface occurs. The resulting void
growth permits linkage of the void with the preexisting flaw. Details are available in Ref 104. Source: Ref
104
Interligament Deformation. When void nucleation occurs at wider-spaced particles, slip deformation in the
interligament region becomes more important in the process of void coalescence. Two general types of models

are considered: one based on localized shear deformation in the interligament region (void sheet fracture), and
the other based on necking in the interligament region (the plastic load-limit model).
Void sheet fracture proposed by McClintock (Ref 111) and others (Ref 52, 112, 113, 114) involves localized
shear bands connecting large pores. The model known as the Berg-Gurson model (Ref 112) uses plastic
continuum mechanics to predict the critical condition based on a weakening instability of voids.
McClintock first presented experimental evidence for such a model. Fracture initiates at (large) MnS inclusions,
followed by microscale strain localization on planes of high shear stress. These planes randomly contain
smaller carbide particles that subsequently nucleate voids and thus is referred to as void sheet fracture. The
carbides act as void-initiation sites only after considerable strain accumulation between the larger MnS sites. It
is postulated that void sheet formation (but not necessarily shear band formation) can be prevented or delayed if
there are no carbides present to nucleate the secondary voids (Ref 43).
Plastic Load-Limit Model. The plastic load-limit model is also based on plastic continuum mechanics but does
not depend on shear localization to predict the growth and coalescence of voids. This model predicts the growth
and coalescence of voids from necking of the material between voids when a critical stress is attained (Ref 52).
Because the plastic flow is localized to the weakest plane and involves only a thickness of material on the order
of particle spacing, a very small amount of macroscopic strain is needed to complete coalescence of voids.
Thus, once a critical stress is attained, incipient coalescence (necking of the material between voids) occurs.
For this model, the local stress (σn) in the neck between the voids is higher than the mean normal stress (σm).
The relationship for stress in a plane-strain condition is given by:

(

)

(σ n / k ) 1/ V f = 1 + σ m / k

(Eq 27)

where Vf is the void volume fraction, and k is the current shear stress (assumed to be the same in the bulk as it is
in the intervoid region).
It is apparent that for a fixed condition of mean stress, raising the void volume fraction increases the stress in
the neck, which would lead to a critical condition of void coalescence at an earlier strain.
In conditions of very large mean stress, for example, the stress state at a crack tip, a critical stress for void
coalescence may be present at void nucleation. Thomason (Ref 52) has theorized that the value of the ratio
(σm/2k) over 2.0 results in incipient necking at the point of void nucleation at a void volume fraction above
0.02. The value of this ratio is 2.07 for plane strain. It is only approximately 0.5 for plane stress and is
approximately 0.7 for a round tensile specimen. At this level (σm/2k = 0.7), a particle volume fraction of 0.12 or
higher would be required to initiate incipient pore coalescence in a round tensile bar.
Closed-form solutions to continuum plasticity depend on isotropic properties and uniformly distributed sources
for pore formation. Attempts to include the natural variation and random nature of second-phase particles have
been made using finite-element methods. One such approach concludes that heterogeneities are predicted to
reduce the overall ductility of a tensile test (Ref 115).
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Introduction
FATIGUE failure of engineering components and structures results from progressive fracture caused by cyclic
or fluctuating loads. The magnitude of each individual load event is too small to cause complete fracture of the
undamaged component, but the cumulative action of numerous load cycles, often numbering in the hundreds of
thousands and millions, results in initiation and gradual propagation of a crack or cracks. Complete fracture
ensues when the crack reaches critical size. Fatigue is an important potential cause of mechanical failure, as
most engineering components or structures are or can be subjected to varying loads during their lifetime.
This article focuses on fractography of fatigue. However, it should be noted that fractography is only part of the
failure analysis of a fractured component. As with other fracture modes, proper identification of fatigue requires
understanding of the fracture behavior of the particular material subject to failure analysis. At least some
knowledge of environmental and service conditions is usually necessary. Evaluation of loading conditions,
often in conjunction with fractography, also provides useful information regarding the fundamental cause of
failure.
This article begins with an abbreviated summary of fatigue processes and mechanisms. Characteristic fatigue
fracture features that can be discerned visually or under low magnification are then described. Typical
microscopic features observed on structural metals are presented subsequently, followed by a brief discussion
of fatigue in nonmetals. As described in this article, various macroscopic and microscopic features can be used
in some situations to characterize the history and growth rate of fatigue. Because fatigue propagation occurs
progressively over time, knowledge of inspections performed prior to complete failure can benchmark the time
span over which cracking occurred (or can point out inspection deficiencies).
Correlation between mechanical analysis and fractography also can help pinpoint the fundamental cause of
fatigue failure. Techniques for predicting fatigue crack initiation, fatigue crack propagation rate, and fatigue
life, based on loading conditions in engineering components, are discussed in many texts on applied mechanical
engineering such as Ref 1 and 2. The mechanisms and processes of fatigue are described in more detail in Ref
3. These topics are also addressed in Fatigue and Fracture, Volume 19 of ASM Handbook.
A number of publications provide extensive examples of representative fatigue fractographs (Ref 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9). This article is not intended to provide a comprehensive atlas of fatigue fracture appearances. While these
reference texts are of immense value, the experience of the fractographer remains an important aspect of good
failure analysis.
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Fatigue Processes
Fatigue has been defined as “the process of progressive localized permanent structural change occurring in a material subjected to
conditions that produce fluctuating stresses or strains at some point or points and that may culminate in cracks or complete fracture
after a sufficient number of fluctuations” (ASTM E 1150-87, reapproved in 1993). From the perspectives of design, testing, and
failure analysis, this fatigue process can be conveniently divided into three parts:
•
•
•

Crack initiation
Stable progressive crack propagation
Final (fast) fracture

Design and testing aspects of fatigue are discussed in more detail elsewhere, such as in Fatigue and Fracture, Volume 19 of ASM
Handbook and Mechanical Testing and Evaluation, Volume 8 of ASM Handbook. Volume 19 also includes more detailed discussion
of the fatigue process than is presented in this article.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, fatigue failures have one or more fatigue origins (initiation sites), a region of progressive fatigue crack
propagation, and a final fast overload fracture zone. Identification of the location and nature of origin sites is important in failure
analysis of fatigue, as fatigue crack initiation is frequently the life-controlling step in the failure process. Discontinuities introduced
during processing or manufacture (e.g., abnormally large inclusions, weld discontinuities, grinding cracks) or service (e.g., corrosion
pits, impact damage) can result in fatigue crack initiation under circumstances where an unflawed component would have had
acceptable fatigue life. Conversely, inadequate design, excessive load, or low material strength in fatigue can result in fatigue failure
in the absence of a particular “defect” at the origin site. Fractography provides the basis for identifying the fatigue fracture mode and
for locating origin sites from examination of fracture surfaces.

Fig. 1 General features of fatigue fractures.
Initiation of fatigue in common components made of commercial alloys occurs at—and is dominated by—material and geometric
heterogeneities. Sites fostering fatigue crack initiation include inclusions, second phase particles, voids, machining marks and other
surface flaws, and notches or other geometric variations. These sites can act as stress concentrators, or can rapidly produce
microcracks by mechanisms such as inclusion debonding and particle fracture. The stress concentration effect permits local permanent
plastic deformation at nominal stresses below yield. Initiation frequently occurs near free surfaces, as nominal stresses are often
higher there (e.g., bending). Geometric variations at surfaces can locally elevate stresses and strains, and processes of damage
accumulation (described below for pure unflawed materials) are also favored at surfaces.
Tests made to elucidate mechanisms of initiation frequently have been performed using pure single phase relatively homogeneous
metals (without the heterogeneities described above). Based on observations from these tests, some researchers further separate the
initiation stage into (Ref 3):
•
•
•

Accumulation of local irreversible plastic deformation
Creation of microscopic flaws
Growth and coalescence of flaws to form one or more macroscopic cracks

Careful laboratory study of unnotched high-purity metals and alloys has shown that repeated plastic deformation can result in
localization of permanent microstructural changes. For example, under inelastic cyclic loading, bands of intense slip known as
persistent slip bands form in individual crystals of pure fcc metals such as copper. Fine protrusions and intrusions (peaks and troughs)
of metal can form where these persistent slip bands intersect free surfaces (e.g., see Fig. 2 on page 64 in Fatigue and Fracture,
Volume 19 of ASM Handbook). Continued surface roughening and damage accumulation ultimately results in crack nucleation at the
surface. Cyclic damage can also accumulate at grain boundaries, particularly at elevated temperature or under conditions that cause
grain boundary embrittlement, and at twin boundaries.

Fig. 2 Close-up view of ratchet marks between distinct surface origin sites in a low-alloy
steel 18.4 cm (7.25 in.) shaft that failed in rotating bending fatigue. Ratchet marks (at
arrows) are roughly radial steps formed where fatigue cracks initially propagating on
different planes intersected. The ratchet mark at the middle arrow was damaged by
postfracture contact.
Propagation. Fatigue crack propagation has been historically divided into two parts, designated stage I and stage II. Stage I
propagation occurs on specific crystallographic planes with greatest resolved fluctuating shear stress. Stage II propagation occurs on
planes normal to the fluctuating tensile stress. Certain metals (such as aluminum alloys) and loading conditions considered by early
researchers investigating fatigue processes exhibited stage I propagation over a limited region (characteristically spanning no more
than a few near-surface grains) adjacent to origin sites, followed by a transition to stage II propagation (e.g., see Fig. 16 on page 53 of
Fatigue and Fracture, Volume 19 of ASM Handbook). Consequently, this division between stages of propagation was a natural one.
However, many commercial alloys (notably most steels) typically do not exhibit any detectable stage I propagation. After initiation in
such alloys, growth immediately occurs by so-called stage II propagation. Notches, sharp corners, or preexisting cracks can also
eliminate detectable stage I propagation in many metals. Similarly, some alloys (such as certain nickel base superalloys and cobalt
base alloys) can display very extensive regions of propagation on specific crystallographic planes (so-called stage I propagation) with
little or no discernable stage II type of growth prior to final fracture. Depending on loading and geometry, extensive propagation in
these materials occurs on alternate crystallographic planes such that growth follows a zigzag or serrated faceted pattern, on average
normal to the direction of fluctuating tension.
The stage I propagation mechanism is favored in materials that exhibit planar slip and in some alloys strengthened by coherent
precipitates (such as age hardened aluminum) and under fluctuating loads low enough that the cyclic fracture process zone is small
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relative to a characteristic microstructural scale parameter. Hence, stage I propagation is often favored by large grain size. Stage II
propagation is favored in materials with easy cross-slip (wavy slip). In this article, fatigue propagation appearance is described in
terms of morphology rather than the didactic separation into stages I and II.
From a practical failure analysis perspective, fatigue crack propagation regions are the most important for identifying the mode or
type of failure. While fatigue propagation usually occupies a much larger area than the origin site(s), initiation processes may occupy
a significant portion or majority of the overall time (duration) of the fatigue process.
Final fracture does not occur by a fatigue mechanism at all but is simply fracture caused by the last load application, resulting in
complete separation. This final overload fracture may be more or less ductile or brittle, depending on notched or precracked properties
of the material (see the articles “Overload Failures” and “Mechanisms and Appearances of Ductile and Brittle Fracture in Metals” in
this Volume).
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Microscopic Appearance of Fatigue Fracture in Metals
Microscopic examination of fracture surfaces can disclose features related to mode and mechanism that cannot be discerned
macroscopically. While readily identifiable microscopic features associated with fatigue of particular materials exist, not all materials
display the same characteristics, and not all materials exhibit a unique fatigue morphology.
Examination of fracture features by light microscopy is limited by resolution and depth of field capabilities. Fine features cannot be
resolved, and the height of important features on fracture surfaces often exceeds optical depth of field, especially at higher
magnifications.
Electron microscopes have been used to study fracture of materials since the 1950s, and scanning electron microscopes (SEMs) have
been commercially available for more than 35 years (Ref 22). Today, the SEM is standard equipment for any laboratory performing
failure analysis and fractography. The SEM offers significantly superior resolution and depth of field compared to light microscopes,
markedly increasing the useful magnification range. Compared to transmission electron microscopes, SEM permits examination of
relatively large samples and produces images with a 3D character.
Striations are a classic microscopic feature of fatigue in metals. The dictionary defines striations as series of parallel grooves or lines.
In this article, the narrower, commonly used definition of fatigue striation is used: a striation is a microscopic groove or furrow that
delineates a local fatigue crack front after a single cycle of loading. Figure 32 illustrates the correlation between striations and
loading. Determination that particular marks are striations, and consequent identification of characteristic appearance, has been
accomplished by comparing striation spacing with macroscopic measurements of fatigue crack growth rate.

Fig. 32 Transmission electron fractograph of aluminum alloy laboratory spectrum
loading fatigue test. Striation spacing varies according to loading, which consisted of ten
cycles at a high stress alternating with ten cycles at a lower stress. The fracture surface
exhibits bands of ten coarse striations alternating with bands of ten fine striations.
Source: Ref 16
Well-defined fatigue striations form in certain materials under appropriate stress ranges, particularly in metals with multiple active
slip planes. For example, well-defined striations are frequently observed at intermediate growth rates in metals such as wrought
aluminum and stainless steel. Examples of fatigue striations are presented in Fig. 33, 34, 35, 36.
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Fig. 33 Fatigue striations in 18-8 austenitic stainless steel tested in rotating bending. (a)
Fine striations were located midway between origin and final overload fracture, while (b)
coarse striations were located closer to the overload area. Overall direction of crack
growth in these SEM views is from lower left to upper right.

Fig. 34 SEM view of fatigue striations in aluminum forging tested under cyclic loading

Fig. 35 Striations observed by SEM on rotating beam fatigue specimen made of coldworked electrolytic tough pitch copper. Crack growth direction is from upper right to
lower left, and specimen was tested at relatively high stress.
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Fig. 36 (a) Coarse and (b) fine striated morphology observed on fatigue of a hot
isostatically pressed titanium alloy. Source: Ref 7
Because each striation corresponds to one loading cycle, the fatigue crack growth rate can be estimated from the spacing between true
fatigue striations. Even under controlled conditions, measured striation spacings within a region of macroscopically constant fatigue
crack growth rate can vary severalfold. Multiple striation spacing measurements must therefore be made to obtain reliable sampling.
For correlation with applied stress intensity or load, the location at which striation spacing is measured must be well established.
Small loads may not produce resolvable striations. This must be considered in circumstances involving total cycle counts for variable
amplitude loading.
The presence of true fatigue striations is unambiguous evidence of fatigue crack propagation. However, depending on material and
loading conditions (as well as condition of the fracture surface), the absence of striations may not mean that fatigue did not occur. Not
all metals form distinct striations in fatigue, and those that do may not form striations under all stress ranges. Examples of other
microscopic fatigue morphologies are presented subsequently, followed by some examples of striationlike features that have been
mistaken for true striations.
Ill-Defined Striations and Other Characteristic Appearances. Many common steels either exhibit ill-defined (unclear) striations under
fatigue crack growth or have characteristic fatigue features without discernable striations. Examples of characteristic fatigue features
in steels are presented in Fig. 37 and 38. See the article “Fracture Appearance and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture” for
more details.

Fig. 37 Two views at different magnifications showing fatigue appearance characteristic
of many steels. Striations are not resolved or are ill-defined. Quenched-and-tempered
medium-carbon alloy steel tested in rotating bending, imaged using a SEM
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Fig. 38 SEM view of fatigue fracture surface of annealed medium-carbon alloy steel
tested in rotating bending. No distinct fatigue striations could be resolved. Crack growth
direction from right to left
Crystallographic Fatigue. Fatigue fracture of metals with low stacking fault energy, which favors planar slip, can occur over extended
areas along crystallographic planes, producing a faceted appearance. For example, a cobalt-base alloy used in medical implants
exhibits crystallographic fracture in laboratory fatigue testing at all levels of applied load (Ref 23) (Fig. 39). No striations were found.
Many nickel-base superalloys can also fatigue with this faceted appearance over large regions.

Fig. 39 Crystallographic fatigue in fracture mechanics specimen of cast Co-Cr-Mo-C
medical implant alloy. SEM views located (a) 0.025 mm (0.001 in.) from machined notch
tip, and (b) 7.6 mm (0.3 in.) from notch tip. Fatigue striations were not resolvable at any
location, and the entire fatigue fracture surface displayed similar crystallographic
features. Courtesy of D.O. Cox, Cox and Company
Metals such as austenitic stainless steel (Fig. 40) and aluminum (Fig. 41) fracture crystallographically under conditions of very lowstress high-cycle fatigue (i.e., propagation at low ΔK near the fatigue threshold). Flat facets can also appear at near-threshold fatigue
crack growth rates in materials such as carbon steel (Fig. 42).
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Fig. 40 Crystallographic fatigue of 18-8 austenitic stainless steel near fracture origin in
rotating beam specimen. Global crack propagation direction from lower left to upper
right in this SEM view

Fig. 41 Crystallographic fatigue of 6000-series aluminum extrusion near fracture origin
in rotating beam specimen. Global crack propagation direction from bottom to top in this
SEM view

Fig. 42 Fully pearlitic steel fatigue fracture surfaces. Crack growth direction is from left
to right in both images. (a) Intermediate crack growth rate (~0.1 μm/cycle), and (b) low
crack growth rate (~0.001 μm/cycle). No fatigue striations were resolved by SEM at any
crack growth rate. Unmarked facets are more prevalent at low (near-threshold) growth
rates.
Intergranular Fatigue. Some metals can exhibit fatigue crack propagation along grain-boundaries or grain-boundary regions. For
example, mixed intergranular/transgranular fracture of a nickel-copper alloy has been reported (Ref 24) (Fig. 43). Copper can also
exhibit intergranular fracture in fatigue (Ref 25) (Fig. 44). Some alloys that exhibit transgranular fracture at intermediate fatigue crack
growth rates, with more-or-less distinct striations, display regions of intergranular fracture at low (near-threshold) growth rates (e.g.,
quenched-and-tempered steel (Ref 26).
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Fig. 43 SEM view of laboratory fatigue fracture of a 70-30 nickel-copper alloy showing
mixed intergranular and transgranular morphology. Source: Ref 24

Fig. 44 SEM views of intergranular facets within fatigue crack propagation area of coldworked electrolytic tough pitch copper tested in rotating bending at moderately low stress
Near-eutectoid steel with a narrow, continuous network of ferrite outlining prior austenite grain boundaries can exhibit intermittent
discontinuous areas of fatigue fracture along the ferrite network (Ref 27). Fatigue fracture within these ferrite layers is reportedly flat
and featureless.
Fatigue crack propagation in most structural alloys is typically transgranular. However, in some alloys environmental factors can
contribute to intergranular fatigue. For example, corrosion of alloy steel fatigue tested in humid air can occur intergranularly.
High Growth Rates. As a fatigue crack approaches critical size, the growth rate generally increases. Monotonic overload features
often appear on the progressive fracture surface. For example, isolated cleavage facets are present on pearlitic steel fatigue fracture
surfaces formed at high growth rates (Fig. 45). Depending on alloy and condition, microvoids and intergranular fracture can also
appear in high-growth-rate fatigue.
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Fig. 45 Isolated cleavage facet within progressive high-growth-rate fatigue fracture of
fully pearlitic steel, as viewed in the SEM
Microscopic Features Mistaken for Fatigue. Inexperienced or uninformed analysts too frequently interpret any set of roughly parallel
markings observed in a SEM during examination of a fracture surface as fatigue striations. Features such as postfracture mechanical
damage often exhibit fine, parallel marks or scratches (Fig. 46). Overload fracture of relatively tough and ductile materials can display
fine, local markings produced by slip processes associated with monotonic loading. Such slip traces, known as serpentine glide, are
illustrated in Fig. 47. Underlying microstructure can influence fracture paths. For example, fracture of pearlitic steel in fatigue or
overload can contain patches of parallel marks formed by the influence of underlying pearlite lamellae.

Fig. 46 Postfracture mechanical damage can exhibit fine, parallel markings, as illustrated
in this SEM view of a steel sample.

Fig. 47 SEM view of serpentine glide on elevated-temperature (650 °C, or 1200 °F)
laboratory tension test of nickel-molybdenum alloy. Although similar in appearance, these
markings are not fatigue striations.
As noted previously, near-threshold fatigue cracking of austenitic stainless steel can be crystallographic. Transgranular chloride
stress-corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steel exhibits very similar features (Ref 28). Distinction between these fracture modes
by fractography is difficult or impossible, and proper identification requires knowledge of service conditions.
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Fatigue of Polymers and Composites
Exemplar SEM fractographs of polymers are provided in Ref 9, and fractography of fatigue in engineering plastics is included in Ref
29. Macroscopic features of fatigue of structural polymers can parallel those of metals in many circumstances: relatively flat fracture,
beach marks, and ratchet marks.
Because most polymers are not electrically conductive, they must be coated with a thin conductive layer, such as carbon or a metal, to
allow examination using a standard SEM. The coating is applied by a method such as vacuum evaporation or sputtering. Coating must
be performed carefully to avoid damaging the fracture surface (e.g., by excessive heating) or introducing artifacts associated with the
coating process (Fig. 48). Scanning electron microscope fractographs of polymer fatigue are presented in Fig. 49, 50, 51.

Fig. 48 Artifacts generated by improper platinum sputter coating of a 4.6 mm (0.18 in.)
diameter polycarbonate rotating beam fatigue specimen. This SEM view shows a pattern
in the coating reminiscent of “mud-cracking.”

Fig. 49 SEM view of fatigue striations in medium-density polyethylene, laboratory tested
at 0.5 Hz with maximum stress 30% of the yield strength. Crack growth is upward in this
view. Original magnification 200×. Source: Ref 4

Fig. 50 Features observed on fatigue area of polymethyl methacrylate rotating beam
specimen. Sample was sputter coated with platinum for SEM examination.

Fig. 51 Features observed on fatigue area of polycarbonate rotating beam specimen. (a)
Optical view at base of notch. (b) Higher magnification electron fractograph. Sample was
sputter coated with platinum for SEM examination.
The properties of polymers result in fatigue behavior different from that ordinarily encountered in metals. Except at elevated
temperature or in corrosive environments, fatigue of structural metals depends on number (and magnitude) of loading cycles rather
than time under load. However, because of time and rate sensitivity of many polymers at near-ambient temperatures, fatigue depends
not only on the number of cycles at a given stress or stress-intensity level but also on frequency and time history of loading (Ref 30).
Heat resulting from mechanical hysteresis during cyclic loading of plastics can cause thermal failure.
Additionally, depending on load level and time history, fatigue cracks in polymers may not propagate steadily (with an increment of
growth for each fatigue cycle) but may grow in bursts or spurts (Ref 30). These spurts or discontinuous growth bands are associated
with a large number of cycles (Ref 29). They can produce microscopic markings that appear very much like striations but which do
not correspond to single load cycles. Consequently, without companion laboratory fatigue crack growth rate data and careful
fractographic evaluation, estimation of service history from the spacing between fracture markings can be problematic (Ref 29). Some
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polymers, such as polycarbonate and polymethyl methacrylate, can exhibit either true striations or discontinuous growth bands,
depending on load levels and loading history.
A brief discussion of fractography of fibrous organic-matrix structural composites is provided in Ref 31. According to that article,
fractography of fatigue failures in composite materials can be more difficult than for other materials, such as metals. There may be
little macroscopic difference between interlaminar fracture features formed by fatigue and those formed in overload. Composite
materials may lack visual indications of the initiation site. Although microscopic fatigue striations may form, areas exhibiting
striations are usually isolated and limited in extent.
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Introduction
INTERGRANULAR FRACTURE is the decohesion that may occur along a weakened grain boundary. Typically, the grain
boundaries in polycrystalline materials are stronger than individual grains in a properly processed material below its creep-regime
temperature. The grain boundaries are disruptions between the crystal lattice of individual grains, and this disruption provides a
source of strengthening by pinning the movement of dislocations (so long as the temperature is not elevated into the creep range for
significant dislocation climb). Thus, a finer-grain alloy imparts more grain-boundary regions for improved strength. Moreover,
because a greater number of arbitrarily aligned grains are achieved when grain size is reduced, the stressed material has more
opportunity to allow slip and thus improve ductility. Thus, grain-size refinement provides a means for an increase of both strength and
ductility (toughness).
However, the grain boundaries are also a region with many faults, dislocations, and voids. This relative atomic disarray of the grain
boundaries, as compared to the more regular atomic arrangement of the grain interiors, provides an easy path for diffusion-related
alterations. Grain boundaries are thus the preferential region for congregation and segregation of impurities. Weakening or
embrittlement can also occur by preferential phase precipitation or absorption of environmental species in the grain boundaries. In
addition, the grain-boundary regions are also weakened by high temperature, whereby the predominate fracture path becomes
intergranular (although transgranular fractures have been observed in high-purity metals at rather high temperatures). Such
observations in the early 20th century (Ref 1, 2, 3) led to the concept of the equicohesive temperature, for which the grains and grain
boundaries exhibit equal strength. Above the equicohesive temperature, coarse-grain specimens exhibit greater strength than finegrain specimens because of the lower grain-boundary surface area.
Intergranular (IG) fracture is easily distinguishable from cleavage or microvoid coalescence (Fig. 1). The fracture path of IG cracking
is generally along the highest-angle grain boundary present either between grains or a particle/matrix boundary coincident with the
grain boundary (Ref 4). When the grain structure is equiaxed, the fracture surface typically reveals a faceted “rock candy” fracture
surface (Fig. 2a), which may be visible at low magnification (hand lens) if the grain size is coarse. In some cases, however, the
intergranular features may not be as obvious. For example, intergranular fractures may have a relatively smooth, featureless fracture
surface along elongated grains in heavily worked material, such as severely extruded alloys, or along the parting lines of some
forgings (Fig. 2b). Grain facets may also be masked, such as by oxides, as is common of IG creep fracture surfaces.

Fig. 1 SEM images of (a) IG fracture in ion-nitrided layer of ductile iron (ASTM 80-5506), (b) transgranular fracture by cleavage in ductile iron (ASTM 80-55-06), and (c)
ductile fracture with equiaxed dimples from microvoid coalescence around graphite
nodules in a ductile iron (ASTM 65-40-10). Picture widths are approximately 0.2 mm
(0.008 in.) from original magnifications of 500×. Courtesy of Mohan Chaudhari,
Columbus Metallurgical Services

Fig. 2 SEM images of intergranular fracture with different grain morphologies. (a) Rock
candy appearance from atmospheric stress-corrosion cracking of a high-strength
aluminum alloy with equiaxed grains. 130×. (b) Intergranular fracture along the part line
of an aluminum forging
This article briefly reviews the factors that influence the occurrence of IG fractures. Because the appearance of IG fractures is often
very similar, the principal focus is placed on the various metallurgical or environmental factors that cause a weakening of the grain
boundaries. In general, IG fractures are classified and termed as either:
•
•
•

Dimpled IG fracture
Intergranular brittle fracture
Intergranular fatigue fracture

Dimpled IG fracture refers to the cases when microvoid coalescence occurs in (or perhaps adjacent to) grain boundaries from
conditions such as creep cavitation or void nucleation at precipitates in the grain boundaries. The term IG brittle fracture is used when
the grain surface does not have dimples indicative of microvoid coalescence.
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In some cases, the term decohesive rupture has been used for IG fracture with dimples on the fracture surface. This use is perhaps
historical in nature, based on the loss of grain-boundary cohesiveness at elevated temperatures. However, the term dimpled IG
fracture is preferred, because it clearly conveys an image of the fracture surface (i.e., the fracture path and the topography of the
fracture surface), and because it is described in the literature in very specific terms (e.g., Ref 5 and 6). Moreover, there is no reason
for limiting the application of the term decohesive rupture only to separation at the grain boundaries, because it could be used for the
case of decohesive separation along an active slip plane as well (Ref 7). When the term decohesive rupture is used in relation to IG
fracture, it appears to be a general term referring to any macroscopic brittle fracture that does not occur by dimple rupture, cleavage,
or fatigue (Ref 8). This broad use may not convey distinctions between specific features or mechanisms, and so this article attempts to
use the term decohesive separation only in reference to specific mechanisms. The terms dimpled IG fracture and IG brittle fracture,
as defined previously, are used to distinguish between ductile and brittle cracking mechanisms in the grain boundaries. This
distinction, in some cases, may be helpful for appropriate evaluation of cause and corrective action.
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Mechanisms of IG Fracture
On the atomic scale, crack growth occurs by any one or a combination of the following (Ref 6):
•
•
•

Tensile separation of atoms (decohesion)
Shear movement of atoms (dislocation egress or insertion)
Removal or addition of atoms by dissolution or diffusion

All of these processes can occur preferentially along the grain boundary by various phenomena, such as (Ref 6):
•
•
•
•

Segregation of embrittling elements to the grain boundaries
More rapid diffusion of elements along grain boundaries than along grain interiors
More rapid nucleation and growth of precipitates in grain boundaries than in grain interiors
Greater adsorption of environmental species in the grain-boundary regions

In addition, another complex mechanism is quench cracking, which almost always occurs intergranularly.
Quench cracking may be aggravated by the various mechanisms of grain-boundary weakening and grain size,
but it also is heavily influenced by volumetric expansion during transformation hardening and the temperature
extremes of quenching. Quench cracking is not addressed in this article.

Although it is generally easy to recognize IG fracture, identification of the cause of fracture is much more
complex. The underlying mechanisms of IG fracture are much more varied than transgranular fractures. The
mechanisms of transgranular fracture are fatigue, brittle cracking by cleavage, or ductile fracture by microvoid
coalescence. In contrast, IG fracture is not a unique fracture process; it is just a preferential crack path where
brittle, ductile, or fatigue cracking may occur due to the weakening of grain boundaries by various timetemperature factors, such as species transport or diffusion or thermal activation.
Moreover, synergistic effects of environmental conditions and sustained stress may be involved in IG cracking.
The conditions under which a slowly growing crack may follow an IG path before final overload fracture can
be influenced by various time- or temperature-dependent mechanisms, such as fatigue, stress-corrosion
cracking (SCC), liquid-metal embrittlement, solid-metal embrittlement, hydrogen embrittlement, and creep. In
addition, transgranular cracks also can, at some point, follow a grain-boundary path for short distances under
certain circumstances. For example, during the process of cleavage (elastic) fracture, the fracture crosses a grain
on a particular crystal plane, but it can progress further along grain boundaries that are weakened by segregates.
(For more information on the mechanical and microstructural that influence crack path, see Table 3 in the
article “Fracture Appearances and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture.”)
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Intergranular Brittle Cracking
Causes of IG brittle fracture include:
•
•
•

Brittle second-phase particles and/or films in grain boundaries
Fracture where no film is visible and, due to impurity, atom segregation at the grain boundary
Environmentally induced embrittlement where there is neither a grain-boundary precipitate or solute
segregation

Grain-boundary segregation of elements (such as oxygen, sulfur, phosphorus, selenium, arsenic, tin, antimony,
and tellurium) is known to produce IG brittle fractures. Studies of the effects of such impurities in pure iron
have been greatly aided by the development of Auger electron spectroscopy. In the case of brittle grainboundary films, it is not necessary for the film to cover the grain boundaries completely; discontinuous films
are sufficient. Some common examples of IG embrittlement by films or segregants include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grain-boundary carbide films in steels
Iron nitride grain-boundary films in nitrided steels
Temper embrittlement of alloy steels by segregation of phosphorus, antimony, arsenic, or tin
Grain-boundary carbide precipitation in austenitic stainless steels (sensitization)
Embrittlement of molybdenum by oxygen, nitrogen, or carbon
Embrittlement of copper by antimony

Grain-boundary strengthening is characteristic of IG fractures caused by embrittlement. Intergranular brittle
fracture can usually be easily recognized, but determining the primary cause of the fracture may be difficult.
Fractographic examinations can readily identify the presence of large fractions of second-phase particles on
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grain boundaries. Unfortunately, the segregation of a layer a few atoms thick of some element or compound
that produces IG fracture often cannot be detected by fractography.
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Dimpled IG Fracture
Dimpled IG fracture results in low macroscopic ductility (i.e., the grains separate rather than deform) and a fracture surface that
reveals microscopic dimples at higher magnifications (typically on the order of 1000 to 5000×). For example, a fracture surface from
stress rupture of a nickel-base alloy is shown in Figure 3 at two levels of magnification. The higher-magnification image reveals a
dimpled topology on the grain facets. Another example is shown in Fig. 4, which shows frequent and uniform void nucleation aided
by the formation of methane bubbles at the grain boundaries. In addition, dimpled IG fracture can occur by void nucleation at
precipitates in the grain boundaries. Dimpled IG fracture is aided by impurities that adsorb strongly on the grain boundary surface. It
can also appear in the stress-relief cracking of chromium-molybdenum steels (Ref 5).

Fig. 3 SEM image of fracture surface of nickel-base alloy (Inconel 751, annealed and
aged) after stress rupture (730 °C, or 1350 °F; 380 MPa, or 55 ksi; 125 h). (a) Lowmagnification view, with picture width shown at approximately 0.35 mm (0.0138 in.) from
original magnification of 250×. (b) High-magnification view, with picture width shown at
approximately 0.1 mm (0.004 in.) from original magnification of 1000×. Courtesy of
Mohan Chaudhari, Columbus Metallurgical Services

Fig. 4 Dimpled grain-boundary fracture in a small wedge-opening fracture sample, which
aided formation of methane bubbles on the grains of 2.25 Cr-1.0 Mo steel exposed to highpressure (21 MPa, or 3 ksi) hydrogen at 475 °C (887 °F). This is below the temperature
where hydrogen attack would occur in service without an applied stress-intensity factor
crack. (a) Low magnification. (b) High magnification. Source: L.-C. Chen and P.
Shewmon, Metall. Mater. Trans. A, Vol 26, p 2317–2327
An example is shown in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of Fig. 5 (Ref 9), which is reportedly from a high-purity
aluminium-copper pH alloy with a coarse grain structure. In this example (with the coarse grain size), ductility is limited, and the
yield strength in the local region of the grain boundary becomes lower than the matrix; thus, fracture tends to develop first within the
grain-boundary zone by microvoid coalescence. The two levels of magnification provide a useful combination of images, one
demonstrating the IG fracture path and the other revealing the microscopic mechanism of microvoid coalescence.

Fig. 5 Tensile test fracture surface of a high-purity, coarse-grained Al-4.2 Cu alloy with
(a) IG facets at low magnification (10×) and (b) uniform dimples on one facet at higher
magnification
Dimpled IG fracture is also observed in other precipitation-hardening alloys (such Al-Mg-Zn alloys) with large precipitates on grain
boundaries and wide precipitation-free zones (PFZs). This fracture process was found to be unaffected by temperature for some
aluminum alloys (Ref 10). Microscopically, the grain-boundary fracture may also reveal microvoid coalescence within the PFZ; that
is, the alloy-depleted, denuded zone adjacent to the grain boundaries. The presence of the second phases may deplete the matrix
adjacent to the grain boundary of solute content, lowering its strength. Nucleation of voids at the grain boundaries has also been
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reported to occur in the absence of PFZs at the boundaries when a large fraction of particles (especially large ones) are present at the
grain boundaries (Ref 6).
In many instances, SEM fractography provides a means to identify the fracture path as IG, but it may yield little other information.
However, important clues on the underlying cause of IG separation may be revealed by fractography at assorted magnifications,
because dimples on the IG fracture may be apparent at higher magnification. This may suggest mechanisms of microvoid coalescence,
as noted. However, voids left by pulled-out second phases that initially failed by cleavage on the grain boundary might be mistaken at
times for microvoid dimples. Additional important information can be obtained by chemical analysis in the SEM and by
microstructural examination. Use of the SEM for microstructural examination in addition to optical light examination may be
appropriate depending on the scale of microconstituents present.
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Intergranular Fatigue
Most fatigue and corrosion fatigue cracks are transgranular, although IG fatigue is not particularly uncommon in nonbenign
environments or with improperly processed materials. For example, IG fatigue failure in austenitic stainless steels usually occurs only
in the presence of grain-boundary embrittlement. Intergranular fracture has also been reported as a fracture mechanism in low-cycle
fatigue, such as when IG oxidation initiates IG fatigue cracks (depending on temperature and the cyclic waveform and frequency).
On the microscopic level, crack nucleation in persistent slip bands and transgranular cracking during fatigue seem to be the rule,
especially in smooth-section components (the zone of persistent slip bands is unlikely to be visible in materials with a crack-like
imperfection) Transgranular cracking is encouraged by strain localization, which is promoted by reducing the grain size. In smallgrain-sized metals, most of the applied plastic strain is concentrated in a few persistent slip bands, some of which develop into cracks
with continued cycling. Use of coarse-grained structures causes strain homogenization and, therefore, IG fatigue cracking (Ref 11).
Cyclic deformation of face-centered cubic (fcc) metals, even at low plastic strain amplitudes, leads to IG cracks from the action of
persistent slip bands against grain boundaries at the surface (Ref 12). An example of IG fatigue in copper is also shown in Fig. 44 of
the article “Fatigue Fracture Appearances” in this Volume.
Cyclic microvoid and cyclic IG processes (Ref 13) have also been observed. The former is shown in Fig. 6 for an ultrahigh-strength
D6AC steel tested at a stress-intensity factor range (ΔK) greater than 60 MPa m (54.6 ksi in ). The crack advance per cycle is very
rapid (Fig. 6a). With transmission electron microsopy (TEM) replicas, the microscopic growth process in Fig. 6(b) was shown to be
elongated shear dimples. Apparently, few of these are nucleated by second-phase particles. It should be noted that this specimen is
relatively thin, and that, for the high ΔK involved, fatigue growth is under plane-stress conditions. This contributes to the shear
dimples noted in Fig. 6(b). At much lower ΔK values at both low temperature (Ref 14) and room temperature (Ref 15), IG ductile
fatigue has been noted.

Fig. 6 High-cycle fatigue in D6AC steel at ΔK > 60 MPa m (54.6 ksi in ). (a) Macroscopic
view of rapid fatigue growth under plane-stress conditions. (b) High-quality TEM replica
showing elongated shear dimples from fatigue region
For the Fe-4Ni (at.%) in Fig. 7(a) the type of loading environment that produced this fracture surface is not obvious. It could be brittle
IG cracking in a benign or aggressive environment. In fact, however, the higher magnification in Fig. 7(b) shows this to be a ductile
IG fatigue process. This was determined not to be a moisture-related phenomenon because the partial pressure of water vapor at 123
K is negligible.
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Fig. 7 Fracture surface topography of Fe-4Ni (at.%) fatigue cracked at 123 K with ΔK <
10 MPa m (9.1 ksi in ). (a) Overall IG appearance at low magnification. (b) Highermagnification SEM resolution of ductile IG fatigue striations
Carburized Steels (Ref 16). Intergranular fatigue cracking can occur in the case of a carburized steel or in a material that has a high
density of second-phase particles at the grain boundaries. Intergranular cracking at prior-austenite grain boundaries is an almost
universal fracture mode for the high-carbon case of direct-quenched carburized steels (Ref 16). Auger electron spectroscopy shows
that such IG fracture surfaces have higher concentrations of phosphorus and carbon, in the form of cementite. Thus, the brittle IG
fracture that occurs in the stressed high-carbon-case microstructures of carburized steels is associated with the combined presence of
segregated phosphorus and cementite at prior-austenite grain boundaries. The IG cracking may be associated with other
microstructural features, such as the surface oxides generated by gas carburizing, but several studies have documented bending fatigue
crack initiation by IG fracture even in the absence of surface oxidation (Ref 16). It may also be facilitated by the rather large prior
austenite grain size resulting from the carburizing cycle.
Not only do the fatigue cracks initiate by IG cracking, but also the unstable crack propagates largely by IG fracture until it reaches the
lower-carbon portion of the case, where ductile fracture by microvoid coalescence becomes the dominant fracture mode. In fact,
sensitivity of the case microstructures to IG fracture makes possible the quantitative characterization of the size and shape of the
stable fatigue crack, as shown in Fig. 8. The transition from the transgranular fracture of the stable crack to the largely IG fracture of
the unstable fracture is identified by the dashed line in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 Fatigue fracture in gas-carburized and modified 4320 steel showing overview of
initiation, stable crack propagation, and unstable crack propagation, with extent of stable
crack indicated by dashed line
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Causes of IG Fracture
The fundamental causes for IG cracking are fairly limited in number, and IG fracture is often associated with improper processing of a
material and/or some aggressive service environment, where the grain boundaries are embrittled and/or weakened. The general
circumstances that have been known to induce IG cracking have been classified into four general categories (Ref 4):
•
•
•
•
•

Presence of grain-boundary precipitates
Thermal treatment or exposure that causes segregation of certain impurities to the grain boundaries without an observable
second phase
Stresses applied at elevated (creep-regime) temperatures
Environmentally assisted alteration or weakening of the grain boundaries
Additionally, a large grain size also plays a role in causing a change from TG to IG cracking and can enhance any of the
above mechanisms

Environmentally assisted fracture may be fracture at elevated temperature, but it could also include interaction of the material with the
environment. This would include hydrogen embrittlement, liquid-metal embrittlement, solid-metal embrittlement, oxidation or
reduction potentially in the grain boundaries, radiation embrittlement, and SCC.
Because the appearance of IG fracture is relatively easy to recognize, and because the causes are fairly limited, the presence of IG
fracture (especially in the region of crack initiation) is often helpful in narrowing the potential cause for failure. Except under
conditions of creep stress rupture at elevated temperatures, IG fracture is not common in properly processed materials in a benign
environment. Some specific situations of IG fracture include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High-carbon steels with a pearlitic microstructure
Segregated phosphorus and cementite at prior-austenite grain boundaries in the high-carbon-case microstructures of
carburized steels
Stress-relief cracking
Grain-boundary carbide films due to eutectoid divorcement in low-carbon steels
Grain-boundary hypereutecoid cementite in carburized or hypereutectoid steels
Iron nitride grain-boundary films in nitrided steels
Temper embrittlement in heat treated steels due to segregation of phosphorus, antimony, arsenic, or tin
Embrittlement of copper due to the precipitation of a high density of cuprous oxide particles at the grain boundaries
Embrittlement of steel due to the precipitation of MnS particles at the grain boundaries as a result of overheating
Grain-boundary carbide precipitation in stainless steels (sensitization)
Improperly precipitation-hardened alloys, resulting in coarse grain-boundary precipitates and a denuded region (PFZ)
Embrittlement of molybdenum by interstitials (carbon, nitrogen, oxygen)
Embrittlement of copper by antimony
Reduction of Cu2O in tough pitch copper by hydrogen
Hydrogen embrittlement by grain-boundary absorption of hydrogen
Stress-corrosion cracking (sometimes)
Liquid metal induced embrittlement (LMIE), for example, mercury in brass, lithium in 304 stainless steel
Solid metal induced embrittlement (SMIE)

The following sections describe more detail of some typical embrittlement mechanisms that cause IG fracture of steels. Mechanisms
of IG fracture in alloy steels are also described in Ref 17.
Intergranular Fracture of Steels due to Grain-Boundary Precipitates. This type of IG fracture is caused by the presence of well-defined
second-phase precipitates at the grain boundaries. It may also be associated with precipitation of inclusions during initial solidification
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or after partial solution and reprecipitation after annealing at a high temperature (where MnS precipitates, nitrides, and carbides form
in the grain boundaries). These fracture mechanisms are more important in cases where temperature control is poor, as in hot forging.
The distribution of the grain-boundary phase is almost always particulate rather than continuous, although it may cover a large area of
the grain-boundary region. The phase can usually be detected by careful metallography and can also be extracted or evaluated for
more specific identification. In most cases where such particles cause IG fracture, small cavities form around the grain-boundary
precipitates. The growth and eventual linking of these cavities cause the crack to proceed along the grain boundaries. In steels, three
well-documented cases of IG fracture are described as follows (Ref 4):
•
•
•

Precipitation of AlN phase on the prior-austenite grain boundaries when steel is slowly cooled after austentization at
temperatures above 1300 °C (2370 °F), or slowly cooled after casting
Thermal embrittlement of maraging steels by titanium carbonitrides
Overheating of steels

Precipitation of AlN in aluminum-killed steels occurs along the austenite grain boundaries, and, when the steel is fractured above the
ductile-brittle transition temperature, the crack path is usually along the prior-austenite grain boundaries. In as-cast specimens, ferrite
films are generally observed at these grain boundaries. The incidence of such cracking has been shown to increase with increases in
aluminum and nitrogen contents and with slower cooling rates after casting.
The minimum amount of aluminum nitride required to produce IG fracture is lower for alloy steels than for plain carbon steels (0.002
versus 0.004%) (Ref 18). Minimizing the nitrogen content, using the smallest possible amount of aluminum for deoxidation, and
increasing the cooling rate after solidification are recommended, and it has been demonstrated that cracking can be prevented by
deoxidizing with titanium or zirconium or by combined titanium and aluminum (Ref 18).
Thermal embrittlement of maraging steels occurs when they have been heated above 1095 °C (2000 °F) and are slowly cooled
through, or held within, the temperature range of 980 to 815 °C (1800 to 1500 °F). The embrittlement is caused by the precipitation of
TiC and/or Ti(C, N) on the austenite grain boundaries during cooling through, or holding within, the critical temperature range. The
degree of embrittlement increases with time within the critical range. Increased levels of carbon and nitrogen render maraging steels
more susceptible to thermal embrittlement. Auger analysis has shown that embrittlement begins with the diffusion of titanium, carbon,
and nitrogen to the grain boundaries, and observation of TiC or Ti(C, N) precipitates represents an advanced stage of embrittlement.
The overheating of steels occurs when they are heated to excessively high temperatures prior to or during hot working. One of the
most common grain-boundary precipitates in overheated steels is MnS. This usually requires an initial austenitization treatment above
1300 °C (2370 °F). Below this temperature, MnS does not dissolve to any appreciable extent, so that particles of MnS remain in the
matrix.
Overheating may also cause incipient grain-boundary melting, a problem known as burning. Hot working after burning generally
results in the tearing or rupture of the steel due to the liquid in the grain boundaries. Hot working after overheating generally does not
result in cracking; if sufficient hot reduction occurs, the influence of overheating may be minor or negligible. If the degree of hot
reduction is small, mechanical properties, chiefly toughness and ductility, are affected. However, it should also be noted that
overheating may occur during the solution anneal of age hardening alloy systems. In this case, grain boundary porosity by melting of
the eutectic constituent occurs and can result in significantly reduced ductility and toughness.
Impurity-Induced IG Fracture. The presence of certain tramp elements at the grain boundaries of an alloy is one of the major causes of
IG fracture. These elements are believed to lower the cohesive strength of the boundaries and, at a given concentration (depending on
yield strength, grain size, and microstructure), cause a change in the brittle fracture path from the cleavage plane to the grain
boundaries.
In steels, the most common grain-boundary embrittlers are from the IV to VI groups in the periodic table (Table 1). Historically,
research on this topic has been divided into two regimes for steels with very high yield strength from tempering for short times at low
temperatures and lower-yield-strength steels from high-temperature tempering (at 600 to 700 °C, or 1110 to 1290 °F). In the latter,
embrittlement occurs when the steel is subjected to an additional isothermal treatment near 500 °C (930 °F). This division does
overlap, as described further in Ref 4, but it is used to describe impurity-induced embrittlement.

Table 1 Common grain-boundary embrittlers
Group Elements
IVa
Si, Ge, Sn
Va
P, As, Sb
VIa
S, Se, Te
Liquid metal induced embrittlement is caused by adsorption of an embrittling material (liquid or sometimes vapor) with low solubility
in the base material. Combinations of liquid metals that cause LMIE in base metals/alloys are as follows:
Base alloy Liquid embrittlers
Aluminum Hg, Ga, Zn, In, Na
Steel
Hg, Ga, Cd, Zn, In, Li
Copper
Hg, In, Li, Na
Magnesium Zn, In
Titanium
Hg, Cd
Silver
Hg, Ga
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Intergranular SCC and Hydrogen Embrittlement
Grain boundaries can become weakened or embrittled by a variety of environmental conditions, such as hydrogen embrittlement,
SCC, and corrosion. If the process occurs by oxidation or dissolution, it is corrosion. If the cracking is exacerbated by corrosion and
the simultaneous presence of an applied or residual tensile stress, then it is regarded as SCC. Other forms of environmentally induced
embrittlement of the grain boundaries include neutron embrittlement, SMIE, and LMIE.
Intergranular fracture processes, whether hydrogen or stress-corrosion enhanced, are frequently observed in high-strength steels,
aluminum alloys, and nickel-base alloys. The resistance to SCC or hydrogen embrittlement of single-phase materials or materials with
dispersoids or precipitate phases for hardening is affected by heat treatment. In these materials, microstructure seems to play a
secondary role in terms of how well hardening precipitates, dispersoids, or other second-phase interfaces “tie up” segregants. For
example, for ultrapure high-strength steels, refining the grains (increasing the grain-boundary area) decreases the tramp element
concentration in a given boundary. This refinement increases the threshold stress intensity in AISI 4340 steel (Ref 19).
Addition of some alloying elements may either enhance or diminish the susceptibility of a boundary to hydrogen embrittlement or
SCC. For example, manganese added to AISI 4340 steel decreases resistance to hydrogen embrittlement. In a series of special heats, it
was demonstrated that manganese additions reduce stress-intensity thresholds (Kth) (Ref 20). Increasing the manganese content also
increases the frequency of IG fracture as opposed to ductile microvoid coalescence in heat treated steels, because manganese
promotes segregation of phosphorus at prior-austenite grain boundaries (Ref 20).
It is well known that the combination of tramp elements and hydrogen lowers grain-boundary fracture resistance (Ref 19, 21). Tying
up similar deleterious species at other interfaces may change the microstructural fracture mode. For example, 7075-T651, an Al-MgZn-Cu alloy, fails by IG fracture. Evidence indicates that this may be a hydrogen embrittlement process along grain boundaries with
excess magnesium at the primary boundaries (Ref 22). If this excess magnesium can be removed either by adding excessive zinc to
promote matrix-hardening precipitates or by tying it up in dispersoids such as Al12Mg2Cr, then the SCC resistance may be improved.
There is evidence that additions of dispersoid-forming elements, such as chromium, manganese, zirconium, titanium, and vanadium,
tend to reduce susceptibility to slow crack growth, which may be due to changing grain-boundary composition through the dispersoids
or through grain refinement.
Hydrogen embrittlement can be a complex phenomenon that may be difficult to identify conclusively. It can be enhanced by grainboundary phases and may be difficult to distinguish and separate from the various grain-boundary phenomena that may occur and act
synergistically, in some cases. Hydrogen also produces various forms of damage, such as nucleation and growth of grain-boundary
bubbles at inclusions and precipitates.
The appearance of hydrogen embrittlement fractures is influenced by the strength of the material. As the strength level increases, the
fracture path becomes more IG. Impurities also influence fracture mode. For example, at low impurity levels, hydrogen-induced
cracking was shown to occur by cleavage at very high stress intensities (Ref 23). At high impurity levels (grain-boundary impurities),
the fracture path was IG, and the stress intensity required for crack growth decreased. In steels, the fracture mode also can be
influenced by the cooperative action of temper embrittlement and hydrogen embrittlement. A common fracture feature in hydrogenembrittled low-strength steels is flat fracture regions (100 to 200 mm, or 4 to 8 in., in size) that are circular or elongated and centered
around an inclusion or a cluster of inclusions (Ref 24). These zones are transgranular.
In austenitic AISI 304 or 304L stainless steels, hydrogen embrittlement can occur from hydrogen charging that partially transforms
the austenite to ferrite or martensite (Ref 25). These phases can also be formed in 304 or 304L, and in other low-stability austenitic
stainless steels, by cold working (uncharged) specimens at low temperatures. Tests of more stable austenitic grades, such as AISI 310,
have produced conflicting results. The unstable 304 alloy exhibits transgranular cleavage fractures, and the stable 310 alloy exhibits
ductile fractures, when tested in hydrogen gas environmental cells (Ref 26).
Hydrogen embrittlement of high-strength steels is typically characterized by IG fractures. A very small amount of hydrogen, often a
few parts per million, can cause hydrogen embrittlement. As noted, hydrogen may promote cleavage fracture in some steels. The bcc
metals are especially susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement, although austenitic stainless steels and other fcc metals and alloys can
have their ductility reduced by hydrogen. As with ferrous alloys, hydrogen in nickel and its alloys may introduce IG, transgranular, or
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quasicleavage cracking, and, although the macroscopic features appear to be brittle, on a microscopic scale there is a high degree of
local plasticity, suggesting that hydrogen enhances flow at the crack tip.
For many years, environmental cracking of aluminum and its alloys was considered as SCC; however, testing in specific hydrogen
environments has revealed the susceptibility of aluminum to hydrogen damage. Hydrogen damage in aluminum alloys may take the
form of IG or transgranular cracking or blistering. Blistering is most often associated with the melting or heat treatment of aluminum,
where reaction with water vapor produces hydrogen. Blistering due to hydrogen is frequently associated with grain-boundary
precipitates or the formation of small voids. Blister formation in aluminum is different from that in ferrous alloys in that it is more
common to form a multitude of near-surface voids that coalesce to produce a large blister.
Intergranular or transgranular cracking of aluminum by hydrogen embrittlement may be difficult to distinguish from mechanisms
responsible for SCC. However, current understanding is based on variations of two basic theories: crack advance by anodic
dissolution or hydrogen embrittlement. The controlling factors in these two SCC models are as follows:
Anodic dissolution (SCC) is characterized by:
•
•
•
•

Grain-boundary precipitate size, spacing, and/or volume fraction
Grain-boundary PFZ width, solute profile, or deformation mode
Matrix precipitate size/distribution and deformation mode
Oxide rupture and repassivation kinetics

Hydrogen embrittlement is characterized by:
•
•
•

Hydrogen absorption leading to grain-boundary or transgranular decohesion
Internal void formation via gas pressurization
Enhanced plasticity (adsorption and absorption arguments exist)

Intergranular Stress-Corrosion Cracking (IGSCC). In IGSCC, corrosion products are frequently observed on the separated grain facets
(Fig. 9). However, depending on the environment, cracks from hydrogen embrittlement may also reveal corrosion products on a
fracture surface. Analysis of the cause of fracture in metal parts and components that have been exposed to corrosive environments
also is often difficult because of interactions of fracture mechanisms or because fractures generated by different mechanisms have
similar appearances.

Fig. 9 Corrosion products on the grain facets from SCC of a U-700 turbine blade,
presumably from combustion-gas attack that induced SCC, with IG and transgranular
modes shown
Intergranular SCC is usually, but not exclusively, associated with alloys susceptible to IG corrosion (Ref 27), although IGSCC does
occur in alloys not susceptible to IG corrosion, and vice versa. As with IG corrosion, IGSCC is generally related to one or more of the
following conditions (Ref 27):
•
•
•

Preferential penetration of a corrosion product, usually an oxide, along the grain boundary
Presence of second-phase particles on grain boundaries
Alloy depletion in the matrix adjacent to grain boundaries as a result of precipitation

•

Impurity or alloy segregation in grain boundaries

The effects of material chemistry and microstructure on IGSCC can generally be divided into the following two categories: grainboundary segregation and grain-boundary precipitation. Grain-boundary segregation of impurities such as phosphorus, sulfur, carbon,
and silicon can be concentrated (perhaps up to 50%) within a 1 to 2 nm (10 to 20 Å) thick region of the grain boundary. These
impurities can alter the corrosion and mechanical properties of the grain boundary and can therefore cause cracking by anodic
dissolution and perhaps mechanical fracture. The extent of their effect depends on the electrochemical potential, the presence of other
stress-corrosion processes such as chromium depletion, and their concentration in the grain boundary.
The IGSCC of austenitic stainless steel (Ref 28) is primarily dependent on the nature of the chromium-depleted zone, which is
generally explained by the depletion of a passive film-forming element along a continuous path through the material. The stresscorrosion susceptibility and crack growth rate of austenitic stainless steel can be described by the degree of sensitization (DOS), as
measured by corrosion tests such as the Strauss or electrochemical potentiokinetic reactivation tests. Quantitative comparisons
between susceptibility, as measured by the presence or absence of IGSCC in a SCC test or the crack growth rate and the DOS or
chromium depletion parameters, have been successful in cases in which sufficient data have been available, but these correlations are
limited to specific alloys, environments, and stress conditions. Semiquantitative comparisons in which IGSCC is predicted for DOS
values greater than some critical value are less costly to obtain and have been used more extensively.
Intergranular SCC in nickel-base alloys (Ref 28) is more complex than in austenitic stainless steel. Carbon solubility is considerably
lower, and chromium diffusion is faster in nickel-base alloys than in austenitic stainless steels; therefore, the nose in the carbide
precipitation or sensitization curves is shifted to shorter times and higher temperatures. Significant heat-to-heat variations in the
chromium depletion of alloy 600 have been observed for a given heat treatment. This variation is attributed to the sensitivity of alloy
600 to carbon concentration and to the variability in mill-anneal heat treatment conditions.
Some significant differences between the IGSCC of nickel-base alloys and that of austenitic stainless steels include the positive effect
of a semicontinuous distribution of carbides at the grain boundary in single-phase material and the galvanic couple between the γ′ and
γ phases in precipitation-hardened alloys. The beneficial effect of a semicontinuous distribution of carbides is thought to be related to
dislocation generation from the carbides that results in a crack blunting or stress relaxation at the tip of a crack. The detrimental effect
of the γ′ phase is thought to result from a galvanic couple that polarizes the γ phase anodically relative to the γ′ phase.
Intergranular SCC of aluminum alloys (Ref 28) in aqueous environments, including sodium chloride (NaCl) solutions can be a
complex process that varies with alloy composition. However, grain-boundary precipitation has been identified as a contributing
factor in the IGSCC of aluminum alloys; galvanic effects between the precipitates and matrix are considered to be important. In some
cases, the precipitates are anodic, and in others, they are cathodic to the matrix. Peak-aged materials that give maximum hardnesses
and microstructures in which slip bands are produced on straining are considered to be vulnerable to SCC. Overaged structures are
considered to be less susceptible. The mechanism of crack growth is thought to be a combination of local anodic dissolution and
hydrogen embrittlement. Whether crack extension is by anodic dissolution or by hydrogen embrittlement remains an open question;
however, in aqueous solutions, the primary source of hydrogen is anodic dissolution.
Grain-boundary enrichment of magnesium without precipitation of a magnesium-rich phase has recently been identified as a factor in
the IGSCC of aluminum alloys (Ref 22, 29). This enrichment is associated with increased corrosion activity at the grain boundary and
the possible formation of magnesium hydride (MgH) or enhanced hydrogen entry along the grain boundaries. Crack advance is
thought to occur by discontinuous crack jumps (possibly nucleated by hydrides) and crack arrest after approximately 150 to 350 nm
(1500 to 3500 Å) of advance, followed by repetition of this process.
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Example
Intergranular cracking can be a complex process where synergistic effects or multiple mechanisms may be involved, such as in the
following example. In this case, a lowering of the operating temperature was proposed to reduce failures in a steam generator.
Example 1: Intergranular Fracture of Steam Generator Tubes (Ref 30). Power plants use steam generators, which have hot reactor
coolant water flowing through the generators. One power plant experienced a steam generator tube rupture in the early 1990s.
Metallurgical evaluation of the ruptured tube determined the failure mechanism was intergranular attack (IGA)/IGSCC, which
occurred as a result of deposits formed on the tubes. This deposit, along with the consequential heat flux, created an aggressive
environment, and, as a result, a long, deep crack initiated under the deposit under normal operating conditions.
The unit used two steam generators, which are vertical U-tube and shell heat exchangers, approximately 21 m (68 ft) high with a
steam drum diameter of 6 m (20 ft). Hot reactor coolant from the reactor vessel enters the steam generators through a 107 cm (42 in.)
inlet nozzle in the primary head. The reactor coolant flows through the U-tubes, where it gives up heat to the secondary coolant at the
shell side, to the outlet side of the primary head, where the flow splits and leaves through two outlet nozzles. Saturated steam
produced in the steam generators is passed to the turbine. Each steam generator contains 11,012 Inconel alloy 600 (nickel-base alloy)
3
tubes, which are 19 mm ( in.) outside diameter (OD) and have a nominal wall thickness of 1.0 mm (0.042 in.) and an average length
4
of 18 m (57.75 ft). Prior to the implementation of the temperature-reduction program, the original operating temperature of the reactor
coolant was 328 °C (621 °F).
To determine the mechanism of failure, a tube removal effort was conducted following the tube rupture event. A portion of the burst
tube, shown in Fig. 10(a), along with seven other tubes, was removed for metallurgical analysis. Scanning electron microscope
fractography of the burst tube showed evidence of IGSCC initiating at the OD, as shown in Fig. 10(b). Optical metallography revealed
IGA under ridgelike deposits, shown in Fig. 10(c). Deposit analysis indicated a slightly alkaline to a very alkaline (caustic)
environment. Environmental impurities consisting of sulfate, sulfide, sodium, lead, and copper were also detected. The levels of these
impurities were not sufficient to indicate an acute introduction of these species into the steam generator secondary environment.
However, crack oxide analysis indicated sulfate levels in excess of expected values. The literature indicated that sulfate and reduced
sulfides in a caustic environment can increase the rate of IGA attack of Inconel 600 tube material. Therefore, the presence of sulfates
and reduced sulfur on the crack surface contributed to the degree of IGA and IGSCC in the alkaline-to-caustic environment.

Fig. 10 Photographs of a ruptured Inconel 600 steam generator tube. (a) Tube rupture.
(b) SEM fractograph showing the IG fracture surface. (c) Micrograph showing the IG
attack that extended from the OD surface
It was concluded that the deposits formed at locations that experienced steam blanketing or dryout at the higher levels of the steam
generators. Laboratory analysis determined these deposits contained higher-than-normal chemical contamination concentrations,
suggesting that the deposits act as a “host” for chemical impurities. As a result, severe IGSCC and IGA occurred preferentially under
these deposits.
Several remedial measures were developed to mitigate the effects of the conditions that contribute to IGA/IGSCC. These include
steam generator water-chemistry controls, chemical cleaning, and reduction of the primary reactor coolant system (RCS) temperature
(Thot reduction). Of these, a reduction of the primary RCS temperature was determined to have the greatest impact. Based on industry
literature, the reduction in primary RCS temperatures was modeled by the plant as an effective means of reducing the rate of attack for
corrosion-related degradation of the Inconel 600 tubes. This was concluded because SCC is a thermally activated process, and
temperature effects are evaluated in terms of activation energy.
The RCS temperature-reduction program was implemented for all three units at the plant. Primary temperature was reduced from 328
to 321 °C (621 to 611 °F). The decision to reduce the temperature to 321 °C (611 °F) was also based on minimizing the effect of
reduced temperature on generating capacity, while maximizing the benefit in reducing tubing degradation. In addition, reducing the
primary side temperature also increased the hot side recirculation ratio and reduced the dryout region in the steam generators where
deposits form.
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Fracture of Plastics
Introduction
POLYMERS are long-chain molecules (or high-molecular-weight macromolecules) consisting of a series of small repeating
molecular units (monomers) that are commonly made from compounds of carbon but are also made from inorganic chemicals, such as
silicates and silicones. These repeating monomer units exhibit strong covalent bonds that form chains, which are also frequently
linked by strong primary bonds (i.e., ionic, covalent, and metallic) and/or weaker secondary bonds (i.e., hydrogen and van der Waals).
Polymers may also exhibit limited crystallinity, which occurs when the polymer chains arrange themselves into an orderly structure.
In general, simple polymers (with little or no side branching) crystallize very easily. Crystallization is inhibited in heavily cross-linked
(thermoset) polymers and in polymers containing bulky side groups.
There are three categories of polymers: thermoplastics, thermosetting plastics, and elastomers. Thermoplastics have linear chain
configurations where chains are joined by weak secondary bonds. The secondary bonds holding adjacent macromolecules together are
a direct result of the formation of molecular dipoles along the length of the polymer chain. Secondary bonds are much weaker than
primary bonds, as indicated in Table 1, which accounts for the low melting temperatures, low stiffness, and low strength exhibited by
many thermoplastic polymers. Thermoplastics can be melted by heating and will resolidify when cooled.

Table 1 Bond energies for various materials
Bond type

Material

Ionic

NaCl
MgO
Si
C (diamond)
Hg
Al
Fe
W
Ar
Cl2
NH3
H2O

Covalent
Metallic

van der Waals
Hydrogen

Bond energy
kJ/mol kcal/mol
640
153
1000
239
450
108
713
170
68
16
324
77
406
97
849
203
7.8
1.8
31
7.4
35
8.4
51
12.2

Source: Ref 1, 2
In thermosetting polymers, covalent cross links or strong hydrogen bonds occur between polymer chains, resulting in threedimensional networks of cross-linked molecular chains. Phenol formaldehyde is a good example. When these types of bonds are
present, an increase in temperature does not lead to plastic deformation. Thermosetting is an irreversible chemical change that occurs
during processing. Materials such as vulcanized rubbers, epoxies, and phenol formaldehyde change chemically during processing and
will not melt on reheating. Rather, they will remain strong until they break down chemically via charring or burning. Thermoset
polymers are seldom crystalline, because cross linking inhibits the mobility of individual chains such that crystalline arrangements do
not occur.
Elastomers differ from thermoplastics and thermosetting polymers in that they are capable of rubbery behavior and much recoverable
deformation (often in excess of 200%). Structurally, these materials consist of networks of heavily coiled and heavily cross-linked
polymer chains. These materials are typically stronger than thermoplastics because of the presence of heavy cross links, which
inhibits the sliding of polymer chains past each other. Elastomers are typified by natural rubber and by a series of synthetic polymers
exhibiting similar mechanical behavior. Polyisoprene, for example, is a synthetic rubber that exhibits the same structure as natural
rubber but lacks the impurities.
The physical state of a polymer under a given condition is primarily governed by chain flexibility, which in turn is determined by its
backbone and the size and shape of the side groups and their spatial organization. Polymers can act as a fiber, plastic, or elastomer
(Fig. 1), depending on the relative strength of intermolecular bonds and molecular structure or geometry. Noncrystalline polymers
with weak intermolecular forces are usually elastomers or rubbers at temperatures above the glass transition temperature, Tg. In

contrast, polymers with strong hydrogen bonds and the possibility of high crystallinity can be made into fibers. Polymers with
moderate intermolecular forces are plastic at temperatures below Tg. Some polymers, such as nylon, can function both as a fiber and
as a plastic. Other polymers, such as isotactic polypropylene, lack hydrogen bonds, but because of their good structural geometry,
they can serve both as a plastic and as a fiber.

Fig. 1 Typical stress-strain curve for a fiber, a plastic, and an elastomer
Polymers are increasingly used in load-bearing structural applications. This article briefly reviews the mechanical behavior and
fracture characteristics that discriminate structural polymers from metals. One of the most important differences between polymers
and other materials is the statistical nature of their molecular chains. A distribution of chain lengths is a consequence of the random
nature of most polymerization reactions. Thus, polymers are generally characterized by a molecular-weight distribution and the
associated averages. This is discussed in more detail in the article “Characterization of Plastics in Failure Analysis” in this Volume.
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Fracture of Plastics

Deformation and Fracture (Adapted from Ref 3)
Under circumstances in which metals may be regarded as purely elastic, polymers may deform nonelastically; that is, in a viscoelastic
fashion. Their stress-strain response is nonlinear with time-dependent (creep) deformation; consequently, their fracture behavior is
strongly influenced by temperature and the rate and overall time of load application. In addition, the considerable stress relaxation
displayed by many polymers must be considered when assessing service loads in failure analysis. Another consequence of the
viscoelasticity of polymers becomes obvious when fatigue loading is involved, particularly at high frequency. Hysteretic viscoelastic
effects cause energy dissipation as heat, which can accumulate due to the low thermal conductivity of polymers, thus influencing
failure mechanisms.
The generalized uniaxial tensile creep behavior of plastics under constant load, isothermal temperature, and a given environment can
be illustrated as ductile creep behavior (Fig. 2) or as brittle creep behavior (Fig. 3). At very low stress levels, both types of plastics
exhibit similar first- and second-stage creep deformation. The onset of creep rupture may not occur within the service life of the
product (let alone the test). As the stress level increases, first- and second-stage creep deformation rates remain relatively the same,
but the time of failure is, of course, considerably reduced. In addition, third-stage creep deformation characteristics now differ
considerably. The ductile plastic exhibits typical ductile yielding or irreversible plastic deformation prior to fracture. The brittle
plastic, on the other hand, exhibits no observable gross plastic deformation, only abrupt failure.
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Fig. 2 Typical creep and creep rupture behavior of ductile polymers

Fig. 3 Typical creep and creep rupture behavior of nonductile, or brittle, polymers
Cavitation and microvoid formation in polymers differs from that in metals. Cavities form in the necked region of metals after the
onset of necking, because the geometry changes induce local triaxial stress components from the tensile load. The cavities grow and,
through microvoid coalescence, result in a crack that soon causes fracture. Such cavitation processes in metals typically occur after
the onset of necking (or from debonding at inclusions before necking), and fracture typically occurs soon thereafter. In contrast,
cavitation processes in polymers can dominate the plastic deformation. These voids do not coalesce into a crack, but instead become
stabilized by fibrils containing oriented polymeric material. The resulting region consisting of voids and fibrils is known as a craze
(Fig. 4). The long-chain nature of polymers is responsible for crazing. Without the long chains, it would not be possible to form the
fibrils that span the craze and prevent the conversion of the craze into a crack. Although crazing is usually associated with the
deformation of amorphous polymers, it has also been observed in semicrystalline polymers and in thermosetting resins.

Fig. 4 Crazing fibrils in linear polyethylene (density, 0.964 g/cm3)
In polymers, macroscopic yielding and fracture may not always be appropriate criteria for long-time duration material failure, because
cavitation and localized damage can occur prior to necking (which often occurs at yielding rather than at maximum load for a metal).
The designer must keep in mind that by their very nature, polymers cannot be fabricated at their maximum packing density. Molecular
scale voids, known collectively as free volume, exist within the polymeric macromolecular structure. Applied stress serves to
straighten the polymer chains and perhaps to redistribute the free volume so that sizable microvoids are formed. Depending on the
nature of the polymer, these microvoids continue to grow into localized areas of stress whitening, stress crazing, stress cracking, or
brittle failure. Therefore, design limitation and product failure for some plastics may be associated with stress crazing, stress cracking,
or stress whitening. This is shown in Fig. 5 by a set of time-dependent stress curves for unplasticized polyvinyl chloride (PVC). The
upper line indicates ductile failure due to necking. The region around the dotted line denotes stress-whitening failure. The dashed line,
representing craze initiation, is curved in a shape similar to the ductile failure curve, but it is apparent that craze initiation occurs at
stress levels substantially below those of ductile failure. To prevent failure initiation, the strain level must be below 1%. This means
that if the product has a lifetime of 108 s, or 3.2 years, the applied stress cannot exceed 17 MPa (2.5 ksi).
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Fig. 5 Isometric tensile creep curves for unplasticized polyvinyl chloride at 20 °C (68 °F),
50% relative humidity
The deformation and fracture behavior is generally a complex phenomenon that varies with material composition, microstructure,
stress environment, time, and temperature (Ref 4). Such behavior for polymers, like metals, depends on external loading conditions,
component geometry, and imperfection geometry. One way of displaying the effect of temperature on creep is by temperaturedependent isochronous creep moduli (typically for 103 h). In Fig. 6, the creep moduli for eight unfilled plastics are shown for three
temperatures. Fillers, reinforcements, plasticizers, and other adducts can significantly influence creep data. Consider the temperature
effect on the isochronous creep plot for polycarbonate (PC) (Fig. 7). As expected, the overall creep effect increases with increasing
temperature. The crazing boundary is also influenced by temperature (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6 A 1000 h creep modulus of several polymers as a function of temperature. PBT,
polybutylene terephthalate; PC, polycarbonate; PPO, polyphenylene oxide; PVC,
polyvinyl chloride; PP, polypropylene; HDPE, high-density polyethylene; Tg, glass
transition temperature

Fig. 7 Isochronous plot of polycarbonate stress-strain behavior as a function of
temperature. Note that the crazing locus decreases in strain value with increasing
temperature. (a) 23 °C (73.5 °F). Relative humidity, 50%. (b) 40 °C (104 °F). (c) 80 °C
(176 °F). (d) 100 °C (212 °F). Courtesy Mobay Chemical Company
Stress cracking implies the localized failure that occurs when localized stresses produce excessive localized strain. This localized
failure results in the formation of microcracks that spread rapidly throughout the local area. Brittle materials are more prone to stress
cracking than to stress whitening.
Stress whitening is a generic term describing many different microscopic phenomena that produce a cloudy, foggy, or whitened
appearance in transparent or translucent polymers in stress. The cloudy appearance is the result of a localized change in polymer
refractive index. Thus, transmitted light is scattered. Microvoid clusters of dimension equal to or greater than the wavelength of light
are thought to be the primary cause of stress whitening. The microvoids can be caused by the delamination of fillers or fibers, or they
can be localized failure around occlusions, such as rubber particles or other impact modifiers. Although stress whitening results in
visually apparent changes, the load-bearing capabilities of a specimen may not be substantially reduced during stress whitening.
Shear bands (Fig. 8, Ref 5) are also microscopic localized deformation zones that propagate ideally along shear planes. Like crazes,
shear-deformation bands, or slip lines, are traditionally thought to be the mechanism of irreversible tensile deformation in ductile
amorphous polymers. Almost invariably, a compressive-stress state will cause shear deformation in polymers. Under monotonic
tensile loading, PC is reported to deform by shear banding.
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Fig. 8 Section from a polystyrene sample that was deformed past its compressive yield.
The section is viewed between cross polars, showing shear bands. 50×
Stress Crazing. As previously noted, a craze is a microcrack that is spanned by plastic microfibrils, typically oriented in the direction
of applied stress. The width of a craze is of the order of 1 to 2 μm, and it may grow to several millimeters in length, depending on its
interaction with other heterogeneities. Being dilatational, crazes grow normal to the applied tensile component of the stress field.
Craze fibrils are load-bearing elements whose strength and density depend to some extent on the molecular weight of the polymer.
Because the fibrils are load-bearing, the microcrack usually does not open substantially before parallel microcracks form.
Fiber-forming plastics such as nylon, polyethylene (PE), and polypropylene (PP) readily stress craze, but crazing also occurs in nonfiber-forming plastics such as PC and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). Crazes occur in type I (normally brittle in tension)
amorphous polymers, such as polystyrene (PS) and PMMA, under monotonic tensile loading. Crazes, however, have been observed in
semicrystalline polymers, such as PP, and in type II (normally ductile in tension) amorphous polymers, such as PC (Ref 6), under
tensile-fatigue loading. Higher-molecular-weight polymers develop fewer, longer, and stronger (i.e., stable) crazes. Although crazing
is commonly associated with brittleness, higher-molecular-weight polymers have higher resistance to fracture. Implications of this
phenomenon have been exploited commercially in the development of toughened polymers.
Because crazes have a different refractive index and because they reflect light, they are easily visible, especially when viewed at the
correct angle with the aid of a directed light source, such as a fiber-optic illuminator. When viewed with this type of light source, the
craze appears to have a silvery appearance much like that of a very fine crack. The formation of crazes is sensitive to many variables,
such as polymer molecular weight, loading conditions, temperature, pressure, and the presence of solvents. Crazes will initiate in a
plastic when a critical limit is reached in stress, strain, dilation, or distortion strain energy. Higher molecular weight plastics generally
have greater resistance to crazing, while more crystalline plastics have lower resistance to crazing. This is because of the fewer
number of tie molecules that hold it together.
The effect that solvents have on crazing and, therefore, on polymer deformation is another contrast to metals. When solvents initiate
crazing in polymers, they generally lower the stress at which crazes form. This solvent-crazing phenomenon can drastically affect
failure characteristics. Particular, large effects are observed in polymers that normally deform by shear yielding but can be induced to
craze in the presence of solvents. When an active solvent causes the crazing stress to fall below the shear yielding stress, a polymer
that normally exhibits ductile failures under tensile loading can show brittle failures precipitated by the crazing. Such solvent effects
can be observed in failures of PC and polysulfone (Ref 7).
Solvent effects can be a source of failure in metals (such as in stress-corrosion cracking), but solvent effects in polymers are more
numerous and more likely to be precursors to failure. Solvent-induced failures are a serious engineering problem (Ref 8) that remains
a concern. Example 1 in this article is just one case of this, and more information on environmental stress cracking (ESC) of plastics is
described in the article “Effect of Environment on the Performance of Plastics” in this Volume. Nonsolvents that possess specific
physiochemical affinity leading to wetting of the polymer are also known to cause premature failure (Ref 9). Environmentally
enhanced failure generally involves crazing or cracking as the underlying mechanism.
Degradation by Heat and Light (Ref 5). Another serious consideration in failure analysis of polymers is the fact that their mechanical
properties may severely deteriorate by exposure to heat and/or light. Thus, structural components serving at elevated temperatures or
in outdoor applications may undergo degradation if the polymers employed are not properly stabilized. Mechanical stress is known to
enhance degradative effects. Degradation usually involves molecular-weight reduction by one of several mechanisms (Ref 10).
Surface embrittlement and consequent microcracking occur. This promotes crack initiation and possibly assists crack propagation.
Figure 9 illustrates surface microcracking induced in a polyoxymethylene specimen exposed to ultraviolet (UV) light in the laboratory

for 1000 h. It should be noted, however, that some polymers are intrinsically more resistant to degradation than others. The following
common polymers are ranked with respect to their relative resistance to the deterioration of mechanical properties due to photodegradative effects (Ref 5):
Relative resistance
Polymer
Polymethyl methacrylate n
Polyacrylonitrile
n
Polyoxymethylene
m
Polyethylene
m
Polyvinyl chloride
n
Polystyrene
w
Nylon 6
m
Polypropylene
vs
Polycarbonate
s
Polyurethane
m
Polysulfone
s
Polyphenylene oxide
s
n, not significant deterioration; m, moderate; w, weak; s, severe; vs, very severe
More information on polymer degradation by heat and light is in the article “Effect of Environment on the Performance of Plastics” in
this Volume.

Fig. 9 Surface-microcracking network developed on polyoxymethylene due to ultraviolet
exposure. 200×
Example 1: Solvent-Induced Cracking Failure of PC Ophthalmic Lenses (Ref 11). A chemical laboratory accident
occurred when a solvent splashed on metal-framed safety glasses with PC ophthalmic lenses. The metal-framed glasses
had been substituted for plastic-framed safety glasses.
Investigation. Metal-framed PC ophthalmic lenses appeared to have shattered from acetone solvent-induced cracking. The
failed lenses exhibited primary and secondary cracks (Fig. 10), which were associated with solvent swelling and crazing.
All previous solvent splashes on plastic-framed ophthalmic safety glasses did not produce any fractures.
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Fig. 10 Failed polycarbonate lenses exhibited primary and secondary cracking associated
with solvent swelling and cracking
The lenses were specified to be unfilled PC, which exhibits glass-like clarity. The metal frames were a custom designer
series, chosen exclusively for style. The frames gripped approximately two-thirds of the periphery of the lenses. The
failed ophthalmic lenses were verified by Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) analyses to be the specified PC material.
The source of the splashed liquid was found to contain primarily acetone.
Discussion. Polycarbonate plastics are often used in applications that require glass-like clarity with extreme toughness.
One such application is safety glasses. Under most circumstances, when PC material is stressed in the absence of a
solvent environment, no shattering will occur. The converse of this event is also true; that is, shattering does not occur in
the absence of stress with solvent exposure. However, when PC material is stressed in the presence of a solvent
environment, solvent-induced or environmentally induced cracking can occur, resulting in a catastrophic brittle-like
failure. This phenomenon also occurs with other plastics and other solvents.
Conclusion. The most probable cause of failure is acetone solvent-induced cracking. Solvent-induced cracking of the
metal-framed ophthalmic lenses (but not the plastic-framed ophthalmic lenses) occurred because the metal frames were
exerting an uneven stress distribution on the polycarbonate lenses. The failure could have been prevented by using the
correct type of safety glasses with plastic frames instead of metal-framed lenses. However, it was also emphasized that
PC ophthalmic lenses are usually not designed or designated for chemical splash protection.
Recommendation. Polycarbonate ophthalmic lenses should not be exposed to service environments with solvents, such as
acetone. In addition, marking pens, adhesives, or soaps, which contain undesirable solvents, should never be used on the
ophthalmic lenses. Excessive stress can originate from working stress or from residual stress and may result in shattering
in the presence of a solvent.
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Fracture of Plastics

Crack Propagation (Adapted from Ref 5)
In most cases, failure of load-bearing structural components involves fracture—that is, complete or partial separation of a critical
member of the component under service loading that renders the component nonfunctional. The role of failure analysis, therefore, is
to reconstruct the sequence of processes leading to failure, aiming at determining the primary cause. This effort requires knowledge of
the various mechanisms by which the material responds to a loading environment similar to that under which a failure occurred.
Frequently, laboratory experiments must be conducted to establish such cause and effect relationships. Again, failure mechanisms
observed in a particular field failure should bear specific similarity to that observed in the laboratory to render comparison valid.
Fracture of load-bearing engineering components is generally a macroscopic phenomenon resulting from a series of microscopic and
submicroscopic processes. Although molecular theories of polymer fracture are a subject of continuing research, practical fracture
analysis is achievable from examining deformation events within the resolution of optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Irreversible deformation mechanisms in polymers may fall into two basic categories: dilatational, such as crazes, voids, and
microcracks; or nondilatational, such as shear bands. Commonly, a mixture of both mechanisms may be encountered.
In terms of their fracture behavior, polymers are generally classified as brittle or ductile, as discussed further in the next section in this
article, “Fractography.” Brittle polymers are those that are known to fracture at relatively low elongations in tension (2 to 4%). These
include PS, PMMA, and rigid (unplasticized) PVC. Crazing is the dominant mechanism of failure in such polymers. Highly crosslinked polymers, such as epoxies and unsaturated polyesters, are also brittle, yet their fracture involves a microcracking mechanism.
On the other hand, semicrystalline polymers, such as PE and nylons, and some amorphous polymers, such as PC and polyethylene
terephthalate (PET), exhibit considerable post-yield plastic deformation and are thus classified as ductile. In spite of this
classification, however, relatively low loads applied over long periods of time are reported to cause failure to occur even in the most
ductile polymers. Indeed, early investigations on PE, a ductile polymer, have shown that the failure mechanism switches from ductile
to brittle at longer times and lower stress levels (Fig. 11, Ref 12).

Fig. 11 Time-to-failure of high-density polyethylene pipes at different stresses and
temperatures. Source: Ref 12
The crack-propagation behavior of polymers resembles that in metals, as a propagating crack in a polymer is usually preceded by a
zone of transformed material (i.e., a plastic zone). This may involve any of the known irreversible deformation mechanisms. In most
cases, a zone of crazes precedes crack propagation, as in PP (Fig. 12) or in PS (Fig. 13). It is important to note that PP is a
semicrystalline polymer that usually deforms by yielding and recrystallizing under monotonic loading. The transformation at the crack
tip may appear as a yielded zone, as in thin PC sheet material (Fig. 14). A pair of shear bands are also reported to evolve at the tip of
propagating cracks in PC (Ref 13). Recently, it was observed that when the thickness of the PC sheet is 6 mm (0.25 in.) or more,
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brittle microcracking ahead of the propagating crack becomes the dominant mechanism of fracture. Thus, one polymer displays more
than one fracture mechanism. In all cases, the crack appears to propagate through a craze at its very tip.

Fig. 12 A thinned section of fatigue-cracked polypropylene specimen. Crazes are visible
surrounding and preceding the crack. 8×

Fig. 13 Fatigue-crack initiation in polystyrene from a V-notch. Note crazes surrounding
and preceding the crack. 37×

Fig. 14 Transmitted-light micrograph showing a yielded zone surrounding and preceding
a fatigue crack in 0.25 mm (0.01 in.) thick polycarbonate sheet. 20×
The magnitude of transformation preceding the crack in a particular polymer is influenced by the loading history and consequently
determines the resistance to crack propagation (Ref 14, 15, 16). Investigations show that damage evolution ahead of the crack tip
accounts for the discrepancies in fracture toughness of polymers (Ref 17). These results suggest that examination of the material
above and below the crack-propagation plane should be considered in failure analysis in addition to the commonly accepted fracture
surface studies. As was briefly shown in preceding paragraphs, vital information about the resistance of the material to crack
propagation and its loading history can easily be decoded from a thinned section normal to the crack-propagation plane.
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Fracture of Plastics

Fractography (Adapted from Ref 18)
Fractography often reveals important clues about the cause of fracture and therefore plays an important role in the choice of
subsequent testing or analyses to determine the cause of failure (Ref 19). Fractography involves the examination and interpretation of
fracture surfaces, although the examination is not necessarily confined to the fracture surface alone. In most cases the fracture surface
examination is intended to reveal the location of the fracture origin, providing valuable information about the local service
environment as well as the state of stress responsible for the crack initiation and growth that eventually led to fracture. The subsequent
stress analysis of the failed part can be considerably simplified because attention can be focused at the location of crack initiation (Ref
20).
The stereo zoom optical microscope is the instrument of choice for the preliminary fracture surface examination at moderate
magnifications. A failed plastic part can be thoroughly inspected to assess the extent of cracking as well as the presence of other
surface microcracks not revealed during the visual inspection. In addition, the origin of the fracture can frequently be identified under
the optical microscope. Because virtually no specimen preparation is involved, the specimen is unaltered. This is sometimes an
important consideration in situations where the specimen being examined must be preserved without contamination for subsequent
analyses.
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is frequently used to study fracture surfaces. Its superior depth of field is particularly useful
in examining rough fracture surfaces at higher magnifications. However, because most polymers are electrically nonconductive, the
specimen must be coated with a thin, conductive layer such as gold or carbon, which has a tendency to alter the surface appearance. If
discoloration is evident on the failed part due to either environmental degradation or chemical attack, the specimen should be
examined and documented first in the optical microscope. Because SEM is also more time consuming than optical microscopy,
specimens should be judiciously selected by preliminary examination under the optical microscope before a more detailed
examination is conducted with the SEM. Additional information on polymer microscopy techniques and specimen preparation
methods is available in Ref 21.

Modes of Fracture
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When fracture occurs, a fracture surface is produced on a plane normal to the maximum principal tensile stress where the local stress
exceeds the local strength of the material. Crack extension takes place along the path of least resistance to fracture. The characteristic
fracture surface appearance depends on the complex interactions of the prevailing conditions of stress, materials properties,
environment, and time. The distinction between the ductile and brittle fracture modes is generally made on the basis of macroscopic
appearance.
Ductile fractures involve gross plastic deformation that is commonly described as yielding, tearing, plastic flow, necking, and shear—
all of which involve shape changes or distortions of varying extent. Examples of commercial polymers that normally exhibit ductile
fracture behavior are acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS), polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), high-impact polystyrene (HIPS),
polyamide (PA), polybutylene, polycarbonate (PC), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), and polyvinyl chloride (PVC).
The most obvious example of a ductile fracture can be seen in the standard tensile specimen of a ductile polymer tested under
ordinary conditions of temperature and strain rate. In a tensile test, a specimen containing no stress concentration is stretched at a
constant rate until fracture. The stress in the specimen is essentially uniform uniaxial tension until onset of yield and then again after
chains are oriented. Figure 15 shows the tensile load-displacement curve of a ductile polymer. Typically, the initial portion of the
load-displacement record is nearly a straight line. This stress-strain response is termed linear elastic behavior because the stress is
proportional to the strain, and on unloading, the specimen will return to its original dimensions.

Fig. 15 Typical load-displacement curve for a ductile polymer tested in uniaxial tension
As the deformation increases, the stress is no longer linearly proportional to the strain. The slope of the curve begins to decrease, and
a knee is eventually formed. For most engineering plastics, this typically occurs at a strain of a few percent. The rate of stress increase
with deformation is substantially lower than the initial slope, which is a measure of the elastic modulus of the material. This sudden
change in slope signifies the onset of net section plastic deformation or yielding. Even if the stress is removed, the specimen will not
return to its original dimensions, in which case the specimen is permanently deformed. This suggests that ductile fractures occur with
net section yielding after the applied stress has exceeded the yield strength of the material.
In practice, ductile fractures rarely become the subjects of failure analysis. The maximum stress normally expected in a well-designed
component, or the maximum allowable design stress, should not exceed a small fraction of the yield strength of the material.
Exceptions are those products that are intended to be broken in use, such as the tamper-evident rings found on the plastic closures of
beverage bottles. When an unexpected ductile fracture occurs, it is usually found that the part was either grossly underdesigned or
overloaded, so that the maximum stress it encountered not only exceeded the allowable design stress but also surpassed even the yield
and tensile strengths of the material. Problems of underdesign or overloading are usually diagnosed early in the development of a
product, such as during prototype testing. Ductile fractures can also result from other causes, such as excessive creep deformation or
inadvertent exposure to elevated temperatures, which can substantially reduce yield strength.
Brittle fractures occur on a macroscopic level with little or no gross plastic deformation. Because shape changes or distortions are
absent, the fracture faces can be precisely matched, although this practice is not recommended if the fracture surfaces are to be
subsequently examined with a microscope. Inadvertent contact can produce artifacts that complicate the fracture surface examination.
Examples of commercial plastics that normally fracture in a brittle manner are PS, styrene-acrylonitrile (SAN), PMMA, and
thermosetting resins such as epoxy and polyester. A common example of a material that fractures in a truly brittle manner is inorganic
glass.
The typical tensile stress-strain plot for a brittle plastic is essentially a straight line from the origin to the point of fracture, which
coincidentally occurs at about the same strain as yielding in a ductile polymer. Except for a slight decrease in slope immediately
before fracture, the deformation may be considered linearly elastic. Hooke's law for a homogeneous, isotropic material can be applied
for most practical engineering analyses of stress and strain in a brittle plastic part.
When a ductile polymer fractures in a brittle manner, the stress analysis of the part may be similarly conducted assuming linear elastic
behavior. This is permissible because brittle fractures in a normally ductile polymer also occur at small strains before the onset of
gross yielding. The stresses involved in producing the fracture are below the yield strength of the material and therefore lie within the
linear elastic portion of the stress-strain plot.
Although no gross plastic yielding is evident in brittle fractures, plastic deformation is nevertheless involved in polymer fractures.
Except for those rare cases in which polymer molecular motions are totally inhibited, such as at very low temperatures, brittle

fractures of even brittle polymers are accompanied by plastic flow processes, which occur on a much more localized level than gross
plastic yielding.
One form of plastic deformation that frequently leads to brittle fractures is crazing, sometimes called craze yielding (Ref 7). In many
polymers, crack initiation is preceded by craze formation. In transparent polymers, the easily observed crazes appear as cracklike
structures that are macroscopically indistinguishable from cracks. Geometrically, a craze is a planar defect similar to a crack, with its
areal dimensions much larger than its thickness. A craze differs from a crack in that it contains an interpenetrating network of voids
among highly drawn polymer fibrils bridging the craze faces.
Crazing begins with microvoid formation under the action of the hydrostatic tension component of the stress tensor. It is particularly
sensitive to biaxial tensile stresses that frequently occur at sites of stress concentration with material constraints. After crazing has
initiated, the voids increase in size and elongate along the direction of the maximum principal tensile stress. The polymer bulk
material among the voids also undergoes gradual elongation to form thin fibrils. The strain in the craze fibrils depends on the amount
of craze thickening but has been estimated to be about 50 to 100% in a well-developed craze section.
As the craze thickens, its growth in the lateral dimensions occurs by additional void nucleation at its leading edge. New craze matter
is generated at the craze tip as a result of the triaxial tension there.
The deformation of a craze frequently leads to the initiation of a true crack. As the craze faces separate, the craze fibrils increase in
length, while their diameters contract. The craze fibrils are not unlike microtensile specimens undergoing uniaxial extension. When
the longitudinal strain in the fibrils exceeds the maximum extensibility of the molecular network, they rupture and form a crack.
Figure 16 illustrates craze formation and its subsequent development into a crack.

Fig. 16 Crack formation from a craze
Crack initiation is then followed by crack growth in which more craze fibrils undergo extensive plastic deformation until they rupture.
At the same time, craze growth continues, and new craze matter is generated at the craze tip. When the crack reaches a certain critical
size, crack extension occurs in an uncontrollable manner, resulting in an unstable, brittle fracture. In terms of linear elastic fracture
mechanics, the criterion of brittle fracture in the tensile crack opening mode is described by the stress intensity factor, KI, at the crack
tip, reaching a critical value, KIc, for the plane-strain fracture toughness, which is considered to be a material property (Ref 22). Linear
elastic fracture mechanics properties per ASTM D5045 are appropriate for highly cross-linked thermosets or glassy thermoplastics
incapable of significant plastic deformation (e.g., polystyrene.) Unlike shear yielding, which occurs at constant volume, craze yielding
is a cavitation process that is accompanied by an increase in volume. Depending on the stage of craze development, the void volume
in a craze has been calculated from refractive index measurements to be roughly 40 to 60%. Crazing, frequently described as the
precursor of brittle fractures, is therefore favored by the presence of hydrostatic tensile stresses.
The influence of the state of stress on the mode of fracture is best illustrated by the deformation of the craze itself. The formation and
growth of a craze, which frequently lead to brittle fractures, are promoted by a stress condition known as plane strain, in which triaxial
tensile stresses exist. The plane-strain condition often results from the nonuniform stress distribution near stress risers, such as cracks
and other defects. Because of elastic constraints, lateral deformations near the crack tip or other stress concentrations are restricted,
resulting in the development of lateral tensile stresses. The resultant hydrostatic tension tends to produce cavitation or void formation
in the material, eventually leading to craze formation and brittle fractures.
On the other hand, the fibrils within the craze deform under a state of uniaxial tension in which lateral contraction is unconstrained,
resulting in extensive shear band formation before rupture. A large amount of mechanical strain energy per unit volume is dissipated
through craze yielding, which contributes to the toughness of the material. For this reason, even brittle polymers, such as PS and
PMMA, are more impact resistant than ordinary window glass, in which brittle fractures occur without plastic deformation.
Despite the extensive plastic deformation that occurs within the craze, the total strain energy absorbed is small because the plastic
deformation takes place in a relatively small volume of material occupied by the craze. Therefore, only a small amount of strain
energy is absorbed in a plane-strain brittle fracture. In contrast, a large amount of energy is absorbed in a ductile fracture, in which the
plastic deformation takes place over a much larger volume of material.
Certain polymers that normally deform in a ductile manner in the standard tension test frequently sustain brittle fractures when a sharp
notch or crack is introduced into the specimen. Some examples of notch-sensitive polymers are PC, PVC, PP, PET, PA, ABS, and
HIPS. The transition from a ductile to a brittle fracture mode when a deep notch or crack is present is partly due to the change from a
uniaxial to a triaxial tensile stress state.
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Evidence of craze yielding can frequently be observed on the brittle fracture surface. As a result of craze fibril rupture, the fracture
surface is lined with a thin layer of highly oriented polymer fibrils whose index of refraction differs from that of the underlying bulk
polymer. As a result, colorful interference fringes similar to those seen on an oily, wet pavement can frequently be observed at the
fracture origin on a brittle fracture surface.

Fracture Surface Features
The fracture origin is the point at which a crack is first nucleated. It usually coincides with the location of the maximum principal
tensile stress or the minimum material resistance to fracture. Strictly speaking, because neither a uniform distribution of stress nor
material homogeneity exists throughout an engineered component, certain points within a part are expected to be more probable sites
of crack initiation due to either higher-than-average stresses or lower-than-normal crack resistance.
Local stress variation can result from a variety of factors, including loading configuration, part design, and discontinuities or
inhomogeneities such as voids, cracks, inclusions, and other imperfections. The presence of holes, sharp corners, or sudden changes in
wall thickness all contribute to stress concentration.
Other imperfections that can raise local stresses are introduced during the manufacture or the service life of the part. Some examples
are shrinkage voids (Fig. 17) and contaminant inclusions resulting from poor molding practices. Improper techniques during
postmolding operations, such as machining, decorating, bonding, or mechanical fastening, can produce partial fractures or cracks that
escape detection and serve as sites of crack initiation.

Fig. 17 Shrinkage void on field fracture surface of polycarbonate. 12×
The location of the fracture origin can also reveal points of material weakness. Material defects within a molded part include weak
weld lines, inclusions of debris, poorly fused cross-linked gel particles, and other inhomogeneities such as agglomeration of pigment,
filler, and reinforcement. Because these defects are caused by poor processing, their occurrence may be more sporadic than defects in
design.
Material degradation caused by either natural aging or an aggressive environment is frequently revealed by examining the failed part
in the vicinity of the crack origin. One of the leading causes of brittle fracture in polymers is environmental stress cracking that results
from exposure to incompatible chemicals. Examples of potential stress crack agents are mold releases, cleaners, lubricating oils and
greases, plasticizers, and solvents in paints and coatings. Prolonged exposure to ultraviolet radiation in sunlight can also embrittle the
surface layers, resulting in microcracking. In these cases, fracture initiation is typically found at multiple locations on the affected
areas and is frequently accompanied by surface microcracking.
Mirror Zone. Brittle fractures in many polymers are preceded by craze formation and its subsequent breakdown. The initial stage of
crack growth results from the rupture of fibrils at the trailing edge of a craze. As the nucleated crack increases in size, new craze
matter is generated at the craze tip. Crazes are very thin, planar defects; therefore, they form a very flat and smooth fracture origin,
commonly known as the mirror zone or mirror region, which actually contains craze remnants. Because of the presence of a thin layer
of highly oriented polymer with a different refractive index from that of the bulk, interference color fringes are frequently observed in
the mirror region when the specimen is viewed in visible light. Figure 18 shows the fracture surface area near the fracture origin of a
PC specimen after Izod impact. The mirror zone appears in the lower central portion of Fig. 18 in the shape of an ellipse.

Fig. 18 Polycarbonate fracture surface showing mirror zone, mist and hackle regions,
and Wallner lines. 14×
The crack initiation stage of fracture is sometimes referred to as nucleation, which is followed by slow, subcritical crack growth. As
the newly formed crack increases in size, a critical size is eventually reached at the point when cracking becomes unstable overload
fracture at a very rapid rate. The boundary of the mirror region marks the transition of crack velocity from a slow, stable extension to
sudden acceleration, which leads to catastrophic fracture. In terms of fracture mechanics, the condition of crack instability can be
described by:
K IC = Y σ f ac
where KIc is the plane-strain fracture toughness dependent on temperature and environment, Y is the geometric factor dependent on
loading and specimen and crack geometry, σf is the stress at fracture, and ac is the critical crack size.
In other words, brittle fracture is said to occur when the stress intensity factor, KI, exceeds the fracture toughness, KIc, of the material.
Because the stress intensity factor depends on both the prevailing stress and crack geometry, the condition for brittle fracture can be
satisfied by different combinations of stress and crack sizes. When the stress is high, the crack size at the moment of instability is
expected to be smaller than when the stress is low. This suggests that the magnitude of the stress at fracture can be estimated by
measuring the size of the slow-growth region.
According to this condition of instability, the mirror region size should be inversely proportional to the square of the fracture stress. In
practice, however, this is of limited utility unless the other conditions of fracture, such as temperature and environment and their
effects on fracture toughness, are also precisely known.
Mist Region. Surrounding the mirror zone is an area known as the mist region, commonly found in glass. It is also observed in some
glassy polymers, such as PS, PMMA, and PC. This region is typically a flat, smooth area that is essentially featureless, except for a
slight change in surface texture resembling a fine mist. Figure 19 shows the mist region immediately adjacent to the mirror zone at the
fracture origin of a PC specimen after Izod impact. In polymers, mist regions are not necessarily confined to the vicinity of the
fracture origin but can be observed elsewhere on the fracture surface.

Fig. 19 Fracture initiation region of polycarbonate specimen after Izod impact showing
mirror zone and mist region. 27×
Hackle Region. Unlike mirror and mist regions, which are relatively smooth surface features, hackle regions are particularly rough
surfaces. They are easily recognized by the outward divergent lines pointing along the crack propagation direction (Fig. 18, 19).
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Hackle regions are associated with a more violent stage of fracture in which a large amount of strain energy is absorbed through both
plastic deformation and the generation of new fracture surface areas. The hackle region shown in Fig. 19 is slightly magnified in Fig.
20 to illustrate ductile shear yielding.

Fig. 20 Hackle region from Fig. 19 showing ductile shear yielding and crack front
branching. 65×
Hackle regions tend to appear in areas where the stress field is changing rapidly (either in direction or magnitude) or when the stress
state changes from one of plane strain to plane stress. For example, they are frequently observed in the region of a specimen subjected
to bending on the original compression side of the specimen but changes to tension as the crack approaches from the tension side.
Figure 21 shows the hackle region in the last stage of fracture of a PC specimen after Izod impact. The stress state rapidly changes
from plane strain to plane stress as the crack approaches the final ligament of the specimen.

Fig. 21 Hackle region in final ligament of polycarbonate specimen after Izod impact. 14×
As previously stated, cracking is a stress-relief mechanism. Elastic strain energy is released during crack extension, providing the
crack driving force. As the driving force increases, the crack is driven to higher velocities. As the velocity of propagation approaches
the limiting velocity in the material, the rapidly moving crack tends to branch into two or more cracks, thus increasing the rate of
energy dissipation by creating additional fracture surface areas.
For a material incapable of plastic deformation, such as glass or a polymer at a very low temperature with totally inoperative flow
processes, crack branching is the only mechanism for increasing the rate of energy dissipation. For this reason, an overpowering blow
to a sheet of glass or a polymer at a very low temperature will produce a shattering, brittle fracture.
Another example involves the dicing fracture of tempered glass. Without any external stresses, a sheet of tempered glass is already
under a state of high residual stress corresponding to a high level of stored elastic strain energy. If a crack develops in a sheet of
tempered glass, a large amount of strain energy is suddenly released. To dissipate this energy, the material responds with profuse
crack branching, which creates many small glass fragments that have many more new surfaces than if only a single crack is formed.
The rough appearance of hackle regions can be partially explained by the following description of a similar mechanism, but in this
case the crack branching occurs on a much finer scale. As the crack driving force increases and the crack velocity is sufficiently high,
a single crack front begins to split up into many smaller crack fronts. These continue to propagate and diverge outward alongside each
other, but at slightly different crack angles (Fig. 20, 22). Because this results in a series of smaller crack fronts propagating on slightly
different crack planes or elevations, their side boundaries may overlap or even undercut each other. Sharp slivers are frequently
observed on glass fracture surfaces when two crack fronts whose side boundaries have previously undercut each other reemerge onto
the same crack plane.

Fig. 22 Formation of hackle lines from crack front branching
In polymeric materials, ductile plastic deformation is evident in the hackle regions of a brittle fracture surface (Fig. 19 to 21). The
ductile tearing mode of deformation is typically observed in the side boundaries of adjacent cracks propagating on slightly different
crack planes (Fig. 20). While the cracks are propagating on planes normal to the tensile stresses, the material at the crack boundaries
is subjected to shear stresses. This results in shear yielding, a form of plastic deformation that occurs with no volume change. A large
amount of strain energy is dissipated by this process. Energy absorption by plastic deformation has been estimated to be greater by
several orders of magnitude than through the creation of new surfaces alone. The rough appearance of the hackle regions is due to
both the occurrence of plastic flow on the fracture surface and the presence of non-coplanar crack surfaces.
Because hackle regions are prominent features on a fracture surface, the crack propagation direction can be easily identified. The
divergent nature of the hackle lines is advantageous in locating the crack origin. If the area of the fracture surface under examination
is remote from its origin, some back tracing is necessary. Otherwise, hackle lines diverge from the fracture origin (Fig. 18, 19).
Wallner lines are sometimes observed as faint ridged pattern on otherwise smooth fracture surfaces. They resemble fatigue striations
with periodic spacing, but are formed when stress waves reflected from the specimen boundaries interact with a propagating crack
front. Very subtle changes in the fracture surface texture result when the stress waves produce a slight perturbation of the stress field
ahead of the crack front. Wallner lines are shown near the central and upper portions of Fig. 18 and are interspersed among the hackle
lines in Fig. 19 to 21.
Because Wallner lines are formed when reflected stress waves intersect a propagating crack, they are not true crack-front markings. In
practice, however, stress wave velocities are so much higher than crack velocities that Wallner lines may be considered snapshots of
the crack front during its propagation. Typically, they are curved markings similar to crack front markings, with the fracture initiation
site located on their concave side. As such, they may be useful in locating the fracture origin.
Rib Markings. A true crack front marking is produced when a moving crack is stopped or arrested. These markings are commonly
called crack arrest lines or rib markings because of their resemblance to curved rib bones. Figure 23 shows the fracture surface area in
a PE natural gas pipe where the crack has stopped.

Fig. 23 Brittle fracture surface of a polyethylene gas pipe showing rib marking at crack
arrest. 14.5×
Fatigue striations are also true crack arrest markings because they are formed during the repetition of crack extension and arrest.
Figure 24 shows the fatigue fracture surface of a PC plumbing fixture subjected to the effect of a water hammer. In a laboratory
specimen subjected to a well-controlled, uniform cyclic load, the fatigue striations are also well defined and nearly regularly spaced
(Ref 8). This is generally not true of field fractures, in which the specimens are subjected to a more random loading history. The
distance between crack arrests is generally more irregularly spaced because it is entirely determined by the conditions affecting the
progression of the crack.
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Fig. 24 Fatigue striations on the fracture surface of a polycarbonate plumbing fixture
after field failure. 32×
Crack velocity changes also produce rib markings that are not as prominent as when the crack is totally stopped. Therefore, in this
case, the term crack arrest marking is not entirely accurate even though it is more descriptive of the formation mechanism than the
term rib marking. Figure 25 shows the fracture surface of the PE gas pipe in the vicinity of the origin near the inner pipe wall, where
semicircular rib marks are seen expanding outward from the origin.

Fig. 25 Rib markings near the origin of polyethylene gas pipe fracture. 14×
Because both fatigue striations and rib markings are true crack front markings, the crack propagation direction at any point on the
crack front can be determined by drawing the outward direction normal to the crack front. The fracture origin will be located by
tracing back along the crack direction on the concave side of the curved markings.
Parabolic markings, which resemble the shape of a parabola, can also appear on the fracture surface of a plastic. Although often
microscopic, they can be large enough to be observed with the unaided eye in certain plastics, such as PVC and ABS. Four parabolic
markings are shown on the ABS fracture surface in Fig. 26. These markings are often useful surface features for determining the crack
propagation direction when more prominent features are lacking.

Fig. 26 Parabolic markings on acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene fracture surface. 12.5×
Parabolic markings are formed when a primary or main crack front intersects another crack that has initiated at a small distance just
ahead of the main crack. Secondary crack origins arise at sites of local stress concentration because of material inhomogeneities and
the rapidly rising stress field ahead of the primary crack. The intersection of the two crack fronts, frequently on slightly different crack
elevations, produces a parabolic marking that diverges in the propagation direction of the main crack. The secondary crack origin can
be found near the focus of the parabola. The primary crack origin, however, will be located on the convex side of the parabolic
marking. The crack origin shown in Fig. 26 is near the lower central portion of the micrograph.
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Fracture of Plastics

Case Studies (Ref 5)
Several cases of field failure in various polymers are considered to illustrate the applicability of available analytical tools in
conjunction with an understanding of failure mechanisms.
Example 2: Failure of an Irrigation Pipe. Figure 27 shows an optical micrograph of the fracture surface of an irrigation pipe made of
medium-density PE that failed in service (Ref 23). This pipe was subjected to severe cyclic-bending strain of the order of 6% while
under tensile stress of approximately 6.9 MPa (1000 psi) and a hoop stress of approximately 6.2 MPa (900 psi). These conditions of
operation were far more stringent than those encountered in most applications of PE pipes. A subsurface imperfection in the pipe wall
(dark diamond-shaped spot, Fig. 27) acted as a crack starter. Contrary to the dominant belief that pipe failure initiates from surface
defects, this example indicates that a critical size flaw within the pipe wall can also initiate failure. This crack starter (flaw) was
located closer to the outside wall, where compressive residual stresses may be dominant.
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Fig. 27 Reflected-light optical micrograph of the fracture surface of medium-density
polyethylene pipe. Arrows indicate the direction of crack propagation.
Concentric circular striations originate from the crack starter and grow simultaneously in radial and circumferential directions. It is
well established that such striations represent crack-arrest lines, where the distance between two striations (a band) is due to a crack
excursion. Thus, evolution of the band width reflects the nature of crack propagation. The band width measured from larger
micrographs is plotted as a function of crack length in Fig. 28. A smooth transition is observed at a point, T, as catastrophic failure
(pipe separation) is approached. This transition is indicative of considerable increase in crack speed and coincides with a transition in
band geometry from circular to elliptical. Plausibly, this occurred when the crack-tip stress field interacted with the inside wall of the
pipe. It should also be noted that maximum residual tensile stress dominates close to the inside wall.

Fig. 28 Fracture band width as a function of crack length for the polyethylene pipe shown
in Fig. 27
A similar transition has been noted to occur when the sufficient thermodynamic condition for crack instability is fulfilled. The major
axis of the ellipse increases faster than the minor axis until no more striations are observed and ultimate failure results in large-scale
yielding (about 50%) of the pipe wall (not shown in Fig. 28).

Whenever possible, similarity criteria should be established between the fracture behavior of a component in service and that
observed in the laboratory. In this case, the band width appears to be a suitable candidate (Ref 24). This agreement indicates that
discontinuous crack-growth band width, when available, can be employed as a similarity criterion to establish correspondence in
loading history.
Example 3: Failure of a PVC Water-Filter Housing. Figure 29 shows an injection-molded PVC water-filter housing that fractured in
service. An initial fissure (arrow F) is believed to have started first due to residual stresses developed during injection molding.
Failure seems to have occurred due to fatigue crack propagation, as indicated by the presence of discontinuous crack-growth bands
and their evolution. Although a tensile-stress component normal to the fracture surface was the dominant cause of failure,
considerable triaxial stress seems evident in the early stages of fracture, as indicated by the successively smaller fissures to the left of
the crack starter. As would be expected in PVC, catastrophic failure occurred by brittle failure as opposed to large-scale yielding, as in
the PE pipe discussed in Example 2. This is evident from the relatively smooth appearance of the fracture surface beyond the last
fatigue band in Fig. 29.

Fig. 29 Fracture in a polyvinyl chloride water filter. The fracture surface of the fatigue
crack started from a fissure (arrow F). The lower dark zone is an artifact due to
sectioning of the filter wall. 75×
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Fracture Modes and Appearances in Ceramics
James R. Varner, New York State College of Ceramics, Alfred University

Introduction
FRACTOGRAPHY is the “means and methods for characterizing a fractured specimen or component” (Ref 1).
This includes the examination of fracture-exposed surfaces and the interpretation of the fracture markings as
well as the examination and interpretation of crack patterns. This article deals with the former of these two parts
of fractography. Techniques of fractography are presented, fracture markings are explained using glass and
ceramic examples, fracture modes in ceramics are discussed, and examples of fracture origins are given. The
approach is qualitative; readers who wish to learn more about the quantitative side of fractography of ceramics
should consult the references given at the end of the article. The reference list also includes sources that will
help readers explore various aspects of fractography of ceramics in more depth.

Reference cited in this section
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Fracture Modes and Appearances in Ceramics
James R. Varner, New York State College of Ceramics, Alfred University

Techniques of Fractography
How does one go about examining fracture markings or crack patterns? The techniques of fractography provide the answer to that
question. Observations of fracture surfaces may begin with the unaided eye and may include various types of microscopy: light
microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, and other specialized
methods. The bulk of the observations by far are done with low-magnification optical microscopy, often using a stereographic
microscope, and with higher-magnification SEM. The primary goal of most fractographic observations is to locate and identify the
fracture origin. The term “fracture origin” denotes both the location where fracture began and the discontinuity (crack, pore, large
grain, machining damage, etc.) that concentrated the stress at that location. As a general rule, low-magnification observation is most
effective for seeing the fracture markings that allow determination of the location of the origin, while high-magnification observation
is most effective for identification of the origin. As an example, Fig. 1 shows a low-magnification image, taken with an optical
microscope, of the fracture surface of a glass plate. The location of the origin is shown by the fracture markings, especially the
Wallner lines (see the section “Wallner Lines” for further discussion) that envelop the origin. In Fig. 1, the curved arcs (the Wallner
lines) indicate that the origin is toward the top of the image, along the edge of the fracture surface. There seems to be extensive
surface damage along this edge, but it is not seen clearly. The higher-magnification SEM image in Fig. 2, taken at the right side of the
origin region, reveals details of the contact damage on the surface. This image leaves no doubt that there is a complex system of
surface cracks created by mechanical contact. The depth of focus of the SEM is particularly advantageous for revealing the complex
morphologies of fracture origins.

Fig. 1 Fracture surface of a glass plate broken in bending. The fracture origin is at the
top edge of the fracture surface, to the left of the center of the image. Optical microscope;
reflected light; picture width ~1 mm

Fig. 2 High-magnification view of the glass plate shown in Fig. 1. There is a complex
system of cracks created by mechanical contact of the glass surface with a sharp, hard
object. SEM; picture width ~100 μm
Another way to locate the fracture origin, especially in strength tests, is to make use of the overall crack pattern. This can be
facilitated in bend tests by applying tape to the compression side of the specimen before breaking it. The tape holds the pieces
together without influencing the strength results. For example, Fig. 3 shows four disks of MgF2, broken in flexure (the ring-on-ring
test, in which the disk is placed on a ring and loaded to failure by pressing on the other surface with a smaller, concentric ring;
equibiaxial tension is produced within the smaller ring, on the opposite surface), which failed at different stresses. The branching
pattern is used to determine where the origin is located. Also, the branching is more extensive when the failure stress is greater.
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Fig. 3 Crack patterns of four specimens of MgF2 broken in biaxial flexure. The more
extensive branching is associated with higher stress at failure. Arrows indicate locations of
fracture origins. Disks are ~50 mm (2 in.) in diameter. Source: Ref 2
When examining the origin, both fracture surfaces should be looked at, because the key visual clue, such as an inclusion, may be on
only one of the surfaces. An example of this is shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4 shows both halves of a silicon nitride bar that was broken in
bending. The tensile surfaces are touching. At this low magnification, the location of the origin is clear on both halves. However, on
the one half, it appears that the origin is a circular (spherical) hole, while on the other half, it is clear that the origin really is a solid
inclusion. Another reason for looking at both halves is that postfracture damage often happens right at the origin, causing part or all of
the origin to be missing on one or both pieces. Looking at both makes this kind of postfracture damage more obvious.

Fig. 4 Both halves of a silicon nitride bar broken in bending. The tensile surfaces are in
contact with each other. The fracture origin appears to be a hole (pore) in the bottom
piece, but the origin is really an inclusion, as seen on the top piece. Optical microscope;
reflected light; picture width ~4 mm
Adjustment of the illumination when using an optical microscope is critical to seeing fracture markings. Figures 5 and 6 show the
fracture surface of a silicon nitride rod that was broken in uniaxial tension. In Fig. 5, the light was nearly normal to the fracture
surface, while in Fig. 6 the light was coming from the side, nearly parallel with the fracture surface. The fracture markings and the
location of the fracture origin are much more obvious in Fig. 6 than in Fig. 5. As a general rule, oblique illumination, such as used to
take the image shown in Fig. 6, should be used with ceramic specimens. However, one must always be willing to adjust the
illumination in order to provide the best view of the fracture markings. Fracture origins, in particular, are often best seen with vertical
illumination, because origin cracks are often fairly flat and highly reflective, especially when transgranular fracture is present (see the
section “Transgranular Fracture” for a further discussion).
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Fig. 5 Silicon nitride rod broken in uniaxial tension. Fracture origin is at the top of the
image. Optical microscope; reflected light (direct illumination); picture width ~5 mm

Fig. 6 Silicon nitride rod broken in uniaxial tension. The same rod shown in Fig. 5.
Fracture origin is at the top of the image. Optical microscope; reflected light (oblique
illumination); picture width ~5 mm
In the SEM, imaging techniques need to be matched to the specimen for best results, and stereographic pairs are extremely helpful in
revealing the surface topography. With most SEMs, the fracture surfaces of ceramic specimens need to have a thin coating with a
conductive material, usually a metal, to get the best images. Thin metal coatings (on the order of 10 nm, or 100 Å), produced by
sputtering or evaporation, also help in getting high-quality images in optical microscopes. The reason is that the coatings eliminate
subsurface scattered light, thus making it easier to see markings on the fracture surface.
Replicas can be used to advantage in fractography. Replicas are another way to eliminate effects of subsurface scattered light. They
also provide a means for examining fracture surfaces of large pieces without having to cut them down to size. Cutting takes time, may
contaminate the fracture surface, valuable information may be lost, and there may be prohibitions against doing anything destructive
to the fracture pieces. It is beyond the scope of this article to discuss replicating procedures. However, Fig. 7 shows an image taken of
a cellulose acetate replica of a fracture surface of an electrical porcelain insulator. Fracture markings are readily seen, especially in the
glaze but even in the body. The wake hackle lines (see the section “Gull Wings and Wake Hackle”) at many of the bubbles in the
glaze are especially good indicators of fracture direction. In this case, the fracture started in the body, or at the glaze-body interface,
and moved into the glaze.

Fig. 7 Cellulose acetate replica of the fracture surface of a glazed electrical porcelain
insulator. The fracture markings in the glaze, in particular, clearly indicate that the
fracture started in the porcelain, not in the glaze (fracture moved from the porcelain into
the glaze). Optical microscope; transmitted light; picture width ~1 mm
Regardless of the specific techniques that are used, any fractography should be well documented with notes, sketches, and
photographs. Sketches are especially important, because they help the observer organize his or her thinking. They also provide a way
to indicate locations of photographs, help in matching pieces for later reconstructions, and serve as reminders for subsequent
observations of the fracture pieces.
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Fracture Markings
A fracture tends to propagate as a spreading front, much like a wave front, that is, as a line. Markings are formed when something
happens to disturb the propagation of this front, for example, if the fracture stops or if the local stress field changes direction. Typical
markings on the fracture surfaces of ceramics are illustrated and explained in this section. The markings are shown and discussed
using glass examples first. The reason is that typical silicate glasses are homogeneous and do not have the complications introduced
by the microstructure of polycrystalline ceramics (grains, grain boundaries, second phases, pores, etc.). Therefore, it is much easier to
see fracture markings on glass fracture surfaces. Examples of the markings on fracture surfaces of polycrystalline ceramics are then
shown, so that the reader can see how the ceramic microstructure influences the appearance of the markings.
Brittle materials, such as ceramics, fail in tension. Even in those situations where the applied stresses are not tensile, resolved tensile
stresses act on discontinuities in the material (cracks, pores, and so forth). The absence of significant plastic deformation (at normal
ambient temperatures) means that the only way for the material to relieve the stress concentration is through fracture. As a fracture
moves through a glass or a ceramic, its propagation direction and velocity are affected by the stresses it encounters. Central to
understanding fracture markings and their interpretation in brittle materials is the so-called law of normal tension, which states that
the fracture propagates normal to the direction of the local principal tension. In isotropic materials such as glasses, the law of normal
tension alone governs crack propagation. In single crystals and in polycrystalline materials at the microscopic level, strong cleavage
tendencies also play a role, particularly in the direction of propagation.
Mirror, Mist, and Velocity Hackle. Figure 8 shows a portion of the fracture surface of a glass rod broken in bending. The fracture
origin is not seen in detail, but it is on the edge of the fracture surface, at the center of the smooth area. The fracture surface close to
the origin is very smooth, and, when the illumination is just right, it reflects light similar to a mirror. Hence, this region is called the
fracture mirror. A smooth surface such as this indicates that the fracture was moving relatively slowly as a single spreading front.
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Fig. 8 Fracture surface of a glass rod broken in bending. The fracture origin is at the top
center of the image. Wallner lines are seen in the fracture mirror, which is bordered by
mist and velocity hackle. Optical microscope; reflected light; picture width ~2 mm
In this example, typical of a strength test, the fracture was accelerating as it moved away from the origin. There is a considerable
amount of stored elastic energy in the specimen at the time of failure, and much of this energy is used to create the fracture surface.
However, when the speed of the spreading crack approaches the terminal fracture velocity of the material, the single crack front
begins to break up on a microscopic scale. This is seen on the fracture surface as a roughening of the surface, giving it a misty
appearance. This microscopic breaking up of the crack front allows an increased dissipation of the stored energy. This is often not
sufficient, and the single crack branches (splits) into two cracks. The fracture at this point has reached its terminal velocity (about onehalf to two-thirds the velocity of the transverse stress wave in the material). Branching is shown on the fracture surface by the
presence of large, daggerlike marks called velocity hackle. In Fig. 8, the mist and velocity hackle form the boundary of the fracture
mirror. Velocity hackle is parallel to the direction of crack propagation. Depending on the amount of stored elastic energy at the time
of failure, the fracture may branch many times. This is the reason for the formation of the many fragments that occur in high-stress
failures of glasses and ceramics.
Figure 9 shows the fracture surface of a porcelain insulator that was broken in bending. A comparison with the fracture surface of the
glass rod shown in Fig. 8 shows similarities but also some important differences. The mirror of this ceramic piece is flat and relatively
smooth, as with the glass rod, but there is a small-scale roughness in the mirror region that is absent in the mirror of the glass rod. This
is the influence of the microstructure. Similarly, the mist and velocity hackle are rougher and less distinct on the ceramic fracture
surface. In fact, in many cases, one is hard pressed to define a region of mist hackle on ceramic fracture surfaces.

Fig. 9 Fracture surface of an electrical porcelain insulator. The fracture origin is at the
top center of the image. The relatively smooth fracture mirror is bordered by mist and
velocity hackle. Optical microscope; reflected light; picture width ~4 mm
Wallner Lines. Wallner lines (named for the scientist who first explained their formation) are lines on the fracture surface that are
caused by disturbances of the fracture front by sonic waves. As shown in Fig. 10, Wallner lines resemble waves on the surface of a
still pond when a stone is dropped in. Wallner lines are also seen in Fig. 1 and 8. The blow that broke the glass in Fig. 10 also created
strong sonic waves that intersected the advancing crack front, causing momentary deviations in the direction of the local principal
tension. The crack front followed these deviations, tilting out of its original plane momentarily and creating the wavy lines seen on
this surface. It is important to note that Wallner lines do not give the shape of the fracture front, unless the sonic wave encounters the
entire front at the same time, as, for example, when the fracture was moving slowly. However, the fracture origin is on the concave
side of the Wallner lines, and this fact can be used to determine the direction of propagation and the location of the origin.

Fig. 10 Fracture surface of a piece of glass broken by striking it with a hammer. Origin is
at the lower left; the wavelike lines are Wallner lines. Optical microscope; reflected light;
picture width ~3 mm. Source: Ref 3
Wallner lines are often very subtle lines; that is, they are very small deviations (less than 1 μm, or 0.04 mil) from the plane of fracture.
For that reason, they are much more difficult to see on ceramic fracture surfaces. Microstructure again plays a major role, in that
Wallner lines are more likely to be seen on fracture surfaces of materials with small grain sizes. The issue is not one of resolution of
the microscope but rather how strongly the microstructure affects fracture propagation. Wallner lines can be seen on glass fracture
surfaces (and on some ceramic fracture surfaces) with the unaided eye, that is, at very low resolution. More intense (higher-energy)
sonic waves are also more likely to create readily visible Wallner lines in ceramics. Figure 11 shows a ceramic fracture surface that
has obvious Wallner lines as well as mist and velocity hackle. The material, electrical porcelain, has fine grains and also has a
substantial amount of glassy phase. The shape of the Wallner lines and the fact that the mist and velocity hackle appear only along
one edge indicate a stress gradient when failure occurred. It might be concluded that the piece failed in bending (see the section
“Bending” for a more complete discussion of bending failure). However, this piece was a hollow cylinder that broke spontaneously
while being cut with a diamond saw. Therefore, the stress gradient was present as a result of processing. In fact, the insulator was
cooled too rapidly, resulting in compressive stress on the outside surface (at the top in Fig. 11) and tensile stress on the inside surface
(at the bottom in Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11 Fracture surface of a porcelain insulator, which broke during cutting with a
diamond saw. Fracture moved from right to left. Mist and velocity hackle and Wallner
lines are readily seen in this fine-grained material. Camera image; picture width ~20 mm.
Source: Ref 3
Gull Wings and Wake Hackle. This set of fracture markings is actually a combination of two other markings: Wallner lines and twist
hackle. The appearance of gull wings and wake hackle is shown in Fig. 12. Part of the fracture surface of a glass capillary is shown;
the dark circle is the hole of the capillary, and the fracture was moving from top to bottom, as can be seen from the intersecting
Wallner lines. The mark at the bottom of the hole is twist hackle (here, called wake hackle), and the two strong Wallner lines running
away from the wake hackle are the gull wings. These markings are associated with inclusions in materials—pores, bubbles, and solid
particles—and are useful in determining the direction of propagation. As seen here, the gull wings and wake hackle are on the side of
the inclusion that is farthest away from the fracture origin. The wake hackle (sometimes called a “tail”), therefore, points back toward
the origin.

Fig. 12 Fracture surface of a glass capillary broken in bending. Fracture propagated
from top to bottom. Gull wings and wake hackle formed when the front moved around

the hole of the capillary (the black circle in the picture). Optical microscope; reflected
light; picture width ~4 mm. Source: Ref 4
Gull wings and wake hackle form when the fracture front encounters an inclusion. Even in the case of a pore or bubble,
the front must move around the inclusion; that is, it does not simply pass through as though nothing was there. Instead,
the front moves around the inclusion, effectively splitting into two fronts. When these two fronts meet on the opposite
side of the inclusion, they nearly always are no longer traveling in exactly the same plane. Therefore, they overlap
slightly, and the material separating them breaks through. This is the same mechanism that is described for the formation
of twist hackle. The sudden breaking of the material between the two fronts generates a sonic pulse that interacts with the
moving fracture, creating the gull wings.
Intragranular porosity is often seen in polycrystalline ceramics. When the fracture is transgranular (see the section
“Transgranular Fracture” for further discussion), gull wings and wake hackle are generated at many of these pores. This
can be the primary way in which the direction of fracture propagation is determined, thus aiding in locating and
identifying the origin of failure.
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Fracture Modes
The term “fracture modes” is used in two ways in this section. First, it refers to how the fracture moves through the
material on a microscopic scale, either through or around grains. Second, it refers to the way in which the piece is stressed
and the fracture response to the stress, specifically, whether the piece broke in response to uniaxial tension, bending, or
thermal shock. (Nominal external torsion and compression loading are excluded from this discussion, because the internal
local state of stress that causes fracture in both cases is still tension.)
Transgranular Fracture. Fracture through grains is transgranular fracture. Examples are shown in Fig. 13 and 14.
Transgranular fracture is favored when grain boundaries are strong in comparison with the strength of grains or when
cleavage planes of neighboring grains match up with (or nearly match up with) each other (in other words, when
misorientations between cleavage planes are small). A high percentage of transgranular fracture tends to produce
relatively smooth fracture surfaces on a macro-scale. Fracture through individual grains is smooth on a microscale, as
seen in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, for example. Fracture through grains often leads to easily observed fracture markings—
Wallner lines, twist hackle, and gull wings and wake hackle at pores—on the grain fracture surfaces, such as shown on
the fracture surface of the large grain in Fig. 13. The large grain in Fig. 14 also shows some of these fracture markings.
For this reason, transgranular fracture can prove to be very useful in making determinations about the direction of crack
propagation. One needs to keep in mind that the direction of crack propagation through a single grain may differ from the
overall fracture direction through the piece. Nonetheless, observation of fracture direction in several grains is usually
enough to establish the overall direction of propagation in that region of the fracture surface.
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Fig. 13 Fracture surface of a piece of polycrystalline alumina. Wallner lines, twist hackle,
and gull wings are seen on the fracture surface of the large grain in the middle of the
image. Fracture moved through this grain (transgranular fracture). Fracture around
grains (intergranular fracture) is seen at the top of the image. SEM; picture width ~50 μm

Fig. 14 Fracture surface of a piece of polycrystalline alumina. The large grain in the
center broke by transgranular fracture (note the fracture markings on its fracture
surface). Most of the rest of the fracture shown in this image is intergranular. SEM;
picture width ~50 μm
Intergranular Fracture. Fracture around grains is intergranular fracture. Examples are shown in both Fig. 13 and 14.
Intergranular fracture is favored when grain boundaries are weak in comparison with the strength of grains or when
cleavage planes of neighboring grains do not match up (in other words, when misorientations between cleavage planes are
large). See the previous comment about cleavage plane versus fracture plane. A high percentage of intergranular fracture
tends to produce relatively rough fracture surfaces on a macroscale. The rough surface of the region of intergranular
fracture above the large grain in Fig. 14 illustrates this quite well. Intergranular fracture obscures fracture markings and
provides no opportunity for having fracture markings within grains. As a result, it is usually much more difficult to
discern fracture direction, locally or overall, on fracture surfaces that were created largely through intergranular fracture.
Unfortunately, from the standpoint of performing fractography, polycrystalline ceramics with higher values of fracture
toughness often have predominately intergranular fracture. Therefore, the benefits of higher fracture toughness are often
accompanied with increased difficulties in finding and identifying fracture origins. For the same reason, those tests for
measuring fracture toughness that rely on fractography may not work well with high-toughness ceramics.
Uniaxial Tension. Failure in pure uniaxial tension is rare in ceramics, except in carefully designed and carried-out
laboratory tests on rods or fibers. More complex stress states cause most failures of pieces during manufacturing or in
service, even though concentrated local tension is the ultimate cause of failure. Figure 6 shows an example of failure in
pure uniaxial tension. Several characteristics of failure in uniaxial tension are seen in this example. Failure tends to occur
in a plane (macroscale), namely the plane that is normal to the direction of the applied uniaxial tension (law of normal
tension). Deviation out of this plane occurs only when branching occurs, that is, when failure occurs at high stress.

Fracture mirrors are symmetrical, and, if terminal velocity was reached, mist and velocity hackle occur uniformly along
the mirror boundary. Figure 15 shows another silicon nitride rod that was broken in uniaxial tension. The origin is internal
(note the mist/velocity hackle around the edge of the fracture surface). This is often the case in specimens broken in
uniaxial tension, because the entire volume of the test section is under uniform tensile stress.

Fig. 15 Silicon nitride rod broken in uniaxial tension. Fracture origin is just to the left of
the center of the rod. Optical microscope; reflected light; picture width ~5 mm
Bending. Failure of ceramics in bending (flexure) is very common. Most strength testing of ceramics is done using a bend
test—three-point or four-point flexure (uniaxial stress state, used on bars or rods) or ball-on-ring or ring-on-ring flexure
(biaxial stress state, used on disks or plates). Bending is a common type of loading of pieces in service.
Bending produces tension on one surface and compression on the other opposite surface of the piece. By its very nature,
therefore, there is a gradient in stress through the thickness of the piece. Failure starts at, or very close to, the surface in
tension, but the propagating crack moves into lower tension and toward compression. This causes the fracture surface to
have some characteristics that are different from fracture surfaces produced in pure uniaxial tension. Figure 16 shows a
silicon nitride rod broken in bending that has these characteristics. The fracture started out in a plane that was normal to
the direction of tension, but it eventually turned sharply, only to make another turn as it approached the compression side
of the rod. This produces a lip or curl on the compression side that, in fact, is called the cantilever curl. Mist and velocity
hackle do not occur uniformly along the mirror boundary if failure occurred at a relatively low stress, such as in the
example shown in Fig. 16. The absence of mist and velocity hackle in the middle part of the mirror indicates that the
fracture did not reach terminal velocity along the middle part of the spreading fracture front. The reason is that the
fracture was moving into lower tension. When the fracture origin is not at the location of maximum tension in bending
failures, the mirror has an asymmetrical shape, because the fracture responds to the stress gradient. This is illustrated in
the glass fracture surface shown in Fig. 8. These different characteristics of pieces broken in pure uniaxial tension and in
bending are useful in failure analysis, of course. One can easily tell which of these two modes of failure created a
particular fracture surface. For example, compare Fig. 15 (rod broken in uniaxial tension) with Fig. 16 (rod broken in
bending).
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Fig. 16 Silicon nitride rod broken in bending. Fracture origin is at the top of the image.
The horizontal line near the bottom of the image is the cantilever curl, typical of bending
failure as the fracture approaches the compression side. Optical microscope; reflected
light; picture width ~5 mm
Thermal Shock. Sudden changes in temperature produce thermal gradients in pieces, and the thermal gradients, in turn, produce stress
gradients in these pieces. A ceramic piece that is at a high temperature experiences surface tension, with balancing interior
compression, when subjected to a downshock. Conversely, a piece at room temperature experiences surface compression, with
balancing interior tension, when subjected to an upshock. Failure is more likely in downshock, because the surface often has contact
damage in addition to inherent flaws. In thermal shock, the level of stress depends on a variety of factors: the magnitude of the
temperature change, the thermal conductivity of the material, the shape and thickness of the piece, the rate of heat transfer between
the piece and the quenching medium, and the coefficient of thermal expansion of the material.
The fracture markings are no different in thermal-shock failure than in failures produced by mechanical loading. However, there are
some characteristics of crack patterns, especially in plates, that set thermal-shock failure apart from failures due to uniaxial tension or
bending. Edge cracks in plates broken by thermal-shock failure are at right angles to both the edges of the plates and to the plate
surfaces. Edge cracks in plates broken by bending may be at right angles to the edges but are nearly always at something other than
right angles to the plate surfaces. Thermal-shock edge cracks in plates usually “meander” across the plate, and this includes cracks
that have branched. The branching and the meandering are often remarkably symmetrical. Figure 17 shows a glass plate that failed in
thermal shock, with the fracture origin being on one edge. The meandering crack pattern shown in this example is also seen in
polycrystalline ceramic plates that have broken in thermal shock, when the origin is on one edge. Edges are particularly susceptible to
contact damage, and thermal gradients and resulting stresses are more pronounced at edges.

Fig. 17 Glass plate broken in thermal shock. The fracture origin is at the lower edge of
the plate. Note how the crack is normal to this edge. The “meandering” shape of the crack
is typical of thermal-shock failure of plates. Camera image; picture width ~20 mm
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Fracture Origins
The key to understanding strength and failure of test specimens and manufactured parts is identifying the cause of fracture, that is, the
fracture origin. Cracks, pores, bubbles, inclusions, and grain boundaries are all discontinuities that serve as stress concentrators in
glasses and/or ceramics and can, therefore, be fracture origins. This section presents examples of fracture origins grouped together
according to their mechanism of formation: indentation or impact, machining, and processing. More examples can be found in Ref 2,
3, and 5, 6, 7, 8.
Indentation and Impact Sites. Surfaces of brittle materials are particularly susceptible to contact damage caused by hard objects, either
during indentation or impact (or machining, covered in the section “Machining Flaws”). Figure 18 shows an indentation site caused
by pressing a Vickers diamond onto the surface of a piece of glass. The cracks running from the corners of the indentation are normal
to the surface and extend some distance into the glass. These are the cracks that become fracture origins when stress is applied to the
piece. There are other cracks on the surfaces of the indentation, and the bright areas outside of the indentation are reflections from
subsurface lateral cracks that have not made it up to the surface. When they do, they cause material removal. The indentation origin
shown in Fig. 19 shows two radial cracks that together form a semicircular region, a so-called half-penny crack. Such a crack, or
combination of cracks, is particularly effective in concentrating applied stress. Therefore, these radial cracks at indentation sites are
often fracture origins.

Fig. 18 Vickers indentation site on a glass surface. The dark lines are radial cracks that
are normal to the surface; the bright areas are subsurface lateral cracks that are nearly
parallel to the surface. Optical microscope; reflected light (differential interference
contrast)
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Fig. 19 Vickers indentation origin in a glass plate. The indentation is seen in cross section
at the center of the image. Two radial cracks together form a semicircular region, a socalled half-penny crack, that became the fracture origin. Optical microscope; transmitted
light; picture width ~300 μm
Similar damage is produced when sharp particles impact glass or ceramic surfaces, as illustrated by the example in Fig. 20. The lateral
cracks reached the surface, causing material to spall off. Complex cracking and loss of material occurred at the center of the impact.
Subsurface cracking is not visible in this SEM photograph. However, Fig. 21 shows a similar impact site after the specimen was
broken in a strength test. The specimen was tilted in the SEM to allow the original surface (at the left) and the fracture surface (at the
right) to be seen simultaneously. The relationship between the impact site and the fracture origin is clear. The size of the origin flaw,
as measured along the surface, is about the same as the size of the spalled-off region. This is typical, but there are many cases where
the spalled-off region is much larger than the origin flaw, and vice versa. Note the twist hackle along part of the origin flaw.

Fig. 20 Impact site on a glass surface made by a 100 μm (4 mil) particle of SiC. SEM;
picture width ~200 μm. Source: Ref 6

Fig. 21 Impact fracture origin in glass caused by impact damage from a 100 μm (4 mil)
SiC particle. Specimen was tilted in the SEM to reveal original surface (left) and fracture
surface (right). SEM; picture width ~300 μm. Source: Ref 9
Another impact origin is shown in Fig. 22 to make the point that impact origins often have a more complicated morphology than
indentation origins. Here, the origin looks like a truncated half-penny. In fact, the origin crack is intersected by a second crack (the
narrow, bright feature at the impact site), and the origin flaw itself continues behind the fracture surface seen in the photograph.
Nonetheless, this other crack influenced how the fracture started; that is, it affected the strength.

Fig. 22 Impact fracture origin in glass caused by impact damage from a 100 μm (4 mil)
SiC particle. Specimen was tilted in the SEM. Original surface is at left, fracture surface
at right. SEM; picture width ~200 μm. Source: Ref 9
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Blunt objects, such as spheres, also can produce contact damage, as shown in Fig. 23. The elliptical lines on the left side of the
photograph are contact cracks on the original surface of the specimen. (They are actually circular but appear elliptical in this picture,
because of the tilting of the specimen in the SEM.) These contact cracks run normal to the surface for a short distance before flaring
out into cone-shaped cracks (so-called Hertzian cones, named in honor of Hertz, the scientist who described the stress field associated
with blunt-object contact). This is what happens when a “BB” hits a window, for example. Portions of two of these cones are seen in
Fig. 23. Notice the twist hackle and Wallner lines on the surface of the cone flaring out from the larger surface crack. Figure 24
presents a clearer picture of a Hertzian cone as a fracture origin. A single contact crack can be seen on the original surface, flaring out
into the subsurface cone. The twist hackle seen at two locations makes it evident that the main fracture started from the base of the
cone.

Fig. 23 Hertzian impact site in glass. Specimen was tilted in the SEM to reveal original
surface (left) and fracture surface (right). SEM; picture width ~200 μm. Source: Ref 9

Fig. 24 Hertzian fracture origin in glass. Original surface is at left, fracture surface at
right. Main fracture started from base of Hertzian cone. SEM; picture width ~300 μm.
Source: Ref 9
Machining Flaws. When glasses and ceramics are machined or when they are cut using a diamond saw, extensive subsurface damage
is produced. The crack systems are similar to those seen at indentation or impact sites but are still more complex, because many
particles are involved instead of just one. Two examples of machining flaws are presented here. More examples can be found in Ref 5.
The first is a machining flaw produced in glass when a diamond saw was used to cut a groove in the glass (Fig. 25). It appears that a
series of subsurface cracks linked up to produce the large flaw that caused failure of this piece when external loading was applied.
Note the similarity with the damage in the glass plate shown in Fig. 1 and 2. The second example shows a machining flaw in hotpressed silicon nitride that resulted from diamond grinding of the surface (Fig. 26). Machining grooves on the original surface are
evident in the upper part of the picture. Notice that this flaw is very long compared to its depth, and that it is aligned with the
machining grooves. Both are features commonly observed when machining flaws are the origins of fracture.

Fig. 25 Machining flaw as fracture origin in glass. Rough surface is the bottom of a
groove cut by a diamond saw. SEM; picture width ~200 μm. Source: Ref 9
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Fig. 26 Fracture surface of silicon nitride with machining flaw as origin. Specimen was
tilted in the SEM showing the machined surface at the top and the fracture surface at the
bottom. Machining flaw is aligned with grooves on the original surface. SEM; picture
width ~1 mm. Source: Ref 7
Processing Defects. As used here, processing defects include all discontinuities in a material that can serve as fracture origins and that
can be traced back to some step in manufacturing, except for those defects produced by contact damage. Examples include bubbles
and crystalline inclusions in glasses, and pores, large-grained regions, and microcracks in polycrystalline ceramics. Although pores
are not as effective in concentrating stresses as cracks, they are a frequent cause of failure in polycrystalline ceramics. The example in
Fig. 27 shows a pore with an unusual shape that happened to be right on the tensile surface of this alumina specimen when it was
loaded in bending. Apparently, something organic was in the green material (possibly a hair or a segment of poorly mixed binder),
which burned out during sintering, leaving this large pore. Although the material overall is fine grained with only very small pores,
this large pore is a processing defect that significantly reduced the strength of this particular piece.

Fig. 27 Lower- and higher-magnification views of fracture surface of fine-grained
alumina with a surface pore as fracture origin. SEM; picture widths (a) ~2 mm. (b) ~200
μm. Source: Ref 9
Figure 28 shows an example of a large-grained region as fracture origin. In the high-magnification view of Fig. 28, the origin is seen
to be a region where the grains are larger than the average and where densification is very incomplete. Notice the transgranular
fracture surrounding the large-grained area. It is common to see transgranular fracture close to the origin, where the fracture was
traveling slowly.

Fig. 28 Fracture surface of fine-grained alumina shown at low and high magnifications.
Specimen was tilted in the SEM, allowing original surface (gray area at left) and fracture
surface to be seen simultaneously. SEM; picture widths (a) ~2 mm, (b) ~300 μm. Source:
Ref 9
Two other examples of processing flaws that became fracture origins (as well as one example of machining damage as a fracture
origin) are shown in Fig. 29, taken from Ref 8. These are just two examples of the many types of processing flaws that are found in
polycrystalline ceramics. Reference 5 is an excellent source for detailed information on fracture origins in ceramic materials.

Fig. 29 Examples of strength-limiting defects in ceramics. (a) Silicon inclusion in reactionbonded silicon nitride. (b) Powder agglomerate in sintered silicon carbide. (c) Machining
damage in hot pressed silicon nitride. SEM; picture widths (a) ~150 μm. (b) ~300 μm, (c)
~150 μm. Source: Ref 8
Glazed ceramics are interesting because origins can be in the glaze, at the glaze-body interface, or in the body. It is, therefore,
especially critical to locate and identify fracture origins in order to understand causes of failure. Figure 30 shows an example of an
origin in the glaze. In this case, there was a large grain of unreacted quartz located between two large bubbles. There is cracking
around such quartz particles, owing to stresses that develop because of thermal expansion differences between the quartz and the
glaze. The large bubbles are also defects, but it was the quartz particle that caused fracture.
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Fig. 30 Fracture surface of glazed porcelain. Fracture origin is a quartz grain between
the two large bubbles in the glaze. SEM; picture width ~250 μm. Source: Ref 9
Fracture origins at the glaze-body interface are also very common. The glaze should be in compression and the body in tension.
Reactions at the glaze-body interface may lead to local values of tension much higher than expected for the bulk of the body.
Therefore, defects at the glaze-body interface are subjected to the combined effect of applied and residual stresses, making them
frequent failure origins.
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Introduction
OVERLOAD FAILURES, from the perspective of materials failure analysts, refer to the ductile or brittle
fracture of a material when stresses exceed the load-bearing capacity of the material from either excessive
applied stress or degradation of the load-bearing capacity of the material from damage, embrittlement, or other
factors. However, the definition of overload failure is not uniformly agreed upon. Many engineers limit the
definition of overload failures to those in which the applied stresses were higher than anticipated in design. This
popular misconception incorrectly presumes underdesign as the cause of overload failure, because it does not
include failures where embrittlement or other causes result in fracture under normal loading.
The purpose of engineering failure analysis is to identify the root cause of component or system failure and to
prevent similar occurrences. Underdesign is just one potential cause of an overload failure, and the timeconsuming and potentially expensive process of redesign may indeed be necessary for prevention of further
failures in some cases. However, from the standpoint of practical failure analysis, a wide variety of
manufacturing and material characteristics can act singly or combine synergistically to reduce the strength,

ductility, and toughness of metallic materials. These factors must also be considered in the evaluation and
prevention of overload failures. Therefore, throughout this article, the term overload failure is intended to imply
fracture due to stresses exceeding the capacity of the material, whether or not the stress was higher than that
anticipated by design.
The purpose of this article is to identify and illustrate the types of overload failures, which (for the purpose of
discussion) are categorized as follows:
•
•
•

Overload failure due to insufficient material strength and underdesign
Overload failure due to stress concentration and material defects
Overload failure due to material alteration

These categories are neither mutually exclusive nor collectively exhaustive, but are a useful means for
pinpointing those areas of the design and materials selection that may require corrective scrutiny. These factors
associated with overload failures are discussed in this article, and, where appropriate, preventive steps for
reducing the likelihood of overload fractures are included. In particular, overload failure due to material
alteration is very complex. No engineering component is immune from changes in material properties from
mechanical strain, gross damage, and change in material microstructure or embrittlement. Complex engineering
failures also may result from simultaneous multiple alterations.
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Fracture Modes and Mechanisms
When dealing with a fracture (not all failures are fractures), the failure analyst is called upon to identify the origin of the fracture and
the mechanism(s) of crack propagation. In general, the three general “modes” or types of metal fracture include failures from
overload, fatigue, and creep. These three modes of fracture are briefly summarized in Table 1, which includes concise summaries of
contributing factors and the visual and microscopic aspects of each. In general, the growth or propagation of cracks during an
overload fracture is more rapid than for the more progressive forms of cracking due to fatigue or creep. Hence, overload is described
as “instantaneous” in Table 1 to distinguish it from the more progressive form of cracking due to fatigue or creep. These basic modes
of fracture may also occur in combination, as when a fatigue or creep crack grows over time and ultimately leads to a rapid fracture
through overload failure by ductile and/or brittle cracking.

Table 1 Fracture mode identification chart
Method
Visual, 1 to 50×
(fracture surface)

Instantaneous failure mode(a)
Ductile overload
Brittle overload
• Necking or distortion in • Little or no distortion
direction consistent with
applied loads
• Flat fracture

Progressive fracture mode
Creep
Fatigue
• Flat progressive zone
• Multiple brittle
with beach marks
appearing fissures

• Dull, fibrous fracture

• Overload zone
consistent with applied
loading direction

• External surface and
internal fissures contain
reaction scale coatings

• Ratchet marks where
origins join

• Fracture after limited
dimensional change

• Progressive zone: worn
appearance, flat, may
show striations at
magnifications above
500×

• Multiple intergranular
fissures covered with
reaction scale

• Shear lips

Scanning electron
microscopy, 20–
10,000× (fracture
surface)

• Microvoids (dimples)
elongated in direction of
loading
• Single crack with no
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• Bright or coarse
texture, crystalline,
grainy
• Rays or chevrons
point to origin
• Cleavage or
intergranular fracture
• Origin area may
contain an

• Grain faces may show

branching

Metallographic
inspection, 50–
1000× (cross section)

imperfection or stress
concentrator

• Surface slip band
emergence
• Grain distortion and
flow near fracture

• Little distortion
evident

• Irregular, transgranular
fracture

• Intergranular or
transgranular
• May relate to notches
at surface or brittle
phases internally

porosity
• Overload zone: may be
either ductile or brittle
• Progressive zone:
usually transgranular
with little apparent
distortion
• Overload zone: may be
either ductile or brittle

• Microstructural
change typical of
overheating
• Multiple intergranular
cracks
• Voids formed on grain
boundaries or wedge
shaped cracks at grain
triple points
• Reaction scales or
internal precipitation

Contributing
factors

• Load exceeded the
strength of the part
• Check for proper alloy
and processing by
hardness check or
destructive testing,
chemical analysis
• Loading direction may
show failure was
secondary
• Short-term, hightemperature, high-stress
rupture has ductile
appearance (see creep)

• Load exceeded the
dynamic strength of
the part

• Cyclic stress exceeded
the endurance limit of
the material

• Check for proper
alloy and processing
as well as proper
toughness, grain size

• Check for proper
strength, surface finish,
assembly, and
operation

• Loading direction
may show failure was
secondary or impact
induced

• Prior damage by
mechanical or
corrosion modes may
have initiated cracking

• Low temperatures

• Alignment, vibration,
balance

• Some cold flow in last
stages of failure
• Mild overheating
and/or mild
overstressing at elevated
temperature
• Unstable
microstructures and
small grain size increase
creep rates
• Ruptures occur after
long exposure times
• Verify proper alloy

• High cycle low stress:
large fatigue zone; low
cycle high stress: small
fatigue zone
(a) Failure at the time of load application without prior weakening
Of course, the modes of fracture (overload, fatigue, and creep) cannot be considered independently of the underlying mechanisms of
crack initiation and crack propagation. The occurrence and appearance of different fracture modes obviously depend on the
mechanism(s) of crack initiation and propagation. For brittle and ductile cracking, distinguishing characteristics at different scales of
observation (1× to >10,000×) are briefly summarized in Table 2. The following sections also briefly review some mechanistic aspects
of ductile and brittle crack propagation, including discussion of mixed-mode cracking, which may also occur when an overload failure
is caused by a combination of ductile and brittle cracking mechanisms. This section only describes the general aspects of fracture
mechanisms, as more details are described in other articles in this Volume.

Table 2 Distinguishing characteristics of brittle versus ductile behavior depending on the
scale of observation
Scale of observation
Structural engineer
By eye (1×)
Macroscale (<50×)
Microscale, scanning electron microscopy
(100–10,000×)
Transmission electron microscopy

Brittle
Applied stress at failure is less than the
yield stress
No necking, shiny facets, crystalline,
granular
“Low” RA or ductility
Brittle microprocess, cleavage or
intergranular
May have a large level of local

Ductile
Applied stress at failure is greater than
the yield stress
Necked, fibrous, woody
Medium to high RA
Ductile microprocess, microvoid
coalescence
High amount of plasticity globally

(>10,000×)
RA, reduction of area

plasticity
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Ductile Overload Failures
Ductile overload failures are simply those that exhibit significant visible macroscopic plastic deformation. Applied stress
and energy from an external source is required to propagate the fracture, rather than residual stresses alone. Ductile cracks
blunt and stop when the stresses are dynamically reduced and insufficient energy to create further distortion remains. This
ability to deform and absorb energy at the tip of a crack permits ductile materials to fatigue crack or crack in a stable (i.e.,
noncritical) overload manner over a longer period of time. Well-formed and easily identified striations are often present in
fatigue fractures of ductile materials.
Due to necking or other visible signs of deformation evidenced by ductile materials prior to failure, ductile overload can
often be less surprising and catastrophic than brittle failures. Ductile overload thus can be a more forgiving fracture mode
than brittle fracture. Materials that exhibit yielding prior to fracture also can redistribute their loading to the adjacent
support structure, avoiding system failure.
Due to their very nature, ductile overload failures often occur during manufacture or relatively early in service (for
example, collapse of a roof due to snow loading). Sometimes this suggests underdesign (for example, by miscalculation
of the service stresses; misuse or abuse in service; improper material selection, specification, or processing; poor
manufacturing; or other reasons). Unfortunately, in some situations, ductile overload failures are routinely assumed to be
design mistakes, a practice that ignores all of the other contributing factors to the failure, and may result in unnecessary or
ill-advised corrective actions. Perfunctory failure analysis or incomplete root-cause investigation can be very misleading
or even dangerous.
Ductile fracture occurs from the nucleation, growth, and coalescence of microvoids during deformation. Second-phase
particles or inclusions typically provide the nucleation sites for initiation of the microvoids, which then grow and coalesce
as deformation progresses further. Ductile fracture by void growth and coalescence can occur by two modes during
tensile loading. Mode I is plane-strain fracture, where void growth and fibrous tearing occur along a crack plane that is
essentially normal to the axis of the tensile load. The fracture appearance typically has a dull and fibrous appearance, as in
the classic “cup and-cone” feature of ductile fracture in the simple cross section of a tensile testing specimen (for
example, see Fig. 166 in the “Atlas of Fractographs” in Fractography, Volume 12) of the ASM Handbook.
The other fracture mode is plane-stress fracture (mode II fracture), which manifests itself as the “shear lips” in the cupand-cone fracture specimens from tensile tests. During tensile loading, the fracture originates near the specimen center,
where hydrostatic stresses develop during the onset of necking and where microvoids develop and grow. Multiple cracks
join and spread outward along the plane normal to loading axis, as representative of mode I (plane-strain) crack
propagation. When cracks reach a region near the outer surface, the mode of fracture changes to mode II (plane-stress)
condition, where shear strain becomes the operative mode of deformation (as maximum stresses occur along the shear
plane in the basic principles of continuum mechanics). Thus, even though the overall applied stress is still a tensile load,
deformation makes a transition to the shear plane in the outer regions of the specimen. In this mode II region, voids grow
in sheets at an oblique angle (~45° to the plane of the major fracture or loading axis) to the crack plane under the
influence of shear strains. This type of shear-band tearing results in the classic shear lips of a ductile cup-and-cone tensile
fracture specimen. Shear-band formation also commonly occurs in deformation processing, where friction and/or
geometric conditions produce inhomogeneous deformation, leading to local shear bands. Localization of deformation in
these shear bands also results in localized temperature increases that produce local softening.
Ductile fractures often progress as single cracks, without many separated pieces or substantial crack branching at the
fracture location. They are characteristically flat and perpendicular to the maximum tensile stress for mode I (plane-strain)
conditions, or at about a 45° angle to the maximum stress (although this angle may vary depending on material condition
and loading condition). The crack profiles adjacent to the fracture are consistent with tearing. Ductile overload failures of
engineering components typically exhibit the characteristics of dimple rupture, as discussed further.
The second mode of ductile fracture, shear-band formation, is a phenomenon associated more with deformation processes
during metalworking, where localized and inhomogeneous deformation can potentially lead to crack formation. This
concern of inhomogeneous deformation and shear-band formation in metalworking is not discussed in this article.
However, shear-band formation may occur in dimple-rupture failures under certain circumstances. In some ductile
materials, shear-band fractures may also show evidence of microvoid coalescence (MVC), typically associated with
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dimple rupture. In pure metals and alloys refined to remove all impurities (where there is no ready supply of sites for
microvoids to nucleate), the material may fail by adiabatic shear-band formation, resulting in a somewhat flat fracture
surface devoid of dimples.
Transgranular dimple rupture due to MVC is the most prevalent fracture mechanism of ductile overload failures. During
deformation, cavities (or microvoids) nucleate at small particles (such as inclusions and second-phase particles) when the
matrix material separates from the particle by interfacial decohesion or when the inclusion or second-phase fractures. The
level of extensional growth of the microvoids is dependent on the level of plastic strain the material can undergo prior to
fracture.
The microscale fractographic features consist of ruptured dimples, and both diffuse and local necking may be
macroscopically visible depending on the component geometry. Mechanical conditions and metallurgical features can
influence the appearance of MVC. Examples are shown for a ferritic steel (Fig. 1a), ductile iron (Fig. 1b), and cast
titanium alloy (Fig. 1c). The dimple features are evident in equiaxed form for tensile loading (Fig. 1a and b). Parabolic
shear dimples occur from torsional loading (Fig. 1c) or from mode II (in-plane) shear. However, metallic materials can
behave in a ductile manner, but not exhibit the classical dimple-rupture morphology, as shown in Fig. 1(d) for a cast
aluminum alloy. The cast aluminum alloy fracture surface should show dimples in the aluminum matrix (original
dendrites), but can be difficult to see because fracture surface morphology is impacted by cleavage in second-phase
(silicon) particles and other second phases.

Fig. 1 SEM images of dimple-rupture fractures. (a) Fracture of low-alloy medium-carbon
steel bolt (SAE grade 5). 1750×. (b) Equiaxed tensile dimples originating around the
graphite nodules of ASTM 60-45-10 ductile iron. 350×. (c) Parabolic shear dimples in cast

Ti-6Al-4V from torsional loading. 1400×. (d) Dimple rupture in cast aluminum alloys.
593×. (a), (b), and (c) courtesy of Mohan Chaudhari, Columbus Metallurgical Services,
Inc.
Exceedingly pure materials, particularly unalloyed metals with few inclusions, can exhibit extremely high reduction in
area, or necking, at the fracture site. In most engineering materials, impurities and second-phase particles are always
present. As would be expected, an increased volume fraction of these constituents will reduce the true fracture strain and
the reduction in area (Ref 1). The type, distribution, and size of these constituents are also mechanistically important and
are discussed in greater depth later in this article.
Simple overload fractures are not uncommon in bulk deformation manufacturing processes. Even when not resulting in
fracture, severe room-temperature forming processes will necessarily result in unavoidable MVC, concentrated in regions
of highest plastic deformation. Forming-induced microvoids can act as subsequent fracture initiation sites, which may be
of particular importance with regard to fatigue crack propagation. Fatigue cracking also requires a level of ductile
behavior; otherwise, once a crack is initiated it would result in instant unstable crack growth, fracturing in a macroscopic
brittle manner. Unlike ductile overload, however, fatigue most often initiates and propagates at overall stresses below the
yield stress.
Dimple-rupture failures in components of simple cross section often evidence a classic cup-and-cone fracture typical of
ductile fracture of tension-test specimens. As previously noted, the fracture originates near the center of the section,
where hydrostatic stresses develop and multiple cracks join and spread outward with a fibrous fracture surface
perpendicular to the tensile loading axis (mode I, plane strain). When cracks reach a region near the outer surface, the
fracture path makes a transition to the shear plane (mode II, plane stress), where the fracture surface is approximately at
45° to the plane of the major fracture. This is the familiar “shear-lip” region. The final stages of fracture thus occur
principally along the shear plane, although the angle of this “shear” region changes continually with distance from the
central fibrous region and is not always at 45° to the tension load axis.
Examples and illustrate uncomplicated types of ductile overload failures.
Example 1: Fracture of High-Strength Screws During Installation. One lot of size M5 × 0.8 mm, class 8.8 metric screws
with a proprietary head design were failing during application. The screws were reportedly failing at the normal
installation torque.
Investigation. Typical failed fasteners are shown in Fig. 2(a). Substantial necking accompanied all of the fractures. The
fractographic features were consistent with dimple rupture, and the macroscopic necking is shown metallographically in
Fig. 2(b). The chemical composition of the fasteners was not verified, but proof load and tension testing of exemplar
screws from the same lot revealed satisfactory results. The level of necking on the tension-tested screws was analogous to
those that failed during installation.

Fig. 2 Fracturing of high-strength screws (example 1). (a) Two grade 8 high-strength steel
fasteners that failed on installation. (b) Necking and stretching between adjacent thread
crests are evident on a cross section. Unetched. 8.9×
Metallographic study revealed a relatively uniform martensitic microstructure. Minor laps were apparent at the thread
crests, but were acceptable according to the applicable specifications. No gross defects or evidence of brittle behavior
were identified.
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Conclusions. The analytical results indicated that the fasteners failed via ductile overload in the absence of gross defects
or embrittlement. It was subsequently determined that a nonapproved lubricant was added to the questioned fastener lot
during installation.
In fastener design where tension preload is controlled by torque measurement, the general relationship T = KDP is often
used, where T is torque, K is a torque coefficient including a friction factor, D is the fastener diameter, and P is the tensile
load. Assuming a predetermined torque for bare steel screws, the tension preload can be more than twice as high on
lubricated fasteners. In this case, the reduced friction level resulted in a tension preload sufficient to fracture the screws.
Example 2: Forming Cracks on Stainless Steel Wire. Cold-drawn type 303 stainless steel wire sections, 6.4 mm (0.25 in.)
in diameter, failed during a forming operation. All of the wires failed at a gradual 90° bend.
Investigation. High-magnification visual examination disclosed many fine ruptures accompanying a typical fracture (Fig.
3a). These ruptures occurred at the outside of the bend. The rupture interior surfaces (Fig. 3b) were entirely ductile in
nature. No defects from manufacture of the wire were evident. The fracture and crack surfaces exhibited dimples (Fig.
3c). The dimples appeared to initiate at nonmetallic inclusions inherent in this free-machining steel. Microstructural
examination indicated there was no alteration in the fracture and crack regions. Substantial distortion of the grains was
apparent at the ruptures.

Fig. 3 Forming cracks on stainless steel wire (example 2). (a) The fracture, which
occurred during bending shows many parallel fissures. 5.3×. (b) A typical fissure on the
wire surface. Scanning electron micrograph. 71×. (c) The interior of the fissures and the
fracture surface exhibit dimple rupture morphology. Scanning electron micrograph.
1187×
Conclusions. It was concluded that the wires were cracking via ductile overload. The forming stresses were sufficient to initiate
surface ruptures, suggestive of having exceeded the forming limit.
Recommendations. The results suggested that the forming process should be examined. In particular, lubrication and workpiece
fixturing would be of interest along with examination of successfully formed wire stock.
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Brittle Overload Failures
Brittle overload failures, in contrast to ductile overload failures, are characterized by little or no macroscopic plastic deformation. The
fracture features and mechanisms on a microscopic scale may have components of ductile or brittle crack propagation, but the
macroscopic process of fracture is characterized by little or no work being expended in the form of permanent (i.e., plastic)
deformation. The macroscopic behavior is essentially elastic up to the point of failure. The energy of the failure is principally
absorbed by the creation of new surfaces, that is, cracks. For this reason, brittle failures often contain multiple cracks and separated
pieces, which are less common in ductile overload failures. Brittle overload failures are sometimes be identified as “catastrophic”

because there may be no warning signs such as warpage or distortion prior to the final fracture, and these failures may cause
substantial collateral damage. Energy released during brittle fracture in these failures can be very loud and in some cases explosive.
Brittle fractures are characterized by relatively rapid crack growth to final fracture. The cracking process is sometimes referred to as
being “unstable” or “critical” because the crack propagation leads quickly to final fracture. Brittle fracture initiates and propagates
more readily than ductile fracture (or for so-called “subcritical” crack propagation processes such as fatigue or stress-corrosion
cracking). Representative crack extension rates for brittle and ductile fracture have been measured at 1000 and 6 m/s (3000 and 20
ft/s), respectively. In addition, no supplemental or continuously applied energy may be necessary to continue the brittle crack
propagation once it is initiated. The elastic strain energy may be sufficient.
Brittleness does not necessarily imply material flaws or processing mistakes, although this is very often the case. Brittle fracture in
some circumstances is the expected overload failure mode. This is true for inherently brittle materials, such as extremely high-strength
materials where ductility is sacrificed for maximum deformation or wear resistance. Additionally, embrittling conditions and
metallurgical phenomena can impose brittle fracture characteristics on materials that would generally evince the more desirable
ductile overload behavior. Brittle overload failures are typically differentiated by a primary crack that occurs from either transgranular
or intergranular crack propagation. These categories indicate whether the cracks propagate through the grains or around them,
respectively. The use of the infrequently encountered term “intragranular” to describe transgranular features is discouraged due to its
similarity in pronunciation to intergranular.
All brittle fracture mechanisms can exhibit chevron or herringbone patterns that indicate the fracture origin and direction of rapid
fracture progression. Ductile cracking by MVC cannot have a herringbone pattern, although a macroscale radial pattern and chevrons
can occur from MVC. River lines on a macroscopic scale may be revealed in glassy polymers, but not on a macroscopic scale in a
metallic material. With regard to fatigue, materials with poor ductility can still experience crack initiation and growth since some
slight plasticity may by present. Relatively brittle metals such as hardened steel and gray cast iron do not always form microscopically
identifiable striations and macroscopic beach marks in cyclic failures.

Transgranular Cleavage
Transgranular cleavage is cracking through the discrete grains. Intracrystalline is an equally descriptive term, but is not preferred
terminology. Crystallographic cleavage occurs preferentially in individual grains in directions that do not readily deform, by slip
processes, under strain. Therefore, specifically oriented grains tend to crack, leaving a shiny, faceted appearance easily differentiated
from dull and fibrous, dimple-rupture features. Cleavage in a steel sample is shown in Fig. 4. Face-centered-cubic (fcc) metals (for
example, copper, aluminum, nickel, and austenitic steels) exhibit the greatest ductility during rapid fracture and in benign
environments do not normally fracture via cleavage, as described further in the section “Atomic and Crystalline Structure” in this
article. However, brittle cracking of fcc metals may occur under conditions of environmentally-assisted cracking (for example,
transgranular stress-corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steels). High-nitrogen austenitic stainless may also be less ductile during
rapid crack growth.

Fig. 4 A cleavage fracture in a carbon steel component is shown. Scanning electron
micrograph. 593×
Cleavage initiates via microcrack nucleation at the leading edge of piled-up dislocations. The crack propagates through the grain in
which it initiated. The crack then continues across the grain boundaries very rapidly as the critical crack size is exceeded. The fracture
surface continues across the grain boundary, but during the cracking process it is very unlikely that the crossing is strictly continuous
across the grain boundary. Cleavage cracks cannot cross a grain boundary if the body has a twist component. The crack must
reinitiate, and therefore the the classic fine-scale convergence of multiple river lines develop as the crack progresses. Cleaved grains
often exhibit river patterns, further confirming transgranular cleavage as the mechanism of crack propagation. Cleavage occurs in
materials with a high strain-hardening rate and relatively low cleavage strength, or when a geometric constraint (i.e., large hydrostatic
stresses) acts as an initiator of cleavage fracture. It also occurs in materials that are embrittled within the grains rather than at the grain
boundaries. All materials are sensitive to hydrostatic stresses, which may also induce brittle fracture. Fractographically, it is very
unlikely that cleavage facet size can exceed the grain size, and thus the size of the fracture facets can be a measure of the grain size if
there is only one cleavage facet per grain. There is also a possibility of subgrain boundaries and therefore multiple growth directions
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in a single grain for those cleavage cracks that cannot propagate across a boundary that has a twist component. In lath martensitic and
bainitic microstructures, cleavage facet size correlates with packet size, not prior-austenite grain size.
The term quasi-cleavage applies when significant dimple rupture and/or tear ridges accompany the cleavage morphology. Grains
oriented favorably with respect to the axis of loading may slip and exhibit ductile behavior, whereas those oriented unfavorably
cannot slip and will exhibit transgranular brittle behavior. A failure analysis example illustrating brittle transgranular fracture follows.
Example 3: Cracking of a Dump Truck Transmission Housing. Both halves of a gray cast iron transmission housing from a 50 ton
dump truck contained numerous cracks. No service duration or material specifications were provided.
Investigation. Visual examination revealed that the cracks all occurred adjacent to stiffening ribs and at changes in section thickness.
One of the cracks is shown in Fig. 5(a). A crack that was opened to permit examination is shown in Fig. 5(b). All of the cracks
appeared to have the high light reflectivity of cleavage facets with no postfracture indication of ductility or mechanical damage. None
of the casting cracks contained stains, casting defects, or features suggestive of fatigue cracking. The housing halves did not contain
any internal damage.

Fig. 5 Cracking in a truck transmission housing (example 3). (a) A typical crack at a
stiffening rib. (b) An opened crack at a stiffening rib exhibited brittle features. (c)
Longitudinal metallographic cross section showing secondary brittle cracking along the
graphite flakes. 2% nital etch. 59×
Tensile specimens from both halves exhibited ultimate tensile strengths exceeding 205 MPa (30 ksi). Although testing of samples
removed from a cast component may not necessarily bear relation to grade/condition determination that is based on separately poured
test bars, results were suggestive of the G3000 grade designation for automotive gray cast iron. The typical fracture morphology
within the matrix was transgranular cleavage. The microstructure consisted of size 5 type A graphite flakes in a matrix of
approximately 73% pearlite/27% ferrite. No free carbides were present. The crack followed the profile of the graphite flakes, as
shown in Fig. 5(c).
Conclusions. The transmission housing castings exhibited brittle overload cracks at highly stressed locations. Failure was due to
applied stresses sufficient to fracture the castings. These were probably unexpected bending forces. The cleavage cracking occurred
preferentially along the graphite flakes, which is typical for this material. No cold shuts, porosity, or other casting flaws were evident
within the cracks. The source of the unexpected bending was not determined. Fracture could be transgranular (and most likely is), but
the fracture path is heavily influenced by cleavage cracking in the graphite.

Intergranular Fracture
Intergranular brittle fracture occurs by separation at or adjacent to the grain boundaries. In some cases it can occur at previous grain
boundaries, such as in the case of martensitic steels where fracture can occur at prior-austenite grain boundaries, which may also
coincide with some of the boundaries in the martensite. Intergranular cracking has been documented in nearly all engineering metals
and alloys and is caused by a wide variety of mechanical and environmental factors such as grain-boundary embrittlement and
decohesive separation along the grain boundaries at elevated (creep-regime) temperatures. For service temperatures below the creep
regime (i.e., about 0.4 to 0.5 the melting temperature of the alloy) and with appropriate materials selection and design, intergranular
brittle fracture is often (but not always) indicative of improper material processing. Transgranular cleavage is usually the brittle mode
anticipated in normal conditions for brittle materials. Intergranular brittle fracture is atypical, as the grain boundaries are usually
stronger than the grains at temperatures below the creep regime.
Grain-boundary fracture can occur both with and without evident MVC on the grain surfaces. Intergranular fracture exhibiting
dimple-rupture features is often referred to as decohesive rupture or more generally as “intergranular dimpled fracture.” Grainboundary fracture exhibiting no grain surface ductile rupture is identified as intergranular brittle fracture. In failure analysis, the
investigator must distinguish which type of intergranular fracture has occurred as the causes and corrective actions can be
substantially different.
Decohesive rupture is an intergranular fracture mechanism that is macroscopically brittle yet microscopically ductile. Visual and lowmagnification stereomicroscopic examination typically reveal the facets of the individual grains along which cracking occurred. The
appearance of this morphology could be easily mistaken for pure brittle intergranular fracture if high-magnification fractography is

not performed to examine for microscopic void formation in the grain boundaries. This mechanism of MVC in the grain boundaries
can also result in a greater level of secondary cracking than evidenced by ductile overload failures.
In some circumstances, dimple rupture occurs along the interface between the matrix and a relatively weak intergranular phase (for
example, at high temperatures). Weakening of the grain boundary may occur at elevated temperatures and result in creep stress
rupture. It may also occur adjacent to the grain boundary due to elemental segregation causing a denuded zone. As materials with this
inherent or imposed tendency are stressed, normal MVC initiates at inclusions, second phases, or other crystallographic imperfections
(for example, the grain boundaries). Due to the preexisting crack path provided by the grain boundaries, decohesive rupture requires
less energy to effect separation than that for typical transgranular ductile rupture.
Example 4: Overload Failure of a Bronze Worm Gear. A very large diameter worm gear that had been in service in a dam for more
than 60 years exhibited cracks and was removed. It was reported that the cast bronze gear was only rarely stressed during service,
associated with infrequent opening and closing of gates. Due to the age of the gear and the time frame of its manufacture, no original
material specifications or strength requirements could be located. Likewise, no maintenance records of possible repairs to the gear
were available.
Investigation. As part of the investigation, a number of representative sections excised from the gear were submitted for metallurgical
analysis. The cracks were primarily located on the gear faces and were not associated with traditional regions of high service stresses,
such as the tooth roots. Some portions of the gear face exhibited light discoloration, which was suggestive of weld repairs. The cracks
were evident within the base metal, at the repair weld fusion lines, and within the weld metal. Figure 6(a) shows the opened crack
features in an area where a weld and remaining casting imperfection were apparent. The macroscopic fracture features differed
substantially between the base metal and the welds. Some of the cracking did not occur at casting imperfections or repair welds.

Fig. 6 Overload failure of a bronze worm gear (example 4). (a) An opened crack is shown
with a repair weld, a remaining casting flaw, and cracking in the base metal. (b) Electron
image of decohesive rupture in the fine-grain weld metal. Scanning electron micrograph.
119×. (c) Morphology in the large-grain base material at the same magnification as (b),
showing intergranular brittle fracture features. Scanning electron micrograph. 119×. (d)
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Metallographic image showing the weak grain-boundary phase in the weld. Potassium
dichromate etch. 297×
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed the typical weld and base metal fracture features shown in Fig. 6(b) and (c),
respectively. The weld exhibited fine features that consisted of both dimple rupture and grain-boundary dimple-rupture evidence. The
base metal exhibited rather large-grain intergranular brittle cracking features with many types of inclusions.
Chemical analysis revealed a standard high-strength, manganese bronze composition, and the weld filler metal was considered
compatible. Tension testing of specimens removed from gear segments remote to repairs revealed tensile strengths near 690 MPa (100
ksi), yield strengths near 517 MPa (75 ksi), and 5% elongation at fracture. Weld and base metal hardnesses were similar.
The microstructure at the transition between the base metal and weld metal is shown in Fig. 6(d). The continuous grain-boundary
phase in the weld metal responsible for the decohesive rupture features is evident.
Conclusions. It was concluded from the investigation that the bronze gear cracked via mixed-mode overload, rather than by a
progressive mechanism such as fatigue or stress-corrosion cracking (SSC). The cracking was not associated with regions that would
be highly stressed and did not appear to be consistently correlated to casting imperfections, repair welds, or the associated heataffected zones. The cast gear was a high-strength, low-ductility bronze. Cracking across the gear face suggested bending forces from
misalignment were likely responsible for the cracking, and further review of this potential root cause could be recommended.
Intergranular brittle fracture exhibits little or no plastic deformation and fractographic features devoid of rupture evidence. This is the
classic “rock-candy” appearance in brittle materials. Materials that are identified as “embrittled” are usually prone to intergranular
brittle fracture, although some embrittlement mechanisms are manifested as transgranular cleavage, decohesive rupture, or dimple
rupture. The term rock candy is most often applied to coarse-grain materials where this appearance is visually evident.
This fracture mechanism can be due to many conditions, including a brittle grain-boundary phase, high strain rates, or embrittlement.
Visually, the macroscopic plane of the intergranular brittle fractures appears relatively flat, perpendicular to the axis of the applied
stress responsible for the overloading. This mechanism is usually due to an improper condition of the materials or the alteration of the
material during service. Intergranular brittle fracture is very prevalent in ceramic materials and is often present in poorly sintered
powder-metallurgy constructs. It is necessary for the practicing failure analyst to understand that intergranular brittle fracture is not
always due to defects and improper processing. This mechanism can result from well-controlled processes that provide benefit that
can outweigh the expectation of brittle failure. One example is in the process of carburization, as included in the case history that
follows.
Example 5: Valve Seat Fractures. Valve seats fractured during testing and during service. The seats were machined from grade 11L17
steel and were surface hardened by carburization.
Investigation. Fracture occurred through the relatively thin wall of the seat, between circular holes in a cylindrical barrel. Secondary
cracks were evident adjacent to the fractures in every failed ligament region. The fracture surfaces visually had the faceted or
“crystalline” appearance of intergranular fracture near the exterior surfaces, as shown in Fig. 7(a). No fracture origins were apparent,
although corners at circular crossholes were considered the probable origins. The core fracture morphology consisted of elliptical
dimples.

Fig. 7 Valve seat fractures (example 5). (a) View of the seat fracture surface with
intergranular near-surface features from the carburizing heat treatment. Scanning
electron micrograph. 59×. (b) Cross section showing the case depth and the blunting of a
secondary bending crack by the ductile core microstructure. 2% nital etch. 15×
The seat surface hardness was 55 HRC, which is typical for case-hardened steel. A metallographic cross section through the fracture
surface is shown in Fig. 7(b). A secondary crack has opened substantially and blunted in the ductile core. Plastic distortion of the core
grain structure at the crack tip was evident. The seat wall was not through-carburized. The near-surface microstructure was tempered
martensite and retained austenite, along with the large nonmetallic inclusions inherent in this material. No case-hardening
microcracking was evident, and no grain-boundary carbides were apparent.
Conclusions. The fracture occurred via brittle overload, which was predominantly intergranular. The amount of bending evidence and
the directionality of the core overload fracture features suggest that the applied stresses were not purely axial, as would be anticipated
in this application. Resulfurized steels are typically case hardened for wear resistance, but the hardened structure has relatively poor
ductility. Stress concentration occurs at the ligaments of hardened microstructure between the soft inclusions. These materials
characteristically have low transverse mechanical properties, even when they are not case hardened. The level of retained austenite in
the hardened case layer likely contributed to the failure.
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Mixed-Mode Cracking
As shown in several of the previous examples, it is not unusual to observe fractographic evidence of multiple mechanisms on a single
fracture surface. The failure analyst must rely on experience to interpret mixed-mechanism and mixed-mode features. The
morphology at the fracture origin is of primary importance. Atypical features among uniform fracture features may not be of
significance other than pinpointing microstructural inhomogeneities and discontinuities (see, for example, the section, “Material
Factors,” in this article).
A blunted crack in a ductile iron impeller that failed via mixed brittle and ductile mechanism overload fracture is shown in Fig. 8. The
crack stopped in this area where deformation and necking of the ductile bull's-eye ferrite is evident. Much of the remaining cracking
through the lamellar pearlite was very brittle. Although the ferrite phase was not predominant in the matrix, substantial ductile
character was imparted.

Fig. 8 Crack in a high-strength ductile iron (grade 100-70-03) impeller showing
deformation in the ferrite resulting in blunting of this secondary crack. 2% nital etch.
492×
In many cases, a combination of fracture mechanisms suggests a minority phase has acted detrimentally. Figures 9(a) and (b) show
fracture through globular carbides in a thin tool steel component resulting in matrix fracture. The tempered martensitic matrix was
somewhat ductile, yet fracture occurred when brittle, massive carbides near the surface shattered.

Fig. 9 Fracture in a thin medical device manufactured from type D 2 tool steel. (a) View
showing a fractured massive carbide and associated matrix crack. Scanning electron
micrograph. 1187× (b) Cross section through a cracked region in a similar part showing
brittle fracture in the carbides and plastic deformation of the surrounding matrix.
Vilella's reagent. 297×
Overload fracture by ductile or brittle crack growth is often the final result of fracture following other subcritical cracking phenomena
such as fatigue and corrosion. In these cases it is necessary to identify the proximate cause that was followed by the subsequent
overload behavior. The final fracture occurs at a critical point when the remaining intact ligament of material can no longer support
the applied stress. Figure 10 shows the fatigue to final ductile overload transition in a relatively soft austenitic stainless steel. Some
dimples due to MVC are evident in the last few striations that formed before the crack size became critical.
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Fig. 10 Stainless steel component that was flexed in service. The transition between
fatigue and dimple rupture is shown. Scanning electron micrograph. 1187×
Overload Failures
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Material Factors
Determining the root cause of a failure requires a comprehensive understanding of the material, loading, and environmental factors
that can contribute to failure. The following sections describe some of the material, mechanical, and environmental factors that may
be involved. Each is described in a separate section, but it must be recognized that they are not discrete and separate factors. The
mechanisms of fracture are influenced by complex and interrelated factors that may provide competing or synergistic conditions
leading to fracture. This may illustrate some of the complexities or difficulties of engineering failure analysis.
This section briefly reviews some of the material factors that may be considered in the evaluation of unstable, rapid fracture. Ductile
or brittle overload failures and the resultant fracture morphology are influenced by various material factors from the atomic level to
the bulk material level. The inherent macroscopic ductility of crystalline materials, for example, depends on factors such as the
specific crystal lattice that is present, the presence of foreign atoms in the lattice and where they are located, as well as the size of the
individual crystalline regions (“grain size”). Many alloys also exhibit a combination of fracture morphologies in the region of rapid,
unstable overload fracture due variations in the compositional constituents of the material. For example, Fig. 11(a) reveals a dimpled
surface of ductile features typical of fcc metals such as austenitic steel, while Fig. 11(b) is a SEM image of an aluminum alloy where
various fracture morphologies are revealed. This is typical of many alloy systems where rapid fracture exhibits a combination of
morphologies.

Fig. 11 Examples of fracture surfaces in face-centered cubic (fcc) metals. (a) Austenitic
316L stainless steel with variable sizes of equiaxed/tensile dimples. 690×. Courtesy of
Mohan Chaudhari, Columbus Metallurgical Services. (b) 2014-T6 aluminum alloy where
unstable rapid fracture exhibits a combination of morphologies of ductile microvoid
coalescence of the matrix and brittle cleavage and intergranular separation through and
around second-phase particles. Courtesy of Howard Nelson (Ref 2)
Atomic and Crystalline Structure
At the atomic structure level, individual atoms exhibit differences in the number of electrons in the various electron shells. This
results in different types of bonding and bond strength. Bonding may be covalent (strong), ionic (strong), metallic (intermediate), or
van der Waals (weak). Metallic materials are metallically bonded and ceramic materials are predominantly ionically bonded. Carbon
atoms in the backbone of polymer chain are covalently bonded and the pendant side groups are covalently bonded to the backbone.
However, bonding between chains may be covalent (“cross linked”) or van der Waals.
The bonds between atoms may occur in various spatial orientations. The spatial arrangement of atoms may be random (“amorphous”),
or periodic in either two or three directions resulting in sheet structures (two-dimensional such as graphite) or crystalline (threedimensional). Over still greater distances, atom arrangements may be completely amorphous, oriented (as parallel alignment of carbon
backbone chains in polymers), mixtures of crystalline and noncrystalline regions, or totally crystalline but in which crystalline regions
are rotated with respect to each other (“polycrystalline”). In most metals, the metallic bonds between atoms typically result in a
crystalline structure, which in most engineering metals are face-centered cubic (fcc), body centered cubic (bcc), or hexagonal closepacked (hcp) structures.
The formation of crystal lattices occurs as a result of bonding between atoms. Strong bonding forces between atoms cause atoms to
pack efficiently (high packing densities). These arrangements exhibit planes of high atomic density, which contain close-packed
directions. This results in the three lattices (fcc, bcc, hcp) being especially common for metallic materials. The higher symmetry of the
cubic lattices relative to noncubic lattices has implications regarding their inherent ductility as discussed later. In general, the extent of
ductility is influenced by the strength of electronic bonding, the crystal structure, and the degree of order. The three basic atomic-level
influences on ductile behavior in order of increasing influence on ductile behavior with highest ductility at the top and increasing
influence toward brittle behavior at the bottom are:

Influence of electronic bonding (most to least ductile):
•
•
•
•
•

Metallic bonds
Resonating covalent bonds
Ionic bonds
Covalent, Van der Waals bonds
Covalent bonds

Influence of crystal structure (most to least ductile):
•
•
•
•
•

Close-packed fcc
Body-centered cubic
Hexagonal close-packed. Note: The relative ranking of ductility between hcp and bcc materials may vary depending on
temperature and available slip systems, as discussed in the section “Ductility in Crystalline Materials” in this article)
Rhombohedral
Less symmetrical through triclinic

Influence of degree of order (most to least ductile):
•
•
•
•

Random solid solution
Ordered or intermetallic compound
Ionic compound
Covalent compound

Crystal structures of ceramic materials are often more complex than those of metallic materials. High packing density cubic structures
do exist in some ceramic materials (rock salt and cesium chloride structures), but the presence of more than one type of atom together
with ionic bonding causes differences in critical stresses for ductile (slip) and brittle (cleavage) behavior compared to the metallic
materials. Qualitatively, the critical stresses for slip are so high relative to those required to propagate cleavage that these materials are
considered to be inherently brittle.
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The ability of polymeric materials to form crystalline solids depends in part on the complexity of the pendant side groups of atoms
attached to the covalently bonded carbon atom backbone. Crystallinity is also decreased if the polymer is branched. Seldom is
crystallinity complete in a polymeric material. The crystal structures that do form are less symmetrical than those of metallic
materials, caused in part by the inability to tightly pack the pendant side groups. Triclinic and monoclinic lattices are common.
Similar to the ceramic materials, the crystalline polymers and oriented polymers tend to not be very ductile
The stress-strain behavior depends strongly on the long-range spatial arrangement, together with the type of bonding. For example,
ionically bonded ceramic materials are crystalline and typically show little plastic deformation prior to fracture. Randomly oriented
polymers show considerable ductility prior to alignment of the molecular chains, but then quickly fracture. Polymeric materials
containing mixtures of crystalline and noncrystalline regions show decreased ductility and increased strength and stiffness as the
degree of crystallinity increases. Polymeric materials also show decreased ductility as the extent of cross linking between chains
increases. Finally, polymeric materials show a considerable stiffening, increase in strength, and loss in ductility if they are loaded at
temperatures below the glass transition temperature.

Ductility in Crystalline Materials
Plastic deformation occurs by the movement of dislocations, which are imperfections in the crystal structure. Plastic deformation by
dislocation motion also results in dislocation-dislocation interactions that cause the dislocations to become nonmobile (“pinned”), and
dislocations may also be pinned at disruptions in the lattice such as grain boundaries. These dislocation pileups exert a back stress on
other mobile dislocations causing the slow flow stress to increase (“strain hardening”). Strength and hardness are increased, but
ductility is reduced. A material has a finite level of work hardening it can withstand, and additional strain results in fracture.
Dislocations are always present in crystal materials, and their movement tends to occur in close-packed directions on close-packed
planes. This combination of a slip plane and slip direction is called a slip system. Plastic deformation occurs from slip along lattice
planes, permitting energy applied to the crystal structure to be dissipated as irreversible plastic deformation. This is the essence of
ductile behavior. Those metals that have the greatest number of slip systems are more ductile and can deform more easily. As such,
the inherent ductility of a crystalline material is in part controlled by the symmetry of the lattice and the number of equivalent packed
directions and planes.
For example, in a cubic lattice, the face planes all have the same packing density, and the body diagonals all have the same packing
density. If, however, the bcc lattice is distorted into a body-centered tetragonal lattice (for example, martensite), the packing density
on the three mutually orthogonal face planes is no longer the same, reducing the number of equivalently packed planes. If there are
more than three equivalently packed slip planes, it is impossible to orient a load such that it is simultaneously perpendicular to all
planes, and therefore there will be a resolved shear stress on at least one of the slip planes.
The fcc metals (for example, copper, aluminum, nickel, and austenitic steels) have a large number of slip systems (12), which is one
reason why they exhibit high ductility. The fcc metals are more closely “packed” (i.e., a shorter distance exists between atoms in the
crystal cell) than are bcc metals. The bcc lattice has a slightly lower packing factor of 0.68, compared to the packing factors of 0.74
for the fcc and (ideal) hcp lattice. This partly explains why cleavage fracture does not normally occur in the matrix of fcc metals.
However, this is not just a matter of slip system and cleavage system multiplicity. Two other factors control the inherent ductile-brittle
behavior of crystalline materials: the critical shear stress required to initiate slip and the critical normal stress required to propagate a
cleavage crack. So long as there is only one type of atom in the lattice, the shear stress for slip is low. However, the presence of
foreign atoms raises this stress and, depending on the location of the foreign atoms (random or periodic), may cause a severe loss in
ductility as is the case for the ordered intermetallic alloys. Thus, the critical stresses required for slip and cleavage also determine
whether or not cleavage occurs.
Nonetheless, there are clearly differences between the deformation and fracture behavior of the fcc, bcc, and hcp lattice structures.
The bcc metals (for example, ferritic steels, tungsten, and β brass) are not as ductile as the fcc metals and may exhibit regions of
cleavage, as revealed by a SEM image of the fracture surface after unstable, rapid fracture of an annealed low-carbon steel (Fig. 12).
There is also a significant difference in the variation of the yield strength with temperature in the two lattices. For bcc materials (and
some hcp materials), there is a strong increase in yield strength as the temperature is decreased (see the section “Temperature Effects”
in this article). The stress required for cleavage thus can be less than the yield stress at a sufficiently low temperature, and brittle
cracking becomes the dominant mechanism below the so-called ductile-brittle transition temperature. In contrast, the yield strength of
fcc metals does not show as much variation versus temperature, and fracture mechanisms remain ductile even at cryogenic
temperatures (see the section “Temperature Effects” in this article).

Fig. 12 Example of unstable rapid fracture in a body-centered cubic (bcc) metal
(annealed low-carbon steel). Rapid fracture in this alloy occurs almost completely by
microvoid coalescence, but close examination reveals a few areas of brittle cleavage. The
bcc structure is not close-packed rapid fracture, and it is not unusual to see increasing
amounts of brittle cleavage in alloys with higher strength or in the ductile-brittle
transition for a given temperature and strain rate. Courtesy of Howard Nelson (Ref 2)
A well-accepted theoretical model to permit a randomly oriented grain in a polycrystalline material to take on any shape change,
depending on the applied loads, requires that there be a minimum of five independent active slip systems. The fcc and bcc lattices
have more than the required minimum number of slip planes and slip directions. The situation is more complex in the hcp lattice in
that there are several different potential combinations of slip plane and slip direction, but the critical stress for slip on these systems
varies with the specific material. Introductory materials classes always indicate that slip occurs on the basal plane (one plane, three
directions, only two of which are independent). If that is indeed the case, there are an insufficient number of slip systems to obtain
general ductile behavior. A stress applied perpendicular to the basal plane must result in brittle behavior since there is no resolved
shear stress on any slip system. Additionally, since there is no slip direction out of the basal plane, the material cannot get thinner
along the basal plane normal; it can only get longer and narrower. However, slip does occur on other systems, and slip on the basal
plane may not be the most easily activated (as in titanium), For example, slip on the face (prism) plane in the close-packed direction
(three systems, two independent) is more easily activated in titanium than is slip on the basal plane. Slip on this system provides only
two more independent systems. The final result is that depending on the critical stresses to activate slip on various planes and
directions, there may be an inadequate number of independent slip systems to permit an arbitrary shape change. Stated differently, if
there are an inadequate number of slip systems, a single crystal may deform for some orientations, but behave in a brittle way for
other orientations. Or for a given orientation, changing the loading conditions (say tension to torsion) may cause a change from
ductile to brittle behavior. The conclusion can be extended to textured polycrystalline material. The material can be ductile for some
types of loading, but brittle for other types depending on the specific texture that is present. Figures 13 and 14 are sample SEM
images from the region of unstable, rapid fracture in hcp metals with a high c/a (crystal lattice lengths across the c and a axes) ratio
(easily activated basal plane slip) and low c/a ratio (less basal plane slip), respectively.
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Fig. 13 Fracture surface from rapid unstable cracking of an alloy with a high c/a ratio.
Rapid fracture in this hexagonal close-packed (hcp) alloy (QE 22A-T6 magnesium alloy)
appears to be a very difficult process, as slip is confined essentially only to the basal
planes. Cracking is more cleavagelike on the basal planes with very small tears between
separated basal planes. The various orientations of the grains can be seen by the
orientation of basal cracking. In some orientations, cracking is extremely difficult, and, in
this case, intergranular separation occurs. Courtesy of Howard Nelson (Ref 2)

Fig. 14 Fracture surface from rapid unstable cracking of an alloy with a low c/a ratio.
Rapid fracture in this hcp alloy (Ti-Al-2.5Sn) reveals a very feathery appearance from
cleavagelike cracking occurring on the basal planes. Because other slip systems are also
active, cracking can occur on other planes as well. Although the fracture surface appears
fairly brittle, cracking is difficult in this alloy and fracture toughness is relatively high.
Courtesy of Howard Nelson (Ref 2)
In general, crystalline materials can permanently deform by two transgranular shear processes: slip and twinning. Brittle fracture
(cleavage) occurs due to normal separation of planes. They may also deform and fracture in the intracrystalline regions
(“intergranular” deformation or fracture). Intergranular deformation becomes of engineering importance when temperatures exceed 30
or 40% of the melting point. Transgranular plastic deformation by slip produces greater intrinsic plastic strain than twinning and is the

dominant mechanism causing “ductile” behavior. As noted, plastic deformation by slip tends to occur in close-packed directions on
close-packed planes in ductile deformation and fracture. No such generality can be made for prediction of cleavage planes, although
there is some tendency for cleavage to occur on more widely separated planes (i.e., the basal plane in the hcp lattice and the face
planes in the cubic lattice).
Effect of Grain Size. Grains are the discrete crystalline regions present in metals. A grain may exhibit a lattice orientation different
than surrounding grains based on nucleation and postsolidification processing effects. The grain size is a very important factor, as a
finer grain structure provides higher strength and ductility. This situation is rather unique, as most other strengthening mechanisms
result in decreased toughness. Strengthening by finer grain size is achieved, in part by the increase in the amount of grain-boundary
regions as the grain size is reduced. Grain boundaries are stronger than individual grains (when temperatures are below the so-called
equicohesive temperature), and thus a finer grain size imparts more grain-boundary regions for improved strength. Moreover, because
a greater number of arbitrarily aligned grains are achieved when grain size is reduced, the stressed material has more opportunity to
allow slip and thus improve ductility. In contrast, coarser-grain material tends to exhibit generally poorer mechanical properties
(lower yield strength, higher ductile-brittle transition temperature, poorer long-life fatigue properties). Thus, grain size refinement
provides a means for the materials engineer to increase both strength and ductility (toughness).
Effect of Strain Rate on Ductility. As previously noted, deformation and fracture behavior can be influenced by complex material,
mechanical, and environmental conditions. In addition to the material condition, ductility is also greatly affected by the rate of
deformation (i.e., strain rate). Slow strain rates allow rearrangement of complicated three-dimensional dislocations and thus permit
more plasticity. In contrast, the rapid application of loads and high strain rates do not permit as much lattice reorganization, resulting
in a tendency toward more brittle behavior during fracture. The effect of a higher strain rate on ductility is analogous to a decrease in
temperature, as shown schematically in Fig. 15. At a higher strain rate, the transition to brittle fracture of a bcc metal occurs at a
higher temperature (T2 in Fig. 15). Similarly, higher strain rates lower fracture toughness, as shown in Fig. 16. This illustrates the
complexity of deformation and fracture behavior, as it is affected by material factors, strain rate, and temperature.

Fig. 15 Effect of strain rate on ductile-to-brittle transition temperature in body-centered
cubic metals

Fig. 16 Comparison of static (KIc), dynamic (KId), and dynamic-instrumented (Kidi) impact
fracture toughness of precracked specimens of ASTM A 533 grade B steel, as a function of
test temperature. The stress-intensity rate was about 1.098 × 104 MPa m · s-1 (104 ksi in ·
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s-1) for the dynamic tests and about 1.098 × 106 MPa
dynamic-instrumented tests.
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Effect of Texture
Texture, where the crystalline grains in a metal have a preferred orientation, may result in anisotropic elastic, plastic, and fracture
mechanical properties as well as physical properties (electrical conductivity, magnetic behavior, and so on). The level of anisotropy
from texture is dependent on the crystal structure and elemental composition and the specific preferred orientation that is present.
Polycrystalline metals consist of many individual crystalline grains, which often are largely randomly oriented throughout the
material. In such a case, isotropic mechanical properties on a macroscopic scale are expected with random grain orientations.
However, if grains in a polycrystalline body are not randomly oriented (i.e, they have a preferred orientation or texture), the
macroscopic properties can be anisotropic. The degree of anisotropy depends on the anisotropy of the single crystal and amount of
nonrandom grain orientation. In practical situations, anisotropy is created by three different mechanisms: texture, banding, and
fibering. Texture is created by deformation systems in grains; banding is created by nonhomogeneous distribution of alloying
elements and/or constituents. Fibering is created by the volume fraction, deformability, and distribution of inclusions in the material.
Anisotropy of mechanical and physical properties due to texture depends on whether strong textures can develop from mechanical and
thermal processing. Textures tend to not develop strongly in polyphase alloys containing a large volume fraction of second phases or
constituents. Thus, texture can develop more strongly in single-phase alloys used primarily for fabrication by plastic working
(drawing and stretching, bending) and less strongly in hot working of a medium-carbon steel that contains a large volume fraction of
pearlite. Anisotropy of the yield strength due to texture is low for materials having a cubic lattice. Anisotropy of ductility is great
enough that specific heat treating procedures are used to enhance the formability of materials used for stretching and deep drawing.
The anisotropy of textured materials is greater in alloys with a noncubic lattice and can result in the anisotropy of properties of
engineering importance. In some instances, anisotropy of the physical properties can also attain engineering importance as in the
production of iron-silicon alloys as sheet material for transformer cores. Other examples where anisotropy can be of engineering
importance include anisotropy of thermal expansion of noncubic materials and the variation in elastic moduli in single crystals. The
tensile modulus of iron, for example, varies between 190 and 280 GPa (28 and 41 × 106 psi) depending on orientation. One example
of yield strength variation in design is the fabrication practice used to manufacture Zircalloy tubing in the nuclear power industry. The
tubing is subjected to internal pressure from fuel swelling in service, and the hoop stress is twice the longitudinal stress in internally
pressurized tubing. Therefore, design can be optimized by creating an anisotropic material that has a higher yield strength in the hoop
direction. Two fabrication procedures to manufacture the tubing are possible—extrusion and welding fabrication from flat sheet. The
textures created by extrusion and rolling are sufficiently different and the potential anisotropy high enough that tubing is fabricated to
take advantage of the anisotropy.
Texture can be developed (intentionally or unintentionally) to varying extents for different alloys by working or heat treatment. This
grain texture can impart directionality of properties, especially ductility, toughness, and fatigue crack propagation rate. Also of
considerable importance in commercial quality materials, and especially those having a large volume fraction of second phases and/or
inclusions, is the banding of compositional segregations and grain fibering in wrought forms. Banding gradients and grain fibering in
wrought metals results in nonuniform distribution of inclusions and chemical segregations. In some alloys, chemical segregation can
result in banding of microconstituents and greater anisotropy. Examples include bands of pearlite in annealed or hot-rolled steels and
ferrite stringers in austenitic stainless steels.
Effect of Interstitial or Substitutional Alloy Elements. In addition, undesirable tramp (impurity) element atoms and intentional
alloying element atoms are typically present in engineering materials. These atoms can occupy interstitial or substitutional positions in
the crystal lattices, both of which result in lattice distortion and almost always provides strengthening among many other effects. The
short-range net effects of these atoms are typically to increase strength by resistance to slip. Intentional alloying to achieve these
effects is referred to as solid-solution strengthening. Nonmetal atoms typically encourage brittleness more than metal atoms.

Microstructure
Long-range order in metals forms the matrix microstructure. The microstructure is dependent on the composition and processing, and
many metals and alloys can exhibit a number of different structures at the same nominal composition. This is known as
polymorphism. For example, some steels can contain a matrix microstructure of ferrite and pearlite, martensite, bainite, or a
combination of these, based on thermal history. The strength and toughness of a material during fracture can be drastically different
based on the microstructure. In the case of heat treated microstructures, tempering can reduce hardness and strength as well as either
increase or decrease the toughness.
Although there are some exceptions, most metals of engineering significance are alloys rather than pure (unalloyed) metals. Solidsolution strengthening occurs with the homogeneous dispersion of solute atoms. However, uniform composition control is not usually
possible with traditional cast or ingot-based processing of wrought metals, although more uniform composition control is the
motivation for some powder-metal processing. Dendritically solidified metals exhibit microscopic and/or macroscopic gradients in
composition concentrations that may not be completely removed by deformation processing and thermal treatment. In rolled
materials, this is known as banding, which occurs in the primary direction of hot work. An overload failure where banding was of
primary importance is shown in example 6.
Example 6: Failure of Brittle Lawn Mower Blades. Mower blades manufactured from grade 1566 high-manganese carbon steel failed
a standard 90° bend test. The blades had been austempered and reportedly fractured in a brittle manner during testing. The
austempering treatment is intended to result in a bainitic microstructure.

Investigation. The cross section of a representative blade that had been heat treated but not bend tested is shown in Fig. 17(a).
Substantial microstructural banding is apparent. The near-surface zone of the blade exhibited a thin layer of total decarburization and
oxide formation. The typical core microstructure contained alternating bands of martensite and bainite, as shown in Fig. 17(b).

Fig. 17 Fracture of a brittle lawn mower blade (example 6). (a) Low-magnification view
of the formed blade showing substantial banding. 2% nital etch. 8.9×. (b) Highmagnification view of the banding showing alternating tempered martensite (light) and
bainite (dark). 2% nital etch. 196×
Conclusions. The nonuniform microstructure was likely responsible for the atypical brittle behavior of the blades. Much of the
microstructure consisted of martensite, which is more brittle at the same hardness level than is lower bainite. The observed structure
suggests that the austempering heat treatment was performed too close to the nominal martensite start temperature (M s). Alternate
bands of slightly different alloy composition, which resulted from rolling practice and are not unusual for this alloy, resulted in actual
Ms temperatures above and below the nominal Ms temperature. Since it has been shown that the Ms is generally an inverse function of
alloy content, the martensitic regions were lower alloy zones.
Recommendations. It was recommended that the austempering salt bath temperature be raised 56 °C (100 °F) in the future to account
for the expected localized compositional variation.
Grain Structure. As previously noted, a finer grain structure provides higher strength and ductility. The grain size of polycrystalline
material plays an important role in strength levels. Qualitatively, stresses to cause plastic deformation increase with a decrease in
grain size according to Hall-Petch equation:
σYS = k1 + k2(d)-1/2
where k1 and k2 are constants and d is the grain diameter. Ductility also tends to improve with finer grain size, but the relation is more
mixed for ductility than strength. Other mechanical properties (for example, fracture toughness, long-life fatigue strength) and heat
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treatment behavior (for example, hardenability) directly or indirectly depend on grain size, and the dependence is strong enough that
commercial mechanical/thermal processing practice is focused on keeping the grain size as small as possible.
Grain size also affects many physical and thermal properties such as magnetism and hardenability. For very specialized applications,
single-crystal and directionally solidified components have been developed. These components take advantage of anisotropy,
orienting the single crystal such that the strongest direction is parallel to the largest stress, as for example in turbine blades. The
benefit of the single crystals or directionally solidified materials is to improve creep resistance, as creep occurs when temperatures
exceed the equicohesive temperature (i.e., where grain boundaries become weaker than the crystalline grains). Single crystals or
directionally solidified materials improve creep resistance by eliminating the grain boundaries or aligning them with the stress
direction, respectively.
Intentional Inclusions and Included Phases. When sufficient solute is present, various phases may form that exhibit a different
crystalline structure from the matrix. A supersaturated solution may develop, and the excess solute forms a discrete, pure inclusion or
second-phase particle. Processing or aging can also create precipitates of compositions that are favored by diffusion kinetics.
Precipitates, whether within the grains or at the grain boundaries, tend to add strength by impeding dislocation motion. This is known
as “pinning.” Grain-boundary regions are also a source of pinning, and so precipitates in the grain boundaries may not add very much
more pinning over that of the grain-boundary structure itself. Nonetheless, the basic intent of precipitation strengthening is to impede
dislocation movement. Dispersion-strengthening processes, where very fine nonmetallic particles are mechanically added to a metal,
are also done for this purpose.
Rounded precipitates and second-phase particles are often preferable from a ductility perspective. For example, graphite shape control
is an essential factor on the ductility of cast irons, as shown in example 7. Rounded carbides in spheroidized steels and rounded
eutectic silicon in solution-annealed aluminum-silicon alloys are other examples of preferred shapes. A channel or trough-shaped
ductile morphology is often produced in metals with elongated inclusions and is described as a “woody” fracture.
In some instances, clusters of inclusions can be segregated into lamellas, which can lower strength in the short-transverse direction,
depending on the orientation of the lamellas. Additionally, separation during nonuniform heating, such as welding, can cause cracking
identified as lamellar tearing. This is most often seen in thick, rolled plates, where the beneficial mechanical disruption or breakup of
nonmetallic inclusions does not occur to the same extent as outer regions during metalworking.
Example 7: Failure of a Ductile Iron Cone- Crusher Frame. The upper frame from a large cone crusher failed in severe service after an
unspecified service duration. The ductile iron casting was identified as grade 80-55-06, signifying minimum properties of 552 MPa
(80 ksi) tensile strength, 379 MPa (55 ksi) yield strength, and 6% elongation.
Investigation. The upper frame supports the crusher bowl section and can be unevenly loaded during crushing. The fracture surface of
the frame section received for analysis was obliterated by postfracture corrosion. Repeated attempts at cleaning using progressively
stronger chemicals revealed that no telltale fracture morphology remained. The fracture occurred at a poorly radiused thickness
transition, and the fracture surface was relatively rough. No gross casting imperfections were visually apparent.
The chemical composition satisfied the typical specifications for this cast iron grade. Although samples removed from a cast
component may bear little relation to grade/condition determination based on separately poured test bars, mechanical properties were
obtained for a specimen removed adjacent to the fracture. Test results from the specimen were 470 MPa (68 ksi) tensile strength, 370
MPa (54 ksi) yield strength, 1.5% elongation, and 1% reduction in area. The near-surface tensile strength and elongation were far
below requirements, but the measured core hardness was within the center of the acceptance range.
Microstructural evaluation indicated that the casting surface at the fracture contained corrosion damage, inclusions, and incomplete
nodulization of the graphite (Fig. 18a). The etched matrix is shown in Fig. 18(b). The core microstructure consisted of pearlite and
bull's-eye ferrite, typical for this material, whereas the near-surface exhibited mixed graphite morphology. Many transgranular,
secondary cracks were apparent next to the fracture surface. No carbides were observed.

Fig. 18 Failure of a ductile iron cone-crusher frame (example 7). (a) Near-surface
microstructure of the frame showing degenerate graphite morphology rather than the
intended nodular structure evident in the core. Unetched. 30×. (b) The typical frame
microstructure also exhibits high levels of ferrite in the undercooled surface graphite. 2%
nital etch. 30×
Conclusions. The crusher frame failed via brittle overload fracture, likely due to excessive service stresses and substandard
mechanical properties. Predominantly pearlitic ductile irons are very sensitive to a reduced degree of nodularity, which is exhibited as
significant reduction in strength and ductility.
Recommendations. Degenerate graphite forms are not unusual at the surfaces of very large castings. Additional quality-control
measures were suggested to provide better spheroidal graphite morphology at the frame surface.
Volume and Nature of Inclusions. The volume percent or number of foreign particles as well as their shape and deformability index in
a material will alter the mechanical properties, as the load-bearing cross-sectional area will be affected. Large numbers of desirable
inclusions can provide benefits other than strength. Normal manganese sulfide inclusions provide excellent machinability as the
stringers act as chip-breakers. Naturally, these also decrease toughness and affect the level of anisotropy due to their elongated,
pancake shape and parallel orientation.
Inclusions and included phases share boundaries with the matrix that may or may not be approximate continuations of the surrounding
matrix lattice. These interfacial boundaries are called coherent and incoherent boundaries, respectively. The level of coherency can
dictate the relative ease at which microvoids or cracks can initiate at inclusion interfaces. High levels of coherency increase the
likelihood that fractures in brittle inclusions or second phases will continue as cracks in the adjacent matrix.
Impurity Inclusions. Undesirable impurity inclusions can also be inherently ductile or brittle in character and can facilitate matrix
cracking, as shown in examples 8 and 9. In these cases, the properties of impurity inclusions compromised the toughness of the more
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ductile matrix. Continuous intergranular phases, such as brittle carbides, or ductile phases can promote brittle overload behavior via
intergranular fracture and decohesive rupture, respectively. The net effect of many brittle phases is directly proportional to their
relative level of continuity. It is the individual and combined effects of atomic structure, microstructure, shape and orientation, and
phases present that determine the relative ductility or brittleness of a metallic material. Processing controls all of these variables;
however, service alteration is also possible in many circumstances, as discussed later in this article.
Example 8: Brittle Overload Failure of Die- Cast Zinc Snowthrower Adapters. A die-cast zinc adapter used in a snowthrower
application failed catastrophically in a brittle overload manner. The mechanical properties and alloy designation were not specified.
An exemplar casting from a lot known to be acceptable was provided for comparison purposes.
Investigation. The macroscopic fracture features, even in lab fracture regions, appeared brittle. Substantial shrinkage porosity was also
apparent within the casting wall on the fracture surface. Examination with SEM of the fracture surface revealed transgranular brittle
features and secondary cracking through platelike inclusions (Fig. 19a). A small, relative proportion of the overload fracture features
appeared to be dimple rupture, and the porosity exhibited a dendritically solidified appearance.

Fig. 19 Brittle overload of a die-cast zinc snowthrower adapter (example 8). (a) Fracture
surface of failed zinc casting contained many large brittle constituents. Energy-dispersive
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spectroscopy analysis revealed these were high-iron content inclusions. Scanning electron
micrograph. 178×. (b) Microstructure of the failed casting showing massive, cracked
inclusions and shrinkage. Unetched. 30×. (c) Microstructure of an exemplar zinc casting
showing fewer, finer inclusions, and less shrinkage porosity. Unetched. 30×
Chemical analysis revealed a chemical composition similar to standard zinc alloy ZA-27 (UNS Z35840); however, the iron content
was much higher than specified, and the copper was slightly lower than specified. The measured hardness of the failed casting in a
region without porosity was 109 HB, whereas the exemplar casting was 89 HB.
Metallographic cross sections through a representative region of the fractured casting and an analogous region of the exemplar casting
are shown in Fig. 19(b) and (c), respectively. Gross and fine porosity were evident in some regions of the failed casting. The
microstructure contained an abundance of blocky iron-zinc platelets, as evident during SEM examination. Many of these platelets near
the fracture exhibited cracking, indicating that this phase is hard and brittle. The exemplar casting did not contain a significant amount
of the brittle phase, suggesting a lower iron content. Less porosity was also apparent in the exemplar die casting.
Conclusions. It was concluded that the casting failed as a result of brittle overload fracture due to excessive levels of an iron-zinc
phase and gross porosity. These conditions acted synergistically to reduce the strength of the material. The composition was
nonstandard, and the inherent brittleness suggests that it is unlikely that this material was an intentional proprietary alloy.
Example 9: Fracture of a Cast Steel Bracket. A cast steel bracket manufactured in accordance with ASTM A 148 grade 135/125 failed
in railroad maintenance service. Ancillary property requirements included a 285 to 331 HB hardness range and minimum impact
energy of 27 J (20 ft · 1bf) at -40 °C (-40 °F). The conditions at the time of failure were characterized as relatively cold.
Investigation. The bracket fractured catastrophically and exhibited no plastic deformation within the region containing several exterior
fracture origins. The shiny macroscopic features were suggestive of microshrinkage and brittle overload fracture. Examination with
SEM revealed primarily cleavage fracture features between dendritic shrinkage porosity and brittle fracture through inclusion troughs.
Fracture had apparently occurred below the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature for this material.
The molybdenum, cobalt, and vanadium all exceeded the specification limits, and the sulfur content was near the maximum
allowable. The aluminum content was relatively low, and the tensile strength appeared to be substantially lower than specified. The
casting was very brittle, and shrinkage was apparent on the tensile specimen fracture surfaces. The impact strength was very low at
the specified test temperature.
The typical microstructure is shown in Fig. 20(a) and 20(b). The casting exhibited a tempered-martensite microstructure with massive,
eutectic type II manganese sulfide (MnS) stringer inclusions at the prior-austenite grain boundaries. These are characteristically more
embrittling than the globular type I manganese sulfides. It was considered probable that grain-boundary formation of aluminum
nitride contributed to the failure, but the presence of this nonmetallic compound is often difficult to verify.

Fig. 20 Fracture of a cast steel bracket (example 9). (a) Bracket microstructure exhibiting
gross type II manganese sulfide stringer inclusions. Unetched. 119×. (b) The
microstructure consisted of tempered martensite, with the inclusions likely present at the
prior-austenite grain boundaries. 2% nital etch. 119×
Conclusions. The bracket failed through brittle overload fracture due to a number of synergistic characteristics. The quenched-andtempered microstructure contained solidification shrinkage, inherently poor ductility and type II MnS inclusions that are known to
reduce ductility. The macro- and microscale fracture features confirmed that the casting was likely in low-temperature service at the
time of failure. The composition and mechanical properties of the casting did not satisfy the design requirements.

Recommendations. It was recommended that better composition control be exerted, primarily with regard to melting, deoxidation, and
nitrogen control. Better deoxidation practice would be recommended to generate the more desirable MnS inclusion morphology.
Reevaluation of the casting design to minimize the shrinkage would also be beneficial.
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Overload Failures
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Temperature Effects
Temperature is one of the most important extrinsic variables that influence the mechanical behavior of materials. As previously noted,
the temperature dependence of the mechanical properties of fcc materials is quite distinct from those of the bcc materials. This
dissimilar behavior is related in part to the nature of dislocation motion within the individual crystal lattices, and fcc metals exhibit
plastic deformation and ductile fracture mechanisms even as temperatures are lowered. This general difference in the temperaturedependent mechanical behavior for fcc and bcc metals is shown in the deformation behavior maps of Fig. 21(a) and (b).

Fig. 21 Simplified deformation behavior (Ashby) maps of unalloyed annealed metals with
(a) face-centered cubic crystal structure and (b) body-centered cubic crystal structure.
Engineering alloys may behave somewhat differently than unalloyed metals, but these
general trends are relatively consistent (see text). Source: Ref 3
Figure 21 is for annealed unalloyed metals, and it illustrates general differences. The ultimate tensile strengths of the fcc
metals have stronger temperature dependence than those of bcc metals. However, the variation of yield strength with
temperature of the fcc metals is not as pronounced as for the bcc metals. The characteristics may be altered with alloying,
but the general trends remain relatively consistent. For example, solid-solution strengthening typically increases the yield
strength and ultimate strength, while also increasing the temperature dependence in the yield strength of fcc alloys.
However, the temperature dependence of ultimate strength is still greater than that of yield strength, thus allowing ductile
behavior in fcc alloys.
The ductility of fcc metals is also evident in terms of toughness at low temperature, as shown in Fig. 22. This is why fcc
metals such as austenitic stainless steels and aluminum alloys are used extensively in cryogenic applications. However, it
is important to note that some metallurgical transformations at low temperature can alter the structure. For example, some
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austenitic steels are susceptible to martensitic transformation at cryogenic temperatures (Ref 3). This can lead to lowtemperature embrittlement and brittle fracture.

Fig. 22 Effect of temperature on toughness and ductility of face-centered cubic (fcc),
body-centered cubic (bcc), and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) metals
Low Temperature
In general, lowering the temperature of a solid increases its flow strength and fracture strength. At low temperatures, the
thermal activation of dislocations is minimal; therefore, more applied stress is required for deformation. This inverse
proportionality is generally true and is also applicable to nonmetallic materials such as polymers and ceramics. The
primary exceptions to the inverse proportionality are the result of a wide variety of microstructural alterations and other
alloy specific changes. These changes are dictated by the desirable minimization of free energy in whatever manner it
may be attained. Spontaneous isothermal phase changes can affect ductility as operating temperature is decreased. There
are relatively few engineering alloys that undergo phase changes at cryogenic temperatures or at room temperature,
although as noted, some austenitic steels are susceptible to martensitic transformation and embrittlement at low
temperature. Some effects such as aging, or precipitation hardening, can occur at room temperature or lower. Low
temperatures may also retard other processes. For example, the so-called “icebox” rivets often used in aerospace
applications are solution-annealed aluminum rivets (typically alloys 2017 or 2024) that must be stored at low temperature
prior to installation. After they are driven, the rivets naturally age to the desired moderate strength T4 temper condition.
Ductile-to-brittle transition is the well-known drop in ductility and toughness of bcc metals as temperature is reduced. The
ductile-to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT) refers to the region in which the toughness drops and the fracture
mechanisms and features change from ductile to brittle (Fig. 21b and 22). This transition is between dimple rupture and
transgranular or intergranular brittle features. This transition is primarily evident in bcc and hcp metals, but is somewhat
analogous to the glass transition temperature evinced by polymeric materials. Metals that have a high yield strength
sensitivity to temperature fluctuation exhibit a DBTT. Many factors affect the transition temperature, including the grain
size and strain rate. An increase in grain diameter raises the DBTT (Fig. 23), as does an increase in loading rate (Fig. 15).
Some elements, such as nickel and manganese, can reduce the DBTT.

Fig. 23 Effect of grain size on the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT) of
0.11% C mild steel. Source: Ref 4
Changes in toughness as a function of temperature are quantified by a number of different measures that have found use
in materials evaluation, design, and failure analysis. In particular, dynamic fracture toughness of engineering alloys as a
function of temperature are evaluated by various methods of impact testing and instrumented drop-weight testing (see the
article “Impact Toughness Testing” in Mechanical Testing and Evaluation, Volume 8 of ASM Handbook, 2000).
Measurement of dynamic fracture toughness is important because many structural components are subjected to high
loading rates during service or must survive high loading rates during potential accident conditions. Furthermore, because
dynamic fracture toughness is generally lower than static toughness, impact toughness testing can be a more conservative
measure of toughness under dynamic conditions. However, measurement of dynamic fracture toughness is more complex
than quasi-static (e.g., Kic) toughness. Impact toughness tests, such as the Charpy test, are only a qualitative measure for
materials evaluation. Results from impact toughness on laboratory specimens cannot be used for quantitative design of
components because results depend on specimen size. In contrast, results from fracture-mechanic testing (e.g., KIc or KId
under dynamic conditions) do scale.
Nonetheless, impact toughness testing such as the Charpy test does provide a useful way to screen or evaluate materials.
Several types of criteria are used to evaluate the effect of temperature on toughness from impact testing. For example,
impact testing over a spectrum of test temperatures is commonly done to determine the effects of temperature and the
DBTT region of bcc metals. Other evaluation criteria include:
•
•

The nil ductility transition temperature (NDTT), usually measured by drop-weight test and based on a crack/no
crack criterion
The fracture appearance transition temperature (FATT), a measure of the percentage of shear morphology
measured on impact specimens

The upper- and lower-shelf regions and the transition zone can be identified by impact testing at a variety of temperatures
and comparing the impact energy, the shear percentage, the lateral expansion, or all three. Regardless of the test
procedure or the method used to define the DBTT transition, results depend on the metal and loading conditions and
strain rate. Many design criteria use a standard but arbitrarily selected impact energy value, for example 20 J (15 ft · 1bf),
in some cases to empirically specify the gradual change in toughness with temperature of a material when determining
suitability for service.
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Many catastrophic brittle failures are associated with the reduction of toughness at low temperatures. The Liberty ships of
World War II are a well-known example. Of the 4694 ships considered in the final investigation, 24 sustained complete
fracture of the strength deck, and 12 ships were either lost or broke in two. In this case, the need for tougher structural
steel was even more critical because welded construction was used in shipbuilding instead of riveted plate. In rivetedplate construction, a running crack must reinitiate every time it runs out of a plate. Similar long brittle cracks are less
likely or rare in riveted ships, which were predominant prior to welded construction (although even some riveted ships
have provided historical examples of long brittle fracture due, in part, to low toughness).
Low notch toughness is a more critical factor for long brittle cracks in welded ships, as the fabricated structure provides a
continuous path for brittle cracking. For example, the fracture origins in the Liberty ships were at weld discontinuities,
and unstable crack propagation resulted in brittle fracture of entire welded ship structures. The existence of coarse
pearlitic structure (from furnace-cooled plate) was the basis for the brittle structural failures experienced by the ships,
which split decks even while at dockside (for example, see Fig. 1 in the article “Failures Related to Welding” in this
Volume). The cracking was minimized by specifying normalized plate, which had fine-grain pearlite microstructure that
is much more tolerant of weld discontinuities than coarse pearlite formed by furnace cooling. Low temperatures at or
below the transition temperature of the steel was also a factor in these failures.

Elevated Temperature
Generally, increasing the processing or operating temperature will initially result in a decrease in mechanical strength and
an increase in ductility. Hot working takes advantage of this extreme plastic behavior. The simultaneous relaxation of
deformation stresses also results in the suppression of nucleated microvoids, permitting more reduction without fracture
than possible during cold deformation. It should also be noted that the alloy-dependent drop in the elastic modulus with
temperature limits the materials that are suitable for high-temperature service.
All metals exhibit an elevated-temperature transition from normal overload morphology to brittle intergranular fracture
(with an accompanying loss in toughness and ductility). At this temperature the strength of the grains and the grain
boundaries are equal; therefore, this is often identified as the equicohesive temperature (ECT). Similar to the DBTT, the
ECT is affected by material characteristics and the loading conditions. The ECT has been identified as being equivalent to
the recrystallization temperature. There are so many variables that affect the ECT, that quantification of an actual
temperature is possible for only a specific set of conditions and may not be useful.
Heat treatment is performed to achieve desired mechanical properties by precipitation, recovery, formation of desirable
matrix microstructure and included phases, grain refinement, and homogenization. Excessive time at temperature,
primarily in high-temperature service, can cause undesirable diffusion of alloying elements, formation of deleterious
phases, grain growth, and many other changes. All changes will affect overload behavior. At even higher temperatures,
the mechanical properties of a metal are compromised as the melting point is approached.
On heating and cooling, the normal expansion and contraction stresses due to thermal gradients are complicated by the
volumetric changes accompanying crystalline structure and phase changes. Metals can exhibit allotropic transformations,
where different crystalline structures are evident in the material based on whether they are above or below a critical
temperature. In steels, for example, normal bcc ferrite changes to fcc austenite on heating above the Ac3 temperature. The
stresses accompanying phase changes can result in brittle fracture such as hot cracking, cold cracking, and quench
cracking.
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Overload Failures
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Effects of Mechanical Loading

Overload failures, by definition, are incidents in which the stress state of the component at the time of fracture is of
primary concern to the failure analyst. The type and magnitude of stresses placed on a part in service must be considered,
along with the physical and analytical evidence, to identify the cause(s) of the failure. Loading information is usually
available in the engineering design specifications, but much can be logically inferred by analysis alone. It is not unusual
for the results of a failure investigation to suggest the actual service stresses were drastically different from those
anticipated during original design.
Brittle or ductile overload failures can occur simply as a result of insufficient strength for the applied forces. This can be
due to either underdesign or incorrect material usage. Design faults can result from inaccurate determination of the forces
that would be applied to a component in service. The type, magnitude, and application of the stress can be miscalculated,
such as anticipating purely static tensile forces when cyclic impact actually occurs. The material selection process is then
based on flawed assumptions, and an inappropriate material or material condition is selected. Overload failure may also
be due to extreme loading that could not have been logically foreseen during design, such as intentional misuse or abuse.
In some cases, the wrong material or material condition is inadvertently used. Deviation from the correct material
specification can be subtle or profound. Subtle deviation may result in reduced service life or distortion, whereas
profound deviation from the specified material may result in cracking or fracture. Underdesign, poor-quality materials,
improper heat treatment, and incorrect processing are often encountered in metallurgical failure analyses. Due to the
differences in corrective actions typically employed, embrittlement-related failures are not typically considered
underdesigned.
Overload failures due to underdesign are uncommon. This is primarily due to the current state of engineering design
expertise, which has grown through analysis of past failures and applied mechanical testing. The use of design safety
factors also reduces the frequency of underdesign failures. Design review is another method of preventing failure. Design
reviews may also be part of the failure analysis process (for example, see the article “Design Review for Failure Analysis
and Prevention” in this Volume). In some cases, materials failures analysis is also done first to identify potential
materials- or manufacturing-related causes. If nothing is evident from this stage of the investigation, then the evaluation
of causes may require a design review, which may include stress analysis by traditional techniques, finite-element
analysis (FEA), and/or fracture mechanics. These techniques are discussed elsewhere in this Volume, but a brief
description follows.

Stress Analysis and Fracture Mechanics
Stress analysis is a basic design tool and also an effective tool in failure analysis. In general, there are two types of
conditions that may lead to structural failure:
•
•

Net-section instability where the overall structural cross section can no longer support the applied load
The critical flaw size (ac) is exceeded by some preexisting discontinuity or when subcritical cracking mechanisms
(for example, fatigue, SCC, creep) reach the critical crack size

Failures due to net-section instability typically occur when a damage process such as corrosion or wear reduces the
thickness of a structural section. This type of failure can be evaluated by traditional stress analysis or FEAs, which are
effective methods in evaluating the effects of loading and geometric conditions on the distribution of stress and strain in a
body or structural system. This may involve traditional stress analysis of applied loads or FEA. These methods can also
help identify the likely areas of stress concentration where cracking may have initiated.
However, stress analyses by traditional methods or FEA do not easily account for crack propagation from preexisting
cracks or sharp discontinuities in the material. When a preexisting crack or discontinuity is present, the concentration of
stresses at the crack tip becomes asymptotic (infinite) when using the conventional theory of elasticity. In this regard,
fracture mechanics is a useful tool, because it is a method that quantifies stresses at a crack tip in terms of a stressintensity parameter (K):
K = Yσ a

where Y is a geometric factor (typically on the order of about 1), σ is the gross stress across the fracture plane, and a is the
crack length. The stress-intensity parameter K quantifies the stresses at a crack tip, and a critical stress-intensity value (Kc)
thus can be defined as:
K C = Y σ f ac

where σf is the fracture stress occurring with a critical crack size, ac. The critical stress intensity, also known as fracture
toughness (Kc), is the value of stress intensity (K) that results in rapid, unstable fracture. Fracture toughness (Kc) depends
on both the thickness of the section and the ductility of the material. For a given material, the fracture toughness (or
critical stress intensity, Kc) decreases as section thickness is increased. The value of Kc decreases with increasing section
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thickness until a minimum value is reached. The toughness at this minimum, which is a inherent material property, is the
plane-strain fracture toughness (KIc). Plane-strain fracture is a mode of brittle fracture without any appreciable
macroscopic plastic deformation and is thus referred to as linear-elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). The general
conditions for LEFM analysis are expressed as:
Thickness ≥ 2.5(KIc/σy)2

where σy is the yield strength.
Linear-elastic fracture mechanics is a useful tool in failure analysis as many (and perhaps most) structural failures occur
by the combined processes of crack initiation followed by subcritical crack growth mechanism (for example, fatigue,
stress corrosion, creep) until a critical crack (ac) is reached. In this regard, fracture mechanics is an effective tool for
evaluating critical flaw size (ac) that leads to rapid unstable fracture and can help answer questions during a failure
analysis, such as (Ref 2):
•
•
•
•
•

Where should one look for the transition from subcritical crack growth to unstable rapid fracture?
What was the load on the component at the time of failure?
Was the correct material used and manufacturing/processing sound?
Was the part designed properly?
Did the environment influence the failure?

Of course, many situations may involve thin sections and/or very ductile materials, where the conditional constraint
(plane-strain) for LEFM may not apply in evaluating stress and crack size conditions for the onset of rapid (unstable)
fracture. In this case, the use of elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM) is required, as the process of unstable fracture
involves some plasticity. Plane-stress fracture toughness (Kc) is higher than plane-strain fracture toughness (KIc), but when
thinner sections and more ductile materials are involved, net-section instability becomes a factor. Linear elastic fracture
mechanics is generally valid for subcritical crack growth conditions, except in the case of creep crack growth whose
plasticity is involved. More information on fracture mechanics is contained in the articles “Stress Analysis and Fracture
Mechanics” and “Fracture Appearance and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture” in this Volume.

Stress Conditions
Stress Type. The type of stress applied to a component is of interest to the failure analyst, as it will help to explain the
fracture features, fracture location, and many other attendant characteristics. Stresses are usually identified as tension,
compression, or shear (i.e., the state of stress at a point is defined in terms of three normal orthogonal components and six
shear components). The loading, which produces the stresses in particular regions of a component, can be pure tension,
pure compression, pure bending, pure torsion, or some combination of these. The external loading conditions, the
component geometry, and the presence of cracklike imperfections control the internal state of stress. Complex stress
states may occur when components are not loaded uniformly and/or when geometric factors cause regions of stress
concentration. An overload failure that occurred under a complicated stress state is presented in example 10.
The stress states in a component often contain a hydrostatic component, that is, the mean of the three normal stresses at
any point. A compressive hydrostatic stress is often less of a concern in metals than a tensile hydrostatic stress. A tension
hydrostatic stress promotes brittle fracture because the maximum shear stress, which is a function of the difference in the
principal stresses, is decreased by hydrostatic tension. One observes shear lips at the surface of a cross section because
plane stress exists there—that is, one of the principal stresses is zero at the surface. Triaxial tension is promoted by
notches and so forth, due to the constraint exercised by the surrounding material away from the stress concentrator. Thus,
plane-strain deformation (in which a hydrostatic stress is present) results in fracture that is macroscale brittle. The
microscale appearance may be either ductile (i.e., MVC) or brittle (cleavage, quasi-cleavage). This state may prevent
yielding by dislocation slip in the preferred directions, thereby encouraging brittle fracture during overloading. However,
the effect of a hydrostatic stress component to the total stress state is usually discussed in terms of macroscopic
appearances; and on a microscopic scale in a polycrystalline body, the local stresses may still cause some dislocation
motion.
The formation of a hydrostatic stress state depends on the configuration of part geometry, loading, and material condition.
For example, the walls of a pressurized component may be subjected to a hydrostatic stress state depending on the
thickness of the wall. If the component is “thin walled” (for example, a radius/thickness ratio, r/t, greater than
approximately 20), the vessel wall would be loaded in plane stress; that is, no appreciable radial stress would be present,
only hoop and axial stresses would occur. If the vessel is “thick walled,” then there is a radial stress and a hydrostatic
stress would be present. The only other way to develop a hydrostatic stress in a thin-walled vessel would be from an
internal discontinuity adjacent to the wall surface.
When a discontinuity or cracklike imperfection is present in a material, the magnitude of the hydrostatic stress increases
as the section thickness increases, and fracture is more brittle with a mode of plane-strain fracture. Thick materials can

exhibit low toughness and generally flat fracture features (although the microscopic features and mechanisms may be
either MVC or cleavage). Additionally, heavy sections typically have a nonconstant microstructure through the thickness,
with poorer properties at midthickness. Thin materials, or situations when cracks approach free surfaces to approximate
thin materials, deform (neck) and are thus in a plane-stress state. This permits ductile fracture manifested by a shear lip at
the edges of fractures and at the final fracture location under plane-stress conditions. Materials can exhibit a geometrical
transition from plane-strain to plane-stress behavior analogous to a temperature transition. The various transitions
evidenced by metals are not mutually exclusive occurrences.
Stress Magnitude. The magnitude of the applied and residual stresses is also an important part of an overload failure.
When an overload fracture has occurred, as indicated by the physical evidence, the actual magnitude of the stresses must
have been sufficient to initiate fracture; that is, the stresses applied to the material that fractured exceeded the capability
of that specific material. Mechanical testing is often an integral portion of a failure analysis investigation to determine
whether the stresses were excessive, whether the part or material was weak, or both. The magnitude of applied stress is
usually compared to the material yield strength in distortion failures and to the material fracture strength in the cases of
ductile and brittle overload fractures. The failure analyst also compares these values to what the designer anticipated for
service stresses and material properties.
Stress Application. To develop a complete understanding of the forces on a failed component, the analyst must consider
the application of stresses. Loading can be constant or cyclic, slow or rapid, concentrated or distributed, or any mixture of
these, and thus different internal stresses occur at different locations and/or at different points in time. Failure initiates
where the local stress exceeds the local strength. Materials will exhibit differing overload failure characteristics based on
these stress application variables. Cyclic loading most often results in fatigue failures rather than overload failures. A
delayed overload fracture in a cyclic application suggests an unusual loading event or that embrittlement of the material
has occurred. Progressive fracture features in a statically loaded component may suggest a corrosion mechanism.
Example 10: Failure of a Jack Cylinder. A jack cylinder split open during simulated service testing (Fig. 24a). The
intended internal test pressurization was reportedly analogous to typical service. The material and mechanical properties
of the cylinder pipe were unknown.
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Fig. 24 Failure of a jack cylinder (example 10). (a) Cylinder that split during testing.
Substantial bulging is apparent at the failure location. (b) Opened crack surfaces from the
cylinder in (a). Both the inside and outside diameter surfaces exhibited a shear-lip
appearance. (c) Metallographic cross section near the inside diameter surface showing
decarburization and a shear lip. 2% nital etch. 119×
Investigation. The single-event crack was longitudinal and bulged noticeably in its center. The crack center, which was
identified as the likely crack origin, is shown after excision in Fig. 24(b). The surfaces are relatively flat, but exhibit
angled shear lips at the inside and outside diameter surfaces. Visible “chevron” markings pointed back to the origin in the
center of the bulged cylinder. Fractographic examination revealed quasi-cleavage and dimple-rupture features throughout
the flat-fracture region and shear-lip region, respectively.

Chemical analysis indicated that the pipe satisfied the requirements for a grade 1045 medium-carbon, plain carbon steel.
Tension testing of a specimen removed from the pipe section opposite the crack revealed 779 MPa (113 ksi) tensile
strength, 634 MPa (92 ksi) yield strength, and 12% elongation.
Microstructural examination confirmed the crack surface profile with somewhat flat fracture in the core with shear lips.
The near-surface grains were severely distorted. The inside diameter shear lip is shown in Fig. 24(c). The microstructure
away from the crack consists of cold-worked ferrite and pearlite, suggestive of the normalized condition. Surface
decarburization and oxide formation were evident on the pipe surfaces.
Conclusions. The cylinder pipe burst in a mixed brittle and ductile manner due to overpressurization. The bearing strength
of the pipe was likely to be slightly compromised by a low-strength layer of decarburization. The pipe was a moderately
cold-worked plain carbon steel.
Recommendations. The analysis results indicated that the testing procedure should be evaluated for the possibility of
inadvertent overpressurization. If no accidental burst could occur with the test configuration, it may be necessary to
analyze successfully tested cylinders to identify changes in material, and perhaps heat treatment, that may have
contributed to this failure.
Residual Stresses. Residual tensile stresses can be present in components, resulting from welding, casting, heat treatment,
and grinding, as well as other manufacturing and assembly processes. In many cases, residual stresses can be additive to
applied stresses and thereby contribute to overload failure. Hot working allows immediate stress relaxation, but cold
working does not. Cold working is a strengthening mechanism for many materials, including those that may otherwise
have been heat treated to achieve the necessary strength level. In wrought aluminum, for example, the “H” temper
designations indicate cold-work strengthening, whereas the “T” tempers indicate heat treatment with or without coldwork strengthening. Some strain-hardened alloys (especially those of aluminum) may exhibit a spontaneous decrease in
strength due to recrystallization, sometimes referred to as age softening.
Residual compressive stresses at the surface, induced by processes such as shot peening and some surface-hardening
treatments such as carburization in steels, are generally considered beneficial, both in overload and fatigue resistance.
However, the effects of the surface treatment may be overcome if stress concentrators, corrosion, and similar effects
penetrate the compressive stress layer. Even after surface treatments, there is still a subsurface tensile stress under the
compressive stress layer. Thus, the residual compressive surface stress is especially beneficial in delaying fatigue crack
initiation at the surface, but has little or no influence during the stage of critical (unstable) crack propagation.
Stress Concentration and Defects. Good engineering designs, even when encompassing quality standards, cannot totally
prevent the presence of inadvertent discontinuities. These deleterious discontinuities can be present as casting and forging
imperfections, thermomechanical processing cracks, welding anomalies of all types, and others. These features can act as
stress raisers and can impart brittle character. A failure resulting from an undetected crack is presented as example 11.
Even in enlightened engineering design, where a proper fracture mechanics approach considers the imperfections that are
most assuredly present, unexpected stress concentrators can cause failure. It is not always feasible to create components
without the possibility of inadvertent scratches, nicks, and gouges. All manufacturing processes contain variability that
must be understood and monitored, if not controlled. For these reasons, the level of inspection and nondestructive
examination applied to a component is usually a measure of its criticality and the consequences of its failure. However,
the designer should anticipate the types of imperfections likely to be present and the manufacturing process should
include controls and inspections to ensure that the design allowables are not exceeded.
Example 11: Failure of Tension Springs During Installation. Two large tension springs fractured during installation. The
springs were manufactured from a grade 9254 chromium-silicon steel spring wire. The associated material specification
allows wire in the cold-drawn or oil-tempered (quenched-and-tempered) condition. The specified wire tensile strength
range was 1689 to 1793 MPa (245 to 260 ksi). The finished springs were to be shot peened for greater fatigue resistance.
Investigation. The springs fractured within the coils rather than at the end hooks, where fatigue fracture often occurs. The
springs were painted black. Examination of the fracture locations revealed that the features were similar and both springs
contained a precracked region. A representative fracture surface is shown in Fig. 25(a). No additional cracks were
observed.
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Fig. 25 Failure of tension springs (example 11). (a) Spring fracture surface showing the
presence of a discolored precrack region. 3×. (b) Cross section through the precracked
region of the spring revealing a thick scale (vertical surface) on the fracture surface. 2%
nital etch. 148×
The chemical composition of the tested spring satisfied the specification requirements. Energy-dispersive x-ray analysis
(EDS) of the discolored precracked region detected a very high level of phosphorus, suggestive of a phosphate coating
applied prior to painting. This tenacious contamination could not be removed by chemical means, which were limited to
minimize the potential for damage to the remaining fracture features. Examination by SEM did not reveal discernible
fracture features in the precrack zone, but the remainder of the fracture consisted of dimple-rupture evidence.
A longitudinal metallographic cross section through the wire in Fig. 25(a) is shown in Fig. 25(b). The precrack region is
toward the left of this micrograph. Some transgranular, secondary cracking is apparent near the surface. The near-surface
microstructure consists of tempered martensite, but some partial decarburization and corrosion pits are evident on the wire
surface. The surface did not appear to have been shot peened.
The microhardness of the wire averaged 591 Knoop (HK500). This equates to an approximate ultimate tensile strength
slightly higher than the specified range.
Conclusions. The springs failed during installation due to the presence of preexisting defects. The crack surfaces were
corroded and phosphate coated, confirming that they had occurred during manufacture. Installation, which presumably
entailed some axial extension, resulted in ductile overload failure at the crack sites.
Recommendations. Evaluate the manufacturing steps to identify the process(es) wherein the cracking is likely occurring.
The spring-coiling process was of particular interest due to the appearance of the cracks. It was further recommended that
a suitable nondestructive method such as magnetic particle inspection be implemented.
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Service Damage or Alteration
Overload failures can result from service damage such as mechanical alteration of the material by dynamic loading or
distortion or progressive forms of damage by corrosion, wear, and subcritical crack growth. The damage may result in a
net-section instability from a reduction in section size, or the damage may result in a critical crack size that leads to
overload. In addition, parts that are dynamically loaded or deflected can experience strain hardening to an extent based on
the material and loading characteristics. Some materials are also sensitive to the rate of load application and may be
altered by strain-rate hardening. Mechanical twinning occurs in some alloy systems. These effects can change the
ductility substantially; however, fatigue cracking results more often than overload failure, as these hardening effects are
often gradual.
More severe mechanical alteration can result in buckling and distortion effects. Plastic deformation and elastic instability,
such as buckling, can create a site for stress concentration. Localized tensile or compressive yielding creates microvoids
that can reduce the mechanical strength and the fatigue resistance. Loading history can also significantly alter the loadbearing characteristics of a component. For example, compressive yielding can result in a reduced elastic modulus upon
subsequent tension testing. This phenomenon is called the Bauschinger effect (Fig. 26).

Fig. 26 Bauschinger effect. The softening effect is exaggerated for clarity. σF, forward
stress; σR, reverse stress; σB, backward stress
Progressive forms of damage may also lead to overload failure by unstable cracking from a discontinuity or, in the
absence of a critical crack size, processes that reduce the effective cross section. In static-loading applications, overload
failure is the likely consequence, while cyclic loading with corrosion or wear damage is obviously more complex. In
damage situations, it is imperative that the relative importance of the damage to the component be determined during the
metallurgical failure analysis investigation. For instance, ductile overload failure with relatively little preexistent
corrosion damage may suggest a severe loading event occurred and that the corrosion was of little consequence. When the
damage is the proximate cause of a failure, such as abrasive wear or pitting corrosion, it is disingenuous to identify it as
an overload failure, although overloading certainly occurred at the time of final separation. Somewhat severe mechanical
alteration that occurred by an abused piece of coal mining equipment is shown in Fig. 27. Continued abrasion distortion
of the near-surface material occurred after cracking. In the most severe cases of mechanical alteration during service,
cracks are formed and can possibly lead to failure.
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Fig. 27 Near-surface cracking present on a heavily abraded mining component.
Continued abrasion after intergranular crack formation has deflected the perpendicular
cracks. Unetched. 30×
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Embrittlement
Many engineering alloys are susceptible to embrittlement from specific mechanisms manifested during heat treatment,
processing, storage, and service. The specific causes of embrittlement vary, depending on the metallurgical stability of the
specific type or family of alloy under various manufacturing or service conditions. In general, however, embrittlement of
metals is typically activated by thermal or environmental conditions, as described further in this section. Many types of
embrittlement have been identified for steels, and of course nonferrous metals are also susceptible to embrittling
phenomena. However, this article focuses on steels, as their varying service conditions have revealed numerous
conditions for embrittlement, as briefly summarized in Table 3. Embrittlement phenomena of steels also are discussed in
greater depth in the article “Embrittlement of Steels” in Properties and Selection: Irons, Steels, and High-Performance
Alloys, Volume 1 of the ASM Handbook (Ref 5). Similar content is also provided in the article “Visual Examination and
Light Microscopy” in Fractography, Volume 12 of the ASM Handbook (Ref 6).

Table 3 Summary of the types of embrittlement experienced by ferrous alloys
Embrittlement type
Strain-age embrittlement

Steels susceptible
Low-carbon steel

Quench-age embrittlement

Low-carbon steel

Blue brittleness

Carbon and alloy steels

Stress-relief embrittlement
Temper embrittlement

Alloy and stainless steel
Carbon and low-alloy steel

Tempered martensite
embrittlement
400–500 °C embrittlement

Heat treated alloy steel

Sigma-phase embrittlement
Graphitization
Intermetallic compound

Stainless steel (>15% Cr)
Ferritic and austenitic
stainless steel
Carbon and alloy steel
All steel

Causes
Precipitation after deformation
processing
Quenching followed by
precipitation
230–370 °C (450–700 °F)
exposure
Postweld heat treatment
375–575 °C (700–1070 °F)
exposure
200–370 °C (400–700 °F)
exposure
400–500 °C (750–930 °F)
exposure
560–980 °C (1050–1800 °F)
exposure
Exposure >425 °C (>800 °F)
Exposure to metal that forms

Result
Strength increase, ductility
decrease
Strength increase, ductility
decrease
Strength increase, toughness and
ductility decrease
Toughness decrease
Increase in DBTT
Toughness decrease
Strength increase, ductility
decrease
Toughness decrease
Toughness decrease
Brittleness

embrittlement
Neutron embrittlement
Hydrogen embrittlement
Liquid-metal-induced
embrittlement
Solid-metal-induced
embrittlement

All steel
Cold worked or heat treatment
hardened steel
All steel
All steel

an intermetallic
Neutron irradiation
Processing, service, corrosion,
etc.
Molten low TM metal exposure
Near-molten low TM metal
exposure

Increase in DBTT
Ductility decrease, cracking
Ductility decrease
Ductility decrease

TM, melting temperature
This article focuses primarily on the contribution of embrittlement to overload failure. The following sections describe a
number of thermally and environmentally induced embrittlement effects that can alter the overload fracture behavior of
metals. Most of these are embrittling phenomena, where normally ductile materials evince brittle characteristics. These
phenomena are described and differentiated by their causes, effects, and remedial methods, so that failure characteristics
may be directly compared during practical failure investigation. For the purposes of failure prevention, possible steps for
failure avoidance or component remediation augment the diagnostic information. Naturally, when embrittlement includes
crack formation this usually renders a component unusable, especially in cyclic service. Cracks may become quiescent,
under null or very low loading; however, their presence remains and may be a future source of crack propagation.

Thermally Induced Embrittlement
Strain-Age Embrittlement. If low-carbon steel is deformed, its hardness and strength will increase upon aging at room or
slightly elevated temperature. Strain-age embrittlement occurs when uncombined interstitial solute atoms, usually carbon
and nitrogen, diffuse to dislocations and lattice discontinuities. The ordering of carbon and nitrogen atoms at the
dislocations assists in the pinning of dislocations and thus causes an increase in strength and lowering of ductility.
The effect of strain-age embrittlement is manifested as a time and temperature dependent increase in strength and
decrease in ductility (Ref 7). The amount of cold work is also important; about 15% reduction provides the maximum
effect. Room-temperature aging is very slow. Room-temperature aging may require from a few hours to a year; generally,
several months are required for maximum embrittlement. As the aging temperature increases, the time for maximum
embrittlement decreases. This process may take only a few minutes at 200 °C (400 °F).
Strain-age embrittlement is of most concern in sheet materials for drawing or other cold-forming processes (although it
should be noted that some components are intentionally allowed to strain age, either naturally or artificially, in
circumstances when forming is completed and when the additional strength is desirable). Embrittled material can exhibit
poor formability, including creation of aesthetically undesirable Lüders bands (stretcher strains) from discontinuous
yielding, or rupture at normal processing stresses. The return of the yield point or the presence of Lüders strain in the
stress-strain curve is evidence that strain-age embrittlement has occurred. These steels are often temper rolled to suppress
the yield point, but a pronounced yield point may return due to strain-age embrittlement. In nonaluminum-killed sheet
steels, a small amount of deformation, about 1%, will suppress the yield-point phenomenon for several months. If the
material is not formed within this safe period, the discontinuous yielding problem will eventually return and impair
formability.
Rimmed or capped sheet steels are particularly susceptible to strain-age embrittlement, although strain aging has also
been encountered in plate steels and weld HAZs. Certain coating treatments, such as hot-dip galvanizing, can produce a
high degree of embrittlement in areas that were cold worked the critical amount, leading to brittle fractures. This can be
prevented if the material is annealed before coating.
Avoidance/Remediation. Rimmed or capped steel sheet is especially prone to strain-age embrittlement. These steel types,
as well as other materials with high inclusion and interstitial element contents, should be avoided when maximum
formability, such as deep drawing, is required. Many drawing-quality materials are aluminum-killed, so that the
aluminum will combine with the nitrogen, and have very low carbon contents. Interstitial-free steels and those alloyed
with sufficient titanium do not strain age. Some manufacturers have prevented this aging problem by prompt forming
after temper rolling, or by ordering stock immediately prior to use.
Quench-Age Embrittlement. If a low-carbon steel is heated to temperatures immediately below the lower critical
temperature (Ac1) and then quenched, it becomes harder, stronger, and less ductile upon aging at room or slightly elevated
temperature. As with strain aging, quench-age embrittlement is a function of time at the aging temperature until the
maximum degree of embrittlement is reached. Steel may require several weeks of room-temperature aging to reach the
maximum embrittled state.
This embrittlement is somewhat similar to strain aging, except the impetus for carbon diffusion is a concentration gradient
rather than cold-working stresses. Quench aging involves actual precipitation of carbides (whereas strain aging involves
interaction of carbon and other atoms with dislocations). The solubility of carbon in ferrite is higher at elevated
temperature, resulting in carbon diffusion to relieve the stresses in the supersaturated lattice. Quench-age embrittlement
results from precipitation of solute carbon at existing dislocations and from precipitation hardening because of differences
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in the solid solubility of carbon in ferrite at different temperatures. Nitride precipitation can also occur, but the amount of
nitrogen present is generally too low for substantial hardening.
Steels with carbon contents of 0.04 to 0.12% appear most susceptible to quench-age embrittlement; increasing the carbon
content above 0.12% reduces the effect. Quenching must be from below the Ac1 temperature yet above 560 °C (1040 °F),
which is reportedly an approximate lower boundary for this condition. Embrittlement effects increase at higher
temperatures within this range.
Avoidance/Remediation. The quenching process necessary to initiate this embrittlement does not have much practical,
metallurgical significance. Subcritical quenching is sometimes performed to reduce the cooling time between sequential
high- and low-temperature processing operations. Avoiding the rapid quench will allow the normal equalization of carbon
content that occurs in slow cooling. Annealing and slow cooling of quench-age embrittled steel can restore ductility.
Blue Brittleness. When plain carbon steels and some alloy steels are heated to temperatures between 230 and 370 °C (450
and 700 °F), they experience an increase in strength and a marked decrease in ductility and impact strength. The term blue
brittleness is derived from the characteristic blue coloration on steel that has been exposed to oxygen-containing
atmospheres within this temperature range.
Blue brittleness is an accelerated form of strain-age embrittlement. The increase in strength and decrease in ductility are
caused by carbide and/or nitride precipitation hardening within the critical-temperature range. Deformation while the steel
is heated in the blue-heat range results in even higher hardness and tensile strength after cooling to room temperature. If
the strain rate is increased, the blue-brittle temperature range increases.
Avoidance/Remediation. Use of susceptible steels that have been heated in the blue-brittleness range should be avoided,
especially if the steels are subjected to impact loads, because the toughness of these materials will be considerably less
than optimum. Tempering in the blue-heat range should be avoided for materials expected to be sensitive to blue
brittleness. It can be avoided by specifying materials with low carbon and nitrogen levels or with alloying elements that
are strong carbide and nitride formers.
Stress-Relief Embrittlement and Reheat Cracking. Stress-relief embrittlement results in the loss of toughness, typically
within the heat-affected zone (HAZ) and/or the weld metal as a result of stress relieving of a welded structure. Stressrelief embrittlement of welds occurs during subsequent, usually subcritical, thermal treatment after welding. When severe,
this can result in intergranular brittle cracking, typically referred to as postweld heat treat cracking or reheat cracking.
Both phenomena have been observed only in those alloy systems that undergo precipitation hardening. These systems
include low-alloy structural and pressure vessel steels, ferritic creep-resisting steels, austenitic stainless steels, and some
nickel-base alloys. In addition, a tendency for creep embrittlement, notch weakening, and poor creep ductility during
short-term elevated-temperature tests usually occurs in these materials.
During welding, the HAZ is exposed to high temperatures, ranging up to the melting point of the alloy. At these
temperatures, existing precipitates in the base metal (in steels, carbides, and nitrides) are taken into solution, and grain
coarsening occurs. During cooling, some precipitation takes place at grain boundaries or within the grains, but the
majority of the precipitates remain in solution. Subsequent exposure at stress-relieving temperatures causes precipitate
formation, primarily alloy carbides, within the grains and at the grain boundaries in the HAZ. This is responsible for
strengthening and embrittlement. Embrittlement can be more pronounced in welds with substantial grain coarsening in the
HAZ due to high heat input.
Cracking occurs when the nonuniform stresses, including both residual stresses from welding and thermal expansion
stresses, exceed the local, reduced creep ductility. This often occurs at the weld toe. Rapid or nonuniform heating will
increase cracking severity as less elastic recovery occurs; however, precipitate formation is still diffusion-related. In
addition, the combined heating and stress effects can nucleate creep voids in the grain boundaries surrounding the
strengthened grains. During stress relief, residual stresses are relieved through creep deformation. However, the
strengthening of the precipitates of the grain interiors tends to concentrate creep strain at grain boundaries, leading to
intergranular cracking.
Example 12 illustrates a welded component that failed from stress-relief embrittlement. Although this embrittlement is
usually manifested in the HAZ or weld metal, other situations can occur. Reheat cracking is sometimes apparent upon
start-up of high-temperature boilers, in areas not associated with welding. As noted, low-alloy structural steels, austenitic
stainless steels, and some nickel alloys have been found to be susceptible to stress-relief embrittlement. Strong carbideforming elements contribute to this embrittlement, vanadium, molybdenum, and boron in particular. Ferritic high-strength
low-alloy (HSLA) steels can be more susceptible than quenched-and-tempered grades. Some HSLA grades should never
receive a postweld heat treatment (PWHT).
Avoidance/Remediation. The possibility for stress-relief embrittlement and cracking can be reduced by specifying cleaner
steels made with better deoxidation practice. In susceptible materials, service in the as-welded condition should be
explored. Welding practice can also be altered somewhat to reduce residual stresses and HAZ grain coarsening by
reducing heat input where possible. Steel that is embrittled, but not cracked, may be annealed to restore ductility.
Example 12: Stress-Relief Cracking of a Welded Alloy Steel Tube. A thick-walled tube that was weld fabricated for use
as a pressure vessel exhibited cracks as depicted in Fig. 28. Similar cracking was apparent at the weld toes after postweld
stress relief or quench-and-temper heat treatment. The cracks were not detectable by nondestructive examination after

welding, immediately prior to heat treatment. Multiple-pass arc welds secured the carbon steel flanges to the Ni-Cr-Mo-V
alloy steel tubes.

Fig. 28 Large welded tube that cracked upon postweld stress-relief heat treatment
(example 12)
Investigation. Visual examination revealed that the centers of the cracks were at the weld fusion line, but the ends of the
cracks were in the adjacent tube HAZ. There was no cracking in the carbon steel flanges adjacent to the circular welds.
The opened crack surfaces were heavily oxidized and discolored, as an air atmosphere had been used for the postweld
heat treatment. The crack features were oxidized, but appeared to be intergranular, whereas the room-temperature lab
fracture features were consistent with ductile rupture. The crack was evident at the weld toe, but it did not follow the
fusion line or HAZ, as is sometimes the case in hot cracks. The welding penetration was shallow and irregular. The base
metal microstructure consisted of tempered martensite.
Conclusions. Evaluation of the fabrication history and the analysis data indicated that the tube failed as a result of stressrelief cracking. Very high residual stresses often result from welding thick sections of hardenable steels, even when
preheating is employed. Quenched-and-tempered steels containing vanadium, as well as HSLA steels with a vanadium
addition, have been shown to be susceptible to this embrittlement. Manufacturers of susceptible steels recommend use of
these materials in the as-welded condition.
Temper Embrittlement. Alloy steels containing certain impurities (phosphorus, antimony, tin, and arsenic) will become
embrittled during tempering in the range of 350 to 570 °C (660 to 1060 °F) or during slow cooling through this region.
Embrittlement occurs because of the segregation of phosphorus, antimony, arsenic, and/or tin to the grain boundaries.
Temper embrittlement is a diffusion-related process. The degree of embrittlement depends on the impurity content and the
time within the critical tempering range. Embrittlement occurs fastest at about 455 to 480 °C (850 to 900 °F). Carbon
steels are not susceptible to temper embrittlement. Fortunately, temper embrittlement is reversible and can be removed by
retempering above the critical tempering range, followed by rapid cooling.
As noted, the impurity elements most associated with temper embrittlement are the metalloids phosphorus, arsenic, tin,
and antimony. Silicon, germanium, selenium, tellurium, and bismuth are also identified as embrittling agents. The
metallic element manganese is thought to both cause and facilitate temper embrittlement to an extent that the effects are
difficult to differentiate. Plain carbon steels that contain less than 0.3% Mn are not considered susceptible. The alloy
content also influences embrittlement. Nickel-chromium steels are particularly prone to temper embrittlement, but
molybdenum additions reduce the susceptibility. Carbon, chromium, manganese, silicon, and nickel enhance
embrittlement, both singly and in synergistic combination. Ferritic and pearlitic microstructures are less susceptible than
the heat treated metastable martensitic and bainitic microstructures.
Prior to development of electron fractographic techniques, the degree of embrittlement was identified by macroscopic
fracture examination, degradation of mechanical properties, and use of grain-boundary etchants. Temper embrittlement is
manifested as a substantial increase in the DBTT, but strength and hardness are largely unaffected. It is most easily
observed using toughness tests, but tensile properties will be affected by severe embrittlement. The magnitude of the
DBTT shift can be dramatic (for example, see Fig. 22 in the article “Tempering of Steel” in Heat Treating, Volume 4 of
the ASM Handbook, 1991) and transition temperature increases as high as 200 to 300 °C (360 to 540 °F) have been
reported. Intentional doping with embrittling elements during research studies has resulted in even more severe shifts of
the DBTT.
Electron fractography has added another tool for assessment of the degree of embrittlement by determination of the area
fraction of intergranular facets on the fracture surface. Intergranular fracture usually results. The amount of grainboundary fracture depends on the degree of impurity segregation to the grain boundaries, but is also influenced by the
matrix hardness, the prior-austenite grain size, and the temperature. In specimens from Charpy V-notch tests, the amount
of intergranular fracture will also vary as a function of the distance from the root of the V-notch.
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Avoidance/Remediation. Temper embrittlement is simply avoided by tempering outside of the critical range, although this
may not always be possible depending on the inherent hardenability and tempering response of the selected steel. The use
of alloys with only the minimum hardenability necessary for service can employ tempering temperatures below the
embrittlement range. Ferritic and pearlitic structures are also less susceptible. Embrittlement of thick materials, which can
occur by slow cooling through the critical range, can be avoided by rapid cooling or quenching, or by additional
tempering at a temperature above the critical range, followed by rapid cooling.
Welding research has developed equations and factors that can be used to identify the temper embrittlement susceptibility
of base metals and filler metals. For example, thick-section 2Cr-1Mo steel plates used in pressure vessels for petroleum
and chemical service at elevated temperatures are susceptible to temper embrittlement in service. The problem has been
attributed to the presence of residual elements such as phosphorus and antimony. Bruscato (Ref 8) established an X factor
to describe the effect of the residual elements:
X =

10 P + 5Sb + 4Sn + 1As
100

where X is in parts per million. Acceptable weld metal ductility can be obtained if the manganese and silicon contents and
the X factor are low. Reduction of these elements can be achieved using basic fluxes. Another indicator, the Watanabe
number, J, shows that welds and base metal are not susceptible to temper embrittlement if J is less than 200 (Ref 9):
J = (Si + Mn)(P + Sn) × 104

Tempered-martensite embrittlement (TME) of quenched-and-tempered HSLA steels occurs over a temperature range of
approximately 200 to 370 °C (400 to 700 °F) (Ref 10). Tempered-martensite embrittlement is also referred to as 350 °C
(or 500 °F) embrittlement, although the greatest alteration reportedly occurs at approximately 315 °C (600 °F). It differs
from temper embrittlement in the strength of the material and the temperature exposure range. In temper embrittlement,
the steel is usually tempered at a relatively high temperature, and embrittlement occurs upon slow cooling after tempering
and during service at temperatures within the embrittlement range. In TME, the steel is tempered within the embrittlement
range, and service exposure is usually at room temperature. Therefore, temper embrittlement is often called two-step
temper embrittlement, while TME is often called one-step temper embrittlement.
Tempered-martensite embrittlement occurs in the tempering range in which ε-carbide changes to cementite. It takes place
mainly in steels with a microstructure of tempered martensite, but steels with microstructures of tempered lower bainite
are also susceptible to TME. Other structures, such as upper bainite and pearlite/ferrite, are not embrittled by tempering in
this region. The mechanisms of TME are not completely understood, but the main explanations for TME are based on the
effects of impurities and cementite precipitation on the prior-austenite grain boundaries. Early studies concluded that
TME was due to precipitation of thin platelets of cementite at the grain boundaries. However, TME has also been found
to occur in very-low-carbon steels, and residual impurity elements have also been shown to be essential factors in TME.
It thus appears that TME results from a combination of effects due to: (1) cementite precipitation on prior-austenite grain
boundaries or at interlath boundaries and/or (2) the segregation of impurities, such as phosphorus and sulfur, at the prioraustenite grain boundaries. The predominant mechanism depends on many alloy and processing variables, but the effect
of impurity segregation is more pronounced at the higher range of the embrittlement temperature region. Fracture by
TME also can be either transgranular or intergranular. Transgranular TME fractures observed with tempering between
200 and 300 °C (390 and 570 °F) and are found with the formation of coarse carbides at martensite lath boundaries.
Intergranular TME fractures usually, but not always, are observed from tempering at about 350 °C (660 °F) with the
presence of coarse carbides at the impurity-weakened grain boundaries. These differences may be due to differences in
carbon, alloy, and impurity content, as well as in strength level, test temperature, nature of the test, and grain size.
Impurities appear to influence coarse-grain steels to a greater degree than fine-grain steels.
Depending on the test temperature, TME produces a change in the fracture mode from either predominantly transgranular
cleavage or MVC to intergranular fracture along the prior-austenite grain boundaries. In room-temperature tests, the
fracture may change from MVC to a mixture of quasi-cleavage and intergranular fracture. Tensile strength, yield strength,
elongation, and reduction in area are not affected by this embrittlement, but it has an adverse effect on Charpy V-notch
impact energy (Ref 11). Charpy V-notch absorbed energy plotted against the tempering temperature is the most common
procedure to reveal the embrittlement. The DBTT may also increase some with tempering in this range, but the increase
in DBTT is not as pronounced as in temper embrittlement.
Avoidance/Remediation. Avoiding the embrittling temperature range is necessary to prevent TME, although the range is
somewhat variable. Use of steels with low impurity contents, particularly phosphorus, can prevent the impurity
segregation contribution to total embrittlement. Embrittled steels can be annealed to restore maximum impact energy
when necessary.
400 to 500 °C (750 to 930 °F) Embrittlement. Fine-grain high-chromium stainless steels normally possess good ductility.
However, if they are held for long periods of time at temperatures of 400 to 500 °C (750 to 930 °F), they will become
harder and embrittled. Time and temperature of exposure affect the level of embrittlement. This phenomenon is
sometimes called 475 °C (885 °F) embrittlement, as the embrittlement is most pronounced at about 475 °C (885 °F). The

moderate temperature exposure allows diffusion of chromium to the grain boundaries for the formation of chromium-rich
carbides. This segregation also results in reduced corrosion resistance in the denuded regions adjacent to the grain
boundaries, analogous to sensitization in austenitic stainless steels. At least 15% Cr is considered necessary for this
embrittlement. Increasing chromium contents and higher levels of silicon, niobium, and titanium appear to promote
embrittlement.
Embrittlement of high-chromium ferritic stainless steels in this 400 to 500 °C (750 to 930 °F) temperature range produces
iron-rich α and chromium-rich α′ ferrites. Chromium nitrides also precipitate during aging and are observed at grain
boundaries, dislocations, and inclusions. The formation of α′ can occur in two ways: by nucleation and growth or by
spinodal decomposition. The latter mechanism appears to be operative in higher chromium content alloys and has been
the most commonly observed formation process. The reaction is reversible; heating above the embrittlement range
dissolves α′. In duplex stainless steels, the embrittlement temperature range appears to be broader, with additional phases
precipitating in the upper portion of the range. An example of 475 °C (885 °F) embrittlement of a duplex alloy similar in
composition to type 329 stainless steel, is shown in Fig. 101 of the “Atlas of Fractographs” in Fractography, Volume 12
of ASM Handbook (1987).
Avoidance/Remediation. The occurrence of 400 to 500 °C embrittlement can be prevented in various ways. A lowchromium grade, less than 15%, could be used if critical range exposure is unavoidable. Stress relief in this range could
be avoided for nonhardenable ferritic grades. Martensitic grades could be preferentially selected for tempering response
that would employ a tempering temperature outside the critical range. Embrittled stainless steels can be retempered at
temperatures above the critical range, at least 540 °C (1000 °F) to remove this effect (Ref 12). Tempering should be as
brief as possible if it is performed at a higher temperature, as sigma phase may form.
Sigma-Phase Embrittlement. Sigma (σ) is an iron-chromium phase that forms in stainless steels with chromium contents
typically between 25 and 76 wt%, although σ formation may occur in ferritic stainless steels with chromium contents
below 25 wt%. Sigma forms more readily from ferrite in stainless steels than from austenite, so austenitic stainless steels
are typically less susceptible to σ formation than ferritic grades. However, many austenitic grades will form σ phase. In
addition, σ-phase formation is enhanced in grades of austenitic stainless steels that intentionally have a small amount of δ
ferrite (about 5%) to prevent hot cracking during welding.
Some superalloys also can be embrittled by σ-phase formation. However, the presence of σ in superalloys is not
necessarily damaging to properties. Various morphologies may be encountered, some of which are quite detrimental to
properties. Sigma in the form of platelets or as a grain-boundary film is detrimental, but globular intragranular
precipitation can improve creep properties. Considerable effort has been devoted to determining how composition
influences σ-phase formation in nickel-base superalloys, and this has substantially influenced alloy development.
In stainless steels, σ generally forms with long-time exposure in the range of 565 to 980 °C (1050 to 1800 °F), although
this range varies somewhat with composition and processing. This can occur during slow cooling, tempering or stress
relief, and welding. Sigma formation exhibits C-curve behavior with the shortest time for formation (nose) generally
occurring between about 700 and 810 °C (1290 and 1490 °F) for stainless steels. In austenitic stainless steels, σ
precipitates at grain and twin boundaries at temperatures between about 595 and 900 °C (1100 and 1650 °F). Sigma
precipitation occurs fastest at about 845 °C (1550 °F).
Coarse grain sizes from high solution-annealing temperatures retard σ formation, while cold working generally promotes
σ formation. The influence of cold work on σ formation depends on the amount of cold work and its effect on
recrystallization. If the amount of cold work is sufficient to produce recrystallization at the service temperature, σ
formation is enhanced. If recrystallization does not occur, the rate of σ formation may not be affected. Small amounts of
cold work that do not promote recrystallization may actually retard σ formation.
The σ phase is extremely hard and brittle and imparts a reduction in toughness with an increase in notch sensitivity. These
effects are most notably observed at low temperatures following the embrittling heating event. Steels containing this
phase also suffer a reduction in corrosion resistance. The creep resistance and thermal fatigue resistance are also
compromised in high-temperature applications for embrittled steels. Embrittlement from σ phase is most detrimental after
the steel has cooled to temperatures below 260 °C (500 °F). At higher temperatures, stainless steels containing σ phase
can usually withstand normal design stresses. However, cooling to 260 °C (500 °F) or below results in essentially
complete loss of toughness.
Additions of silicon, molybdenum, nickel, and manganese permit σ to form at lower chromium levels. Silicon, even in
small amounts, markedly accelerates σ formation. In general, all of the elements that stabilize ferrite promote σ formation.
Molybdenum has an effect similar to that of silicon; aluminum has a lesser influence. Small amounts of nickel and
manganese also increase the rate of σ formation, although large amounts, which stabilize austenite, retard σ formation.
Additions of tungsten, vanadium, titanium, and niobium also promote σ formation. Carbon additions retard σ formation
by forming chromium carbides, thereby reducing the amount of chromium in solid solution.
Avoidance/Remediation. To a large extent, judicious alloy selection and heat treatment can prevent σ-phase
embrittlement. Extraction replicas have been used to determine the amount of σ phase in the microstructure, and the
amount of σ phase has been directly related to the creep rate (Ref 13). Components that are suspected of being embrittled
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can be reannealed at a suitable temperature to dissolve the σ phase, along with care not to dwell in the critical
embrittlement temperature range.
Graphitization is the decomposition of pearlite into ferrite and randomly dispersed graphite, which can result in
embrittlement when the graphite particles form along a continuous zone through a load-carrying member. The degree of
embrittlement depends on the distribution, size, and shape of the graphite. When the graphite is present in sufficient
quantity and the inclusions are aligned or continuous, brittle fracture can occur along this relatively weak pure-iron/freecarbon interface. Continuous graphite formation is sometimes called chain graphitization. The severity of graphitization is
frequently evaluated by bend testing.
Graphitization is a diffusion process, and the rate and severity are functions of service duration and temperature. It
typically occurs in carbon or low-alloy steels subjected to moderately high temperatures (~450–600 °C, or 850–1100 °F)
for extended periods of time. At higher temperatures, pearlite decomposition is dominated by the formation of spheroidal
carbides. Graphitization and spheroidization are competing mechanisms with different activation energies and rates for
the decomposition of pearlite (Fig. 29). Graphitization is the usual mode of pearlite decomposition at temperatures of
about 550 °C (1025 °F), while the formation of spheroidal carbides predominates at higher temperatures. Although
spheroidization will reduce the strength, the material will remain ductile rather than embrittled. The critical temperature is
dependent on alloying and many other factors.

Fig. 29 Temperature-time plot of pearlite decomposition by spheroidization and
graphitization. The curve for spheroidization is for conversion of one-half of the carbon in
0.15% C steel to spheroidal carbides. The curve for graphitization is for conversion of
one-half of the carbon in aluminum-deoxidized 0.5% Mo cast steel to nodular graphite.
The deoxidation practice used in making the steels is the most important parameter influencing graphitization. High levels
of aluminum deoxidation strongly promote graphitization for both carbon and carbon-molybdenum steels. The
graphitization tendency of carbon and carbon-molybdenum steels is increased when the aluminum content exceeds about
0.025%. Steels deoxidized with silicon may also be susceptible to graphitization. Deoxidation with titanium will usually
produce good resistance to graphitization. While nitrogen appears to retard graphitization, high levels of aluminum
remove nitrogen and thus promote graphitization (Ref 5). Molybdenum additions (0.5%) help stabilize cementite, but do
not fully offset the influence of high aluminum additions. Manganese and silicon both affect graphitization, but their
influence is small at the levels used in low-alloy chromium-molybdenum steels.
Chromium appears to be the best alloy addition for stabilizing carbides. Graphitization can be resisted by steels
containing more than 0.7% Cr; chromium-containing ferritic steels for high-temperature service typically contain at least
0.5% Mo as well, largely to impart elevated-temperature strength and resistance to temper embrittlement. Molybdenum is
a carbide stabilizer and may limit available carbon for graphitization, and carbon-molybdenum steels exhibit greater
resistance to graphitization than do carbon steels. However, use of carbon-molybdenum steel has been limited at higher
temperatures because of graphitization. Chromium steels are highly resistant to graphitization and are therefore preferred
when service temperatures become greater than about 425 to 455 °C (800 to 850 °F). As an example of maximum-use
temperatures based on oxidation or graphitization criterion, the following are maximum-use temperatures for superheater
tube materials covered in ASME boiler codes:
Material
SA-106 carbon steel
0.5Cr–0.5Mo
1.2Cr–0.5Mo

Maximum-use temperature at surface based on oxidation/graphitization criteria
°F
°C
400–500
750–930
550
1020
565
1050

2.25Cr–1Mo
9Cr–1Mo
Type 304H

580
650
760

1075
1200
1400

Graphitization of carbon and carbon-molybdenum steel piping during service at temperatures above 425 °C (800 °F) has
caused numerous failures in steam power plants and refineries. Graphite formation generally occurs in a narrow region in
the HAZ of a weld where the metal has been briefly heated above the lower critical temperature. If graphitization is
detected in its early stages, the material can often be rehabilitated by normalizing and tempering just below the lower
critical temperature. Steel that has undergone more severe graphitization cannot be salvaged in this manner; the defective
region must be cut out and rewelded, or the section must be replaced. Carbon and carbon-molybdenum steels can be
rendered less susceptible to graphitization by tempering just below the lower critical temperature.
Because graphitization involves prolonged exposure to moderate temperatures, it seldom occurs in boiling-surface tubing.
Economizer tubing, steam piping, and other components that are exposed to temperatures from about 425 to 550 °C (800
to 1025 °F) for several thousand hours are more likely than boiler-surface tubing to be embrittled by graphitization. The
HAZs adjacent to welds are among the most likely locations for graphitization to occur.
Avoidance/Remediation. Material selection for specific service temperatures is the best way to avoid graphitization
embrittlement. Safe operating temperatures have been identified for susceptible materials, and many alloys that are not
susceptible have been developed. In cases where graphitization is suspected, it is often possible to perform in situ
metallographic examination to identify gross graphitization without component removal. Severe graphitization cannot be
repaired. Slight graphitization may be removed by normalizing, followed by tempering slightly below the lower critical
temperature.
Intermetallic Compound Embrittlement. Embrittlement of steel can be caused by the formation of brittle, intermetallic
compounds during elevated-temperature service. This phenomenon is considered irreversible, and embrittlement by
intermetallic compounds can be avoided by not utilizing susceptible material combinations at elevated temperatures.
This phenomenon has been documented in galvanized steels where a brittle, intergranular iron-zinc phase forms at the
grain boundaries, resulting in embrittlement. At slightly elevated temperatures, the zinc and iron undergo spontaneous
formation of intermetallic alloy particles. Iron and zinc can form a number of stable phases, all of which exhibit
crystalline structures different from bcc iron. Grain-boundary formation occurs preferentially due to the relative ease of
zinc atom diffusion. This is different from liquid-metal-induced embrittlement in that no melting occurs. Additionally,
this is different from solid-metal-induced embrittlement by the intergranular diffusion of the foreign solute along with
intermetallic compound formation.
Overaging and Precipitation Embrittlement. Many nonferrous and ferrous alloys are precipitation or age hardened, as they
do not exhibit a polymorphic character for transformation hardening by quenching and tempering. Room-temperature
(natural aging) and elevated-temperature (artificial aging) precipitation hardening provide strength and, in some cases,
ductility. The maximum yield strength occurs at a combination of aging temperature and time. Excessive thermal
exposure can lead to overaging, which typically reduces both strength and ductility. The drop in strength on overaging
can be substantial. This effect is evident in high-manganese steels where carbides precipitate. Titanium alloys can also be
degraded by overaging. In some cases, however, intentional overaging has been found to be beneficial when maximum
strength is not required. For example, some 7xxx series aluminum alloys are overaged to the T7 condition for better SCC
resistance, although a 10 to 15% strength decrease occurs. Additionally, optimal fracture toughness is also obtained for
this temper.
Avoidance/Remediation. Precipitation from solid solution occurs during intentional precipitation treatment or during
moderate-temperature service exposure. The rate of embrittlement is a function of both the exposure time and
temperature, and service at embrittling temperatures should be avoided. Alloying and heat treatment in some cases can
suppress precipitation.
Quench Cracking. Although quench cracking is not an alteration of a material occurring in service, it is unpredictable.
These cracks can be instantaneous upon quenching, or they may be delayed. It is not unusual for some components to be
crack-free, whereas seemingly identical components have cracked. Quench cracking occurs due to thermal contraction
stresses coupled with the volumetric expansion accompanying the martensite transformation. The contraction from
austenite to martensite or pearlite on cooling is more than 1%. The volumetric expansion of martensite is directly
proportional to carbon content and microstructural factors. Thick materials and components with sharp corners and
thickness transitions are most susceptible to quench cracking, as temperature gradients will form severe stress gradients.
Quench cracking of water- or brine-quenched alloys steels also can be promoted by soft spots on the surface of the part.
These soft (unhardened) regions may be due to the fixture used to hold the part during quenching, or from tongs, or may
be caused by vapor pockets during quenching due to inadequate agitation or contamination of the quench.
Quench cracking typically initiates at the surface, particularly at geometrical changes, corners, defects, and inclusions.
Quench cracks always begin at the part surface and have characteristics that are easily recognized. First, the fracture
generally runs from the surface toward the center of mass in a relatively straight line with either a longitudinal or radial
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orientation unless located by a change in section size. The crack is also likely to open or spread and may exhibit a shear
lip at the extreme surface. The fracture surfaces of quench cracks are always intergranular.
When cracked parts are tempered, the intergranular morphology may form a thick oxide scale from tempering. A quench
crack exhibiting tempering scale is shown in Fig. 30. The microstructure adjacent to the crack will not be decarburized
unless a specimen with an undetected quench crack is rehardened. In quenched-and-tempered steels, proof of quench
cracking is often obtained by opening the crack and looking (visually) for temper color typical for the temperature used.

Fig. 30 Quench cracking in a hypoeutectoid steel. The intergranular cracks are filled with
tempering scale. 2% nital etch. 297×
Delayed quench cracks are the result of additional transformation of retained austenite in steel. Delayed quench cracking
occurs when heavily stressed retained austenite continues to transform to martensite prior to tempering heat treatment. In
highly alloyed steels, delayed cracking can be avoided by tempering immediately after quenching. Many highly
hardenable steels receive multiple tempering heat treatments or cryogenic treatment to minimize retained austenite. In
many cases, this austenite is not considered desirable.
Avoidance/Remediation. Many factors can contribute to quench-cracking susceptibility: carbon content, hardenability, Ms
temperature, part design, surface quality, furnace atmosphere, and heat treatment practice. As the carbon content
increases, the Ms and martensite finish (Mf) temperatures decrease, and the volumetric expansion and transformation
stresses accompanying martensite formation increase. Steels with less than 0.35% C are generally free from quenchcracking problems. The higher Ms and Mf temperatures permit some stress relief to occur during the quench, and
transformation stresses are less severe. Alloy steels with ideal critical diameters of 4 or higher are more susceptible to
quench cracking than lower-hardenability alloy steels.
In general, quench-crack sensitivity increases with the severity of the quench medium. Quench-cracking propensity can
be reduced by avoiding excessive austenitizing temperatures, unnecessarily rapid quenchants, and quenching to an
unnecessarily low temperature. Additionally, sometimes the problem can be solved by selecting a material with higher
hardenability, so that quench rates can be less severe. Heated quench baths and immediate tempering are very beneficial.
Salt-bath heat treating methods such as austempering and martempering may be advisable in complex components
manufactured from steels with high hardenability. This often has the added benefit of reducing distortion. Components
can be designed to be more quench-crack resistant. Providing generous fillets and rounded edges is beneficial.
Creep Embrittlement. Under creep conditions, embrittlement can occur and result in abnormally low rupture ductility.
While creep strength and rupture strength are given considerable attention as design and failure parameters, rupture
ductility is an important mechanical property when stress concentrations and localized defects such as notches are a factor
in design. Rupture ductility, which varies inversely with creep and rupture strength, influences the growth of cracks or
defects and thus affects notch sensitivity and toughness, as discussed in more detail in the article “Creep and Stress
Rupture Failures” in this Volume.
As voids and microcracks nucleate and grow during creep deformation, the development of creep embrittlement is
invariably associated with a transition from transgranular to intergranular fracture. At high stresses (low time to stress
rupture), ductility is fairly high and constant with fracture characterized as transgranular. Below a threshold value of
stress, ductility drops with fracture becoming increasingly intergranular. This decrease in ductility with decreasing stress
for elevated-temperature (creep) regimes is generally attributed to increasingly localization of creep strain in narrow
zones adjacent to the grain boundaries (Ref 14). This process is assisted by impurity effects and precipitate-free zones
(PFZs) near the grain boundaries. For example, impurities such as phosphorus, sulfur, copper, arsenic, antimony, and tin
have been shown to reduce rupture ductility, although rupture life increases. This behavior appears to be due to the grainboundary segregants blocking grain-boundary diffusion, which reduces the cavity growth rate. High impurity contents

increase the density of the cavities. Substantial intergranular cracking is observed in high-impurity material and is absent
in low-impurity heats (Ref 15).
Creep embrittlement of heat-resistant steels after long-term exposure at elevated temperature has been noted for many
years, and one of the first indications was observed in the unexpected failure of boiler flange bolts (Ref 16). In low-alloy
heat-resistant steels, embrittlement occurs as a result of small amounts of creep strain along with the precipitation of fine,
intergranular precipitates during the creep process (Ref 16). Failure of creep-embrittled ferritic steels material occurs
through the prior-austenite grain boundaries in a manner similar to temper embrittlement, and temper-embrittling
impurities (P, Sn, Sb, As) may assist the creep embrittlement. However, creep embrittlement is irreversible, while temper
embrittlement is reversible. Hence the term “reverse temper embrittlement” has been used (for example, Ref 17). In
ferritic steels, creep embrittlement appears to occur in the temperature range of 425 to 595 °C (800 to 1100 °F).
In steels, creep damage often occurs along with oxidation and other changes, as illustrated by the case study in example
13. Overheating also appears to have been a factor.
Example 13: Failure of a Steel Superheater Tube. Failure occurred in a steel superheater tube in a power plant. The tube
was specified as ASTM A 213 grade T 22, and the reported operating conditions were 13 MPa (1900 psi) at 482 °C (900
°F). The tube carried superheated steam and was coal fired.
Investigation. The tube failed at a bend and deformed significantly. The tube had ruptured and buckled with some
secondary internal cracks apparent (Fig. 31a). The fracture surface was “thick-lipped,” and the inside diameter exhibited a
tenacious, black magnetite coating.

Fig. 31 Fracture of a steel superheater tube (example 13). (a) The interior of the tube that
fractured showing secondary cracks and a black contamination layer. (b) Microstructure
of the tube showing triple-point cracks and intrusive oxidation damage. The creep
damage was throughout the entire wall thickness. 2% nital etch. 297×
Chemical analysis confirmed that the tube satisfied the specified compositional requirements, that is, a 2.25Cr-1Mo alloy
steel. The strength determined on a sample remote from the fracture was higher than required, but the elongation at
fracture was very low. Fractographic examination by SEM revealed generally intergranular features, but the level of
oxidation damage to the features was severe. The cross section (Fig. 31b) exhibited creep voids and spheroidization of the
pearlite within the ferrite matrix. Some features suggested hydrogen may have also contributed to the failure.
Conclusions. The superheater tube failed as a result of long-term overheating. Substantial creep damage reduced the
strength of the tube to the point that overload failure occurred. The rupture was “thick-lipped,” which is also consistent
with long-term overheating. Technical literature indicates the scaling temperature of this alloy is approximately 595 °C
(1100 °F), also suggesting service in excess of the stated 480 °C (900 °F) operating temperature. There was no apparent
graphitization as this alloy has been shown to resist graphitization.
Overheating and Burning. The mechanical properties of metals and alloys can be altered or degraded by overheating
during hot working, heat treatment, or service. This is sometimes called burning and initiates as incipient melting, usually
at the grain boundaries. Intergranular oxidation can also accompany this melting. Excessive grain growth without
incipient melting can also occur, thus increasing the grain separation and assisting in the growth of cracks. Furthermore,
excessive hot-working temperatures may also result in solution of inclusions that may reprecipitate, often in grain
boundaries, upon subsequent cooling with a loss in fracture toughness.
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In many materials, burning occurs during improperly controlled thermal processing, where heating for hot working or
annealing is excessive. It is especially prevalent in hot working such as forging and swaging, where temperature control is
more difficult than in simply heating the material in a furnace. Incipient melting may also occur due to poor temperature
control in age-hardening alloys. A similar phenomenon is HAZ cracking in welding, as regions of the HAZ adjacent to
the fusion line are nearly melted. The term burning is also sometimes used for surface damage from abusive grinding
practice.
Avoidance/Remediation. Prudent manufacturing process development should obviate any overheating concerns. Material
that has been overheated in this manner is not typically salvageable.

Environmentally Induced Embrittlement
Hydrogen Damage and Embrittlement. Hydrogen damage in metals occurs in many forms, including embrittlement,
cracking, blistering, and grain-boundary methane formation (also called hydrogen attack) during high-temperature
service. Some materials also form internal flake and fisheye defects during solidification or welding. In addition, hydride
formation can occur in a number of nonferrous alloy families, such as titanium alloys, but not steels. These types of
hydrogen damage are discussed in more detail in the article “Hydrogen Damage and Embrittlement” in this Volume.
Hydrogen appears to facilitate other types of embrittlement, and it can be complex to diagnose and separate from other
contributing factors, such as intergranular impurities and in some cases SCC. As a single proton, hydrogen atoms are
sufficiently mobile with significant diffusivity in all metals, even at low temperatures. Individual hydrogen atoms will
combine into diatomic gaseous molecules, often at grain boundaries, inclusions, and lattice imperfections. Embrittling
hydrogen, which can be as low as several parts per million, is supplied by an extensive list of possible sources. Hydrogen
charging, or infusion of a damaging amount of hydrogen, also can occur during primary processing (for example, the
steelmaking process) or a variety of fabrication and secondary operations such as acidic cleaning (pickling),
electroplating, and welding. Hydrogen can also be introduced from chemical reactions in service due to gas exposure,
lubricant degradation, and corrosion. In many instances, the presence of cathodic poisons can increase the quantity of
hydrogen atoms absorbed. Increasing the exposure temperature also increases the level of hydrogen absorption. However,
both low- and high-temperature service appear to reduce the level of hydrogen damage over room-temperature service.
Hydrogen embrittlement results in cracking or catastrophic failure during service, generally in a delayed manner under
static loading. It reduces the ductility of the materials (with or without a decrease in strength depending on the material
and the location and extent of hydrogen in the material) and an acceleration of subcritical crack growth rates. Cracks from
hydrogen embrittlement typically exhibit little branching and are often intergranular, but caution is required when
characterizing hydrogen embrittlement on the basis of fracture appearance. Other contributory factors may be involved,
and in some cases (such as highly stressed conditions), transgranular fracture may be observed. These complexities are
discussed in a little more detail in the article “Hydrogen Damage and Embrittlement” in this Volume.
Many ferrous and nonferrous metals are prone to hydrogen damage. Steels and precipitation-hardenable steels are
particularly susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement. Increasing the hardness and/or the level of cold work increases the
embrittlement susceptibility. Basically, hydrogen embrittlement requires three factors: tensile stresses (residual, applied,
or both), a susceptible metal, and hydrogen above a threshold level. Many failures in steels occur at loads below the yield
strength, and no plastic deformation is evident. Steels at a tensile strength level below 690 MPa (100 ksi) are often
considered resistant to hydrogen cracking. These steels may, however, still be susceptible to hydrogen damage in the
forms of blistering. Austenitic ferrous alloys are much less susceptible to HE than the martensitic or cold-worked ferritic
grades, but fcc metals are not immune to HE. Hydrogen embrittlement can also be difficult to distinguish from SCC in
some cases.
Avoidance/Remediation. Hydrogen embrittlement in steels and other metals can be avoided by removing production and
service-related sources of potential embrittlement. Close control of fabrication processes that produce hydrogen is a
necessity. In welding, underbead cracking and other hydrogen-assisted weld-cracking types can be reduced by better
material control. Using better-quality shielding gases, special low-hydrogen electrodes, and moisture-free electrodes and
fluxes is beneficial. Reduction of cooling-rate-induced hardening and joint restraint may result in a final stress state below
the threshold necessary for embrittlement and cracking.
The practice of baking following electroplating has been shown to reduce the possibility of hydrogen embrittlement.
Stress relief prior to plating to remove residual stresses is also beneficial. However, baking cannot remove all of the
hydrogen and is by no means a panacea. Plated high-strength steel fasteners that have been properly baked, most
notoriously the grade 8 bolts and higher-strength socket head cap screws, can still fail via hydrogen embrittlement.
Example 14 discusses one such failure incident. This example also illustrates the difficulty of hydrogen embrittlement, as
it is not always possible to prove hydrogen embrittlement in an exacting fashion, even though indications point to
hydrogen. In many cases, the main issue may be not be proof, but rather education toward eliminating hydrogen
embrittlement as a potential problem (see the article “Hydrogen Damage and Embrittlement” in this Volume).

Example 14: Hydrogen Embrittlement Failure of Cap Screws. Some socket head cap screws (SHCS) used in a naval
application evinced delayed fracture in service. Standard ASTM A 574

5
in diam screws were zinc plated and
16

dichromate coated. Two unused, exemplar fasteners from the same lot were submitted for comparison.
Investigation. Several cap screws exhibiting representative cracking and fracturing are shown in Fig. 32(a). All of the
cracking was at the head-to-shank fillet, and no plastic deformation was apparent. One screw that cracked 360° around the
circumference is shown in Fig. 32(b).

Fig. 32 Delayed fracture of cap screws (example 14). (a) Cap screws that either cracked
or fractured in a delayed manner at the underside of the heads. (b) One screw that
cracked 360° around the head without separating. (c) Representative electron image of
the primarily intergranular fracture features. Secondary grain-boundary cracks, ductile
hairlines, and micropores are apparent. Scanning electron micrograph. 1187×
The fracture and opened crack surfaces were dull and with a crystalline appearance of an intergranular fracture.
Examination by SEM revealed that the peripheries of the surfaces exhibited primarily intergranular brittle and
transgranular dimple-rupture features, whereas the core morphology consisted primarily of dimple-rupture features.
Figure 32(c) shows some of the intergranular features, which also contain secondary grain-boundary separation, ductile
hairlines, and micropores on the grain facets.
The chemical composition of a failed screw was consistent with grade 4037 alloy steel and satisfied the fastener
specification. Tension testing of two exemplar screws revealed failure strengths that exceeded the minimum requirement
and fracture features consisting of ductile-rupture features.
Metallographic cross sections were prepared through both fractured and cracked screws. The cracking had an
intergranular aspect in many regions with some secondary grain-boundary cracks adjacent to the primary cracks. The
microstructure was uniform and consisted of fine, tempered martensite, indicative of the required quenched-and-tempered
condition.
Conclusions. The cap screws appear to have failed due to hydrogen embrittlement, as revealed by the delayed cracking
and intergranular fracture morphology. Static brittle overload fracture occurred due to the tension preload, and prior
hydrogen charging did occur in the manufacturing. The probable source of hydrogen charging is the electroplating,
although postplating baking was reportedly performed.
This example illustrates the difficulty of analyzing the hydrogen embrittlement problem. The samples satisfied the
composition and property requirements for the identified cap screw grade. However, antimony, phosphorus, tin, sulfur,
lead, and other low-melting-point impurities, which are generally very expensive to analyze, also may be factors
contributing to the embrittlement situation. These elements, like hydrogen, are more damaging when they are present in
the grain boundaries, and thermal exposure may concentrate these elements in the grain boundaries. In fact, some of the
extended baking times that have been recommended for hydrogen embrittlement prevention in electroplated parts may
actually increase the concentration of these other low-strength elements in the grain boundaries.
The point, therefore, is to be cognizant of other potential contributory factors and to be aware of how the potential
problem of hydrogen may appear be reduced. In this case, one important factor is that the cap screws were at the highest
strength (1220 MPa, or 180 ksi, minimum tensile strength) for steel fasteners in wide commercial use. This increases the
risk of embrittlement, and it may be necessary to examine the manufacturing processes in more detail, depending on the
criticality of service and the frequency of occurrence.
Neutron embrittlement of nuclear reactor pressure vessel steels is a serious form of materials degradation that can results
in an increase in the DBTT. The DBTT, or NDTT, increase can be as much as 200 °C (360 °F). In some cases, the uppershelf energy is decreased, with an increased propensity for intergranular fracture. Most ferrous metals can be susceptible,
including carbon steels, alloy steels, and precipitation-hardening stainless steels. Some austenitic stainless steels, although
containing no DBTT, have been found to exhibit reductions in ductility when irradiated.
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On the crystalline structure level, neutron bombardment of susceptible materials results in atomic displacement, thereby
creating self-interstitials and vacancy defects, along with phase and precipitate formation. These discontinuities, singly
and in clusters, also prevent plastic deformation via dislocation pinning. The extent of embrittlement is based on a large
number of service variables, including exposure time, service temperature, and neutron fluence.
Research has shown that heat treatment and composition greatly affect the sensitivity of steel to neutron embrittlement.
Tempered martensitic microstructures are less sensitive than ferritic or tempered bainitic microstructures, and finer grain
sizes are also beneficial. Steels containing nickel as an alloying addition and/or copper and phosphorus as impurities are
known to be particularly susceptible.
Avoidance/Remediation. Avoidance of neutron embrittlement is typically achieved by the selection of materials in
appropriate heat treatment conditions found to be less sensitive in nuclear service. Normal annealing heat treatments have
been shown to partially or fully restore embrittled materials due to the effects of recovery and, possibly, recrystallization.
Some of the effects, such as precipitation of deleterious phases, may not be entirely eliminated, and affected steels may
incur embrittlement at a different rate upon reintroduction to service.
Stress-corrosion cracking is manifested as transgranular or intergranular brittle cracking that can lead to final overload
failure. Although it is a corrosion failure mechanism, it is included in this discussion of overload fracture due to its
embrittling nature. This mechanism does not always include gross general corrosive attack, and differentiation from the
other possible embrittling phenomena may be necessary during failure analysis.
The synergistic combination of a corrodent, a susceptible material, and the presence of a tensile stress can result in
progressive cracking and reduction in ductility. Nearly all metallic materials have been shown to be susceptible to SCC
under certain circumstances. Steels, even those of the corrosion-resistant varieties, are susceptible in many types of
service. Hydrogen has been shown to accelerate stress corrosion, as in the case of hydrogen sulfide cracking. In highstrength steels, SCC has been attributed to the hydrogen generated by the corrosion process.
Avoidance/Remediation. Removal of one of the three requisite factors is typically sufficient to prevent SCC. Materials in
conditions that evince little susceptibility in the intended service environment can often be selected. Alternatively, it may
be possible to remove the corroding substance from the local service environment. A threshold stress is typically required
for SCC, with both applied and residual stresses below this level not initiating cracking. More specific information is
provided in the article “Stress-Corrosion Cracking” in this Volume.
Liquid-metal-induced embrittlement (LMIE) (Formerly liquid-metal embrittlement, or LME) occurs when contact with
molten material of a lower-melting-point alloy results in a severe reduction in ductility and, very often, strength. This
occurs primarily by intergranular entry of the molten metal into a stressed material, effecting progressive separation
cracking or grain-boundary decohesion. Cycles of solidification and liquation of the low-melting-point alloy can also
affect the extent and speed of this embrittlement, if volumetric expansion occurs during cycles of solidification or
liquation.
Liquid-metal-induced embrittlement occurs for most loading conditions except for compressive loading. Both residual
and applied stresses, along with a temperature dependency, contribute to this complicated embrittlement mechanism. A
stress threshold value for this mechanism has been suggested by research. Parameters that have been shown to increase
susceptibility to LMIE include grain size, strain rate, time under static loading, and the strength or hardness of the
component. High stresses can result in instantaneous fracture, whereas low stresses may have a more delayed effect.
Fracture from LMIE can occur below the elastic limit in high-strength materials, but some plastic deformation may be
evident in softer materials.
Most engineering metals and alloys have been shown to be susceptible to LMIE. The presence of a molten metal is a
necessary, but not by itself a sufficient, condition for LMIE. Metal couples that exhibit low intersolubilities and that do
not form intermetallic compounds can be susceptible. Zinc embrittlement in steel is a notable exception to this
generalization as it can participate in both LMIE and intermetallic compound embrittlement.
Metals that form surface oxides can prevent ingress of liquid metal due to the adverse effect on the necessary wettability.
Initiation of LMIE attack does not apparently depend on the amount of molten metal available, and the required threshold
for damage is very small. However, continued degradation requires a steady supply of molten metal. As would be
expected, brazing and soldering may cause LMIE (Fig. 33). In this case, the cold-worked steel fractured due to excessive
heat input during manual torch brazing. Many plating and coating metals can act as embrittling agents.

Fig. 33 Liquid-metal-induced embrittlement and cracking evidence that occurred during
torch brazing. 2% nital etch. 119×
Alloys that contain a discrete low-melting-point phase rather than an external molten material have evinced LMIE
failures. Rapid heating of these materials in the deformation-processed condition may not permit recovery and relaxation
of the surrounding matrix prior to liquefaction of the low-melting-point inclusions. The expansion pressure of the
liquefying phase forces this liquid metal into the adjacent grain boundaries, resulting in embrittlement or fracture. This
has been observed in many alloy systems such as leaded steels or leaded copper alloys, where it is sometimes referred to
as fire cracking.
Avoidance/Remediation. The use of susceptible material pairs should be avoided if the constant or transient service
temperature is above the melting point of the low-melting-point material. Once it has manifested, LMIE is not reversible
and the damage is permanent.
Solid-metal-induced embrittlement (SMIE) occurs in steels as well as many nonferrous materials. This phenomenon
appears to be related to LMIE as the materials and couples susceptible to SMIE are those for which LMIE is known to
occur. In some instances, contact of a metal with a low-melting-point alloy at a temperature below the melting point of
the low-melting-point material has been shown to cause delayed brittle fracture and cracking in addition to decreasing
strength and ductility. The relative level of damage increases with temperature up to the melting point of the lowtemperature species.
Research suggests SMIE is probably caused by a number of complicated interrelated processes. By whatever
mechanisms, empirical evidence shows that the embrittling species can diffuse into the grain boundaries of the base
metal, causing embrittlement and cracking. Applied and/or residual stresses above a threshold level are necessary for
cracking to occur. In some cases the embrittling species can be an immiscible, discrete solid phase, such as lead in leaded
steel grades. Intimate contact between the two materials is necessary, and other factors such as microstructural
discontinuities affect SMIE behavior. Solid-metal-induced embrittlement is substantially slower than LMIE, but multiple
cracks occur in SMIE.
Avoidance/Remediation. Elevated-temperature service of steels in the presence of solid low-melting-point alloys known
to embrittle should be avoided. An intermediate plating with a higher melting point that has been shown to not embrittle
can be employed to prevent SMIE.
The Role of Welding in Embrittlement and Overload Behavior. Fusion welding of metallic materials deserves special
mention with regard to embrittlement and overload behavior. The combinations of thermal gradients, welding
consumables, alloying effects, cooling effects, and residual stresses can result in nearly every manner of embrittlement.
Every phase and constituent that can exist in a metal or alloy to its melting point can be present in a weld or surrounding
HAZ. Welding-related features contributing to overload failure include: incipient melting/burning, grain coarsening, grain
refinement, precipitation effects, hardening, and tempering. In addition, there may be problems associated with lack of
fusion and residual stresses created by the thermal environment. Thermal stresses may cause both hot cracking and cold
cracking, and cracks may be present in the weld, at the fusion line, in the HAZ, and in the base metal. An example of hot
cracking in a tube weldment is shown in Fig. 34. The interdendritic nature of the cracking is evident. The following
example shows a variety of welding changes that combined to initiate failure in a heat exchanger.
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Fig. 34 Hot cracking that developed in a stainless steel tube weld. 10% oxalic acid
electrolytic etch. 30×
Example 15: Weld Cracking of a Stainless Steel Heat Exchanger. A welded ferritic stainless steel heat exchanger cracked
prior to service. The sheet steel weld joint design is depicted in Fig. 35(a). The welding filler metal was identified as an
austenitic stainless steel, and the joining method was gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW).

Fig. 35 Cracking of a welded ferritic stainless steel heat exchanger (example 15). (a)
Diagram showing the heat-exchanger weld joint design. (b) The transverse crack that
occurred through the weld. 5.9×. (c) Metallographic profile of the weld near the cracking,
showing melt-through, grain growth, and precipitation. 8.9×. (d) Grain-boundary
precipitates in the weld zone. 119×. (c) and (d) were etched with Vilella's reagent followed
by electrolytic etching in 10% oxalic acid.
Investigation. Examination of the supplied sample revealed a single crack, transverse to the fillet weld axis. No bulk
macroscopic plastic deformation was associated with the cracking. Relatively high heat input during welding was
suggested by the extent of the oxide or heat tint discoloration. The underside of the weld joint contained melt through.
The crack surface after excision is shown in Fig. 35b. The fracture surface had a faceted appearance with significantly
larger facets within the weld and HAZs. Grain growth is not uncommon in arc welding of ferritic stainless steels.
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Inspection by SEM confirmed the failure mode as both quasi-cleavage and intergranular fracture. A metallographic cross
section through the weld, parallel and adjacent to the crack is shown in Fig. 35c. Dramatic grain coarsening was evident
in the weld and HAZ. The microstructure within the resolidified weld was not uniform. Isolated regions of the weld were
determined to be austenitic due to the filler metal applied. Grain-boundary phase segregation was apparent, as shown in
Fig. 35d.
Conclusions. It was concluded that the heat exchanger cracked due to weld cold cracking or postwelding brittle overload
that occurred via flexure during fabrication. The brittle nature of the weld is likely due to a combination of high residual
stresses, a mixed microstructure, inclusions, and gross grain coarsening. These synergistic factors resulted from extreme
heat input during fillet welding. It was recommended that the welding variables such as voltage, amperage, and travel
speed be altered to substantially reduce the heat input.
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Laboratory Fracture Examination
Among the most important, yet insufficiently used, procedures of the failure analyst is the examination of
laboratory fractures at a range of magnifications from visual to more than 1000×. Tensile, impact, or bend
testing can provide excellent fractographic comparison samples. This can often be done on specimens used to
quantify the mechanical properties. Service conditions, such as elevated or low temperature, can be employed
in lab evaluation to help explain the actual failure conditions. In some cases it is possible via laboratory testing
to duplicate the fracture appearances to support a proposed set of circumstances causing failure. A laboratory
testing program that results in duplication of the appearance of the failed component can be especially helpful
when initial evaluation of the failed component does not lead to strong indication of a root cause.
Laboratory fracture study is of particular efficacy in cases of suspected embrittlement. Based on the nature of
the embrittlement, it may not always be detectable by electron microscopy, chemical analysis, or
metallography. Fractures created in a known manner can also be used to test the null hypothesis, namely that
they did not fail in a certain manner. These methods have been used to estimate service temperature after the
fact, and other loading conditions may often be deduced. One particular application is in the evaluation of
hydrogen embrittlement. Slow-strain-rate tensile fracture features are typically not affected by this static
cracking phenomenon.

Overload Failures
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Fatigue Failures
Introduction
FATIGUE damage results in progressive localized permanent structural change and occurs in materials
subjected to fluctuating stresses and strains. It may result in cracks or fracture after a sufficient number of
fluctuations. Fatigue fractures are caused by the simultaneous action of cyclic stress, tensile stress, and plastic
strain. If any one of these three is not present, fatigue cracks will not initiate and propagate. The cyclic stress
and strain starts the crack; the tensile stress produces crack growth (propagation). Although compressive stress
will not cause fatigue cracks to propagate, compression loads may do so.
Many service failures still occur by fatigue, despite the well-defined characterization of fatigue properties in the
laboratory. In part, the difficulty is that fatigue behavior is influenced by a great many variables such as the
magnitude and frequency of application of the fluctuating stress, the presence of a mean stress, temperature,
environment, specimen size and shape, the presence of residual stresses, stress concentration, surface condition,
and material imperfections or discontinuities. These factors complicate laboratory simulation of actual
application conditions. The problem of fatigue, as a progressive form of damage, also can be sensitive to small
imperfections or variations that accumulate into a critical form. Thus, due to its complex and varied conditions,
prevention of fatigue failure requires education and awareness in all stages in the life of a part from design and
manufacturing to anticipated service, operation inspection, and maintenance.
Fatigue Failures

Fatigue Properties and Design Life
The design of components against fatigue fracture may involve several considerations of irregular loading, variable
temperature, and environment. The three design-life methods or philosophies of fatigue are:
Design philosophy
Safe-life, infinite-life
Safe-life, finite-life
Damage tolerant

Design methodology
Stress-life
Strain-life
Fracture mechanics

Principal testing data description
S-N
ε-N
da/dN-ΔK

These methods have all contributed to a better understanding of both crack nucleation in regions of localized strain and
the subsequent crack growth mechanisms outside the plastic zone in the qualification of component designs or to
conduct failure analyses.

Fatigue Failures

Infinite-Life Criterion (S-N Curves)
The safe-life, infinite-life philosophy is the oldest of the approaches to fatigue. The design method is stress-life, and a
general property representation would be S-N (stress versus log number of cycles to failure; failure in S-N testing is
typically defined by total separation of the sample). The applied stresses are described by several parameters used to
describe the cyclic-stress conditions (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Schematic showing test parameters for cyclic-stress testing
The stress ratio is the algebraic ratio of two specified stress values in a stress cycle. Two commonly used stress ratios
are: the ratio, A, of the alternating stress amplitude to the mean stress (A = Sa/Sm) and the ratio, R, of the minimum
stress to the maximum stress (R = Smin/Smax). If the stresses are fully reversed, the stress ratio R becomes -1; if the
stresses are partially reversed, R becomes a negative number less than 1. If the stress is cycled between a maximum
stress and no load, the stress ratio R becomes 0. If the stress is cycled between two tensile stresses, the stress ratio R
becomes a positive number less than 1. A stress ratio R of 1 indicates no variation in stress, making the test a sustainedload creep test rather than a fatigue test.
The mean stress, Sm, is the algebraic average of the maximum and minimum stresses in one cycle, Sm = (Smax + Smin)/2.
In the completely reversed test, the mean stress is 0. The range of stress, Sr, is the algebraic difference between the
maximum and minimum stresses in one cycle, Sr = Smax - Smin. The stress amplitude, Sa, is one-half the range of stress, Sa
= Sr/2 = (Smax - Smin)/2. During a fatigue test, the stress cycle is usually maintained constant, so that the applied stress
conditions can be written Sm ± Sa, where Sm is the static or mean stress, and Sa is the alternating stress, which is equal to
half the stress range.
Mean Stress Effects. A series of fatigue tests is conducted at various mean stresses, and the results are plotted as a
series of S-N curves. For design purposes, it is more useful to know how the mean stress affects the permissible
alternating stress amplitude for a given life (number of cycles). This is usually accomplished by plotting the allowable
stress amplitude for a specific number of cycles as a function of the associated mean stress. At zero mean stress, the
allowable stress amplitude is the effective fatigue limit for a specified number of cycles. As the mean stress increases, the
permissible amplitudes steadily decrease until, at a mean stress equal to the ultimate tensile strength of the material, the
permissible amplitude is zero.
For general consideration of mean stress effects, various models of the mean-amplitude response have been proposed.
One type of plot is the Haigh diagram, which plots mean stress (Sm) versus stress amplitude (Sa). The Haigh diagram can
be a plot of real data, but it requires an enormous amount of information for substantiation. A slightly more involved, but
also more useful, means of showing the same information incorporates the Haigh diagram with Smax and Smin axes to
produce a constant-life diagram.
The conventional plot associated with this problem is produced using the Haigh diagram, with the Goodman line
connecting the ultimate strength on Sm, and the fatigue limit, corrected fatigue limit, or fatigue strength on the Sa axis
(Fig. 2). This line then defines the boundary of combined mean-amplitude pairs for anticipated safe-life response. The
Goodman relation is linear and can be readily adapted to a variety of manipulations.

Fig. 2 Effect of mean stress on the alternating stress amplitude, as shown by the modified
Goodman line, Gerber's parabola, and Soderberg line. See text for discussion.

The Goodman line is a commonly encountered representation of mean-stress effects, but other models (e.g., Gerber and
Soderberg) are also used (Fig. 2). The two straight lines and the curve shown in Fig. 2 represent the three most widely
used empirical relations. The straight line joining the alternating fatigue strength to the tensile strength is the modified
Goodman law (Eq 1):
(Eq 1)
where Su is the tensile strength. Goodman's original law, which is no longer used, included the assumption that the
alternating fatigue limit was equal to one-third of the tensile strength; this has since been modified to the relation shown
in Fig. 2, using the alternating fatigue strength determined experimentally.
Gerber found that the early experiments of Wöhler fitted closely to a parabolic relation, and this is known as Gerber's
parabola (curve, Fig. 2). Gerber's law is given in Eq 2:
(Eq 2)
The third relation, known as Soderberg's law (Eq 3), is given in Fig. 2 by the straight line from the alternating fatigue
strength to the static yield strength (Sy):
(Eq 3)
For many purposes it is essential that the static yield strength not be exceeded, and this relation is intended to fulfill the
conditions that neither fatigue failure nor yielding occurs.
An understanding of the Goodman, or constant-life, diagram has resulted in many varied and useful treatments for
improving fatigue life. According to a constant-life diagram, increased tension decreases the fatigue life, and increased
compression increases it. Because most cracks originate at the surface of the part, placing the surface under compressive
stress should be beneficial. Recognition of this has resulted in development of such surface treatments as nitriding,
carburizing, shot peening, surface rolling, and overstressing. When these treatments are properly applied, the surface is
in a state of residual compression. However, if not properly applied, they can have a detrimental effect on fatigue life.
In many cases Haigh or constant-life diagrams are simply constructs, using the Goodman representation as a means of
approximating actual response through the model of the behavior. For materials that do not have a fatigue limit, or for
finite-life estimates of materials that do, the fatigue strength at a given number of cycles can be substituted for the
intercept on the stress-amplitude axis. Examples of the Haigh and constant-life diagrams are provided in Fig. 3 and 4
(Ref 1). Figure 4 is of interest also because of its construction in terms of a percentage of ultimate tensile strength for
the strength ranges included.

Fig. 3 A synthetically generated Haigh diagram based on typically employed
approximations for the axes intercepts and using the Goodman line to establish the
acceptable envelope for safe-life, infinite-life combinations
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Fig. 4 A constant-life diagram for alloy steels that provides combined axes for more ready
interpretation. Note the presence of safe-life, finite-life lines on this plot. This diagram is
for average test data for axial loading of polished specimens of AISI 4340 steel (ultimate
tensile strength, UTS, 125 to 180 ksi) and is applicable to other steels (e.g., AISI 2330,
4130, 8630). Source: Ref 1
Stress Amplitude. Because stress amplitude will vary widely under actual loading conditions, it is necessary to predict
fatigue life under various stress amplitudes. The most widely used method of estimating fatigue under complex loading is
provided by the linear-damage law. This is a hypothesis first suggested by Palmgren and restated by Miner, and is
sometimes known as Miner's law (Ref 2). Application of ni cycles at a stress amplitude Si, for which the average number
of cycles to failure is Ni, is assumed to cause an amount of fatigue damage that is measured by the cumulative cycle-ratio
ni/Ni, and failure is assumed to occur when ∑(ni/Ni) = 1. However, this method is not applicable in all cases, and
numerous alternative methods of cumulative linear damage have been used, as discussed in more detail in Ref 3.
The effect of varying the stress amplitude (linear damage) may be evaluated experimentally by means of a test in which
a given number of stress cycles are applied to a test-piece at a one stress amplitude, and the test is continued to fracture
at a different amplitude. Alternatively, the stress may be changed from one stress amplitude to another at regular
intervals; such tests are known as block, or interval, tests. These tests do not simulate service conditions, but are useful
in assessing the linear-damage law and indicating its limitations. Results of tests by several investigators have shown that
initial overstressing reduces both the fatigue limit and the subsequent fatigue life at stresses above the fatigue limit. The
results also show that a slight overstress does not markedly reduce the fatigue limit, even if continued for a large
proportion of the normal life of a material. However, this is not true for a high overstress.
Advantages and Limitations. The stress-life approach seems best applied to components that look like the test samples
and are approximately the same size (this satisfies the similitude associated with the use of total separation as a failure
criterion). In addition, the fatigue limit or endurance limit at a high number of cycles (typically > 106) of steels under
benign environmental conditions provides a useful and beneficial result of S-N testing. However, most other materials do
not exhibit this infinite life response. Instead, many materials display a continuously decreasing stress-life response, even
at a great number of cycles (106 to 109), which is more correctly described by a fatigue strength at a given number of
cycles.
The general limitation of the stress-life method is restricted to circumstances where a no-crack assumption can be
applied. Nonetheless, some design guidelines for weldments (which inherently contain discontinuities) offer what amount
to residual life and runout determinations for a variety of process and joint types that generally follow the safe-life,
infinite-life approach. The advantages of this method are simplicity and ease of application, and it can offer some initial

perspective on a given situation. It is best applied in or near the elastic range, addressing constant-amplitude loading
situations in what has been called the long-life (hence, infinite-life) regime.
Assessing Fatigue S-N Properties. Given the extensive history of the stress-life method, substantial property data are
available, but one should beware of the testing conditions employed in producing older data. The usefulness of property
data is a critical point due to the numerous variables that influence fatigue results. For example, if a series of tests is
conducted at a constant stress ratio (R = Smin/Smax), and the alternating stress amplitude (Sa) is used as the other
independent dynamic variable, an S-N curve for that situation can be produced, and all dynamic variables can be
determined. However, if only one variable is given (e.g., Sa or Smax), there is insufficient information to tell what the test
conditions were, and the data are virtually useless.
In many cases, insufficient information is available for the effective use of S-N data. Many necessary pieces of data are
simply missing. A partial list of important questions might be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What were the coupon size and geometry?
Was there a stress concentration?
What was the temperature?
Was an environment other than lab air employed?
What was the specimen orientation in the original material?
Does the line represent minimum, mean, or median response?
How many samples were tested?
What was the scatter?
If the plot is based on constant-amplitude data, what were the frequency and waveform?
Was testing performed using variable-amplitude loading? What was the spectrum?
What was the failure criterion?
If there were runouts, how were they handled and represented?

An example of what should be considered important as supporting facts can be found in ASTM E 468, “Presentation of
Constant Amplitude Fatigue Test Results for Metallic Materials.” It provides guidelines for presenting information other
than just final data.
Correction Factors for Test Data. The available fatigue data are normally for a specific type of loading, specimen size, and
surface roughness. For instance, the Moore rotating-beam fatigue-test machine uses a 7.6 mm (0.3 in.) diameter (diam)
specimen that is free of any stress concentrations because of specimen shape, is polished to a mirror finish, and is
subjected to completely reversed bending stresses. It has been suggested that the fatigue-life data used in design
determined in a fatigue test by three factors that
calculations be corrected by multiplying the number of cycles (life),
account for the variation in the type of loading, part diameter, and surface roughness. Thus, the design life
where K1 is the correction factor for the type of loading, Kd for the part diameter, and Ks for
the surface roughness. Values of the three factors for correcting standard Moore fatigue-test data on steel are given in
Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Correction factors for surface roughness (Ks), type of loading (K1), and part
diameter (Kd) for fatigue life of steel parts. See text.
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Fatigue Failures

Finite-Life Criterion (ε-N Curves)
Strain life is the general approach employed for continuum response in the safe-life, finite-life regime. It is
primarily intended to address the low-cycle fatigue area (e.g., from approximately 102 to 106 cycles). The ε-N

method can also be used to characterize the “long-life” fatigue behavior of materials that do not show a fatigue
limit.
From a properties standpoint, the representations of strain-life data are similar to those for stress-life data.
However, because plastic strain is a required condition for fatigue, strain-controlled testing offers advantages in
the characterization of fatigue crack initiation (before subsequent crack growth and final failure). The S-N
method is based on just one failure criterion: the total separation of the test coupon. In contrast, any of the
following may be used as the failure criterion in strain-controlled fatigue testing (per ASTM E 606): separation,
modulus ratio, microcracking (initiation), or percentage of maximum load drop. This flexibility can provide
better characterization of fatigue behavior.
Testing for strain-life data is not as straightforward as the simple load-controlled (stress-controlled) S-N testing.
Monitoring and controlling using strain requires continuous extensometer capability. In addition, the
developments of the technique may make it necessary to determine certain other characteristics associated with
either monotonic or cyclic behavior. Further details on testing are given in the article “Fatigue, Creep Fatigue,
and Thermomechanical Fatigue Life Testing” in Mechanical Testing and Evaluation, Volume 8 of the ASM
Handbook.
Fatigue Failures

Damage Tolerance Criterion
In the latter half of the 20th century, the fracture mechanics approach to crack propagation gained acceptance in the
prediction of fatigue life. In this approach, crack initiation is neglected and crack propagation to final failure is considered.
This method can give a conservative estimate of fatigue life and has had considerable success. However, the treatment
of short cracks, the propagation of cracks for negative R-ratios and for irregular loading, crack closure effects, and
multiaxial loadings provide significant challenges. Reference 4 and Fatigue and Fracture, Volume 19 of the ASM
Handbook, cover these topics in more detail.

Fatigue Crack Growth Rates
The limitation of the S-N and ε-N methods is the inability of the controlling quantities to make sense of the presence of a
crack. In traditional stress analysis of applied loads, basic elasticity calculations show that both stress and strain become
astronomical at a discontinuity such as a crack, far exceeding any recognized property levels. Even invoking plasticity still
leaves inordinately large numbers or, conversely, extremely low tolerable loads.
The solution to this situation is the characterization and quantification of the stress field at the crack tip in terms of stress
intensity (K) in linear elastic fracture mechanics. The crack-tip stress-intensity factor, K, uniquely characterizes the elastic
stress field near a crack and represents the crack driving force that controls the onset of brittle fracture and the rate of
subcritical crack growth in structures. Its magnitude depends on the applied nominal stress, geometry, and the crack
size. Fracture mechanics methods are thus used to determine the crack-growth rates of pre-existing cracks under cyclic
loading, where the subcritical crack growth from fatigue loading, da/dN, is characterized by the stress-intensity range, ΔK
= Kmax - Kmin.
Variables that influence fatigue-crack-growth behavior are stress ratio, loading frequency (not a factor in benign
environments), material chemistry, heat treatment, test temperature, and environment. Fatigue crack propagation
behavior of metals generally can be divided into three regions, as shown in Fig. 6 (Ref 5). In region 1, crack growth is
negligible for an almost unlimited number of cycles. Region 1 has a fatigue-crack-propagation threshold (ΔKth) where
crack-growth rate becomes diminishingly small and a region of low ΔK. As the crack grows, the stress intensity at the
crack tip increases, and crack-growth rates are characterized by region 2 with the power-law relationship: da/dN =
C(ΔK)n where C and n are the coefficient and exponential terms.
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Fig. 6 Schematic illustration of variation of fatigue-crack-growth rate, da/dN, with
alternating stress intensity, ΔK, in steels, showing regions of primary crack-growth
mechanisms. Source: Ref 5
The fatigue-crack-growth threshold, ΔKth, is an important design parameter for such applications as rotating shafts
involving low-stress, high-frequency fatigue loading where no crack extension during service can be permitted. The
fatigue-crack threshold is a function of a number of variables, including the material, the test conditions, the R-ratio, and
the environment. ASTM E 647 defines ΔKth as that asymptotic value of ΔK at which da/dN approaches zero. For most
materials an operational, although arbitrary, definition of ΔKth is given as that ΔK which corresponds to a fatigue crack
growth rate of 10-10 m/cycle.
However, short fatigue cracks can grow at stress-intensity levels below the threshold level for macroscopic cracks, as
demonstrated by Pearson in 1973 (Fig. 7)(Ref 6). Small cracks have also been observed to grow at non-negligible rates
when the nominal applied ΔK is less than the threshold value determined from traditional (large-crack) test methods.
Therefore, a structural life assessment based on large-crack analysis methods can be nonconservative if the life is
dominated by small-crack growth.

Fig. 7 Pearson plot of crack-growth rate as a function of K for short surface cracks and
through-cracks. Source: Ref 6
Small-crack behavior is a complex subject, due to the variety of factors that may affect small cracks and the variety of
microstructures used in engineering structures. In contrast to large-crack growth rates, which generally increase with
increasing ΔK, small-crack growth rates are sometimes observed to increase, decrease, or remain constant with
increasing ΔK. From these complex variations, apparent disagreements in data and explanations are not uncommon in
the literature.
When small cracks are being evaluated, it is important to recognize that all small cracks are not the same (Ref 7).
Different mechanisms are responsible for different types of small-crack effects in different settings. Criteria that properly
characterize small-crack behavior in one situation may be entirely inappropriate in another situation. Therefore, before
selecting suitable analytical treatments, it is critical to understand the different types of small cracks, such as
microstructurally small, mechanically small, and chemically small cracks (Ref 7).
When the surface crack length is larger than 0.5 mm (0.02 in.), then a simple conventional fracture mechanics law can
be applied to calculate the threshold condition (Ref 8). However, as a crack under consideration is made smaller and
smaller, there is a transition from linear elastic fracture mechanics treatment of long cracks at threshold to an endurancelimit-dominated behavior of short cracks. Kitagawa diagrams are used to depict this type of situation. Below a surface
crack length of 0.5 mm (0.02 in.), the threshold stress range departs gradually from its macroscopic value and
approaches a constant stress range level that is approximately equal to the fatigue limit of unnotched smooth specimens
(Ref 8).
Large Cracks. In traditional (large-crack) methods, conservative estimates of ΔKth for various steels subjected to different
stress ratios, R, can be predicted (Ref 9) from:
ΔKth = 6.4(1 - 0.85R) for R ≥ +0.1

(Eq 4)

ΔKth = 5.5 for R < +0.1

(Eq 5)

and
where ΔKth is in units of ksi in for both equations. These equations indicate that the fatigue-crack-propagation threshold
for steels is primarily a function of the stress ratio and is essentially independent of chemical or mechanical properties.
Region 2. Behavior in region 2 is relevant to design situations involving a finite number of fatigue cycles. Extensive
fatigue-crack-growth-rate data for various steels show that the primary parameter affecting growth rate in region 2 is the
stress-intensity factor range, and that the mechanical and metallurgical properties of these steels have negligible effects
on the fatigue-crack-growth rate in a room-temperature air environment. The data for martensitic steels fall within a
single band (Fig. 8), and the upper bound of scatter can be obtained as follows (Ref 9):
da/dN = 0.66 × 10-8(ΔKI)2.25
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(Eq 6)

where a is in inches and ΔKI is in units of ksi in Similarly, as shown in Fig. 9 (Ref 9), data for ferrite-pearlite steels fall
within a single band (different from the band for martensitic steels), and the upper bound of scatter can be calculated
from:
da/dN = 3.6 × 10-10(ΔKI)3.0

(Eq 7)

where again a is in inches and ΔKI is in units of ksi in

Fig. 8 Summary of fatigue-crack-growth data for martensitic steels. Source: Ref 9

Fig. 9 Summary of fatigue-crack-growth data for ferrite-pearlite steels. Source: Ref 9

The stress ratio and mean stress have negligible effects on the rate of crack growth in region 2. Also, the frequency of
cyclic loading and the waveform (sinusoidal, triangular, square, or trapezoidal) do not affect the rate of crack propagation
for steels in benign environments (Ref 9).
Region 3. The acceleration of fatigue-crack-growth rates that determines the transition from region 2 to region 3 appears
to be caused by the superposition of a brittle or a ductile-tearing mechanism onto the mechanism of cyclic subcritical
crack extension, which leaves fatigue striations on the fracture surface. These mechanisms occur when the strain at the
tip of the crack reaches a critical value. Thus, the fatigue-rate transition from region 2 to region 3 depends on the
maximum stress-intensity factor, on the stress ratio, and on the fracture properties of the material. Region 3 behavior for
rapid crack growth is significant only for applications that may experience very few (of the order of ten or fewer) load
and unload cycles—for example, pressure vessels in which pressure may be discharged only a few times during the
service life.
Environmentally Assisted Fatigue Crack Propagation. The environmentally assisted fatigue-crack growth in metals is a
complex phenomenon and is influenced by loading, metallurgical, and environmental variables. In a given alloy, in
addition to the environmental effects, crack-growth rates can vary widely with variations in loading parameters, such as
stress state, stress-intensity range, and stress-wave shape and frequency. For example, crack size and geometry may
alter the electrochemical environment near the crack tip and consequently change the crack-growth rate and may, in
extreme cases, change the controlling process and growth mechanism. In one case, the fatigue-crack-growth rate for a
small crack in a high-strength (4130) steel in a 3% sodium chloride solution was about ten times faster than that of long
cracks at similar stress-intensity levels in the same bulk environment, although the short-crack fatigue data obtained in
air do coincide with those for long cracks. The difference, therefore, is purely chemical in nature. The magnitude of the
environmental enhancement of crack growth varies, depending on crack size and on applied stress. At a low stress range,
crack-growth rates exceed those observed in air by two orders of magnitude and are faster than the values reported for
long cracks, while at a high stress range, the rate of cracking is nearly equivalent to that reported for long cracks. For
low-strength steels, the crack-size effect does not appear to be as large. These factors and others are discussed in more
detail in the article “Mechanisms of Corrosion Fatigue” in Fatigue and Fracture, Volume 19 of the ASM Handbook.

Life Prediction
The fracture mechanics approach for characterizing fatigue-crack growth can be used in design applications to estimate
maximum flaw sizes that allow a part to reach its design life. This approach is also very useful for conducting failure
analyses.
Because predicting service fatigue life often involves integrating crack-growth rates over a range of ΔK values, the da/dN
versus ΔK relationship can be represented by:
(Eq 8)
where n1, n2, A1, A2, and Kc are best fit material constants determined by regression analysis. This equation is general
and applies to all three regions of crack growth.
Example 1: Developing Inspection Criteria for Fan Shafts. Fan shafts are typically forged from medium-carbon steels.
Primary fatigue stresses are generated from gravity bending and are fully reversed during each revolution at rates of 900
to 1800 revolutions per minute (rpm) or 15 to 30 Hz. Maximum allowable alternating stress on the fan shaft is typically
±52 MPa (±7.5 ksi). Before shipping, shaft forgings are subjected to various types of nondestructive inspections to reveal
inclusions and forging bursts. Fatigue-crack propagation analysis can be used to evaluate such defects.
Investigation. Specimens for mechanical testing were obtained by slicing a 580 mm (23 in.) diam shaft forging into 75
mm (3 in.) thick disks. Tensile specimens and Charpy impact specimens were located at various radial distances from the
center of the shaft cross section. Compact-type specimens, 25.4 and 6.25 mm (1 and 0.25 in.) thick, were used for
fracture-toughness and fatigue-crack-growth rate testing. In addition, 12.5 × 50.8 mm (0.5 × 2 in.) center-crack-tension
specimens were also machined from the central region of another disk from the same forging for characterizing fatiguecrack growth at R = -1.0.
Test results at several radial distances from the shaft center indicated that tensile strength increases slightly from the
peripheral region of the shaft toward the center. Fatigue-crack-growth testing was conducted on specimens taken from
two extreme radial locations of the shaft, but no trend could be attributed to specimen location. Figure 10 shows the
wide range of fatigue-crack-growth-rate behavior of the shaft material for load ratios of -1.0, 0.1, and 0.5, which
represent a spectrum of typical load histories encountered in service. For a load ratio of -1.0, only the positive half of the
load cycle was used to compute ΔK. These data were used to determine the material constants A1, A2, n1, and n2 using a
standard multiple-linear regression computer program.
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Fig. 10 Room-temperature fatigue-crack-growth behavior of ASTM grade A293 steel.
Levels of R represent spectrum of typical in-service load history.
Discussion. The number of fatigue cycles that accumulate on the fan shaft during the projected 40-year service life can
be about 1011 cycles, and little crack extension during service is acceptable. Thus, the ΔKth of the shaft material for
completely reversed loading (R = -1.0) is selected as the maximum allowable value of ΔK.
Conclusions. A growth rate of 10-15 m (4 × 10-14 in.) per cycle can be considered acceptable for this application because it
implies a crack extension of 0.1 mm (0.004 in.) during the 1011 fatigue cycles. The ΔK corresponding to this growth rate
can be determined from Eq 4 by using the appropriate fitting constants at R = -1.0. This value is 6.4
MPa

), and a safety factor of 20% on the ΔKth value reduces the allowable K to 5.1 MPa m (4.6

ksi in ).
Two common defect geometries are shown in Fig. 11 with the flaw shape factor, Q, for various values of the flaw aspect
ratio, a/2c, and ratios of applied stress to the yield strength of the material. The value of Q influences the magnitude of K
according to:
(Eq 9)
For fatigue, this relationship can be rewritten as:
(Eq 10)
where Δσ is the applied stress range and MT is the finite width magnification factor. Substituting the allowable value of
ΔK yields the critical flaw size, acr:
(Eq 11)
For deeply embedded internal flaws, MT = 1.0, and for small surface defects in large shafts, MT = 1.1. These values are
used to calculate critical flaw sizes of various aspect ratios for several fatigue stress levels (Fig. 12). For surface flaws,
critical flaw sizes are a factor of 1.1 lower for equivalent a/2c and stress values.

Fig. 11 Flaw shape parameter curves for surface and internal cracks

Fig. 12 Critical sizes of internal flaws at various stress levels. Surface flaws are a factor of
1.1 lower.
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Fatigue Failures

Characteristics of Fatigue Fracture
Fatigue cracks generally initiate in a highly stressed region of a component subjected to cyclic stresses of sufficient
magnitude. The crack propagates under the applied stress through the material until complete fracture results. On the
microscopic scale, the most important feature of the fatigue process is the nucleation of one or more cracks under the
influence of reversed stresses that exceed the flow stress, followed by the development of cracks at persistent slip bands
or at grain boundaries. Subsequently, fatigue cracks propagate by a series of opening and closing motions at the tip of
the crack that produce, within the grains, striations that are parallel to the crack front.
The process of fatigue consists of three stages:
•
•
•

Stage I: Initial fatigue damage leading to crack nucleation and crack initiation
Stage II: Progressive cyclic growth of a crack (crack propagation) until the remaining uncracked cross section of
a part becomes too weak to sustain the loads imposed
Stage III: Final, sudden fracture of the remaining cross section

Stage III occurs during the last stress cycle when the cross section cannot sustain the applied load. The final fracture—
which is the result of a single overload and which can be brittle, ductile, or a combination of the two—is not a really
fatigue process and is discussed in more detail in the article “Overload Failures” in this Volume.
Examination of fatigue-fracture surfaces usually begins visually or by low-magnification optical (light) microscopy.
Macroscopic examination of fracture surfaces involves relatively simple techniques; it can often be done at the failure
site, requires little or no preparation of the specimen, requires minimal and relatively simple equipment, and does not
destroy the specimen or alter the fracture surfaces. Macroscopic examination is particularly useful in correlating fracturesurface characteristics with part size and shape and with loading conditions. The crack origin can best be found by visual
examination or by viewing the fracture surface at low magnifications (25 to 100×).
Examination of fatigue fractures by optical microscopy is often difficult because the height of features on the fracture
surface may exceed the depth of field of the microscope, especially at high magnifications. Metallographic examinations
of cross sections through suspected fatigue failures typically show that the crack path is transgranular, although
intergranular fatigue does occur at times.

Fatigue Failures

Crack Initiation

In general, fatigue cracks initiate and propagate in regions where the strain is most severe. Because most
engineering materials contain defects, and thus regions of stress concentration that intensify strain, most fatigue
cracks initiate and grow from structural defects. Under the action of cyclic loading, a plastic zone—or region of
deformation—develops at the defect tip. This zone of high deformation becomes an initiation site for a fatigue
crack. The crack propagates under the applied stress through the material until complete fracture results.
Fatigue cracks form at the point or points of maximum local stress and minimum local strength. The local stress
pattern is determined by the shape of the part, including such local features as surface and metallurgical
imperfections that concentrate macroscopic stress, and by the type and magnitude of the loading. Strength is
determined by the material itself, including all discontinuities, anisotropies, and inhomogeneities present. Local
surface imperfections, such as scratches, mars, burrs, and other fabrication flaws, are the most obvious flaws at
which fatigue cracks start. Surface and subsurface material discontinuities in critical locations also influence
crack initiation. Inclusions of foreign material, hard precipitated particles, and crystal discontinuities such as
grain boundaries and twin boundaries are examples of microscopic stress concentrators in the material matrix.
Stage I Mechanisms and Appearances. Stage I (the initiation stage) is the submicroscopic alteration of the
crystal structure of a metal by repetitive stressing of the specimen or part. In this stage, fatigue cracks nucleate
and coalesce by slip-plane fracture, extending inward from the surface at approximately 45° to the stress axis.
On the submicroscopic scale, dislocation density, lattice defects, and the orientation of cross-slip planes control
the formation of persistent slip bands, intrusions and extrusions, and dislocation cells, which ultimately control
nucleation mechanisms in smooth specimens.
Stage I may be difficult to envision or describe because of its submicroscopic nature. Even with electron
microscopes, its very difficult to examine and may not be discernible at all, depending on geometry, metal,
environment, and stress level. A stage I fracture never extends over more than about two to five grains around
the origin. In each grain, the fracture surface is along a well-defined crystallographic plane, which should not be
confused with a cleavage plane, although it has the same brittle appearance. There are usually no fatigue
striations associated with a stage I fracture surface. In some cases, depending on the material, environment, and
stress level, a stage I fracture may not be discernible.
Unnotched Smooth Specimens On a microscopic level, cracks develop at persistent slip bands or at grain
boundaries. The local directions of propagation are controlled to some extent by crystallographic planes and
may form on or may be parallel to slip bands in grains near the surface. In interior grains, cleavage cracks often
form at the intersection of slip bands with grain boundaries. A variety of crystallographic features has been
observed to nucleate fatigue cracks. In pure metals, tubular holes that develop in persistent slip bands,
extrusion-intrusion pairs at free surfaces, and twin boundaries are common sites for crack initiation.
Cracking may also initiate at grain boundaries in polycrystalline materials, even in the absence of inherent
grain-boundary weakness; at high strain rates, the grain boundary seems to be the preferred site for crack
nucleation. Nucleation at a grain boundary appears to be purely a geometrical effect related to plastic
incompatibility, whereas nucleation at a twin boundary is associated with active slip on crystallographic planes
immediately adjacent and parallel to the twin boundary.
The above processes also occur in alloys and heterogeneous materials. However, alloying and commercial
production practices introduce segregation, inclusions, second-phase particles, and other features that disturb
the structure, and these have a dominant effect on the crack-nucleation process. In general, alloying that
enhances cross slip or twinning, or that increases the rate of work hardening will retard crack nucleation. On the
other hand, alloying usually raises the flow stress of a metal, which speeds up crack propagation, thus at least
partly offsetting the potentially beneficial effect on fatigue-crack nucleation.
In high-strength materials containing spheroidal second-phase particles, secondary crack nucleation ahead of
the main crack front (slipless fatigue) occurs around such particles. In slipless fatigue, cracks form along lattice
planes that are unfavorably located relative to the maximum tensile stress.
Relation to Environment. In observing locations of crack nucleation, the possibility of environment-related
mechanisms—including pitting corrosion, stress-corrosion cracking, and other effects of a hostile
environment—must be considered. For example, a great number of fatigue failures in otherwise lightly loaded
structures originate in fretted areas. In any structure having joints with some relative motion, fretting provides a
possible failure origin. Once a fatigue crack has been nucleated, its rate and direction of growth are controlled
by localized stresses and by the structure of the material at the tip of the crack.
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Fatigue Crack Propagation
Initial Propagation. The transition from stage I to stage II fatigue fracture is the change of orientation of the main
fracture plane. The transition is from one or two shear planes in stage I to many parallel plateaus separated by
longitudinal ridges in stage II. The plateaus are usually normal to the direction of maximum tensile stress (Fig. 13a). A
transition from stage I to stage II in a coarse-grain specimen of aluminum alloy 2024-T3 is shown in Fig. 13(b). The
presence of inclusions rich in iron and silicon did not affect the fracture path markedly. The inclusions, which were
fractured, ranged from 5 to 25 μm in diameter. In Fig. 13(b), the stage II area shows a large number of approximately
parallel fatigue patches containing very fine fatigue striations that are not resolved at the magnification used. Fine
striations are typical in stage II, but are usually seen only under high magnification.

Fig. 13 Transition from stage I to stage II fatigue. (a) Change in fracture path from stage
I (top of photo) to stage II (bottom) (b) Transition from stage I to stage II of a fatigue
fracture in a coarse-grain specimen of aluminum alloy 2024-T3. Source: Ref 10
In the roots of small fatigue-crack notches, the local stress state is triaxial (plane strain). This reduces the local apparent
ductility of the material and helps control the orientation of the crack as long as the crack is small. After a crack has
nucleated and propagated to a larger size, it becomes a macroscopic stress raiser and can be more influential than any
stress raiser already in the part. At this point, the crack tip will take over control of the fracture direction. Subsequently,
the orientation of the crack surface will depend on the stress field at the crack tip and will often follow a series of void
coalescences in advance of the crack front. Early crack extension occurs under plane-strain conditions and gives a typical
fine-grain, flat-face surface that, when produced under random loading or sequences of high and low stress amplitudes,
exhibits characteristic beach marks.
As a general rule, low-stress high-cycle fatigue produces flat-face (plane-strain) fractures. The fracture surface appears
fine grained and lightly polished near the crack-nucleation site, where the stress intensification is least. The surface
becomes progressively rougher and more fibrous as the crack grows and the intensity of stress increases. On high-stress
low-cycle fatigue surfaces, found in certain areas of all complete fatigue fractures, the surface is fibrous, rough, and more
typical of plane-stress loading conditions, where the general fracture direction is at 45° to the main tensile load.
Crack-propagation variations in anisotropic or inhomogeneous materials occasionally produce beach marks that are
difficult to interpret. In highly anisotropic material such as spring wire, for example, a fatigue-fracture surface may exhibit
regions where the crack propagated in typical fatigue and other regions where it propagated preferentially in another
mode along planes of weakness. Beach marks or striations, which are the identifying feature of fatigue in many
components, are not always present in spring fatigue-fracture surfaces. Beach marks are more likely to be present if the
spring material is comparatively soft (40 to 45 HRC), but they are seldom present when higher-strength spring materials
fail by fatigue (Ref 11).
In large structural components, the existence of a crack does not necessarily imply imminent failure of the part.
Significant structural life may remain in the cyclic growth of the crack to a size at which a critical failure occurs. The

growth or extension of a fatigue crack under cyclic loading is principally controlled by maximum load and stress ratio.
However, as in crack initiation, a number of additional factors may exert a strong influence, including environment,
frequency, temperature, grain direction, and other microstructural factors.
Beach Marks. The most characteristic feature usually found on fatigue-fracture surfaces is beach marks, which are
centered around a common point that corresponds to the fatigue-crack origin. Also called clamshell, conchoidal and
arrest marks, beach marks are perhaps the most important characteristic feature in identifying fatigue failures. Beach
marks can occur as a result of changes in loading or frequency or by oxidation of the fracture surface during periods of
crack arrest from intermittent service of the part or component.
Figure 14 shows an example of beach marks on the fracture surface of an aluminum alloy 7075-T73 forging. The beach
marks are produced by changes in crack-growth rates from the constantly changing stress intensity at the crack tip. The
initial crack-growth rate is slow, but increases with the increasing stress intensity at the crack tip as the crack extends
further. Beach marks are also produced by other factors that cause changes in crack-growth rates during propagation.
For example, Fig. 15 shows the surface of a fatigue fracture in a 4130 steel shaft that failed in service; this surface
exhibits beach marks produced by oxidation of the fracture when the shaft was idle. Beach marks may also be produced
by load variations during service, spectrum-load fatigue testing, or changes in stress intensity from geometric features of
the part.

Fig. 14 Beach marks on a fatigue fracture in aluminum alloy 7075-T73 forging. The lightcolored reflective bands are zones of fatigue crack propagation. At high magnifications,
thousands of fatigue striations can be resolved within each band. The dull, fibrous bands
are zones of crack propagation by microvoid coalescence. Light fractograph; actual size
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Fig. 15 Fracture surface of steel shaft with beach marks produced by oxidation.
However, many fatigue fractures produced under conditions of uninterrupted crack growth and without load variations do
not exhibit beach marks. Moreover, sometimes a fracture surface may have features that look like fatigue beach marks.
For example, Fig. 16 is a surface from a stress-corrosion cracking (SCC) fracture that reveals features like fatigue beach
marks.

Fig. 16 Beach marks on a 4340 steel part caused by SCC. Tensile strength of the steel was
approximately 1780 to 1900 MPa (260 to 280 ksi). The beach marks are a result of
differences in the rate of penetration of corrosion on the surface. They are in no way
related to fatigue marks. 4×
Ratchet marks are macroscopic features that may be seen on fatigue fractures in shafts and flat-leaf springs; they may
also occur in ductile fractures of over-torqued fasteners. In fatigue fractures, ratchet marks are the result of multiple
fatigue-crack origins, each producing a separate fatigue crack zone. In shafts, the separately initiated cracks normally are
propagated on planes slightly inclined to the plane of the shaft diameter. As two approaching cracks meet, a small step is
formed. The small steps around the periphery of a shaft are the ratchet marks. Although ratchet marks are most
apparent on the periphery of fractures in shafts, the stepped appearance is characteristic whenever fatigue cracks
emanate from several origins and subsequently meet to form one principal crack front (see Fig. 17 in the article “Fracture
Appearance and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fraction”).
The occurrence of ratchet marks requires almost simultaneous initiation of several fatigue cracks, a situation that is
favored by high stress and to a lesser extent by the presence of high stress-concentration factors, such as corrosion pits
or grinding burns.
Striations. In the electron microscope examination of fatigue-fracture surfaces, the most prominent features found are
patches of finely spaced parallel marks, called fatigue striations. The fatigue striations are oriented perpendicular to the
microscopic direction of crack propagation Fig. 17. In general, two types of striations have been recognized: ductile
striations (Fig. 17b) and brittle striations (Fig. 17c). The brittle striations are connected by with what seems to be
cleavage fracture along sharply defined facets. Numerous river markings separating these facets run normal to the
striations (Fig. 17c). Brittle striations in aluminum alloys usually are indication of a corrosive environment. Ductile
striations are more common.

Fig. 17 Ductile and brittle striations. (a) Schematic of different types of ductile and brittle
striations. (b) Ductile striations in 718 aluminium alloy. (c) Brittle fatigue striations of
2014 aluminium alloy. Note cleavage facets running parallel to direction of crack
propagation and normal to striations. Source: R.M.N Pelloux, Metals Quarterly, Nov 1965,
p 34
With uniform loading, fatigue striations generally increase in spacing as they progress from the origin of fatigue. Each
striation is the result of a single cycle of stress, but every stress cycle does not necessarily produce a striation; striation
spacing depends strongly on the level of applied loading. The clarity of the striations depends on the ductility of the
material. Striations are more visible at stress levels higher than the fatigue limit, and they are more readily visible in
ductile materials. Thus, patches of fatigue striations in high-strength steel are less visible than in an aluminum alloy. Also,
the striations“Fracture Appearances and Mechanisms of Deformation and Fracture” are more prominent in stage 2 (ParisLaw region) of fatigue crack growth (see the article ).
At high rates of crack growth (0.0025 mm, or 10-4 in., per cycle or more), the striations become wavy and develop a
rough front. A large plastic zone exists in front of the crack, which may cause extensive secondary cracking. Each
secondary crack propagates as a fatigue crack, creating a network of secondary striations. The local crack direction may
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differ markedly from the overall direction of crack propagation because of the many changes in direction of the local
fracture path.
In steels, fatigue striations that are formed at ordinary crack-growth rates are not always as well defined as they are in
aluminum alloys. The striations that are formed in aluminum alloys at very low crack-growth rates (less than 1.3 × 10-4
mm, or 5 × 10-6 in., per cycle) are difficult to resolve and often cannot be distinguished from the network of slip lines and
slip bands associated with plastic deformation at and near the crack front as it propagates through the section.
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Final Fracture (Stage III)
Final fracture occurs when the crack has grown to the critical size for overload failure. The size of the final-fracture zone
depends on the magnitude of the loads, and its shape depends on the shape, size, and direction of loading of the
fractured part. The final-fracture zone of a fatigue-fracture surface is often fibrous, resembling the fracture surfaces of
impact or fracture-toughness test specimens of the same material.
Two features of the final-fracture zone aid in determining the origin of fracture. First, fatigue usually originates at the
surface, and therefore the fatigue origin is not included in the shear-lip zones of the overload region. In tough materials,
with thick or round sections, the final-fracture zone will consist of a fracture by two distinct modes: (a) tensile fracture
(plane-strain mode) extending from the fatigue zone and in the same plane; and (b) shear fracture (plane-stress mode)
at 45° to the surface of the part bordering the tensile fracture.
In thin sheet-metal pieces having sufficient toughness, final fracture occurs somewhat differently. As the crack
propagates from the fatigue zone, the fracture plane rotates around an axis in the direction of crack propagation until it
forms an angle of about 45° with the loading direction and the surface of the sheet. The fracture plane, inclined 45° to
the load direction, can occur on either a single-shear or a double-shear plane (Fig. 18).

Fig. 18 Fracture planes that are 45° to the direction of loading. (a) Single-shear plane. (b)
Double-shear plane
The second characteristic of a fast-fracture zone is chevron marks that point back to the origin of fracture. This is shown
in Fig. 19 from a torsional-fatigue fracture of a steel shaft. Beach marks fan out from the origin at a sharp corner in a
keyway at the top. Beyond the beach marks, cracking progressed by fast fracture along the hardened perimeter,
producing two sets of chevron marks pointing back to the crack origin.
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Fig. 19 Surface of a torsional-fatigue fracture in an induction-hardened 1041 (1541) steel
shaft. The shaft fractured after 450 hours of endurance testing. 1 1 ×
4

Fatigue Failures

Effect of Loading and Stress Distribution
Nucleation and growth of a fatigue crack and the features on the fracture surface are all strongly affected by the shape
of the part, the type and magnitude of loading exerted on the part in service, residual stresses, and metallurgical and
environmental factors. Fatigue cracks usually initiate at some region of stress concentration resulting from the presence
of surface discontinuities (stress raisers), such as a step or shoulder, a screw thread, an oil hole or bolt hole, or a surface
flaw. In addition, mechanically fastened joints and welded joints also require special attention.
The magnitude of the nominal stress on a cyclically loaded component is often measured by the amount of overstress,
that is, the amount by which the nominal stress exceeds the fatigue limit or the long-life fatigue strength of the material
used in the component. The number of load cycles that a component under low overstress can endure is high; thus, the
term high-cycle fatigue is often applied. Increasing the magnitude of the nominal stress means:
•
•
•

Initiation of multiple cracks is more likely.
Striation spacing is increased.
The region of final fast fracture is increased.

With very high overstress, low-cycle fatigue fractures are produced. The arbitrary but commonly accepted dividing line
between high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue is considered to be about 105 cycles. A more basic distinction is made by
determining whether the dominant component of the strain imposed during cyclic loading is elastic (high cycle) or plastic

(low cycle), which in turn depends on the properties of the metal as well as the magnitude of the nominal stress. In
extreme conditions, the dividing line between high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue may be less than 100 cycles.
Design methods should account for the irregular nature of actual load applications, which requires the statistical
treatment of the load histories and their translation into load spectra, cycle counting methods, and damage accumulation
concepts. For satisfactory correlation with service behavior, full-size or large-scale specimens can be tested under
conditions as close as possible to those existing in service. This method is expensive, but it does provide valuable data. A
less costly testing procedure is simplified laboratory testing. By using the fatigue information obtained from the testing of
standard specimens or by using models and applying the proper correction factors for configuration, surface finish,
environment, and various other parameters, an approximation of the lifetime of the component can be estimated.
It should be emphasized, however, that this is just an approximation. For improving production designs, the target
load/life test method of evaluating the design of a part has been used by automotive, farm equipment, construction
equipment, and aircraft companies. In this method, numerous failures from actual operating machines are observed.
From these observations, conclusions can be drawn as to the type of loading that causes the failures. A fatigue test is
then set up to apply the appropriate loading. After obtaining failures during the test, certain adjustments can be made in
the magnitude and method of applying the loads until the same type of failure is developed in the test as those
experienced by the operating machines.
Target lives for the parts in the fatigue test can be established, based on the time-to-failure on the machines in service,
the time-to-failure in the fatigue tests, and the desired life in service. For example, if a certain part fails in one-fourth of
the desired life of the machine, and if these same parts fail in 25,000 cycles during the fatigue tests, one would not
consider any revised parts satisfactory unless they exceeded 100,000 cycles without failing. Once the appropriate loading
and number of cycles are established for a part on a production machine, the same test can be used to ensure that
similar parts on new machines will be satisfactory.
One application in which this method has been used is the rear axles of automobiles. Maximum tractive torque is applied
to the rear axle for 100,000 cycles. If the axle gears withstand this loading, they are considered satisfactory for customer
use. The advantages of this procedure are that it makes use of the experience gained from many machines already in
use and that it is rather rapid. Its disadvantage is that sufficient machines must be placed in customers' hands to develop
the failed parts for study and evaluation of test methods. Moreover, the differences in the operating conditions,
environment, fatigue properties of the parts, and processing methods between the production design and new design
must be small to produce accurate results. Therefore, this technique is primarily used when there is ample experience, as
in improving parts that have a history of failure in service or in evaluating machines that are similar to existing production
models.

Fatigue Failures

Load Conditions
Fracture analysis is relatively simple in a beam of simple uniform cross section subjected to axial, bending, or torsional
loads. In the case of pure axial loading, the stress is constant across the cross section of the beam, and a fatigue crack
may initiate at a discontinuity within the member rather than at the surface. However, pure axial loading is rarely found
in service, and the appearance of fatigue cracks caused by cyclic tensile loads is often similar to that described for
bending loads. In bending, stresses are greatest at the surface, where fatigue cracks are thus more likely to initiate, as
described in more detail for unidirectional, alternating, and rotational bending.
Loading of flat-section components differs from that of long, more cylindrical components. In flat components, biaxial
tension is more common, and torsion is less so. Under conditions of biaxial tension, fatigue life depends on the maximum
shear stress rather than the principal tensile stresses. Thus, fatigue failure may not occur when the loading conditions
result in low shear stresses but high tensile stresses.
In sheet or plate materials, the fatigue-crack front may extend under plane-strain conditions to give a wholly flat-face
fracture (Fig. 20a). Fatigue fractures in very thin sheet materials subjected to high-stress intensities may shift from flat
face (plane-strain conditions) to shear face (plane-stress conditions), as shown in Fig. 20(b).
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Fig. 20 Fatigue-fracture zones in aluminum alloy 7075-T6 plates. (a) Fatigue crack that
grew as a flat-face fracture with a shallow convex crack front. (b) Change in orientation
of fatigue fracture from plane strain (arrow A) to plane stress (arrow B).
Unidirectional Bending
A beam with a uniform cross section subjected to cyclic unidirectional bending has a bending moment that is uniform
along the length of the beam; the tensile fiber stress is also uniform along the length of the beam. Therefore, a fatigue
crack may be initiated at any point along the beam; in fact, several fatigue cracks may have been active before one of
them became large enough to cause the final fracture.
A related form of loading is cantilever loading, in which the bending moment, and therefore the tensile fiber stress, vary
along the length of the beam. Fracture will initiate at the point of highest stress, adjacent to the rigid mounting. Because
of the shear-stress component characteristic of cantilever loading, the direction of the maximum tensile stress makes a
small angle with the axis of the beam. Consequently, a fatigue crack will usually propagate into that portion of the beam
within the fixed mounting.
Figure 21 illustrates that fatigue marks produced from single origins at low and high nominal stresses and from multiple
origins at high nominal stresses in a cylindrical bar or shaft subjected to a cyclic unidirectional-bending moment evenly
distributed along the length are determined by some minor stress raiser, such as a surface discontinuity. Both the single
origin and the smallness of the final-fracture zone in Fig. 21(a) suggest that the nominal stress was low. The crack front,
which forms beach marks, is symmetrical relative to the origin and retains a concave form throughout. The larger finalfracture zone in Fig. 21(b) suggests a higher nominal stress.

Fig. 21 Fatigue marks produced from single origins at low and high nominal stresses and
from multiple origins at high nominal stresses. Fatigue marks are typical for a uniformly
loaded shaft subjected to unidirectional bending. Arrows indicate crack origins; finalfracture zones are shaded.

Figure 21(c) shows a typical fatigue crack originating as several individual cracks that ultimately merged to form a single
crack front. Such multiple origins are usually indicative of high nominal stress. Radial steps (ratchet marks) are present
between crack origins. Figures 21(d), (e), and (f) show typical fatigue beach marks that result when a change in section
in a uniformly loaded shaft provides a moderate stress concentration. With a low nominal stress, the crack front changes
from concave to convex before rupture (Fig. 21d). At higher nominal stresses, the crack front flattens and may not
become convex before final fracture (Fig. 21e and f).
A change in section in a uniformly loaded shaft that produces a severe stress concentration will lead to a pattern of beach
marks such as that shown in Fig. 21(g), (h) or (j). An example of a severe stress concentration is a small-radius fillet at
the junction of a shoulder and a smaller-diameter portion of a shaft or at the bottom of a keyway. Such a fillet usually
results in the contour of the fracture surface being convex with respect to the smaller-section side. The crack-front
pattern shown in Fig. 21(g) was produced by a low nominal stress. The crack front in Fig. 21(h) developed more rapidly
because of a higher stress in the peripheral zone. Multiple crack origins, high nominal stress, and unidirectional bending
usually produce the beach-mark pattern shown in Fig. 21(j).
Figure 22 is an example of a shaft that failed from unidirectional-bending fatigue. The shaft (a free-machining grade of
A6 tool steel) was part of a clamping device on a tooling assembly used for tube bending. The shafts were subjected to a
tensile stress imposed by the clamping force and a bending stress resulting from the nature of the operation.
Unidirectional-bending stresses were imposed on one shaft when a right-hand bend was made in the tubing and on the
other shaft when a left-hand bend was made. The tensile stress on the shafts was also cyclic because the clamping force
was removed after each bend was made.

Fig. 22 Steel shaft from a tube-bending machine that failed by fatigue fracture. The
fracture surface shows regions of fatigue-crack propagation and final fracture.
Visual examination of the fracture surface revealed both a smooth area and a coarse, granular area (Fig. 22). The dull,
smooth area is typical of some fatigue fractures and resulted as the crack was opened and closed by the bending stress.
Beach marks on the smooth area of the fracture surface also indicate fatigue fracture. The coarse, bright, crystallineappearing area is the final-fracture zone. The smooth-textured fatigue zone is relatively large compared with the
crystalline-textured final-fracture zone, which indicates that the shaft was subjected to a low overstress. The finalfracture surface at bottom shows that a one-way bending load was involved. The fatigue crack was initiated in a 0.25
mm (0.010 in.) radius fillet at a change in section. Cracking was nucleated by a nonmetallic inclusion that intersected the
surface at a critical location in the fillet. The small radius of the fillet at the change in section resulted in a stress
concentration that, in conjunction with the oxide-sulfide inclusion that intersected the surface of the fillet, initiated a
crack. New shafts were made with a 2.4 mm (0.09 in.) radius fillet at the critical change in section.
Another example is shown in Fig. 23. The loading was mainly by unidirectional fatigue, but secondary origins (C and D in
figure) suggest that a small reversed bending load or backlash may have been present.
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Fig. 23 Fatigue fracture of a steel bolt. Interpretation of the surface indicates that loading
was primarily by unidirectional bending. However, secondary origins (C and D) indicate
the possibility that a small reversed bending or backlash may have been present. Many
closely spaced origins along the thread root (right side, between A and B) occurred from
this region of high stress concentration. Nominal stress was low, resulting in small region
of fast fracture (at E). 2 1 ×
2

Alternating (Reversed) Bending
When the applied bending moment is reversing (alternating), the parties are subjected alternately to tension stress and
compression stress; while the points on one side of the plane of bending are in tension, the points on the opposite side
are in compression. If the bending moment is of the same magnitude in either direction, two cracks of approximately
equal length usually develop from origins diametrically opposite each other and often in the same transverse plane. If the
bending moment is greater in one direction than in the other, the two cracks will differ in length. In pure bending, the
cracks on opposite sides of the beam or shaft are not necessarily in the same plane; therefore, final fracture may occur at
some angle other than 90° to the axis of the beam. The size of the final-fracture zone is indicative of the relative loading
of the beam.
There is one significant difference between the appearance of fatigue cracks formed under unidirectional load and those
formed under alternating load. With an alternating load, each crack is opened in one half-cycle and closed and pressed
together during the other half-cycle, which rubs and polishes the high points on opposite sides of the fatigue crack.
Under unidirectional load, the rubbing is less pronounced. Rubbing may sometimes be sufficient to obliterate many of the
characteristic marks, and the crack surfaces may become dull or polished. Consequently, beach marks are usually more
readily observed after unidirectional loading than after alternating loading.
Figure 24 shows typical fatigue marks on the fracture surface of a stationary (nonrotating) shaft subjected to a reversing
bending moment evenly distributed along its length. The crack origins (arrows) are shown diametrically opposite each
other, but sometimes they are slightly displaced by minor stress raisers. The pattern shown in Fig. 24(a) is typical of that
for a single-diameter shaft with no stress concentration. A large-radius fillet at a change in shaft diameter imposes a
moderate stress concentration. Figure 24(b) shows the pattern on the surface of a fracture through such a fillet. A smallradius fillet at a change in diameter results in a severe stress concentration. Figure 24(c) shows the typical pattern on the
surface of a fracture through a small-radius fillet. The reason for the fatigue-pattern changes is that the fatigue crack
propagates faster in more severe stress concentrations at each end than in the interior.

Fig. 24 Typical fatigue marks on the fracture surface of a uniformly loaded nonrotating
shaft subjected to reversed-bending stresses. (a) No stress concentration. (b) Moderate
stress concentration. (c) Severe stress concentration. Arrows indicate crack origins;
shaded areas are final-fracture zones.
A fracture surface from reversed bending is shown in Fig. 25. Stress concentration was mild, indicated by several origins
on both sides. Nominal stress was relatively large, indicated by the large region associated with fast fracture.

Fig. 25 Fatigue fracture of steel shaft (50 mm or 2 in., diam) from reversed bending,
indicated by fracture initiation sites (arrows) on both sides. The multiple initiation sites
indicate a mild amount of stress concentration. Fast fracture region is in area between
brackets A.
Rotational Bending
A machine component that is commonly subjected to a bending load is a rotating round shaft. A unique feature of
rotational-bending loading is that during one revolution of the shaft, both maximum and minimum loading are exerted
around the entire circumference of the shaft in the region of maximum bending moment. Because the loading is axially
symmetrical, a fatigue crack can be initiated at any point, or at several points, around the periphery of the shaft. Multiple
cracks do not necessarily occur in the same plane and are separated by ridges called ratchet marks. The presence of
multiple cracks normally indicates a relatively high applied load and rotational bending.
The essential difference between a stationary shaft and a rotating shaft subjected to the same bending moment is that in
a stationary shaft the tensile stress is confined to a portion of the periphery only. In a rotating shaft, every point on the
periphery sustains a tensile stress, then a compressive stress, once every revolution. Therefore, one difference arising
from rotation is the distribution of multiple initiation sites at points on the periphery (Fig. 26b and 26d), depending on the
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relative magnitude of the stresses at different locations determined by conditions of balance or imbalance imposed on the
shaft. Under low or moderate overloads, a rotating shaft may fail as a result of a single fatigue crack.

Fig. 26 Typical fatigue marks on the fracture surface of a uniformly loaded rotating
shaft. Marks are produced from single and multiple origins (arrows) having moderate
and severe stress concentration; shaded areas are final-fracture zones. Shaft rotation is
clockwise.
Another important difference introduced by rotation is asymmetrical development of the crack front from a single origin.
There is a marked tendency of the crack front to extend preferentially in a direction opposite to that of rotation, typically
about 15° or more (Fig. 26a and c). When the shaft is always rotated in the same direction, the crack usually advances
asymmetrically, with the beach marks shifted in a direction opposite to that of shaft rotation. Asymmetric fatigue-crack
growth indicates rotational bending and the direction of rotation. Under periodically reversing rotating-bending loads,
fatigue cracks grow symmetrically. Even without reversing the direction of rotation, a rotating-bending fatigue crack may
advance symmetrically.
A common result of final fracture is that slight movement of one side of the crack relative to the other side frequently
causes severe damage to the fracture surfaces and tends to obliterate many marks. However, although the high spots on
one surface may rub the high spots on the other, the marks in the depressions are retained. Because the depressions are
negative images of the damaged high spots on the opposing surface, they provide useful evidence; therefore, it is
desirable to examine both parts of a cracked or fractured shaft.
The similarity in macroscopic appearance of fractures in shafts resulting from rotating-bending fatigue and from single
overload torsional shear of a relatively ductile metal frequently results in misinterpretation. The fracture surface shown in
Fig. 27(a) was the result of fatigue, as evidenced by the ratchet marks around the periphery and the pronounced beach
marks. Under the low magnification of the fractograph shown in Fig. 27(b), beach marks are not visible because they
were obliterated by rubbing. The presence of ratchet marks around the periphery is also an indication of rotating-bending
fatigue. However, the metal smearing apparent on the fracture surface and the twisting deformation of the shaft shown
in Fig. 27(c) indicate torsional shear and would preclude mistaking this fracture for a fatigue fracture. The fracture shown
in Fig. 27(d) also exhibits a superficial similarity to a fatigue fracture. However, it is evident that this fracture was the
result of torsional shear because the entire fracture surface has a smooth texture and no well-defined final-fracture area.

Fig. 27 Fracture surfaces of failed shafts. (a) and (b) Failure by fatigue. (c) and (d)
Failure by torsional shear. See text for discussion.
In splined shafts, fracture resulting from torsional shear is frequently accompanied by deformation of the splines not
engaged by the mating part. However, the portion of the shaft not engaged by the mating part is sometimes unavailable
for examination. When macroscopic examination affords only inconclusive evidence, use of an electron microscope may
reveal fatigue striations or elongated shear dimples. Also, metallographic examination of a section through the fracture
surface may reveal microdeformation from torsional shear in the rotary direction that would not be present in a fatigue
fracture.
Example 2: Failure of an Overhead Crane Drive Shaft Due to Rotating-Bending Fatigue*. A drive shaft used as part of the
drive train for an overhead facilities crane fractured due to low-cycle rotating-bending fatigue, initiating and propagating
by combined torsional and reverse bending stresses. The part submitted for examination was a principal drive shaft that
fractured in the location of a 90° fillet where a wheel hub is machined down to 34.9 mm (1.375 in.) diam from a 60.3
mm (2.375 in.) diam main shaft. A 9.5 mm (0.375 in.) wide by 3.2 mm (0.125 in.) deep keyway was machined into the
entire length of the hub, ending approximately 1.6 mm (0.062 in.) away from the 90° fillet (Fig. 28). The hub had
fractured, separated from the main shaft, and lodged in the shaft hole of the wheel when the wheel fell away from the
shaft. The wheel, together with the fractured hub and the shaft, were submitted for analysis.
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Fig. 28 Locations of observed fractures in a shaft assembly
Investigation. The pre-service and post-failure radiographic and penetrant inspection records were reviewed for the shaft
and were found to be satisfactory. No additional cracks or indications were evidenced. The crack that led to the failure
was not present when the shaft was installed. It was estimated that installation had been 1 to 2 years prior to the failure.
The shaft material was verified as tempered 4150 steel by using wet chemical analysis and metallographic techniques.
The hardness and the microstructure were surveyed by preparing metallographic specimens from the fractured hub
section. The microstructure was confirmed to be a tempered martensite structure. The surface of the crack was
examined at low and high magnifications using optical and scanning electron microscopy.
Two additional shafts had not fractured to failure, but were radiographically and penetrant inspected as part of a
verification analysis to determine if the remaining drive shafts were serviceable. One of these shafts was found to have a
radial penetrant indication, this time in the chamfered fillet in the 1-inch diam machined motor drive end of the shaft,
which is the end opposite to that which fractured in the principal shaft (Fig. 28). This shaft was sectioned diametrically to
expose a polished cross section of the indication. One quarter of the radial indication was broken open to expose the
crack fracture features for observation in order to determine the mode of fracture. Because of the resultant similarity
between this crack and the fracture in the principal shaft, no further forensic work, other than basic fractography, was
performed on this second shaft.
Figure 29 shows a magnified view of the fractured hub that caused the wheel to break off the principal drive shaft of the
overhead crane. The concentric circles revolving around the final overload, along with the ratchet marks around the outer
circumference pointing toward the overload, are typical of a crack growth induced by rotating-bending stresses. The
ratchet marks are exposing the fatigue initiation sites around the outer perimeter, as verified by high magnification
scanning electron microscopy performed later in the investigation. The individual cracks propagated toward a single crack
front and then toward the final overload area. Figure 29 shows the darker ductile dimples of the final overload region
slightly off-center of the hub. The final overload was probably off-center due to the rotating-bending stresses that
initiated the fracture on one side of the hub (most likely the side opposite the final overload), while at the same time
driving the crack around the outer circumference producing multiple inward-growing crack fronts.

Fig. 29 Fracture section of steel shaft. Courtesy of J.R. Emmons, Rocketdyne Division,
Rockwell International
Heavy corrosion was present traversing the fracture surface, extending for an inward distance of 3.2 mm (0.125 in.) from
the outer edge, as identified in Fig. 29. The corrosion was confirmed to be rust. This corrosion may signify an older
portion of the entire crack, which may have been growing for quite some time. It was originally suspected that the
overall fracture had initiated at the keyway, which is usually the case in shafts where keyways are present, but the
forensic analysis provided the contributing evidence that the fatigue cracks actually propagated toward the keyway rather
than initiating from it.
Conclusions. A drive shaft used to assist in driving an overhead crane for the movement of medium to heavy weight
components inside a manufacturing building, fractured at the mating interface with the drive wheel, in the location of a
reduced-diameter wheel hub machined at a sharp 90° fillet from the main bulk shaft. The sharp 90° fillet co-existed with
a keyway in the vicinity of the fracture, although the keyway did not appear responsible for the failure. A second shaft
was cracked in a sharply chamfered region where the main shaft was machined to a reduced diameter to form the motor
drive hub opposite the wheel hub end of the shaft. The fracture mode for both shafts was low-cycle rotating-bending
fatigue initiating and propagating by combined torsional and reverse bending stresses. All drive shafts were replaced with
new designs that eliminated the sharp 90° chamfers in favor of a more liberal chamfer, which reduced the stress
concentration in these areas.
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Torsional Loading
Under torsional loading of a shaft, the maximum local tensile stresses are at 45° to the axis of the shaft. Under
alternating (reversed) torsional loading (Sm = 0, R = -1), two sets of fatigue cracks, perpendicular to each other, may
develop. Torsional fatigue cracks can begin in longitudinal shear (Fig. 30a) or transverse shear (Fig. 30b); the relatively
equal length of the cracks in each pair in Fig. 30 indicates that the equal and opposite stresses have occurred during
loading. At later stages of fatigue-crack growth, one crack of a pair usually grows much faster than the other and
eventually causes rupture of the shaft. Under a fluctuating torsional load (Sm < Sa, R > 0) fatigue cracks may develop
normal to the tensile stresses and typically show fatigue cracks in only one direction; the presence of perpendicular
fatigue cracks in a component subjected to fluctuating torsion probably indicates the presence of torsional vibration.

Fig. 30 Schematic of the initiation of torsional-fatigue cracks in shaft subjected to
longitudinal shear (a) or transverse shear (b). Dashed lines indicate other cracks that can
appear when torsional stresses are reversed.
If the shaft transmits a unidirectional torque but two cracks develop mutually at right angles, it can be presumed that the
torque was of a reversing character. The relative extent of development of two torsional-fatigue cracks mutually at right
angles can indicate the magnitude of the torque reversals that have been applied. If the cracks are of approximately the
same length, the indications are that the torque reversals have been of equal magnitude, but only if the cracks are in a
comparatively early stage of development. Beyond this stage, one crack usually takes the lead, and such inferences are
no longer justified.
If a bending stress is applied to a shaft that is transmitting torque, the angle at which any fatigue crack develops is
modified. In pure torsion loading, the fracture surface is oriented at 45° relative to the shaft axis, as shown in Fig. 31
from a test specimen in a torsional fatigue test. If the angle differs significantly from 45° to the shaft axis, the presence
of a bending stress is indicated. Fatigue cracks arising from torsional stresses also show beach marks and ridges.

Fig. 31 Fracture surfaces of a torsional fatigue-test specimen. Courtesy of Greg Fett,
Dana Corporation
Longitudinal stress raisers are comparatively harmless under bending stresses, but are as important as circumferential
stress raisers under torsional loading. This sensitivity of shafts loaded in torsion to longitudinal stress raisers is of
considerable practical importance because inclusions in the shaft material are almost always parallel to the axis of
rotation. It is not unusual for a torsional-fatigue crack to originate at a longitudinal inclusion, a surface mark, or a spline
or keyway corner and then to branch at about 45°.
When a stress raiser such as a circumferential groove is present, different states of stresses exist around the stress
raiser, and the tensile stress is increased to as much as four times the shear stress. Therefore, the tensile stress on the
45° plane will exceed the tensile strength of the steel before the shear stress reaches the shear strength of the steel.
Fracture occurs normal to the 45° tensile plane, producing a conical or star-shaped fracture surface (Fig. 32b and c)
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Fig. 32 4340 steel rotor shaft that failed by torsional fatigue. (a) Shear groove designed to
protect gear mechanism from sudden overload. Dimensions are in inches. (b) Star-shaped
pattern on a fracture surface of the shaft. (c) Longitudinal and transverse shear cracks on
the surface of the shear groove, which resulted from high peak loads caused by chatter
Example 3: Torsional-Fatigue Fracture of a Large 4340 Steel Shaft That Was Subject to Cyclic Loading and Frequent
Overloads. The 4340 steel shaft shown in Fig. 32(a), which was the driving member of a large rotor subject to cyclic
loading and frequent overloads, broke after three weeks of operation. The shaft was also part of a gear train that
reduced the rotational speed of the driven member. The driving shaft contained a shear groove at which the shaft should
break if a sudden high overload occurred, thus preventing damage to an expensive gear mechanism. The rotor was
subjected to severe chatter, which was an abnormal condition resulting from a series of continuous small overloads at a
frequency of about three per second.
Investigation. Examination disclosed that the shaft had broken at the shear groove and that the fracture surface
contained a star-shaped pattern (Fig. 32b). Figure 32(c) shows the fracture surface with the pieces fitted back in place.
The pieces were all nearly the same size and shape, and there were indications of fatigue, cleavage, and shear failure in
approximately the same location on each piece. The cracks were oriented at approximately 45° to the axis of the shaft,
which indicated that final fracture was caused by a tensile stress normal to the 45° plane and not by the longitudinal or
transverse shear stress that had been expected to cause an overload failure.
Examination of the surfaces of one of the pieces of the broken shaft revealed small longitudinal and transverse shear
cracks at the smallest diameter of the shear groove. Also, slight plastic flow had occurred in the metal adjacent to these
cracks. Cracking occurred at many points in the groove in the shaft before several of the cracks grew to a critical size.
No surface irregularities were present in the shear groove at any of the shear cracks. The structure of the metal was
normal, with a uniform hardness of 30 to 30.5 HRC across the section, indicating a strength in the expected range for
quenched-and-tempered 4340 steel shafts. A hot-acid etch showed the steel to be free from pipe, segregation, or other
irregularities.
Conclusions. The basic failure mechanism was fracture by torsional fatigue, which started at numerous surface shear
cracks, both longitudinal and transverse, that developed in the periphery of the root of the shear groove. These shear
cracks resulted from high peak loads caused by chatter. Stress concentrations developed in the regions of maximum
shear, and fatigue cracks propagated in a direction perpendicular to the maximum tensile stress, thus forming the star
pattern at 45° to the longitudinal axis of the shaft. The shear groove in the shaft, designed to prevent damage to the
gear train, had performed its function, but at a lower overload level than intended.
Corrective Measures. The fatigue strength of the shaft was increased by shot peening the shear groove, and chatter in
the machine was minimized.

Footnote
* *Submitted by J.R. Emmons, Rocketdyne Division, Rockwell International, Canoga Park, CA.

Fatigue Failures

Stress Concentrations
Notches, grooves, holes, fillets, threads, keyways, and splines are common design features. To visualize the distribution
of stress at a change in section size or shape, it is helpful to consider the part in terms of electricity flowing through a
conductor of similar cross section. In diagrammatic form, stress flow can be represented as a series of parallel lines,
where stress concentration is inversely proportional to the distance between the lines, as shown schematically in Fig. 33
for several types stress raisers typically found in parts. A single notch (Fig. 33j) introduces a considerably greater stressconcentration effect than does a continuous thread (Fig. 33k). This is because of the mutual relief afforded by adjacent
threads. The stress concentration at the right of the arrow in Fig. 33(k) is very similar to that in the narrow collar in Fig.
33(h). To the left of the arrow, however, the last thread is relieved from one side only; consequently, there is more stress
concentration, similar to that of the single notch in Fig. 33(j). This is why bolts so frequently fracture through the last full
thread.

Fig. 33 Effect of stress raisers on stress concentration and distribution of stress at several
changes of form in components. (a) to (c) Progressive increases in stress with decreasing
fillet radii. (d) to (f) Relative magnitude and distribution of stress resulting from uniform
loading. (g) Stress caused by the presence of an integral collar of considerable width. (h)
Decrease in stress concentration that accompanies a decrease in collar width. (i) Stress
flow at the junction of a bolt head and a shank. (j) Effect of a single sharp notch. (k) Effect
of a continuous thread. (l) Effect of a groove or gauge.
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All such sectional discontinuities increase the local stress level above that estimated on the basis of minimum crosssectional area. In addition to the reduction of fatigue strength or fatigue life, increasing the severity of stress
concentration has the following effects on fatigue-crack features:
•
•
•
•

Initiation of multiple cracks is more likely.
Beach marks usually become convex toward the point of crack origin.
Under rotational loading, the beach marks may completely surround the final-fracture zone.
Combined stress states may be introduced, thereby influencing the direction of crack growth.

In the absence of stress concentrations at the surface, cracks propagate more rapidly near the center of a section than at
the surface. This occurs because deformation constraints cause the stresses to be triaxial and more severe away from the
surface. However, when there is a stress-concentrating notch at the surface, such as a thread with a sharp root, the
stress near this notch may be more severe than it is farther below the surface. Under conditions of severe notching, Wshape crack fronts will sometimes be observed. In regions exposed to high overstress from loading or in the presence of
a severe stress concentration, multiple crack origins will be seen. In most cases, the cracks from these origins will
eventually unite to form a single crack front. Before the single crack front is formed, the individual microcracks will be
separated by small, vertical ledges called ratchet marks. Alternatively, at just above the fatigue limit, or minimum stress
for fracture, a single origin will occur, and the entire fracture will emanate from that point.
Stress-Concentration Factor. Stress is concentrated in a metal by structural discontinuities, such as notches, holes, or
scratches, which act as stress raisers. The stress-concentration factor, kt, is the ratio of the area test stress in the region
of the notch (or other stress concentrators) to the corresponding nominal stress. For determination of kt, the greatest
stress in the region of the notch is calculated from the theory of elasticity, or equivalent values are derived
experimentally.
The stress-concentration factor, kt, of the discontinuity is a measure of intensity of stress that occurs. In some situations,
values of kt can be calculated using this theory of elasticity or can be measured using photoelastic plastic models. Many
of these values are reported in standard reference books (Ref 12, 13, 14, 15, 16). The mathematical theory of elasticity is
based on an ideal isotropic material free of any internal discontinuity, a strictly accurate profile, and an increase in stress
concentration due solely to the presence of the surface discontinuity. In actual parts, the stress intensification is affected
not only by the surface discontinuity but also, to an undetermined extent, by the size of the part, by local readjustments
of stress because of plastic yielding, by surface roughness, and by the heterogeneous structure of the material itself,
including anisotropy and inherent internal discontinuities. Therefore, the deleterious effect of a stress raiser on a part is
usually determined experimentally and expressed in terms of a fatigue notch factor, kf.
Stress concentrations affect the fatigue behavior of different materials differently. For example, cast irons, containing
innumerable internal stress raisers, show little further adverse effects from externally introduced stress raisers. In
contrast, relatively brittle materials, such as quenched-and-tempered steels, are more susceptible to the effects of stress
raisers than ductile materials, such as normalized or annealed steels. Under static loading conditions in a ductile material,
a stress raiser has little or no effect in most situations. If the local stress exceeds the yield strength of the material,
plastic deformation occurs and stress is redistributed. Provided the amount of plastic deformation is not excessive, no
adverse effect need be anticipated. However, if the part is subjected to fluctuating or alternating stresses and if a fatigue
crack nucleates at a stress below the yield strength of the material, stress redistribution by plastic deformation will not
occur, and the material will be subject to the full effect of the stress raiser.
The fatigue-notch factor, kf, is the ratio of the fatigue strength of a smooth (unnotched) specimen to the fatigue strength
of a notched specimen at the same number of cycles. In general, experimentally determined values of kf are somewhat
less than the values of kt calculated for the same specimens.
Fatigue-notch sensitivity, q, for a material is determined by comparing the fatigue-notch factor, Kf, and the stressconcentration factor, Kt, for a specimen of a given size containing a stress concentrator of a given shape and size. A
common definition of fatigue-notch sensitivity is q = (kf - 1)/(kt - 1), in which q may vary between 0 (where kf = 1) and 1
(where kf = kt). This value may also be stated as a percentage.
Stress-Intensity Expression of Stress Concentration at a Sharp Notch. It can be shown that, for sharp notches, the
maximum-stress range on this element can be related to the stress-intensity factor range, ΔKI, as follows (Ref 9):
(Eq 12)
where ρ is the notch-tip radius, Δσ is the range of applied nominal stress, and kt is the stress-concentration factor.
Fatigue-crack-initiation behavior of various steels is presented in Fig. 34 (Ref 9) for specimens subjected to zero-totension bending stress and containing a smooth notch that resulted in a stress-concentration factor of about 2.5. The
data show that ΔKI/ ρ , and, therefore, Δσ is the primary parameter that governs fatigue-crack-initiation behavior in
regions of stress concentration for a given steel tested in a benign environment. The data also indicate the existence of a
fatigue-crack-initiation threshold, (ΔKI/ ρ )th, below which fatigue cracks would not initiate at the roots of the tested
notches. The value of this threshold is characteristic of the steel and increases with increasing yield or tensile strength of
the steel. The data show that the fatigue-crack-initiation life of a component subjected to a given nominal-stress range

increases with increasing strength. However, this difference in fatigue-crack-initiation life among various steels decreases
with increasing stress-concentration factor (Ref 9).

Fig. 34 Fatigue-crack-initiation behavior of various steels at a stress ratio of +0.1. Source:
Ref 9
Fatigue-crack-initiation data for various steels subjected to stress ratios (ratio of nominal minimum applied stress to
nominal maximum applied stress) ranging from -1.0 to +0.5 indicate that fatigue-crack-initiation life is governed by the
total maximum stress (tension plus compression) range at the tip of the notch (Ref 17). The data presented in Fig. 35
(Ref 18) indicate that the fatigue-crack-initiation threshold, (ΔKI/ ρ )th, for various steels subjected to stress ratios
ranging from -1.0 to +0.5, can be estimated from
(Eq 13)
where ΔKtotal is the stress-intensity-factor range calculated by using the tension-plus-compression stress range, and σys is
the yield strength of the material.
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Fig. 35 Dependence of fatigue-crack-initiation threshold on yield strength
Reduction of Stresses. The detrimental effect of stress concentrations can be reduced or eliminated by the use of induced
stresses. These stresses may be introduced by plastic deformation of the surface, such as in cold working and shot
peening; by phase transformation, such as in case hardening; or by proof loading with a load high enough to cause local
plastic flow in the notch but low enough to avoid general yielding.
Extreme or incorrect cold working may have adverse effects under fatigue conditions because it may give rise to minute
cracks in the surface of the material, or at least make the surface prone to such cracks. If the correct amount of cold
working is applied, however, improvement in the fatigue strength is appreciable. For example, a screw thread produced
by rolling is more resistant to fatigue failure than one that has been cut. Surface rolling and shot peening, especially of
springs, are other examples of the successful application of cold working. Apart from the increase in fatigue strength of
the surface of the material arising from work hardening, the stress distribution is modified considerably.
If the amount of cold working is so adjusted that the residual compressive stress in the part effectively reduces the
applied peak tensile stress below the fatigue limit of the material, fatigue failure will not occur. It is difficult in practice,
however, to ensure the correct amount of cold working. Cold working intended to improve the endurance of a part should
be chosen with appropriate consideration of the affected stress system. Residual compressive surface stresses improve
fatigue strength only under conditions involving bending and torsional stresses. Where the stress is purely tensile
(although infrequent in real-life engineering applications), the fatigue strength may be reduced because the compressive
stress at the surface is balanced by a region of tensile stress just below the surface. In tensile loading, the stress is
uniformly distributed across the section and is augmented by the residual tensile stress, and failure is likely to take place
by cracking just beneath the surface.
Other methods of reducing the effect of stress concentration are to raise the fatigue strength of the material in the region
of high stress and to produce compressive residual stresses by flame hardening, carburizing, or nitriding. If performed
correctly, any of the three processes is beneficial in raising the fatigue strength, but the extent of the treated region
needs to be carefully chosen; otherwise, failure is likely to occur at one of the junctions between the treated and
untreated regions.
In some cases, generous fillet radii can cause interference if the corner radii on the mating parts are too small.
Therefore, a large corner radius would result in minimum mismatch at installation.
Residual Stresses. Fatigue fractures generally propagate from the surface. Processing operations, such as grinding,
polishing, and machining, that work harden or increase residual stress on the surface can influence the fatigue strength,
although there is no generalized formulation that will predict the extent of improved fatigue strength that can be derived
from work hardening and residual stress. Compressive residual surface stresses generally increase the fatigue strength,
but tensile residual surface stresses do not. There may be a gradual decrease in residual stress if the cyclic stresses

cause some plastic deformation. Compressive residual surface stress provides greater improvements in the fatigue
strength of harder materials, such as alloy spring steel; in softer materials, such as low-carbon steel, work hardening
effectively improves fatigue strength. This is because the harder material can sustain a high level of residual elastic
surface stress, and the tensile strength (and thus the fatigue limit) of the softer material is improved by work hardening.
In a notched high-strength steel, the beneficial effect of prestretching and the detrimental effect of precompression are
much greater than in a plain carbon steel because of the type of residual stress present at the notch. A compressive
residual stress introduced during quenching from a tempering temperature will increase the fatigue strength, particularly
in notched specimens.
In general, residual stresses are introduced by misfit of structural parts, a change in the specific volume of a metal
accompanying phase changes, a change in shape following plastic deformation, or thermal stresses resulting from rapid
temperature changes such as occur in quenching. The influence of residual stress on fatigue strength is, in principle,
similar to that of an externally applied static stress. A static compressive surface stress increases the fatigue strength,
and static tensile surface stress reduces it.
Complex Stresses. The criteria of static failure have been applied to fatigue failure. If S1, S2, and S3 are the amplitudes of
the principal alternating stresses where S1 ≥ S2 ≥ S3, and if S is the alternating uniaxial fatigue strength, then the
following criteria apply:
•
•
•
•

Maximum principal-stress criterion S1 = S
Maximum shear-stress criterion S1 - S3 = S
Shear-strain energy (S1 - S2)2 + (S2 - S3)2 + (S3 - S1)2 = S2
Maximum principal-strain criterion S1 = ν(S2 + S3) = S, where ν is Poisson's ratio

Because fatigue cracks usually propagate from the surface, where one of the principal stresses is zero, only biaxial
stresses need to be considered. When the two principal stresses are of the same algebraic sign, the criteria of maximum
principal stress and maximum shear stress give the same relationship. If the principal stresses are of opposite algebraic
sign, then all criteria give a different relationship. It is often convenient to determine the suitability of the various criteria
by comparing the fatigue strength in torsion t and bending b.
Complex three-dimensional (multiaxial) combinations of stress and strain also occur in the vicinity of surfaces and
notches. Basic definitions of multiaxial effective stresses and strains and differences between proportional and
nonproportional loading are described in Ref 19, along with some basic correlations for multiaxial fatigue including mean
stress effects, sequences of stress/strain amplitude or stress state, nonproportional loading and cycle counting, and HCF
fatigue limits. Ref 19 also covers the formation and propagation of small cracks (on the order of several grain sizes in
diameter, typically less than 1 mm, or 0.04 in., in length) in initially isotropic, ductile structural alloys.
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Fatigue Failures

Effect of Load Frequency and Temperature
Exclusive of environmental effects, there are no distinguishing surface features of a fatigue fracture produced at
high frequency that differentiate it from other types of fatigue fractures during visual or optical microscope
examination. At best, when examined with an optical microscope, a fracture surface created at a high frequency
will have a brittle appearance, showing mostly a platelike structure throughout the fatigue zone. Beach marks
may or may not be present, depending on whether crack growth was steady or intermittent or if load variations
occurred.
The frequency range of 500 to 10,000 cycles/min is generally used in a fatigue test. In this range, the fatigue
strength of most materials, based on a given number of cycles to fracture, is little affected by frequency. In
general, there is a slight decrease in fatigue strength with a decrease in frequency, because the fatigue limit may
be related to the amount of plastic deformation that occurs during the stress cycle. For example, at high
frequency there is less relaxation time during each stress cycle for deformation to occur, which results in less
damage. For steel, the fatigue limit is not affected between 200 and 5000 cycles/min. However, at frequencies
up to 100,000 cycles/min, steels that are 100% ferritic show a marked increase in fatigue strength. In nonferrous
metals, the fatigue strength increases continuously with frequency; in plain carbon steel, the fatigue strength
reaches a maximum value, then decreases with an increase in frequency.
Elevated Temperatures. Except at very high frequencies, the frequency at which cyclic loads are applied has
little effect on the fatigue strength of most metals. The effect, however, becomes much greater as the
temperature increases and creep becomes more of a factor. At high temperatures, the fatigue strength often
depends on the total time the stress is applied, rather than solely on the number of cycles. This behavior occurs
because of continuous deformation under load at high temperatures. Under fluctuating stress, the cyclic
frequency affects both the fatigue life and the amount of creep.
Fractures resulting from fluctuating stresses at high temperatures may be similar in appearance to fatigue
fractures, stress-rupture fractures, or a mixture of the two, depending on the relative magnitudes of the mean
and alternating stresses. An important requirement for fatigue resistance at high temperatures is that the
component must have resistance to oxidation and other forms of high-temperature corrosion. Fatigue strength at
high temperature can be seriously reduced by surface attack from fuel ash containing vanadium pentoxide, from
leaded fuels, and from other contaminants. In general, however, materials are less notch sensitive at high
temperatures than at room temperature. Extended operation at high temperatures may result in metallurgical
changes in the alloy structure, which may also play a role in reducing fatigue strength. Generally, however,
brief exposure to high temperatures, which does not result in such metallurgical changes as recrystallization,
tempering, phase changes, coarsening, precipitation, melting, or diffusion, will not have a serious effect on
fatigue life upon return to normal operating temperatures.
Fatigue Failures

Effect of Material Condition
Discontinuities within a metal, either at the surface or subsurface, can adversely affect fatigue strength. These
discontinuities may arise from melting practices or primary or secondary working of the material, or may be a
characteristic of a particular alloy system. Manufacturing practices may also introduce surface irregularities or induce
residual stresses that act as crack initiation sites. In wrought metals, the movement of metal during these processes,
whether performed at room temperature or at elevated temperatures, makes them common sources of surface
discontinuities, such as laps, seams, and cold shuts. Oxides, slivers or chips of the base material, or foreign material can
be embedded into the surface by rolling or forging. These surface imperfections produce a notch of unknown severity
that acts as a stress raiser under load and adversely affects fatigue strength. Subsurface and core discontinuities can be
troublesome, depending on their shape, extent, and location.

Fatigue Failures

Strengthening and Heat Treatments
The microstructure of the material can influence this crack growth by inhibiting or modifying the plasticdeformation process. Under high cyclic strain (low-cycle fatigue), the fatigue life of many metals is
independent of grain size. In contrast, under low cyclic strain (high-cycle fatigue), the fatigue life of many
metals is increased when grain size is reduced. However, the effect of grain size on high-cycle fatigue
properties is difficult to assess because these properties may be altered by the same treatments that alter grain
size. In some alloys, an improvement in resistance to high-cycle fatigue brought about by a decrease in grain
size may be partly offset by a deleterious effect on another property. For example, a decrease in grain size is
thought to raise the smooth-bar fatigue limit in some steels. However, small grain size increases notch
sensitivity in these steels; therefore, the net result may constitute no improvement in resistance to notched-bar
fatigue. As another example, fine grain size in high-temperature alloys (which may be subjected to both fatigue
and creep) may result in high fatigue life but low stress-rupture life at normal service temperatures; thus, an
intermediate grain size may afford the longest service life.
The influence of chemical composition on fatigue strength is approximately proportional to its influence on
tensile strength. The fatigue limit of plain carbon steel generally increases with carbon content. Molybdenum,
chromium, and nickel have a similar effect. The fatigue limit of high-strength steel with tensile strength in the
range of 1379 MPa (200 ksi) can be increased by the addition of copper. Although the phosphorus content of
steel is generally kept at a minimum to prevent brittleness, steels with high phosphorus contents have greater
fatigue strength. A sulfur content of 0.01% has no effect on fatigue limit. Austenitic steels containing nickel and
chromium have a high fatigue limit, together with low notch sensitivity and high resistance to corrosion fatigue.
The fatigue strengths of titanium alloys are higher than those of steel. Some titanium alloys maintain
considerable strength up to 500 °C (930 °F) and have high resistance to corrosion fatigue. Even though titanium
alloys are particularly susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement, the presence of hydrogen does not affect fatigue
properties. Aluminum alloys that are solid-solution strengthened show an increase in fatigue strength to about
the same degree as the corresponding increase in tensile strength. If the strength of magnesium alloys is
increased by solute addition, the fatigue strength is also increased in proportion to the increase in tensile
strength.
Second phases that are often present in metallurgical systems affect crack propagation. Second phases have a
marked influence on the mechanism and kinetics of crack nucleation and propagation because they can
accelerate or inhibit the crack-propagation rate under various circumstances. For example, investigations on
aluminum alloys containing a large number of particles of precipitated, intermetallic second phase showed that
the particles acted as raisers from which fatigue cracks nucleated. The grain boundaries of age-hardened alloys
are generally free of precipitate particles and consequently are relatively soft. Therefore, stress relaxation takes
place along the boundaries, resulting in localized strain concentration, and crack nucleation, at grain-boundary
triple points.
The instability of coherent precipitate particles is considered to be the most important factor responsible for the
low fatigue life of high-strength aluminum alloys. Experimental results indicate that reversion takes place
during the early stages of cyclic loading. Reversion under cyclic straining involves the passage of dislocations
back and forth through the precipitate particles, which disintegrates the particles to subcritical size. The solute
then goes back into solution or is distributed along the dislocation network, thereby softening the slip bands and
bringing about crack nucleation.
In alloys that are not strengthened by heat treatment (some copper alloys, aluminum alloys, and stainless
steels), fatigue strength can be increased by cold working. Work-hardened copper-aluminum alloys (75 wt%
Al) do not soften under cyclic stresses. This results in lower rates of crack propagation in work-hardened alloys,
thereby indicating a small amount of deformation at the crack tip during fatigue. Experimental results on
annealed and cold-worked α-brass suggest that a work-hardened alloy is harder at the crack tip than an annealed
alloy. However, no improvement in fatigue strength is obtained by cold working of age-hardenable alloys.
Alloys that are hardened by transformation processes—for example, martensitic steels—exhibit a lesser degree
of improvement by cold working than the nonhardenable alloys.
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Overheating. In the heat treatment of metals, high temperatures generally cause large grains to develop;
depending on the metal and application, large grains may have undesirable attributes. In most metals, large
grains will generally reduce fatigue strength. The properties of coarse-grain metals are impaired by the size of
the grains and by changes that occur at the grain boundaries, such as the precipitation of solid impurities, which
may form weak, continuous grain-boundary films. Damage from overheating is especially evident in highcarbon steels, in which all the harmful effects of coarse grains on properties are combined with an increased
probability of cracking during quenching from the hardening temperature.
Eutectic Melting. In aluminum and other age-hardenable alloys, solution heat treatment improves mechanical
properties by developing the maximum practical concentration of the hardening constituents in solid solution.
The solubilities of these constituents increase markedly with temperature, especially just below the eutectic
melting temperature. Consequently, the most favorable temperature for effecting maximum solution is very
near that at which melting occurs. Melting in age-hardenable alloys produces an intergranular network of
nonductile eutectic products and intragranular circular spots (rosettes), both of which reduce ductility and
fatigue strength. Similar effects of melting have been observed in high-temperature alloys, such as the Stellites,
and in high-speed tool steels.
Quench cracks are a frequent cause of failure in hardened steel parts. The origin of quench cracks in steel is
attributed to sudden volume changes that occur in hardening. The transformation of austenite into martensite is
always accompanied by expansion, which under unfavorable conditions, may result in cracking. Conditions that
promote the formation of quench cracks are a quenching medium that is too severe, sharp edges and rough
finishes, and hardening temperatures that are too high. Sometimes the cracks do not appear immediately but are
delayed and take time to become visible. Delayed quench cracks are the result of additional transformation of
retained austenite in steel. In highly alloyed steels, delayed cracking can be avoided by tempering immediately
after quenching. Quench cracks are generally intergranular. If a quench crack is open to the surface during
tempering, the walls of the crack may be covered with scale and may be decarburized.
Decarburization is a loss of carbon from the surface of a ferrous alloy as a result of heating in a medium that
reacts with carbon. Unless special precautions are taken, the risk of losing carbon from the surface of steel is
always present in any heating to high temperatures in an oxidizing atmosphere. A marked reduction in fatigue
strength is noted in steels with decarburized surfaces. The effect of decarburization is much greater on hightensile-strength steels than on steels with low tensile strength.
Fatigue Failures

Subsurface Discontinuities
Gas Porosity or Shrinkage Porosity. Gas porosity or gas holes are rounded cavities (spherical, flattened, elongated, or
partially collapsed) that are caused by the generation or accumulation of gas bubbles in the molten metal as it solidifies.
Shrinkage cavities result from varying rates of contraction while the metal is changing from the molten to the solid state.
Shrinkage porosity is mainly characterized by jagged holes or spongy areas lined with dendrites. The fatigue strength of
cast alloys is only slightly reduced by the presence of shrinkage or gas porosity, but it is much reduced when the porosity
extends to the surface, regardless of severity, because of the notch effect.
Inclusions. The presence of nonmetallic inclusions at or close to the surface is detrimental, because the inclusions act as
stress raisers and form points for the initiation of fatigue cracks. The larger the number of discontinuities, the greater the
possibility of fatigue failure. However, there does seem to be a limit to the number of inclusions that could cause fatigue.
If discontinuities such as graphite flakes in cast iron or sulfide inclusions in free-cutting steels are very numerous, mutual
stress relief occurs, based on the principle of a single groove versus a continuous thread, and the material tends to
become less prone to fatigue.
Inclusions in ferrous alloys are usually oxides, sulfides, and silicates. Many inclusions, however, are of a more complex
intermediate composition. Every commercial metal has its own characteristic inclusions. In cast metals, the shape of the
inclusions is about the same in all polished sections; in wrought metals, the shape depends on the orientation of the
polished surface. Deformation in mechanical working causes inclusions to deform plastically to elongated shapes and to
appear in longitudinal sections as stringers or streaks, although in transverse section the shape is globular or flat. Hard,
refractory, and very small inclusions, such as alumina inclusions in steel, are not deformed by mechanical work.
Fatigue properties of high-strength alloys are degraded by inclusions, with a more marked effect being apparent on the
transverse fatigue properties of wrought alloys than on the longitudinal properties. In general, however, the effect of

inclusions depends on the size and shape of the inclusions, on their resistance to deformation and their orientation
relative to the stress, and on the tensile strength of the alloy. Soft steels, for example, are much less affected by
inclusions than are hard steels.
The fracture surface of a hardened-steel connecting rod is shown in Fig. 36; large inclusions that intersect the surface are
indicated by arrows. Loads on this rod were transverse to the forging grain flow. Inclusions, like most discontinuities, are
most damaging when they intersect the surface; however, subsurface inclusions can also be responsible for premature
fatigue failure when the stress level at the inclusions is high enough to initiate a crack. Figure 37 shows the surface of a
torsional-fatigue fracture that initiated at a large, subsurface nonmetallic inclusion in a hardened steel valve spring.

Fig. 36 Fracture surface of a hardened steel connecting rod. Arrows indicate large
inclusions from which fatigue cracking initiated.

Fig. 37 Fracture surface of a hardened steel valve spring that failed in torsional fatigue.
Arrow indicates fracture origin at a subsurface nonmetallic inclusion.
Internal bursts in rolled and forged metals result from the use of equipment that has insufficient capacity to work the
metal throughout its cross section. If the working force is not sufficient, the outer layers of the metal will be deformed
more than the inside metal, sometimes causing wholly internal, intergranular fissures that can act as stress
concentrators, from which fatigue cracks may propagate under tensile, bending, or torsional loading.
Alloy Segregation. Distribution of alloying elements in industrial alloys is not always uniform. Localized deviations from
the average composition originate from specific conditions during solidification of the alloys. Hot working and soaking
tend to equalize the compositional differences, but these differences sometimes persist into the wrought product.
Inhomogeneous distribution of alloying elements in heat-treated alloys is particularly objectionable, because it may lead
to the formation of thermal cracks caused by uneven contraction or expansion in heating and cooling.
Banding. When segregation in an alloy occurs in layers, or bands, the alloy is said to have a banded structure. Banding
can lead to discontinuities that can in turn cause premature fatigue failure. Figure 38 shows the fatigue fracture of a
carburized-and-hardened steel roller. Banded alloy segregation in the metal used for the rollers resulted in heavy, banded
retained austenite, particularly in the carburized case, after heat treatment. When the roller was subjected to service
loads, the delayed transformation of the retained austenite to martensite caused microcracks near the case/core
interface. These internal microcracks nucleated a fatigue fracture that progressed around the circumference of the roller,
following the interface between case and core.
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Fig. 38 Fracture surface of a carburized-and-hardened steel roller. As a result of banded
alloy segregation, circumferential fatigue fracture initiated at a subsurface origin near the
case/core interface (arrow).
Flakes are internal fissures in ferrous metals. They are attributed to stresses produced by localized transformation and
decreased solubility of hydrogen during cooling after hot working. For alloy steels, flakes are often associated with high
hydrogen content in the steel; chemical-element segregation, producing regions of high alloy content; and rapid cooling
from the hot-working temperature.

Fatigue Failures

Manufacturing Practices on Fatigue Strength
Machining. Most components subjected to fatigue conditions have been machined. Heavy cuts and residual tool marks
from rough machining can promote fatigue failure in a component. Surface irregularities produced by rough machining
act as stress raisers. However, a series of parallel grooves, such as results from turning operations, is less severe in its
effect than an isolated groove because parallel grooves provide mutual stress relief. Rough machining also damages the
metal to an appreciable depth. A machining tool shears off metal, rather than cutting it, with the result that the surface is
torn and is work hardened to an extent that depends largely on the depth of cut, the type and shape of the tool, and the
characteristics of the metal. Components intended to withstand fatigue conditions should be finished with a fine cut or,
preferably, ground, and the direction of the final cut or grind should be parallel to that of the principal tensile load
whenever practical.
Most mechanically finished metal parts have a shallow surface layer in residual compression. Apart from the effect it has
on surface roughness, the final finishing process will be beneficial to fatigue life when it increases the depth and intensity
of the compressively stressed layer and will be detrimental when it decreases or removes the layer. Processes such as
electrolytic polishing and chemical and electrochemical machining, which remove metal without plastic deformation, may
reduce fatigue properties. Electric discharge machining can be detrimental to fatigue properties without proper control
and subsequent processing because of surface and subsurface microstructural changes. Improperly controlled grinding
can have similar effects on fatigue properties.
Occasionally, during machining of a component, a tool may scratch or groove the surface. If the part is highly stressed in
service, the result can be a premature fatigue fracture nucleating at the tool mark. Stress raisers frequently occur at a
change in section, such as the shoulder between two shaft sections of different diameters. Rough-machining marks, as
well as steps resulting from improper blending of fillets with shaft surfaces, frequently serve as initiation sites for fatigue
cracks.
Drilling. The fatigue strength of components can be reduced merely by the presence of a drilled hole; it is further reduced
by failure to remove burrs (incurred during drilling) from the hole edges. Fractures originating at drilled holes are
common in complex parts containing internal, intersecting machined passages because of the difficulty and expense of
providing adequate break-edge radii at such locations.
Grinding. Proper grinding practice produces a smooth surface that is essentially free of induced residual stresses or sites
for the nucleation of fatigue cracks. However, abusive grinding, particularly in steels heat treated to high hardness, is a

common cause of reduced fatigue strength and failure that results from severe induced tensile stresses, intense localized
heating, or both. Intense localized heating results in overtempering, formation of untempered martensite, burning, or
formation of tight, shallow surface cracks usually referred to as grinding cracks.
Straightening. Components may be unintentionally plastically deformed during manufacture, during shipping, or in service
without cracking. These parts can be straightened manually, by heating, in presses, or in roll straighteners. The initial
deformation and subsequent working operations can introduce residual stresses or stress raisers. Nicks, scratches, or
locally work-hardened surfaces are potential stress raisers. Aircraft propeller blades are frequently damaged by
deformation in minor ground accidents and repaired by cold straightening, either manually or in a press. The
straightening operations are restricted to bends of less than a specified angle, varying with the location along the blade.
Plating on metal surfaces can be detrimental to fatigue strength of the plated parts. Carbon and low-alloy steels,
particularly steels of high hardness, are susceptible to hydrogen damage due to absorption of hydrogen during the
plating cycle and the associated acid or alkaline cleaning cycles. A soft plating material, such as cadmium, may inhibit the
escape of hydrogen from the steel and lead to hydrogen damage. However, the harmful effects of cadmium plating can
be significantly minimized by following recommended procedures, which include plating at high current densities (6 to 8
A/dm2, or 0.4 to 0.5 A/in.2), followed by baking at about 190 °C (375 °F) for 8 to 24 h. A daily procedure for ensuring
that the plating bath will give low hydrogen pickup is highly desirable. Apparatus for such a procedure is available in the
form of an electronic-electrochemical instrument that measures the relative amount of hydrogen generated during
electroplating. Hard plating materials are usually in a state of tensile stress after they have been deposited on the base
metal. Cracks develop in the plating material, act as stress raisers, and produce cracking in the base metal. Several
effective procedures for decreasing the residual tensile stress imposed by electroless nickel plating have also been
developed, including the addition of saccharin and other organic compounds containing sulfur to the plating bath.
Cleaning is sometimes necessary for the removal of oil, grease, or other contaminants from the surface of a workpiece.
For production work, vapor degreasing or a dip into a solvent or a simple chemical cleaning solution may be employed.
Many alkaline solutions that will remove grease and oil from aluminum are not satisfactory for most cleaning purposes
because they attack the surface. However, alkaline solutions that are suitably inhibited to eliminate the corrosive action
can be used successfully. The cleaning treatment should be followed by thorough rinsing in clean water, then drying.
Magnetic-Particle Inspection. Localized regions of untempered martensite can be produced by arc burns that result when
the probe used in magnetic-particle inspection touches the surface of the workpiece. For example, fatigue cracking of
several knuckle pins occurred within about 1 month in service (Fig. 39). Examination showed that the fractures initiated
at circular cracks that apparently existed on the pins before their installation. Micrographs of sections through the cracked
areas of both unused and failed knuckle pins revealed a remelt zone and an area of untempered martensite within the
region of the cracks. The local areas of overheating were attributed to electric-arc burning that caused circular cracks.
The pins subsequently failed by fatigue fracture. The circular cracks were the result of arc burning, attributable to
improper technique in magnetic-particle inspection. The conductor should be insulated to prevent arc burning.
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Fig. 39 Steel knuckle pin that failed in service by fatigue cracking that originated at an
arc burn at the bottom of a longitudinal oil hole during magnetic-particle inspection
Identification Marking. Excessive stresses may be introduced into components by identification marks (manufacturing
date or lot number, steel heat number, size or part number). The location and method of applying the marks can be
important. They should not be in areas of high tensile, bending, or torsional stresses.
Raised numerals or letters are preferable to those that are indented, and hot forging methods are recommended over
cold forging, stamping, or coining. For marks that are made on machined surfaces, use of a marking ink is generally
preferable to use of an electric etching pencil or vibrating mechanical engraver, but either of the latter two is less abusive
than using a cold steel stamp. However, using steel stamps for numbers in a nonstressed area may be preferable to
some other type of identification mark in a more highly stressed region. Characters with straight-line portions have the
greatest tendency to cause cracks, although characters with rounded contours can also cause cracking. If steel stamps
must be used, low-stress stamps (stamps with the sharp edges removed from the characters) or dull stamps cause the
least trouble, particularly if light impressions are made. The stamping should be located in known low-stress areas.

Fatigue Failures

Corrosion Fatigue
Corrosion fatigue is associated with alternating or fluctuating stresses that occur in a corrosive environment and cause
accelerated crack initiation and propagation at a location where neither the environment nor the stress acting alone
would be sufficient to produce a crack. The corrosive environment usually introduces stress raisers on the surface. The
irregular surface that results is detrimental to the fatigue properties of the part in a mechanical or geometric sense. For
parts susceptible to embrittlement by hydrogen or for parts exposed to a fairly continuous corrosive environment with
intermittent applications of loading, the cracking mechanism may be somewhat more complex. Although different alloys
show differing performance under a given corrosion-fatigue environment, it is customary to protect the surface to achieve
adequate performance at low cost.
An important feature of corrosion fatigue is that the stress range required to cause fracture diminishes progressively as
the time and number of stress cycles increase. For example, the fatigue limit of mild steel is eliminated in aqueous
environments, depending on the electrochemical potential. It is, therefore, impractical and uneconomical to attempt
solely to design against corrosion fatigue. The emphasis in corrosion fatigue testing is to measure rates of fatigue-crack
propagation in different environments rather than to specify the total life to failure.

Fatigue Failures

Appearances
Fatigue cracking in a corrosive environment is identified by the presence of numerous small cracks adjacent to
the fracture and of compacted corrosion product on the fracture surface, which may damage and obscure fine
surface detail of the fracture. Corrosion-fatigue cracks generally initiate at the surface unless there are nearsurface defects that act as stress-concentration sites and facilitate subsurface-crack initiation. Surface features at
origins of corrosion-fatigue cracks vary with the alloy and with specific environmental conditions. In carbon
steels, cracks often originate at hemispherical corrosion pits and often contain significant amounts of corrosion
products. The cracks are often transgranular and may exhibit a slight amount of branching. Surface pitting is
not a prerequisite for corrosion-fatigue cracking of carbon steels, nor is the transgranular fracture path;
corrosion-fatigue cracks sometimes occur in the absence of pits and follow grain boundaries or prior-austenite
grain boundaries. Crack-propagation paths in steels may be intergranular or transgranular (including quasicleavage) depending on the frequency, temperature, and environment. Extensive corrosion often damages
fracture surfaces and can make positive identification of the fracture mechanism difficult. At low frequencies
and low temperatures, fatigue-crack growth in hydrogen, for example, follows primarily prior-austenite grain
boundaries, although some quasi-cleavage fracture is also observed. At high frequencies and temperatures,
crack growth tends to follow a transgranular path.

In aluminum alloys exposed to aqueous chloride solutions, corrosion-fatigue cracks frequently originate at sites
of pitting or intergranular corrosion. Initial crack propagation is normal to the axis of principal stress. This is
contrary to the behavior of fatigue cracks initiated in dry air, where initial growth follows crystallographic
planes. Initial corrosion-fatigue cracking normal to the axis of principal stress also occurs in aluminum alloys
exposed to humid air, but pitting is not a requisite for crack initiation. Corrosion-fatigue cracking susceptibility
in the aluminum alloys also does not appear to be sensitive to grain directionality and grain shape. This is in
contrast to the propagation of stress-corrosion cracks in susceptible wrought aluminum alloys, which shows
greater susceptibility in the short-transverse direction.
Corrosion-fatigue cracks in copper and various copper alloys initiate and propagate intergranularly. Corrosive
environments have little additional effect on the fatigue life of pure copper over that observed in air, although
they change the fatigue-crack path from transgranular to intergranular. Alternatively, copper-zinc and copperaluminum alloys exhibit a marked reduction in fatigue resistance, particularly in aqueous chloride solutions.
This type of failure is difficult to distinguish from SCC except that it may occur in environments that normally
do not cause failures under static stress, such as sodium chloride or sodium sulfate solutions.
Both corrosion fatigue and mechanical fatigue may exhibit multiple origins that ultimately join to form a single
crack front on a single plane. However, it is sometimes possible to distinguish corrosion fatigue from purely
mechanical fatigue by the number of cracks propagating through the part. Frequently, several corrosion-fatigue
cracks form and propagate simultaneously along parallel paths. On the other hand, mechanical-fatigue cracks
may initiate at several points in the same general region on a part, but one crack usually becomes dominant, or
several cracks join to form a single front, before cracking has progressed very far into the part. Environmental
effects can usually be identified by the presence of corrosion damage or corrosion products on fracture surfaces
or within growing cracks. Corrosion products, however, may not always be present. For example, corrosionfatigue cracking of high-strength steel exposed to a hydrogen-producing gas, such as water vapor, may be
difficult to differentiate from some other forms of hydrogen damage, such as hydrogen-induced slow-strain-rate
embrittlement and sustained-load cracking. At sufficiently high frequencies, the fracture-surface features
produced by corrosion-fatigue crack initiation and propagation do not differ significantly from those produced
by fatigue in nonaggressive environments.
Fatigue Failures

Examination
Analysis of fracture-surface deposits can be vital to the identification of corrosion fatigue. The first step in the
macroscopic investigation should be to strip the fracture surface with cellulose acetate tape or plastic replicating
material to entrap any deposit for later microanalysis. Then, whether complex electron optics or simple
photographic documentation is to be used, the piece should be cleaned and degreased in an ultrasonic cleaner
containing reagent-grade acetone, or similar organic solvent, as the tank medium.
The main advantage of reagent-grade acetone is that it leaves a minimal amount of organic residue on the
fracture surface yet removes almost all traces of the cellulose acetate left from stripping. Also, acetone is an
excellent solvent for wet magnetic-particle suspensions and for most liquid penetrants, which are often used in
the field for nondestructive detection of cracks. If the part is too large or otherwise not amenable to ultrasonic
cleaning, a solvent may be sprayed onto the surface of the part using a squeeze bottle or an aerosol can; the
solvent should not be applied with a brush.
Features at the origin of a corrosion-fatigue fracture are often indistinct because the compression portion of
each stress cycle has forced mating fracture surfaces together and has formed an extremely rubbed, discolored
origin. Also, the area of the origin is exposed to the environment for the longest time and thus may exhibit more
extensive residues of a corrosion product than the rest of the fracture surface. A corrosion product at fatigue
origins can be misleading when viewed macroscopically. The oxide may be flat and tenacious, globular, or
nodular. At magnifications of less than 60×, globular or nodular oxide particles are easily mistaken for
intergranular facets; therefore, no conclusions should be drawn until other metallographic or fractographic
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techniques confirm the mechanism of crack initiation. Occasionally, oxidation is so severe that no information
other than location of origin can be obtained.
Other features that can be observed macroscopically are secondary cracks, pits, and fissures, all of which are
often adjacent to the main origin of a particular fracture. In corrosion-fatigue failures, cracks and fissures
adjacent to the primary origin are indicative of a uniform state of stress at that location. Therefore, the primary
fracture simply propagated from the flaw that either induced the most severe stress concentration or was
exposed to the most aggressive local environment. Sometimes the primary crack origin is related more to
heterogeneous microstructure than to the stress distribution.
Fatigue Failures

Contact Fatigue
Rolling-contact fatigue is a type of surface damage that results from repeated rolling, or rolling and sliding contact
between curved metal surfaces. The significant stress in rolling-contact fatigue is the maximum alternating shear stress
that undergoes a reversal in direction during rolling. In pure rolling, this shear stress occurs on a plane slightly below the
surface and can lead to initiation of fatigue cracks in the subsurface material (see the article “Rolling Contact Fatigue” in
this Volume). As these cracks propagate under the repeated loads, they reach the surface and produce pits.
When sliding is imposed on rolling, the tangential forces and thermal gradient caused by friction alter the magnitude and
distribution of stresses in and below the contact area. The alternating shear stress increases in magnitude and is moved
nearer to the surface by sliding forces. Thus, initiation of contact-fatigue cracks in gear teeth, which are subjected to
significant amounts of sliding adjacent to the pitchline, is found to be in the surface material. These cracks propagate at
a shallow angle to the surface, and pits result when the cracks are connected to the surface by secondary cracks. If
pitting is severe, the bending strength of the tooth may be decreased to the point at which fracturing can occur.
The existence of several distinctly different modes of contact-fatigue damage has been recognized, but the factors that
control the nucleation and propagation of each type are only partially understood. The contact fatigue of hardened steel
has been the subject of extensive research using analytical and experimental methods, and publications have revealed a
large variation in the contact fatigue strength of similar materials when tested under different conditions of contact
geometry, speed, lubrication, temperature, and sliding in combination with rolling. These variations result from a poor
understanding of the basic mechanism of contact fatigue. Although the cause of the fatigue and the locations of the
origins are somewhat different, these are true fatigue fractures that are caused by shear-stress origins due to contact
stresses between two metal surfaces.
In addition to an incomplete understanding of the basic mechanism, the bearing and gear industries have, in the past,
used completely different nomenclature to describe identical fatigue damage modes. In 1996, American National
Standard ANSI/AGMA 1010-E96 was published after several years' work to standardize nomenclature for failure modes
that is compatible with both gear and bearing industries. Reference 20 also uses nomenclature for bearings that is similar
to that used in ANSI/AGMA 1010-E96 for gears. In order to improve communication, it is recommended to maintain
compatible nomenclature per ANSI/AGMA 1010-E96 such that:
•
•

The term macropitting should be used instead of spalling. Spalling has been used in the past to describe several
different failure modes and therefore is confusing. It should be avoided where possible.
The term micropitting should be used instead of peeling. Peeling is not a good name for micropitting because it
does not describe either the appearance or the mechanism of the failure mode. Micropitting is a much better
name because it describes both appearance and mechanism and links the failure mode to macropitting, which is
similar except for scale.

Table 1 lists terminology used by the bearing and gearing industries to describe the fracture appearance of contactfatigue failed components. The following sections describe the types of damage from contact fatigue based on the
categories in Table 1 as previously published in Ref 21. However, general prevention and characteristics are forms of
damage that represent the limit of load-carrying capacity with the following origins:
•

Surface-origin pitting: This is the type of pitting characteristic of combined rolling and sliding, such as occurs on
gear teeth slightly away from the exact pitch line, where only rolling is present. Also, cam and cam-follower
assemblies suffer this type of failure on the cam follower itself. The maximum shear stress is no longer buried
within the metal, but is now brought to the surface because of the friction at the interface. Because the character
of the surface is intimately involved, the lubricant becomes critical. It is for this reason that transmissions, final
drives, and various other types of gear systems require lubricants with special additives. Everything possible must

•

•

be done to reduce surface friction, expand the contact area, and reduce the load in order to reduce the contact
stress and provide a hard, fatigue-resistant structure in the metal. Unfortunately, if those things are already near
optimum, little can be done to improve the fatigue life. Only minimal improvements, if any, can be expected.
Improvements can best be obtained, if at all, by changes in the lubricant.
Subsurface-origin pitting: Subsurface-origin pitting is the type of pitting that destroys the integrity of contacting
surfaces where one surface rolls under pressure across another. This action is typical of antifriction bearings,
such as ball, roller, tapered roller, and needle bearings, as well as other rolling devices such as roller cams. It is
prevented by eliminating the hard, brittle, angular inclusions. A principal application for vacuum-treated steels is
the manufacture of antifriction, or rolling-element, bearings and other critical parts and is now common practice
for such components.
Subcase fatigue: The previous types of contact-stress fatigue result in small, often tiny, pits in the contacting
surfaces. Subcase-origin fatigue is different because very large cavities may be formed, apparently in a very short
time. The fatigue originates near the case/core interface where the shear stresses. Because the basic cause is
inadequate metal strength in the subcase region, the logical solution should be to strengthen the metal there.
This can be done by increasing the case depth and/or the core hardness. This must be done carefully, however,
because the changes could lead to through-hardening and brittle fracture, particularly on gear teeth.

Table 1 List of contact fatigue terminology used to describe the different fatigue
mechanisms
Macroscale
Macropitting

Pitting
Initial pitting
Destructive pitting
Flaking
Spalling
Scabbing
Shelling

Subcase fatigue
Microscale
Micropitting

Fatigue wear
Case crushing
Microspalling
Frosting
Glazing
Gray staining
Surface distress
Peeling
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Macropitting
Macropitting is a general term that includes spalling and other forms of macroscale damage (Table 1) caused by Hertzian
contact fatigue. Macropitting of bearing raceways or gear teeth is generally due to contact fatigue, which occurs from
localized plastic deformation, crack initiation, and finally macropitting from crack propagation in and near the contact
surface.
Macropitting results from the subsurface growth of fatigue cracks, which may have a surface or subsurface origin. Figure
40 shows macropit formation by subsurface growth of surface-origin pitting on a gear tooth. The bottom of inclusionorigin macropits form first, and so forth. When circumstances cause surface-origin pitting, crack growth often occurs
within and beyond the range of maximum shear stresses in the contact stress field (so-called hydraulic-pressure
propagation crack paths that may be due to chemical reactions at the crack tip as well as to lubricant viscosity effects).

Fig. 40 Fractograph showing the advanced stages of macropitting fatigue for a helical
pinion tooth
When fully developed, the craters exist at a depth comparable to that of the maximum alternating Hertzian shear stress.
A macropit does not result from the gradual enlargement of a small cavity, but rather it results from the subsurface
growth of a fatigue crack, which eventually separates from the main body of material. In the example of a gear damaged
by crater formation due to surface-origin macropitting (Fig. 40), the craters are generally steep walled and essentially flat
bottomed, as the walls and bottom are formed by fracture surfaces. The bottoms of macropits usually form first, and
then the crack extends through the contact surface, creating the walls of the crater. However, there are circumstances in
which macropits are initiated at or near the contact surface and the crack propagates through the Hertzian shear stress
field, forming the walls and then the bottom of the crater (Ref 22).
Macropitting fatigue life is inherently statistical because defect severity and location are randomly distributed among
macroscopically identical contact components. Two major classes of macropitting damage are distinguished according to
the location of the initiating defect: subsurface- and surface-origin macropitting.
Subsurface-origin macropitting results from defects in the bulk material subjected to the Hertzian cyclic stress field.
Subsurface-origin macropits are characterized by a smooth area parallel to the contact surface with a steep wall exit
(inclined by more than 45° with respect to the contact surface). Sometimes the subsurface defect that caused the
damage remains visible after the macropit forms. The defects that cause subsurface-origin macropits are inclusions
and/or material microstructure alterations. The defects that most likely produce this type of macropit are located above
the depth of maximum alternating Hertzian shear stress. Variables governing the life of a component with respect to this
type of macropit are Hertzian shear stress level, material matrix fatigue resistance, defect severity, and defect location.
Inclusion-origin fatigue is normally initiated at nonmetallic inclusions below the contact surface and is the primary mode
of contact fatigue damage in antifriction bearings. The initiation and propagation of fatigue cracks are the result of cyclic
stresses that are locally intensified by the shape, size, and distribution of nonmetallic inclusions in steels. Oxide inclusions

from deoxidation, reoxidation, or refractory sources are the most frequently observed origins of inclusion-origin fatigue
damage. Sulfide inclusions alone are rarely associated with contact fatigue cracks. The ductility of sulfide inclusions at hot
working temperatures and a relatively low interfacial energy make them less effective stress concentrators than the
harder, incoherent oxide inclusions. In addition, oxide inclusions are often present as stringers, or elongated aggregates
of particles, which provide a much greater statistical probability for a point of stress concentration to be in an area of
high contact stress.
When a nonmetallic inclusion as described above results in significant stress concentration, two situations are possible:
(a) localized plastic flow occurs; and/or (b) a fatigue crack begins to propagate with no plastic flow as observed
microscopically. If localized plastic deformation occurs, microstructural alterations begin to develop and the effective
stress concentration of the inclusion is reduced. The probability of fatigue crack initiation/propagation is less than before
the plastic flow occurred, so a macropit may not form. However, if a fatigue crack forms due to the inclusion, prior to any
plastic deformation, the stress concentration is increased and crack propagation results in macropitting fatigue. This
hypothesis includes the possibility of a fatigue crack originating from an inclusion that is associated with some sort of
microstructural alteration, but also proposes that microstructural alterations are not a necessary step in the
initiation/propagation of inclusion origin fatigue.
Early macroscopic propagation of inclusion-origin fatigue takes on a characteristic pattern. Many branching subsurface
cracks are formed around the inclusion, with propagation often being most rapid perpendicular to the rolling direction,
with a resulting elliptical shape for the incipient macropit. In some instances, the cracked material around the inclusion
macropits early and further propagation is relatively slow, leaving a small macropit with very few subsurface cracks to
cause further damage. However, when material has macropitted from the contact surface, the result may be debris
bruising and denting of other contact areas with subsequent surface-origin macropitting.
Surface-origin macropitting is caused by defects in the immediate subsurface material subject to asperity scale cyclic
stress fields and aggravated by surface tractive forces. These defects are either preexisting defects, such as nicks, dents,
grinding furrows, surface discontinuities, and so forth, or microscale pits, which are described subsequently. The
distinguishing features of a surface-origin macropit are in the entrance zone of the macropit. The entrance zone may
exhibit a shallow-angle entry wall (inclined less than 30° to the contact surface), an arrowhead configuration (Fig. 41),
the presence of a visible surface defect, or an association with a stress concentration due to design geometry. Surfaceorigin macropits have been classified by the nature of the defect: geometric stress concentration (GSC) and point surface
origin (PSO).

Fig. 41 Gear with arrow-shaped surface-origin pit. Source: Ref 23
Geometric stress concentration macropits are distributed on the contact surface at the ends of line contact. When the
contact geometry, deflection under applied loads, and alignment cause the contact stress to be higher at the end of line
contact, fatigue occurs within a narrow band in which the contact stresses are more severe than those associated with
inclusions. The GSC macropits can propagate more rapidly in either direction—parallel or transverse to the rolling
direction. This mode of contact fatigue is more frequently observed in life tests accelerated due to overload conditions
because contact geometry is designed to produce uniform loading under expected service loads.
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Crowning of bearing rollers and gear teeth in line contact situations have been shown to be an effective method of
prolonging life or preventing the GSC mode of macropitting. The fact that GSC macropits can occur simultaneously at
both ends of a line contact indicates that this mode of contact fatigue is truly the result of end stress concentrations and
not simply misalignment. However, misalignment can aggravate the situation by increasing end contact stresses. Early
stages of GSC macropitting exhibit cracks extending to the surface, but it is not clear whether the first cracks always
originate at the surface or slightly subsurface. However, the origins are rarely associated with a nonmetallic inclusion, but
occasionally an inclusion at the end of line contact will serve as the nucleus for a GSC fatigue macropit.
Point surface origin macropits occur randomly distributed on the contact surface, similar to inclusion-type macropits.
However, PSO macropits are different in two important aspects: first, there is no consistent association with nonmetallic
inclusions; second, the origin is located at or near the contact surface, whereas with inclusion-origin macropits, the
initiation site is located subsurface. These characteristics result in a distinct arrowhead appearance, in which the tip of
the arrowhead is the origin and the advanced stages of the macropit develop in a fanned-out appearance with respect to
the tip in the rolling direction. Figure 42 shows an example of a tapered roller-bearing cone that was damaged due to
PSO macropitting.

Fig. 42 Fractograph showing the advanced stages of point-surface-origin macropitting
fatigue of a bearing raceway in which the origin is still visible
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Micropitting
Micropitting is the preferred term for peeling fatigue, which is defined as microscale spalling fatigue. It is damage of
rolling/sliding contact metal surfaces by the formation of a glazed (burnished) surface, asperity scale microcracks, and
asperity scale micropit craters. Micropitting damage is a gradual type of surface fatigue damage that is a complex
function of surface topography and its interaction with the lubricant. (Even under high contact loads, a thin film of
lubricant between the contacting surfaces from elastohydrodynamic, or EHD, lubrication is present.) Cumulative plastic
deformation first results in a surface with a mirrorlike reflection known as a glazed surface. The surface and immediate
subsurface material of a glazed surface are heavily deformed and with continued cyclic stressing, the ductility of the
material decreases and microcracks form. The cracks tend to propagate parallel to the contact surface at depths
comparable to that of asperity scale shear stresses. A microcracked surface is not usually distinguishable from a glazed
surface by the unaided eye, but with microscopy, microcracks opening to the surface may be visible in glazed areas. As
the microcracks multiply and propagate, the surface becomes undermined (in asperity dimensions), and multiple
microscopic pits form. A micropitted surface appears frosted to the unaided eye, with black spots representing the
micropits. An example is shown in Fig. 43. If extensive, the micropitting is considered a failure.

Fig. 43 Gear with micropitting (frosting) failure. Source: Ref 23
The occurrence of micropitting is controlled by the EHD film-thickness-to-roughness ratio and surface microgeometry. In
the presence of a sufficiently high EHD film-thickness-to-surface-roughness height ratio, micropitting does not occur
because the film prevents high-contact microstress in asperity interactions. However, film thickness may be sufficient to
prevent generalized micropitting, but not local micropitting in the vicinity of surface defects such as nicks and dents that
locally depressurize and thereby thin the EHD film. Tribology features that affect micropitting are both the height and
sharpness (RMS height and slope) of the asperities. There is also some evidence that the normal wear in boundarylubricated gear contacts removes incipient surface-origin pitting, which is one reason gears may be less prone to
macropitting from surface-origin macropitting under some circumstances.
Micropitting (or peeling) is characterized by the limited depth of cracking and propagation over areas rather than
propagation in depth. Micropitting fatigue cracks usually propagate parallel to the surface at depths from 2.5 to 13 mm
(0.1 to 0.5 mil) and rarely as deep as 25 mm (1 mil). The high-stress gradient that exists in the vicinity of asperities
explains why such cracks do not propagate to greater surface depths of the macro-Hertzian contact stress field. In
essence, micropitting removes the asperity ridges and relieves the high-stress gradient. An additional visual characteristic
is that the micropitting occurs more or less in the rolling direction, following finishing lines.
Macropitting fatigue is the most hazardous consequence of micropitting (peeling). The principal operating factor
influencing the rate of macropitting from micropits is tractive interfacial stress. When friction is high, macropits form
rapidly from the micropits on the surface. If early macropitting does not terminate the operation of a component that has
suffered micropitting, then surface material delamination may occur. The original surface is thereby lost over wide areas,
and the component becomes inoperative through loss of dimensional accuracy, noise, or secondary damage.
In many cases, micropitting (or peeling) is not destructive to the bearing raceway or gear-tooth surface. It sometimes
occurs only in patches and may stop after the tribological conditions have been improved by run-in. Run-in is defined as
an initial transition process occurring in newly established wearing contacts, often accompanied by transients in
coefficient of friction, wear rate, or both, that are uncharacteristic of the long-term behavior of the given tribological
system. Gears appear less sensitive to the consequences of surface distress than rolling-element bearings. This may be
due to the greater ductility of lower-hardness materials.
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Subcase Fatigue
Subcase fatigue is fracture of case-hardened components by the formation of cracks below the contact surface within the
Hertzian stress field. However, the depth at which the cracks form is much greater than those that cause macropitting
fatigue, and it is a function of material strength in conjunction with the alternating Hertzian shear stresses. Subcase
fatigue is also sometimes referred to as case crushing, but because it results from a fatigue crack that initiates below the
effective case depth or in the lower-carbon portion of the case, the former nomenclature is used.
In case-hardened components—produced by carburizing, nitriding, or induction hardening—a gradient of decreasing
hardness (shear strength) exists from the case to the core. If the material shear strength gradient is steeper than the
gradient in Hertzian shear stress, then the applied-stress-to-strength ratio is least favorable at some depth below the
normal maximum Hertzian shear-stress region. This depth is usually located at (or near) the case/core interface due to
shear strength and stress gradients, in addition to unfavorable tensile residual stresses. The reversal in the sign of the
residual stress from compression in the case to tension in the core occurs at or very near the case/core interface, and
therefore the Hertzian shear stresses are increased due to the tensile residual stresses.
The fatigue originates near the case/core interface where the shear stresses, which are still fairly high, exceed the
strength of the relatively low-strength core metal in that region. Fatigue cracks propagate parallel to the surface but
underneath the case, then they join and form cracks that come up through the case to the surface, resulting in macropit
formation. Figure 44 shows micrographs of a gear tooth and a roller specimen in which subcase fatigue cracks had
formed and propagated during testing. Typical example of this type of failure in gear teeth is shown in Figure 45.
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Fig. 44 Subcase fatigue cracking. The micrographs show etched cross sections of (a) a
carburized cylindrical test specimen (1.9×) and (b) a carburized gear tooth in which
subcase fatigue cracks initiated and propagated during testing. Subcase fatigue, also
known as case crushing, shows the early stages of fatigue cracking in the lower carbon
portion of the carburized case. (c) The diagram indicates how the stress and strength
gradients combine to cause the weakest condition at the subcase location where fatigue
cracking begins.

Fig. 45 Pinion with several very large cavities where metal from the surface down to the
depth of the case has fallen out due to subcase fatigue. Source: Ref 24
Subcase fatigue is usually caused by too thin a case, such as on a nitrided gear tooth, by insufficient core hardness on
carburized or induction-hardened parts, or in heavily loaded case-hardened rolling-element bearings. Factors that tend to
promote the various types of contact fatigue are listed in Table 2. It should be noted that three of the five modes of
fatigue damage are influenced by lubrication, including all surface-origin damage modes. Figures 46(a) to (d) show
Hertzian shear stresses and material shear strengths as a function of depth below the contact surface. These are an
adaptation of the subcase fatigue analysis by Pederson and Rice (Ref 25). Because fatigue occurs when the applied shear
stress is greater than the shear strength of the material, the different modes of contact fatigue can be described by
determining where these stress profiles cross each other, shown schematically in Fig. 46.

Table 2 List of contact fatigue modes and their controlling factors
Mode of failure
Subsurface
Inclusion origin
Subcase fatigue

Factors that control occurrence
Size and density of oxide or other hard inclusions
Absence of other modes of failure
Low core hardness
Thin case depth relative to radius of curvature and load

Surface
Point-surface origin

Low lubricant viscosity
Thin EHD film compared with asperities in contact

Geometric stress concentration

Tangential forces and/or gross sliding
End contact geometry
Misalignment and deflections

Micropitting

Possible lubricant film thickness effects
Low lubricant viscosity
Thin EHD film compared with asperities in contact
Loss of EHD pressure
Slow operating speeds
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Fig. 46 Applied shear stress and material shear strength as a function of depth
representing types of fatigue damage. (a) No damage. (b) Subsurface-origin, macropitting
fatigue. (c) Micropitting or surface-origin macropitting fatigue. (d) Subcase fatigue.
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Thermal Fatigue
Thermal-fatigue failure is the result of temperature cycling, as opposed to fatigue at high temperatures caused by strain
cycling. Two conditions necessary for thermal fatigue are some form of mechanical constraint and a temperature change.
Thermal expansion or contraction caused by a temperature change acting against a constraint causes thermal stress. The
constraint may be external—for example, imposed by rigid mountings for pipes—or it may be internal, in which case it is
set up by a temperature gradient within the part. In thick sections, temperature gradients are likely to occur both along
and through the material, causing highly triaxial stresses and reducing material ductility, even though the uniaxial
ductility often increases with increasing temperature. Reduction in the ductility of the material gives rise to fractures that
have a brittle appearance, often with many cleavagelike facets in evidence.

Fatigue Failures

Identification
Identifying features of low-cycle thermal-fatigue failures are multiple initiation sites that join randomly by edge
sliding to form the main crack, transverse fractures, an oxide wedge filling the crack, and transgranular fracture.
Cracks having similar characteristics but distinguished by intergranular fracture are caused by stress-rupture
phenomena (long periods at elevated temperature under high static tensile load). The primary failure
mechanism involved in stress rupture is grain-boundary sliding. In thermal-fatigue cracks, slip processes and
cleavage operate much as they do in failure at normal temperature, but the evidence is often destroyed by oxide
formation, flame polishing, and melting processes.
True thermal fatigue occurs in such components as internal-combustion engines, in which thick-section cast
materials are used, and in applications such as heat exchangers, in which thin wrought material is used. Another
prominent example occurs in jet engine turbine blades. Uniform sections, mild strain gradients, and short-flake
graphite are desirable design features in cast materials. On oil-fired and gas-fired furnace heat exchangers, the
thermal cycle is important because it controls temperature gradients, and in thin sections, external constraints
are of minor importance.
Under certain circumstances, thermal-fatigue and stress-rupture failures blend into each other. Thermal fatigue
is the basic mechanism in failures that occur because of numerous short heating and cooling cycles. Stress
rupture becomes an important consideration as the cycle times increase and therefore is primarily a long-term
rate process. Most thermal-fatigue fractures are of the low-cycle, high-strain type; the fracture surfaces are
rough and faceted at or near the initiation sites and are more fibrous and with shear lips at 45° angles in the
final-fracture area.
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Creep and Stress Rupture Failures
Introduction
HIGH-TEMPERATURE and stress are common operating conditions for various parts and equipment in a number of
industries. The principal types of elevated-temperature mechanical failure are creep and stress rupture, stress relaxation,
low-cycle or high-cycle fatigue, thermal fatigue, tension overload, and combinations of these, as modified by
environment. Generally, the type of failure is established by examination of fracture surfaces and comparison of
component-operating conditions with available data on creep, stress-rupture, tension, elevated-temperature fatigue, and
thermal fatigue properties. Such an analysis is usually sufficient for most failure investigations, but a more thorough
analysis may be required when stress, time, temperature, and environment have acted to change the metallurgical
structure of the component (see, for example, the section “Metallurgical Instabilities” in this article).
This article briefly reviews the applied aspects of creep-related failures, where mechanical strength of a metal becomes
limited by creep rather than by the elastic limit for a given alloy. Creep deformation may produce sufficiently large
changes in the dimensions of a component to either render it useless for further service or cause fracture. When
excessive creep deformation causes the material to reach or exceed some design limit on strain, the term creep failure is
used. For example, a creep failure of a cobalt-base alloy turbine vane is shown in Fig. 1. The bowing is the result of a
reduction in creep strength at the higher temperatures from overheating.
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Fig. 1 Creep damage (bowing) of a cobalt-base alloy turbine vane from overheating
Creep deformation may also result in the complete separation or fracture of a material and the breach of a boundary or
structural support. Fracture may occur from either localized creep damage or more widespread bulk damage caused by
the accumulation of creep strains over time. Structural components that are vulnerable to bulk creep damage typically
are subjected to uniform loading and uniform temperature distribution during service. The life of such a component is
related to the creep-rupture properties, and the type of failure is referred to as stress rupture or creep rupture. Stress or
creep rupture is apt to occur when damage is widespread with uniform stress and temperature exposure, as in the
situation of thin-section components (such as steam pipes or boilers tubes).
On the other hand, creep damage can also be localized, particularly for thick-section components that are subjected to
gradients in stress (strain) and temperature. An example of a creep-related crack is shown in Fig. 2. Cracks may develop
at a critical location and propagate to failure before the end of the predicted creep-rupture life. Creep cracking may also
originate at a stress concentration or at preexisting defects in the component. In these cases, most of the life of the
component is spent in crack growth. This involves assessment of fracture resistance rather than a strength assessment
based on bulk creep rates and time to stress rupture. Therefore, creep life assessment may involve evaluation of both
creep strength (i.e., creep rate, stress rupture) and resistance to fracture under creep conditions.

Fig. 2 Creep crack in a turbine vane. Courtesy of Mohan Chaudhari, Columbus
Metallurgical Services
Failures from creep deformation depend on the alloy, the time-temperature exposure, loading conditions, component
geometry, and also environmental and metallurgical factors. It is also not unusual to find other contributing factors, such
as corrosion, fatigue, or material defects, involved in creep and stress-rupture failures. This article briefly reviews these
factors as they relate to creep behavior and associated failures of alloys used in high-temperature applications. The
complex effects of creep-fatigue interaction are also discussed, although more detail on this is described in the article
“Thermomechanical Fatigue: Mechanisms and Practical Life Analysis” in this Volume. Life assessment is also covered in
the article “Elevated-Temperature Life Assessment for Turbine Components, Piping, and Tubing” in this Volume.

Creep and Stress Rupture Failures

Bulk Creep Behavior
Some of the key material properties at high temperature are thermal expansion coefficient, stress rupture, elastic
modulus, fatigue life, and oxidation resistance. Total strain at temperature is given by the sum of elastic stress-strain
modulus, thermal expansion strain, and creep strain. Change in elastic modulus with temperature cannot be neglected at
higher homologous temperatures. Parametric modeling of creep or stress-rupture behavior often normalizes the stress
with the modulus.
One way to avoid creep failure is to select the proper alloy based on parametric extrapolation of creep properties. In
general, creep occurs in any metal or alloy at a temperature where atoms become sufficiently mobile to allow timedependent rearrangement of structure. Creep behavior of a polycrystalline metal or alloy often is considered to begin at
approximately one-third to one-half of its melting point (~0.3 to 0.5 TM) measured on an absolute temperature scale
(degrees Kelvin or Rankine). However, this rule of thumb is not necessarily the criteria for engineering design. Actually,
creep deformation becomes important when mechanical strength of a metal becomes limited by creep rather than by
yield strength. This transition in engineering design is not directly related to melting temperature; consequently, the
temperature at which the mechanical strength of a metal becomes limited by creep, rather than by elastic limit, must be
determined individually for each metal or alloy.
Approximate temperatures at which creep behavior begins for several metals and alloys are listed in Table 1. Lowmelting-point metals (such as lead, tin, and high-purity aluminum) may deform by creep at or a little above room
temperature. In contrast, refractory body-centered cubic metals (such as tungsten and molybdenum) and nickel-base
superalloys require temperatures near 1000 °C (1830 °F) to activate the onset of creep-deformation engineering
significance. Typical materials and application temperatures of some creep-resistant alloys are listed in Table 2.

Table 1 Approximate temperatures for onset of creep behavior for selected alloy groups
Metal or alloy
Aluminum alloys
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Temperature (T) for onset of creep
°C
°F
150–200
300–400

T as ratio of TM, K
0.48–0.54 TM

Titanium alloys
Low-alloy steels
Austenitic, iron-base, heat-resisting alloys
Nickel- and cobalt-base heat-resisting alloys
Refractory metals and alloys

315
370
540
650
980–1540

600
700
1000
1200
1800–2800

0.3 TM
0.36 TM
0.49 TM
0.56 TM
0.4–0.45 TM

Table 2 Typical elevated temperatures in engineering applications
Application

Rotors and piping for steam
turbines
Pressure vessels and piping in
nuclear reactors
Reactor skirts in nuclear reactors
Gas turbine blades
Burner cans for gas turbine
engines

Typical materials

Typical

Homologous

Cr-Mo-V steels

temperatures,
K
825–975

temperatures,
T/TM
0.45–0.50

316 stainless steel

650–750

0.35–0.40

316 stainless steel
Nickel-base superalloys
Oxide
dispersion-strengthened
nickel-base alloys

850–950
775–925
1350–1400

0.45–0.55
0.45–0.60
0.55–0.65

Constant-load bulk deformation creep curves typically (but not always) consist of three distinct stages (Fig. 3a). The first
stage (called primary creep) is the region of the initial instantaneous elastic strain from the applied load, followed by a
region of increasing plastic strain at a decreasing strain rate (Fig. 3b). Following the first stage of primary creep is the
region of secondary creep, where the creep rate is nominally constant at a minimum rate, generally known as the
minimum creep rate. The stage of secondary creep is sometimes referred to as the region of steady-state creep, because
the creep rate is often nominally constant for some period of time. Finally, there is a region of drastically increased strain
rate with rapid extension to fracture in the third stage of tertiary creep. Constant-stress tests (as opposed to constantload tests) often do not show tertiary behavior.

Fig. 3 Stages of creep deformation. (a) Strain curve for the three stages of creep under
constant-load testing (curve A) and constant-stress testing (curve B). (b) Relationship of
strain rate, or creep rate, and time during a constant-load creep test. The minimum creep
rate is attained during second-stage creep
Creep and stress-rupture data usually are obtained under constant-load test condition, and therefore, the stress in the
gage section varies with time. However, it is sometimes desirable or necessary to obtain test data under constant-stress
conditions, where the applied load is adjusted as the length of the specimen changes to maintain constant stress on the
specimen. Constant-stress testing is used to accurately determine differences between the temperature dependence and
the stress dependence of creep behavior. In general, the form of creep strain (in the form of primary, secondary, and
tertiary stages) under constant-stress conditions is the same as those for constant load. However, the period of time
spent in primary and secondary creep under constant stress can be much longer than under an identical engineering
stress (constant load). Hence, rupture life is longer under constant-stress conditions.
It is also important to note that the region of initial elastic strain under load (ε0 in Fig. 3a) is not identified as a stage of
creep deformation, because it is common practice to ignore this contribution to total strain when plotting creep curves.
Consequently, creep curves generally show only the time-dependent plastic strain that follows the initial elastic (and
possibly plastic) strain. Although this procedure is acceptable for research or investigation, the initial strain, which may
amount to a substantial fraction of the total strain, should not be omitted from design studies and failure analyses.
Therefore, as stated previously, modulus at temperature is of importance. Thermal expansion may impose additional
strain and must also be considered.
During creep, significant microstructural changes occur on all levels. On the atomic scale, dislocations are created and
forced to move through the material. This leads to work hardening as the dislocation density increases and the
dislocations encounter barriers to their motion. At low temperatures, an ever-diminishing creep rate results; however, if
the temperature is sufficiently high, dislocations rearrange and annihilate through recovery events. During creep
deformation, the material also is progressively degraded or damaged as the amount of creep strain increases over time.
The classical pattern of creep deformation fits many materials under various test conditions. However, even though it is
relatively easy to quantify damage in laboratory creep tests conducted at constant temperature and load (or stress),
components in service hardly ever operate under constant conditions. Start-stop cycles, reduced power operation,
thermal gradients, and other factors result in variations in stresses and temperatures. Therefore, damage rule procedures
are used to estimate cumulative damage under changing exposure conditions. In addition, creep behavior can depart
from classical creep curves even under controlled laboratory testing. The following sections briefly review the
microstructural changes and bulk mechanical behavior of classical creep behavior and some instances of nonclassical
behavior. This is followed by a brief description of microstructural changes and damage from creep deformation.

Classical Creep Behavior
Primary creep, also known as transient creep, represents a stage of adjustment within the metal during which rapid
thermally activated plastic strain occurs. The combined action of hardening and recovery processes during primary creep
can lead to the formation of a stable distribution of subgrains or loose, three-dimensional dislocation networks in some
materials, or an approximately uniform dislocation distribution without subgrains in other materials. These stable
dislocation configurations are maintained and are characteristic of second-stage creep. Primary creep occurs in the first
few moments after initial strain and decreases in rate as crystallographic imperfections within the metal undergo
realignment. This realignment leads to secondary creep.
Because a variety of metallurgical processes can be involved, and because the rates and direction of these processes can
vary with time and temperature, departures from classical creep curves may be overlooked, unless accurate creep
readings are taken at sufficiently close intervals, particularly during early stages of creep.
Secondary creep is an equilibrium condition between the mechanisms of work hardening and recovery; it is also known
as steady-state creep. As previously noted, secondary creep is essentially a transition between primary and tertiary creep,
where the creep rate reaches a minimum value (Fig. 3b). This often occupies the major portion of the duration of the
creep test, and the strain rate in this region for many creep-resistant materials is sufficiently constant to be considered as
a steady-state creep rate. For these materials, the minimum creep rate is a steady-state value that can be empirically
related to rupture life and is widely used in research and engineering studies.
However, the concept of a steady creep rate during secondary creep is more of an empirical concept than a mechanistic
description of material behavior. Nonuniform deformation and changes in stress and metallurgical conditions at high
temperature are factors that may influence the creep rate. The process of secondary creep thus may be more
complicated than a constant, steady-state mechanistic condition. Nonetheless, the observation of steady creep rates over
a large portion of creep-test curves is an important empirical result with practical value. The concept of a steady-state
creep rate should only be viewed as an experimental result, not as an underlying material condition. Variations from
metallurgical instabilities and changing stress-temperature conditions are additional factors as well.
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Tertiary Creep. Primary creep has no distinct endpoint, and tertiary creep has no distinct beginning. Tertiary creep refers
to the region of increasing rate of extension that is followed by fracture. Principally, it may result from metallurgical
changes, such as recrystallization under load, that promote rapid increases in deformation, accompanied by work
hardening that is insufficient to retard the increased flow of metal. It also may correspond to the onset of necking in
some alloys.
In service or in creep testing, tertiary creep may be accelerated by a reduction in cross-sectional area resulting from
cracking or necking. Environmental effects, such as oxidation, that reduce cross section may also initiate tertiary creep or
increase the tertiary-creep rate. In many commercial creep-resistant alloys, tertiary creep is apparently caused by
inherent deformation processes and occurs at creep strains of 0.5% or less. In designing components for service at
elevated temperatures, data pertaining to the elapsed time and extension that precede tertiary creep are of the utmost
importance; design for creep resistance is based on such data. However, the duration of tertiary creep is also important,
because it constitutes a safety factor that may allow detection of a failing component before catastrophic fracture.

Nonclassical Creep Behavior
Although the classical pattern of creep deformation can be made to fit many materials and test conditions, the relative
duration of the three periods differs widely with materials and conditions. For example, in many superalloys and other
materials in which a strengthening precipitate continues to age at creep temperatures, brief primary creep often shows
transition to a long, upward sweep of creep rate, with only a point of inflection for the secondary period.
Aging of normalized and tempered 0.5Cr-0.5Mo-0.25V steel during creep under 80 MPa (11.6 ksi) stress at 565 °C (1050
°F) has been reported to cause the creep curve to effectively exhibit only a continuously increasing creep rate to fracture
(Ref 1). For twice the amount of stress, the creep curve in this case followed the classical trends. In other alloys, such as
titanium alloys, with limited elongation before fracture, the tertiary stage may be brief and may show little increase in
creep rate before rupture occurs. A more obvious departure from classical behavior develops during the early portion of
many tests, when precise creep measurements are taken. When 34 ferritic steels were studied for as long as 100,000 h
at temperatures ranging from 450 to 600 °C (842 to 1112 °F), step-form irregularities were observed, with an extended
period of secondary creep preceded by a lower creep rate of shorter duration during primary creep (Ref 2).
Under certain conditions, some metals also may not exhibit all three stages of plastic extension. For example, at high
stresses or temperatures, the absence of primary creep is not uncommon, with secondary creep or, in extreme cases,
tertiary creep following immediately upon loading. At the other extreme, notably in cast alloys, no tertiary creep can be
observed, and fracture may occur with only minimum extension.
Oxide and Nitride Strengthening. An entirely different source of variation from classical creep may occur from
environmental reactions at high temperature. For example, tests longer than 50 h with 80Ni-20Cr alloys at 816 and 982
°C (1500 and 1800 °F) showed a deceleration of creep after the normal tertiary stage was reached, resulting in a second
period of steady-state creep and later, another period of last-stage creep (Ref 3). This behavior is due to oxide
strengthening, which prolonged rupture life and caused a slope decrease in curves of log stress versus log rupture life.
Oxides and nitride formed on the surfaces of the intercrystalline cracks that occur extensively during tertiary creep.
Observed interconnection of the bulk of these cracks added substantially to strengthening against creep deformation in
the late stages of the tests. This effect also has been observed in 99.8% Ni tested at 816 °C (1500 °F) under 20.7 MPa
(3000 psi) stress (Ref 4).

Microstructural Changes during Creep
During creep, significant microstructural changes occur on all levels. On the atomic scale, dislocations are created and
forced to move through the material. This leads to work hardening as the dislocation density increases and the
dislocations encounter barriers to their motion. At low temperatures, an ever-diminishing creep rate results; however, if
the temperature is sufficiently high, dislocations rearrange and annihilate through recovery events. Creep deformation
also produces microstructural changes, such as slip bands, grain-boundary sliding, cavity formation and growth, and
cracking (grain boundary, interphase boundary, and transgranular). There are others, some of which are very important.
One is in situ graphitization that occurs in iron-base alloys without adequate carbide stabilizing elements present. Iron
carbide (cementite) decomposes to graphite and iron. Normally, chromium is added to prevent this. In situ graphitization
is also affected strongly by molybdenum content and deoxidation practice. The extent of these microstructural changes is
generally increased near fracture sites, compared to other regions.
The microstructure of a creep or stress-rupture specimen after elevated-temperature exposure rarely resembles the initial
microstructure prior to exposure. Of course, most materials are not thermodynamically stable; hence, prolonged exposure
under creep conditions can result in microstructural changes, such as the precipitation of new phases, dissolution or
growth of desired phases, grain growth, and so on. Many of the structural changes can be duplicated through simple
heat treatment. However, some microstructural changes only occur under the combined influence of stress and
temperature. For example, the cube-shaped γ-(Ni3Al) strengthening phase in nickel-base superalloy NASAIR 100, under
normal isothermal annealing, undergoes Ostwald ripening, characterized by an increase in particle size without any shape
change. However, during creep testing, the individual precipitates grow together rapidly and form thin γ plates, where

the long dimensions of each plate are perpendicular to the stress in tensile creep and parallel to the applied stress in
compressive creep (Ref 5).
The changes in microstructure that occur during creep testing affect properties. Although such changes may be
unavoidable, in many cases, thermomechanical processing schedules can be established to influence the changes so that
they tend to strengthen the material or minimize the overall effect. For example, if a heterogeneous precipitate is formed
during creep, a simple heat treatment or cold work followed by annealing prior to testing should give a homogeneous
distribution of precipitates.
Microstructural changes due to the combined influence of temperature and stress can be difficult to evaluate. Therefore,
simulation of creep exposure prior to actual use is sometimes necessary, where tested and untested materials are
examined and compared. Complete microstructural examination should be an essential part of any creep experiment and
failure investigation. At a minimum, microstructure and phase identification should be compared for specimens near and
further away from the fracture site. Comparison of these may help identify relevant deformation mechanism,
environmental effects, or microstructural changes. Such information is vital for interpreting and understanding creep
behavior.
Generally, creep (distortion) failures are recognized by local ductility and multiplicity of intergranular cracks (Fig. 4).
However, creep deformation of engineering significance can also occur before intergranular fracture initiates. Stressrupture data (log stress versus log time to failure) typically show an inflection when a change in fracture mechanism
occurs. This includes significant formation of sigma and a change in fracture from transgranular to intergranular, plus
many others. Measurements of fracture strain also show a minimum when the mechanism changes.
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Fig. 4 Typical creep deformation and intergranular cracking in a jet-engine turbine
blade. Courtesy of J. Schijve
Cavitation Damage. The most common form of microstructural change is the accumulation of nucleation and growth of
voids. Void growth is well understood, because voids grow by the same mechanisms that cause creep deformation. In

contrast, void nucleation is not fully understood, although it appears to be the result of strain “misaccommodation”
similar to crack nucleation in some low-temperature fractures (Ref 6). For the high-temperature case, two adjacent grains
may move at different creep rates. If the rates cannot be made to match, a gap forms between the grains. In general,
higher creep rates cause voids to form earlier during the creep process. Thus, any material alteration that leads to a
lower creep rate also improves creep strength.
Creep damage begins as small holes or cavities that typically form at grain boundaries or second phases. With time and
stress, these holes or cavities can link up and form cracks, by both void growth (diffusion controlled) and by shear strain
on the grain boundary, that eventually lead to failure of the component. The damage is progressive and may occur in
bulk or, more predominately, in localized regions. The formation of creep cracks is usually very localized in thick-section
components; they form in welds, bends, or other highly stressed regions. Determining the extent of this progressive
damage is thus an important imperative for regular inspections of components exposed to elevated temperatures.
Various damage rules are also used to approximate remaining time to rupture for components that have undergone
prolonged high-temperature exposure. Damage rules and postservice creep testing are discussed further in the article
“Assessment and Use of Creep-Rupture Properties” in Mechanical Testing and Evaluation, Volume 8 of ASM Handbook
(Ref 7).
Replication Methods for Assessment of Creep Damage. Surface replication is a well-known sample preparation technique
that can be used to assess the condition of high-temperature power plant and petrochemical components from creep
damage. The usual method of metallographic investigation involves cutting large pieces from components, which thus
renders the component unfit for service. In contrast, surface replication allows examination of microstructural damage
without cutting sections from the component. Plastic replicas lend themselves to in-plant nondestructive examination
because of their relative simplicity and short preparation time. Plastic replicas can be examined with the light optical
microscope, the scanning electron microscope, and the transmission electron microscope, depending on the resolution
required.
Replication techniques are sufficiently sophisticated to allow classifications of microstructural damage (Fig. 5) (Ref 8) that
can be directly correlated to life fractions. Bulk damage from creep deformation typically occurs by the nucleation and
growth of voids either within grains or, as is more common, along grain boundaries. Internal voids first nucleate during
creep deformation and then grow. A distinct correlation exists for these data, such that a minimum and maximum
remaining life fraction can be specified (Table 3) (Ref 9). The qualitative-quantitative relation is advantageous, because
data from surface replication can be predictive in terms of generating a conservative minimum- and maximum-life
estimate. The maximum life is useful in a predictive maintenance environment, because it would dictate the planning of
future repairs or replacement.
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Fig. 5 Creep life assessment based on cavity classification in boiler steels
Table 3 Correlation of damage level and life fraction consumed
Damage level

1
2
3
4
5
Source: Ref 9

Consumed life fraction Range X

Remaining

life

0.00–0.12
0.04–0.46
0.3–0.5
0.3–0.84
0.72–1.00

(1/X - 1)
Minimum
7.33
1.17
1.0
0.19
0 = failed

Maximum
Unknown
24.00
2.33
2.33
0.39

factor
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Creep and Stress Rupture Failures

Stress Rupture
In the design of components for service at elevated temperature, both strength and stress-rupture ductility must be
considered. Normally, these properties are determined quantitatively by smooth-bar stress-rupture tests. In most service
applications, components are subjected to complex stresses, including stress concentrations arising from inherent flaws in
the metal as well as those stemming from design. Results of smooth-bar tests do not account for such stress conditions.
Fortunately, these conditions can be partly reproduced in the laboratory by use of the notched-bar test. Notched-bar
stress-rupture tests are of principal interest because of the relationship between stress-rupture ductility and the ratio of
notched-bar to smooth-bar stress-rupture strength.
Prevention of creep-induced fracture thus involves the consideration of both material strength and damage tolerance,
much as in static design. The chromium-molybdenum steels, stainless steels, and Cr-Mo-V steels, which are commonly
used in high-temperature service, are considered to be creep-ductile materials with the ability to sustain significant
amounts of crack growth before failure. However, most engineering alloys can lose ductility during high-temperature
service, because the diffusion of impurities to the grain boundaries becomes more pronounced. Formation of precipitates
can also influence creep behavior, as discussed in the section “Metallurgical Instabilities” in this article.
Stress-rupture tests evaluate rupture strength by determining the time to fracture as a function of temperature and
applied stress. Logarithmic (log-log) plots of normal stress (σ) versus rupture life (RL) provide an indication of
metallurgical instabilities. These instabilities are delineated by the occurrence of new straight-line segments of changed
slope on the log-log plot, as shown by inflection points A, B, N, O, and Y in Fig. 6 (Ref 10) for a well-known nickel-base
heat-resisting alloy. Stress rupture is a variable-rate process; straight lines on log σ-log RL plots are simply
approximations of a continuously varying curve.
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Fig. 6 Logarithmic plot of stress-rupture stress versus rupture life for Co-Cr-Ni-base
alloy S-590. The significance of inflection points A, B, N, O, and Y is explained in the text.
Source: Ref 10
Several parameters have been used for comparison and interpolation of stress-rupture data. One used very widely is the
Larson-Miller parameter (LMP), defined by F.R. Larson and J. Miller. The LMP is useful to determine the remaining rupture
life at a given applied stress, and it is defined by the following equation:
LMP = T(R°)[C + log t (hours)] × 10-3
where T is the test temperature in Rankine (°F + 460), t is the operating time in hours, and C is a material constant,
approximately 20 for a low-alloy steel. Other parametric methods are discussed in the article “Elevated-Temperature Life
Assessment for Turbine Components, Piping, and Tubing” in this Volume and in the article “Assessment and Use of
Creep-Rupture Properties” in Mechanical Testing and Evaluation, Volume 8 of ASM Handbook.
Stress-Rupture Ductility. While creep strength and rupture strength are given considerable attention as design and failure
parameters, rupture ductility is an important mechanical property when stress concentrations and localized defects, such
as notches, are a factor in design. Rupture ductility, which varies inversely with creep and rupture strength, influences
the growth of cracks or defects and can be compared in terms of notch sensitivity.
In many service conditions, the amount of deformation is not critical, and relatively high rupture ductility can be used in
design. Under such conditions, with the combined uncertainties of actual stress, temperature, and strength, it may be
important that failure not occur without warning and that the metal retain high elongation and reduction in area
throughout its service life. In the oil and chemical industries, for instance, many applications of tubing under high
pressure require high long-time ductility, so that impending rupture is evident from the bulging of the tubes.
The two common measures of ductility are elongation and reduction of area. However, in tension-creep curves, there are
two meaningful measures of elongation. First, there is true elongation, which is defined as the elongation at the end of
the second stage of creep. Second, there is total elongation, which is the elongation at fracture. In some instances,
elongation at fracture is mainly extension caused by crack separation. In others, it is mainly necking extension or
extension resulting from other tertiary-creep processes. Uniform elongation, on the other hand, nominally consists of
extension resulting from nonlocalized creep processes only, although it frequently includes some elongation due to
intergranular void formation.
Ductility data from stress-rupture tests are generally erratic, even in replicate tests with data scatter at the same
temperatures and stress, and variation in the measured strain at fracture varies with both stress and temperature.
Ductility data are more erratic for castings than for wrought products. In some metals and alloys, the values of total
elongation follow a smooth curve that either increases or decreases with increasing rupture time and temperature.
Ductility data typically show a minimum, initially increasing above room-temperature ductility, then going through a
minimum, then increasing again, and finally dropping very fast near the melting point. The increase above the minimum
in the curve is often assumed to be due to dynamic recrystallization.
Data on total elongation and reduction of area at various stress levels for a low-alloy steel at 540 °C (1000 °F) and a
stainless steel at 705 °C (1300 °F) are given in Table 4. Despite some difficulties in the interpretation of ductility data,
common practice is to plot elongation versus rupture life, as shown in Fig. 7. Here are shown values for both total and
true elongation at two different testing temperatures for the nickel-base alloy S-590. At both temperatures, an
appreciable scatter of data points exists for total elongation (open circles in Fig. 7).

Table 4 Typical elevated-temperature ductility of a 1.25Cr-0.5Mo low-alloy steel and
type 316 stainless steel
Time to

Total elongation in

Reduction in

rupture, h 38 mm (1.5 in.), % area, %
1.25Cr-0.5Mo low-alloy steel at 540 °C (1000°F)
8.7
19.6
41
47.0
12.1
29
259.4
14.0
20
660.6
10.5
13
2162.0
17.6
32
Type 316 stainless steel at 705 °C (1300 °F)
3.1
26.6
26
3.7
24.4
27
37.5
17.8
28
522.6
56.2
41
881.6
39.4
33

Fig. 7 Relation of elongation and rupture life for Co-Cr-Ni-base alloy S-590 tested at two
temperatures at different stresses. Source: Ref 10
Generally, true elongation provides the more accurate representation of ductility in metals at elevated temperatures. The
large differences between total and true elongation, such as those shown in Fig. 7, are a function of crack volume and
distribution in tertiary creep. The differences in crack initiation and growth can make only relatively small differences in
total elongation. Replicate tests may thus exhibit large differences in total elongation but very small differences in true
elongation.
Stress-rupture ductility is an important factor in alloy selection. In conventionally cast nickel-base heat-resisting alloys, for
example, a stress-rupture ductility of approximately 1% is common at 760 °C (1400 °F), compared to values above 5%
for the strongest wrought heat-resisting alloys. Because component designs are frequently based on 1% creep, a low
stress-rupture ductility may preclude use of an alloy to its full strength potential. As shown by the schematic creep curves
in Fig. 8, a higher rupture ductility for the same load and temperature conditions means a higher safety margin.
Premature failures have resulted from lack of ductility during tertiary creep.

Fig. 8 Schematic creep curves for alloys having low and high stress-rupture ductility,
showing the increased safety margin provided by the alloy with high stress-rupture
ductility. Source: Ref 10
Creep Crack Growth. Components with localized damage, which is a result of nonuniform stress and temperature
distribution found most commonly in large structures, are more prone to fail as a result of creep crack propagation rather
than stress rupture. Despite the sophisticated methods of flaw detection that are available, defects and impurities are
commonly present in all large components and can potentially escape detection. In the high-temperature regime,
components fail by the accumulation of time-dependent creep strains at these defects, which, with time, evolve into
cracks, causing eventual failure.
Most engineering alloys are highly plastic at elevated temperatures, and any preexisting crack quickly becomes blunted.
Under such conditions, creep is generally considered a net-section effect. In this case, the process of subcritical creep
crack growth would not be characterized by the fracture-mechanic stress-intensity (K) parameter. Other methods are
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used to characterize creep crack growth in ductile materials used at high temperature, as described in more detail in the
article “Elevated-Temperature Life Assessment for Turbine Components, Piping, and Tubing” in this Volume.
However, some high-temperature materials (such as intermetallics and some precipitation-hardened superalloys) are less
ductile and may have creep crack growth that depends on the crack tip stress field. In these cases, the creep crack
growth rate (da/dt) can be correlated with K, with a power-law dependence as follows:

where α and n are the curve-fitting parameters. The value of n varies between 1 and 8, depending on the stress
dependence of the specific creep mechanism (Ref 11). A distinct threshold stress intensity is usually not observed, as
shown in the general example in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 Power-law dependence of creep crack growth with K in less ductile materials.
Source: Ref 11
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Creep and Stress Rupture Failures

Stress-Rupture Fractures
Stress-rupture fractures are typically characterized by a multiplicity of creep voids adjacent to the main fracture. The
voids are generally easy to identify by optical examination of microsections. Figure 10 shows an example of a heater tube
that failed by stress rupture and microvoids that formed near the fracture surface. Another example is shown in Fig. 11
for a failure from short-term creep.

Fig. 10 Stress rupture of heater tube. (a) Heater tube that failed due to stress rupture. (b)
and (c) Stress-rupture voids near the fracture. Source Ref 10
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Fig. 11 Creep-induced failure of a boiler plate. (a) A polished cross section of the plate
that shows necking, a feature of short-term creep. 2×. (b) Intergranular voids (dark areas)
in an area near the fracture surface. Courtesy of B. Gabriel, Packer Engineering
Associates, Inc.
Depending on the alloy, temperature, and strain rate, stress-rupture fracture may be macroscopically either ductile or
brittle. A macroscale brittle fracture usually is intergranular and occurs with little elongation or necking. In general, lower
creep rates, longer rupture times, or higher temperatures promote intergranular fractures. Ductile fractures are
transgranular and are typically accompanied by more pronounced elongation and necking. Transgranular creep ruptures,
which generally result from high applied stresses (high strain rates), fail by a void-forming process similar to that of
microvoid coalescence in dimple rupture. Fractographs of some stress-rupture fractures exhibit both transgranular and
intergranular fracture paths. In such instances, it is usually found that the transgranular fractures were initiated by prior
intergranular fissures that decreased the cross-sectional area and raised the stress.
Intergranular (IG) creep fracture is the more common fracture path for most stress-rupture failures, depending on stress
and temperature. Low stress and/or high temperature increases the likelihood of IG fracture. Sometimes, however, IG
cracking may not be readily discernible on the surface of a brittle stress-rupture fracture, due to buildup of surface
oxides. If oxide buildup is removed, such cracking usually is visible. It can readily be seen in a polished longitudinal
section and may extend beyond the fracture zone. Intergranular creep fracture depends on the nucleation, growth, and
subsequent linking of voids on grain boundaries to form two types of cavities: wedge-type (w-type) cavities or isolated,
rounded-type (r-type) cavities. Under low-stress conditions, IG fractures occur by void formation at the grain boundaries.
These cavities form along grain edges rather than at grain corners. Because they appear to be round or spherical on
metallographic cross sections, these voids are sometimes referred to as r-type cavities.
Wedge or w-type are usually associated with cracking at grain-boundary triple points and are also referred to as triplepoint or grain-corner cracks in the literature. Wedge-type cracks form at triple points due to grain-boundary sliding and
may be promoted by decohesion at interfaces between grain-boundary precipitates and the matrix (e.g., see Fig. 690
from the “Atlas of Fractographs” in Fractography, Volume 12 of ASM Handbook.) High stresses and lower temperatures
promote wedge-crack formation, and wedge cracking at triple points produces a rough fracture surface with identifiable
grain-boundary precipitates.
Other significant microstructural features also are associated with stress-rupture fracture. When IG cracking occurs, not
only do the crack paths follow grain boundaries at and beneath the fracture surfaces, but also the grains appear equiaxed
even after considerable plastic deformation and total elongation; this implies dynamic recrystallization. In contrast,
transgranular fracture frequently exhibits severely elongated grains in the vicinity of the fracture—that is, no
recrystallization. One can also see severely distorted annealing twins and deformation bands in the face-centered cubic
materials. The degree of elongation varies with certain metallurgical factors: notably, prior condition of the metal and its
susceptibility to recrystallization or grain-boundary migration under given service or test conditions.
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Metallurgical Instabilities
Stress, time, temperature, and environment may act to change the metallurgical structure during service and hence to
change the strength. The microstructure of a creep or stress-rupture specimen after elevated-temperature exposure
rarely resembles the initial microstructure, and prolonged exposure under creep conditions can result in microstructural
changes, such as the precipitation of new phases, dissolution or growth of desired phases, grain growth, and so on.
Sharp change of slope in a rupture-life curve can occur from metallurgical instabilities, such as transgranularintergranular fracture transition, recrystallization, aging or overaging (phase precipitation or decomposition of carbides,
borides, or nitrides), intermetallic-phase precipitation, delayed transformation to equilibrium phases, order-disorder
transition, general oxidation, IG corrosion, stress-corrosion cracking, slag-enhanced corrosion, and contamination by
trace elements. Other metallurgical changes (such as spheroidization and graphitization) and corrosion effects may also

occur during long-term exposure at elevated temperature. Therefore, tests after long-term exposure may be useful in
determining the effect of these metallurgical changes on short-term or long-term properties.
Transgranular-Intergranular Fracture Transition. The principal metallurgical factor in stress-rupture behavior is the
transition from transgranular fracture to IG fracture. The temperature at which the transition occurs is called the
equicohesive temperature (ECT). The transition occurs because the properties of grain-boundary regions differ from
those of grains. At low temperatures, grain-boundary regions are stronger than grains, and thus, deformation and
fracture are transgranular. At high temperatures, grain boundaries are weaker than grains, and deformation and fracture
are largely IG.
The ECT varies with exposure time and stress. For each combination of stress and rupture life, there is a temperature
above which all stress-rupture fractures are IG. For shorter rupture lives and lower stresses, this transgranular-tointergranular transition occurs at higher temperatures. Longer rupture lives and higher stresses occur at lower
temperatures. This effect is illustrated by points A and B in Fig. 6; points N, O, and Y represent other types of
metallurgical instability. Under certain conditions, both transgranular fracture and IG fracture are found. Consequently, an
analysis of rupture-life data or component failure is not complete without a thorough metallographic examination to
establish the initial failure mechanism.
Aging. Age-hardening alloys, which include certain stainless steels, heat-resisting alloys, and aluminum alloys (also many
others), are characteristically unstable when they are in a state of transition to the stable (equilibrium) condition.
Overaging in alloys can occur when they are exposed to elevated operating temperatures and without being loaded.
Under creep conditions, temperature-induced and stress-induced atomic migration usually cause aging to continue,
resulting in reduced strength. The extent and nature of this change depends on several factors, including the condition of
the alloy prior to creep and the temperature, stress, and time of exposure.
Some of the more common high-temperature structural alloys that harden as a result of decomposition of highly
supersaturated solid solutions include the Nimonic alloys (Ni-Cr-Al-Ti), austenitic steels that do not contain strong
carbide-formers, and secondary-hardening ferritic steels. These alloys are widely used for their creep resistance, but they
are not immune to reduced rupture life due to overaging.
Intermetallic-Phase Precipitation. Topologically close-packed phases (commonly known as tcp), such as sigma, mu, and
Laves phases, form at elevated temperatures in austenitic, high-temperature alloys. The morphology (shape) of the
precipitates determine the effect they have on creep strength. For example, needlelike precipates reduce the toughness
and creep strength. Not all of the effects of such phases on rupture life are well known, but some are well understood,
such as the behavior of certain nickel-base alloys. The effect of sigma phase (a hard, brittle intermediate phase) on alloy
U-700 creep strength at 815 °C (1500 °F) is shown in Fig. 12. Here, a pronounced “break” is shown in the rupture curve
starting at approximately 1000 h. Sigma phase was identified in this alloy system and was clearly associated with the
failure. However, it was found that sigma did not have a similar effect on certain other nickel-base alloys. It must
therefore be concluded that sigma phase does not seem to have a universally deleterious effect on stress-rupture
behavior. The amount, location, and shape of sigma-phase precipitation determine whether sigma strengthens or
weakens an alloy, or whether it has no effect. Sigma and other intermetallics can severely reduce ductility and toughness
on subsequent cooling to room temperature.

Fig. 12 Logarithmic plot of stress-rupture stress versus rupture life for nickel-base alloy
U-700 at 815 °C (1500 °F). The increasing slope of the curve to the right of the sigma
break is caused by sigma-phase formation.
The inconsistency of the effect of sigma-phase formation on creep and stress-rupture properties may arise from the
simultaneous presence of other phases, such as carbides. The shape, distribution, and chemistry of carbide particles can
influence crack initiation and propagation (and hence the resultant stress-rupture ductility and rupture life) in a
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pronounced manner. It is improbable that sigma phase affects ductility to a significant degree at low strain rates.
Consequently, sigma need not always result in deterioration of creep and stress-rupture properties, unless it is present in
relatively large amounts. Because the presence of sigma does not automatically result in decreased rupture life, careful
metallographic work must be performed on failures to ensure discrimination between sigma-promoted failures and other
types of failures in which sigma or other tcp phases are merely present.
Carbide Reactions. Several types of carbides are found in steels as well as in heat-resisting alloys. Although temperatures
and stress affect both carbides within grains and in the grain boundaries, the effects of grain-boundary carbides usually
are a more significant factor in altering creep behavior. The presence of carbides is considered necessary for optimal
creep and stress-rupture resistance in polycrystalline metals, although subsequent alteration in their shape or breakdown
and transition to other carbide forms may be a source of property degradation and resulting failure.
In acicular form, grain-boundary carbides do not appear to act as brittle notch formers that might directly affect rupture
life at elevated temperatures, but they may reduce impact strength. Indirectly, compositional changes in the vicinity of
carbides can alter rupture strength. In general, acicular M6C carbides are not believed to affect the properties of nickelbase high-temperature alloys greatly, unless the alloying elements involved in the carbide reaction alter the matrix
composition noticeably. Carbide films formed at grain boundaries can decrease rupture life. Figure 13 shows an electron
micrograph of grain-boundary carbide films in a Waspaloy forging; these films substantially reduced the stress-rupture
life of the alloy.

Fig. 13 Grain-boundary carbide films in a Waspaloy forging. The films substantially
reduced stress-rupture life. The specimen was electropolished before replication in a
solution containing (by volume) 100 parts hydrochloric acid, 50 parts sulfuric acid, and
600 parts methanol. Transmission electron micrograph. 4000×
Carbides, for example, MC, form in steel when carbon combines with reactive elements, such as titanium, tantalum,
hafnium, and niobium. During heat treatment and service, the MC carbide can decompose and generate other carbides,
such as M23C6, which tends to form along the grain boundary. Carbide formation and microstructural catalogues are
discussed in more detail in the article “Elevated-Temperature Life Assessment for Turbine Components, Piping, and
Tubing” in this Volume. Specific transitions are known for common Fe-Cr-Mo alloys, such as the sequence of carbide
formation in Fig. 14 (Ref 12) for 2 Cr-1Mo steel.

Fig. 14 Isothermal diagram showing the sequence of carbide formation on tempering of
normalized 2 Cr-1Mo steel. Source: Ref 12
Long-term exposure to elevated temperature may affect either short-term or long-term properties. For example, the
initial microstructure of creep-resistant chromium-molybdenum steels consists of bainite and ferrite containing Fe3C
carbides, ε-carbides, and fine M2C carbides. Although a number of different carbides may be present, the principal
carbide phase responsible for strengthening is a fine dispersion of M2C carbides, where M is essentially molybdenum.
With increasing aging in service, or tempering in the laboratory, a series of transformations of the carbide phases takes
place that eventually transform M2C into M6C and M23C (where the M in the latter two metal carbides is mostly
chromium). Such an evolution of the carbide structure results in coarsening of the carbides, changes in the matrix
composition, and an overall decrease in creep strength. The effect of exposure on the stress-rupture strength of two
chromium-molybdenum steels is shown in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 15 Effect of elevated-temperature exposure on stress-rupture behavior of (a)
normalized and tempered 2Cr-1Mo steel and (b) annealed 9Cr-1Mo steel. Exposure prior
to stress-rupture testing was at the indicated test temperatures (without stress) and was
10,000 h long for the 2Cr-1Mo steel and 100,000 h long for the 9Cr-1Mo steel. n/a, data
not available at indicated exposure and rupture life
Interaction of Precipitation Processes. The inconsistent behavior of phase precipitation in alloys at elevated temperature
is very often due to the fact that carbide and tcp phases do not always react independently but may interact with each
other. Because of these reactions, which can become extremely complex, a thorough microstructural examination by the
failure analyst must be made (usually with the aid of an electron microscope) before accurate conclusions can be drawn.
Creep-Rupture Embrittlement. The accumulation of creep damage, in conjunction with metallurgical changes, can cause
embrittlement and a reduction in rupture ductility. In low-alloy steels, it has similarities with temper embrittlement but is
irreversible. In low-alloy steels, the temperature range of creep embrittlement is 425 to 590 °C (800 to 1100 °F) and
appears closely related to formation of fine IG precipitates during creep (Ref 13). Impurities such as phosphorus, sulfur,
copper, arsenic, antimony, and tin have been shown to reduce rupture ductility.
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Thermal Fatigue and Creep Fatigue
In many high-temperature applications, mechanical conditions and creep are not the only sources of strain.
Transient thermal gradients within a component can induce plastic strains; if these thermal gradients are applied
repeatedly, the resulting cyclic strain can induce failure. This process is known as thermal fatigue, where
gradual deterioration and eventual cracking of a material occurs from alternating heating and cooling, during
which free thermal expansion is partially or fully constrained.
In the past, thermal fatigue traditionally has been treated as synonymous with isothermal low-cycle fatigue
(LCF) at the maximum temperature of the thermal cycle. Life-prediction techniques also have evolved from the
LCF literature. More recently, advances in finite-element analysis and testing have made it possible to analyze
complex thermal cycles and to conduct thermomechanical fatigue (TMF) tests under controlled conditions.
However, isothermal LCF tests and TMF tests should not be considered equivalent, because it has been shown
that for the same total strain range, the TMF test can be more damaging under certain conditions than the pure
LCF test.
Thermomechanical and combined creep-fatigue loads can result in substantially decreased life at elevated
temperatures as compared with that anticipated in simple creep loading or isothermal LCF tests. This effect
must be considered in failure analysis. When both creep strains and cyclic (i.e., fatigue) strains are present,
damage can accumulate from both and can seriously reduce fatigue life and/or creep life. This complex effect is
discussed in more detail in the next article “Thermomechanical Fatigue: Mechanisms and Practical Life
Analysis.” The following is a brief description of thermal-fatigue cracks, as distinguished from creep-rupture
cracks. Fatigue case studies, in which practical systems are analyzed from a fracture mechanics perspective, are
also presented in Ref 14.
Thermal-Fatigue Fractures. Thermal-fatigue cracks usually initiate at the surface and then propagate inward,
perpendicular to the surface and to the plane of maximum normal stress. They may occur singly or in multiples
but often occur in multiples. Because the crack initiates externally, the amount of corrosion or oxidation along
the surfaces of a thermal-fatigue crack is inversely proportional to the depth of the crack. In stress-rupture
cracks, on the other hand, oxidation is more uniform. Thermal-fatigue cracks usually progress transgranularly.
Excessive creep produces considerable distortion and numerous subsurface cracks, whereas thermal fatigue
produces little or no distortion and surface-initiated cracks that usually are multitudes in number. Typically,
fracture surfaces of components cracked in stress rupture are irregular and discontinuous, in contrast to the
planar, continuous surfaces of thermal-fatigue fractures.
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Thermomechanical Fatigue: Mechanisms and
Practical Life Analysis
Stephen D. Antolovich, Washington State University; Ashok Saxena, Georgia Institute of Technology

Introduction
THERMOMECHANICAL FATIGUE (TMF) refers to the process of fatigue damage under simultaneous
changes in temperature and mechanical strain. Fatigue damage at high temperatures develops as a result of
inelastic deformation where the strains are nonrecoverable. Therefore, TMF damage is complex, as it may
accumulate over a range of temperatures and strains under both steady-state and/or transient conditions.
Thermomechanical fatigue is also often a low-cycle fatigue issue, because relatively infrequent transients
(compared to steady-state exposures) can contribute to the accumulation of TMF damage in various kinds of
equipment, such as jet engines, land-based turbines for power generation, and pressure vessels.
For example, during straight and level flight, aircraft jet engines have essentially constant temperatures and
imposed loads, where steady-state creep (and the environment) are the primary damage mechanisms. During
takeoff and landing, however, the transient demand for more power output induces load and temperature
changes, which thus impose fatigue damage. In this case, it is customary to consider each flight to be one
fatigue cycle with an imposed hold time, so in addition to creep and fatigue acting independently, there are
creep-fatigue interactions (which are also influenced to a very significant degree by the environment). Obvious
transients are also introduced during start-up and shut down. Here it is clear that there are strong thermal
gradients and independently applied mechanical loads, which may also occur during flight during times at
which operating conditions change.
Furthermore, the damage modes may interact in a TMF cycle in ways that are never encountered in
conventional fatigue testing, which makes life prediction under TMF conditions particularly challenging.
Nevertheless, techniques have been proposed, validated, and introduced into practice that provide reasonable
assessment of remaining life. Life prediction in the TMF regime is particularly important in high-temperature
turbines (jet engines and land-based turbines), the power-generation industry (both conventional and nuclear),
and in the automotive industry, to name a few. Significant advances can be made by combining mechanistic
studies with increasingly sophisticated finite-element thermal stress analysis. Development of more refined
engineering-based models should result in less reliance on component simulation, which is subject to some
uncertainty.
It has been customary to characterize materials in terms of their fatigue and creep properties (including
creep/fatigue/environment properties) and to compute the life of components such as turbine blades using
experimental data and models that implicitly or explicitly describe damage evolution as a function of the
number of cycles (Ref 1, 2, 3). While such experimental and analytical information is essential for life
prediction, it is not always sufficient. It has been recognized that some of the most damaging events occur
during transient operation when temperature as well as loads and/or strains are changing independently. This is
the process of TMF, which is briefly reviewed in this article with a practical example of life assessment.
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Stephen D. Antolovich, Washington State University; Ashok Saxena, Georgia Institute of Technology

Basic Descriptions of TMF
In thermomechanical fatigue, the path is defined by plotting the mechanical strain (i.e., the total strain minus the thermal
strain) as the independent variable and the load (stress) as the dependent variable. There are two possible types of
loading: in-phase and out-of-phase cycling. For in-phase cycling, the direction of imposed mechanical strain and
temperature change in the same direction (e.g., the temperature increases with increasing mechanical strain). In out-ofphase cycling, one variable decreases with an increase in the other (e.g., the temperature decreases with increasing
mechanical strain). These two cases are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. More complex paths are used to simulate
practical, real-world situations. The next level of complexity may be represented by a so-called “diamond” cycle, which
has both in-phase and out-of-phase cycle character, (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 In-phase and out-of-phase thermomechanical fatigue cycles. The term “phase”
refers to the nature of the relationship between the mechanical strain and the
temperature.

Fig. 2 “Diamond” cycle, showing both in-phase and out-of-phase character
In general, experiments are carried out to simulate the strain-temperature path of critical components in critical locations.
The fundamental problem is that different thermomechanical cycles will produce different damage interactions, making it
difficult to establish empirical representations that have a wide regime of applicability. In addition, susceptibility to TMF

damage can be influenced by the complex nature of manufacturing forms, such as the interface between a hightemperature coating and the substrate. For example, Fig. 3 is a micrograph of TMF cracks that initiate from the coatingsubstrate interface. This is a particular problem of TMF damage. It is thus important to understand what kinds of damage
can occur in a given material and what the damage interactions will be for a given TMF cycle.

Fig. 3 Coating-initiated TMF cracks propagating into the substrate material of a thinwalled blade. Courtesy of Ashok Koul, Life Prediction Technologies, Inc.
With this knowledge it should be possible to:
•
•

Define the conditions for which empirical, experimentally based, life-prediction equations may be used
Develop an appropriate form for life-prediction equations based on fundamental mechanisms

Thermomechanical Fatigue: Mechanisms and Practical Life Analysis
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TMF Mechanisms
In many cases, the out-of-phase cycle is most damaging. This may be understood in terms of a very strong
environmental effect. At high temperatures, significant environmental damage occurs even though the strain is low. For
example, oxygen may penetrate along boundaries (grains, twins, subgrains) and cause a general weakening. As the
temperature is lowered, the strain (and stress) increases and the weakened boundary cracks some distance into the
metal. This process is repeated until final failure. The effect of the nature of the TMF cycle was illustrated in a simple, yet
revealing experiment (Ref 4). In this experiment, René 80, a polycrystalline nickel-base turbine blade was used. In one
experiment, meant to simulate out-of-phase cycling in a very simple way, a specimen was fatigued to half of its life (i.e.,
272 cycles) at 1033 K, a plastic strain range of 0.5%, and an R-ratio (εmin/εmax) of 0. Cycling was continued at 298 K
under the same conditions: it failed on the first loading cycle, even though the life of such a specimen is predicted to be
thousands of cycles without the high-temperature precycling. The reason for the reduced life is that oxidized boundaries
were created that cracked upon loading at room temperature.
In other materials, that is, those that are more sensitive to creep damage than to environmental degradation, the inphase cycle may be more damaging. Here the high imposed strain at the high temperature can cause more creep-type
damage such as voids on the grain boundary. As the temperature is lowered, the strain (and stress) is also reduced, and
the damage that was induced at high temperature does not propagate or induce further microcracking. This process is
essentially uniformly distributed, although the number and size of voids may increase with time and cycle (i.e.,
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continuous nucleation and growth) or the number may be constant (instantaneous nucleation) with void size increasing
with time and cycle. The process continues until the boundaries have lost their structural integrity.
In this section, ways in which damage can interact at high and low temperatures are pointed out, and microstructurally
based models are developed and put into parametric form. A more detailed discussion is provided in Ref 5 and 6. These
examples are meant to be illustrative and not exhaustive; they provide a way in which to view the TMF process and a
methodology for developing engineering models.
Stable Precipitate Structure and Plasticity/ Oxidation. In certain applications, such as disks and turbine blades in jet
engines, the temperatures and stresses are such that the microstructure remains stable. The essential features of the
microstructure of blade alloys are:
•
•
•
•

Large cuboidal γ′ precipitates for creep resistance
Small spherical γ′ precipitates to provide strength
Large grains to reduce the intrinsic creep rate by reducing the grain-boundary area and therefore the grainboundary sliding
Grain-boundary carbides (in polycrystalline materials) to reduce the creep rate by inhibiting grain-boundary
sliding

The way in which cracking occurs could be envisioned as oxidation of a grain boundary at high temperatures and
cracking by slip-band impingement at low temperatures (Ref 7). A crack initiates when the extent of penetration is about
the same order of magnitude as the slip-band spacing. For Waspaloy, it has been shown (Ref 8) that the slip-band
density is given by:
(Eq 1)
where i is slip-band spacing, Δεp is plastic strain range at the lower temperature, and A and δ are experimentally
determined parameters.
Oxidation proceeds according to the approximate formula:
(Eq 2)
where x is penetration distance, D is diffusion coefficient, and t is time to form a microcrack.
These equations (along with some simple substitutions) may be combined to yield the following result:
(Eq 3)
In Eq 3, Do is the pre-exponential part of the diffusion coefficient Q is, the activation energy for diffusion of oxygen, and
ν is frequency. It is worth noting that this equation will have the same form regardless of whether the first crack to
initiate can grow in a stable manner or if the initiation process must be repeated Ni times to form a stable microcrack
since the same basic kinetic equation (i.e., Eq. 1) applies.
From an engineering point of view, Eq 3 can be represented by a set of parameters that can be experimentally derived
from isothermal experiments:
(Eq 4)
where C1 is a material-frequency-, and temperature-dependent parameter; B is a material-dependent parameter (no
temperature dependence); and Teff is the effective temperature over TMF cycle.
The effective temperature is the temperature at which the diffusional rate is the same as the average rate over the
temperature range from the minimum temperature in the TMF cycle, TL, to the maximum temperature, TH. The result,
after some straightforward integration, is:
(Eq 5)
By the nature of diffusional laws Teff would be expected to be close to the maximum temperature in the TMF cycle. The
variation of Teff with the maximum temperature is shown in Fig. 4 for three cases. In two cases (curves 1 and 2),
everything is the same except that the minimum temperature is different. In curve 3, everything is the same as for curve
2 except that the activation energy is changed from 100 to 20 kcal/mol. It can be seen that, regardless of the
assumptions that are invoked, the effective temperature is close to the maximum. Furthermore, the variation in Teff
versus TH is approximately linear. These trends are most closely followed for high activation energies but hold fairly well
even for activation energies as low as 20 kcal/mol. However, it is well known that the activation energies of most of the
damaging diffusional processes of interest lie in the range of 50 to 100 kcal/mol. Consequently, the curves shown in Fig.
4 provide an envelope for virtually all cases of interest.

Fig. 4 Effective temperature in a TMF cycle as a function of the maximum temperature.
For curves 1 and 2, the activation energy is 100 kcal/mol, but the minimum temperature is
different. Curve 3, everything is the same as for curve 2 except that the activation energy
is changed from 100 to 20 kcal/mol. These curves form an envelope for virtually all
conditions encountered in practice.
For Eq 4 to apply, the main condition that must be satisfied is that the stress at the tip of the slip band must exceed the
cohesive strength of the oxygen-degraded grain boundary. That condition is simply stated as:
(Eq 6)
where σ0 is the stress at the low temperature in the cycle, E is Young's modulus, σc is the oxide cohesive strength, a0 is
the atomic spacing, and L is the grain size of the alloy.
Equation 6 represents a plasticity-based Griffith equation. It is interesting to note that the model described previously is
more likely to apply to coarse-grained materials than to fine-grained ones since the spacing of slip bands will be greater
and the stresses at the tip of the slip band will be higher.
Thermomechanical Fatigue Life Model with Stable Precipitate Structure and Plasticity/Oxidation. Conditions for this
situation are assumed to be:
•
•
•
•

In-phase cycle
Stresses at low temperature below oxide cohesive strength
Damage occurring at the high temperature
No interaction between the high- and low-temperature modes

In this case, there are very few slip bands formed at the lower temperatures because of the in-phase cycle, and damage
in this case may be viewed as that which would occur at the highest temperature in the absence of any low-temperature
damage. The life for this situation has been computed (Ref 2, 5), and the result is expressed as:
(Eq 7)
where all terms have been previously defined and where th is the hold period and n′ is the cyclic strain hardening
exponent. Note that the expression is given in terms of plastic strain range.
Systems to which this model would be likely to apply would be those that have a stable precipitate structure (i.e., low
mismatch between matrix and precipitate) and that are prone to damage by oxidation of grain boundaries. Examples
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would be Waspaloy, a disk alloy, and Udimet 500, a blade alloy. It would also be expected to apply to alloys with high
mismatch values such as René 80 or Mar-M 246 as long as the maximum temperature was lower than the temperature at
which coarsening begins (i.e., ~850 °C, or 1560 °F).
Thermomechanical Fatigue Life Model with Metastable Precipitates and Plasticity/ Oxidation. Conditions for this situation
are again assumed to be:
•
•
•
•

In-phase cycle
Stresses at low temperature below oxide cohesive strength
Damage occurring at the high temperature
No interaction between the high- and low-temperature modes

To develop Eq 7, it was necessary to assume that the structure was stable and the stress in a cycle was also stable. At
high temperatures, however, especially when there is a hold at the maximum strain, there is a continual coarsening that
occurs, Fig. 5, and the stress decreases continually.

Fig. 5 Precipitate structure of René 80 cycled in strain-controlled low-cycle fatigue at
1254 K. Note the “globular” appearance and coarsening of the precipitates and the
dislocation networks around the precipitates. The small precipitates have been consumed
by growth of the large ones. Source: Ref 2
A fruitful topic for research would be to compute from first principles the decay in the maximum stress (σmax) as a
function of cycle number. In a very approximate way, this can be attempted by assuming that the coarsening kinetics
follow the classical ripening equation and that dislocation motion is controlled by Orowan looping. The fundamental
damage equation is assumed to be of the form first proposed for high-temperature low-cycle fatigue (LCF) (Ref 2):
(Eq 8)
where ℓi is the diffusion length at initiation and α is an empirical exponent. For Orowan looping:
(Eq 9)
where ℓ is the distance between barriers, G is the shear modulus, and b is the Burgers vector. If it is assumed that the
precipitates form a square array of cubes of size S and if it is further assumed that during coarsening the precipitates
retain a cubic array, then the precipitate size is related to the interprecipitate spacing by:

(Eq 10)
where Vf is the volume fraction of precipitates.
Combining Eq 8, 9, 10 gives the following result for the life under TMF conditions:
(Eq 11)
Again, this equation can be put in parametric form for use in engineering situations with the constants determined by
regression analysis and parameterized in terms of the important variables. The engineering equation would be:
(Eq 12)
As for the preceding models, the parameters can be determined by experimentation.
TMF Life Model with Carbide Precipitation and Cracking. Conditions for this situation are assumed to be:
•
•
•
•

Carbides precipitate as M23C6 on grain boundaries at high temperature.
Carbide coarsening obeys Oswald ripening.
Carbides are cracked at low temperatures by impingement of slip bands where the stress is concentrated.
Loading type is out-of-phase cycling.

A situation such as that described previously could arise for a coated component in which the toughness of the coating
exceeds that of the carbides on the boundaries. For this situation equations very similar to those for damage by oxidation
of the boundaries can be deduced. The results are given by:
(Eq 13)
where all quantities have been defined previously. An equation similar to Eq 7 would define the limits of applicability for
Eq 13 except that the carbide cohesive strength would replace the cohesive strength of the oxide. This model would
apply to coated alloys that form grain-boundary films of M23C6 at elevated temperatures and that are protected by a
tough coating. Examples would be René 80 and René 77, both of which have been used for blades in the past.
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Experimental Techniques
Equipment. The basic equipment required is a low thermal mass programmable furnace, a closed-loop
servohydraulic mechanical test machine, and suitable extensometry. A radio frequency (RF) heat source has
essentially no thermal inertia and is thus ideal, assuming that the material being tested couples to RF energy.
High-quality closed-loop test equipment is available from several manufacturers, and high-temperature
extensometers can readily be constructed in the lab or purchased commercially.
Control Logic. The temperature signal is processed and used as the command signal for the strain-control
channel to produce a desired strain-temperature profile. However, it is customary to have a cycle in which
temperature and mechanical strain are correlated. To accomplish this, the gage displacement corresponding to
the thermal expansion of the specimen at the current temperature is computed through knowledge of the
coefficient of thermal expansion, the temperature, and the gage length. It is then transformed into an equivalent
electrical signal to which a signal corresponding to the total mechanical strain is added to get the total signal
corresponding to the desired mechanical strain. In essence an adaptive (control “on the fly”), combinatorial
control (mixing of two signals) system is used. The output may be read in terms of the mechanical strain by
suitable signal conditioning.
Component-Simulation Testing. Life calculation for high-temperature fatigue is challenging in itself. When the
complication of simultaneously varying temperature and strain is imposed, the difficulties are increased
significantly. For that reason, component simulation testing is often carried out. In this, the TMF cycle is
established either by sophisticated calculation or, in some cases, by experimental observation. It is apparent,
however, that it is not always possible to carry out an experiment with a high degree of confidence. The hightemperature rotating components in a jet engine come readily to mind.
Provided the loads/strains and temperatures can be accurately ascertained, a fairly reliable component test
should be possible. However, note that in the definition of the TMF cycle time is not an explicit variable. Tests
are usually conducted so as to maintain constant temperature in the sample at any instant, and cooling is done
so that gradients are avoided. However, in practice, gradients are usually present. It is well known (Ref 9) that
such gradients can be the source of very large stresses. Thus if these gradients are not duplicated, then the
simulation will produce more benign results than are warranted based on the real service conditions. In
addition, high-temperature damage accumulation mechanisms such as oxidation and creep depend not only on
temperature and stress, but also on time. Thus it is important to precisely duplicate cycle times when carrying
out a simulation. For these reasons, in many cases it appears as if the life computed from a sophisticated model
can yield results that are at least as reliable as component or simulation testing. In the following sections,
sophisticated models are used to calculate the life under TMF conditions.
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Case Study: Prediction of Residual Life in a Turbine Casing

The following is a practical application of TMF life prediction. Additional information on TMF and TMF testing is contained
in Ref 6 and 10, respectively. Fatigue case studies, in which practical systems are analyzed from a fracture mechanics
perspective are also presented in Ref 11.
Casings for a ship service turbine generator (SSTG) are cast from 2.25Cr-1Mo steel and are designed to provide service
for 30 years. The regions of the casings in the vicinity of the steam chest and the steam passageways are subjected to
high transient thermal stresses during start-up and moderate steady-state mechanical stresses during sustained
operation. The metal temperature during steady-state operation is approximately 538 °C (1000 °F), which is in the creep
regime; therefore, creep-fatigue crack initiation and crack growth are the dominant damage mechanisms. Cracks have
been found to occur in casings that have been removed from service after being in operation for 25 years or longer (Ref
12). Thus, to ensure the integrity of the casings, it is necessary to inspect them periodically during service and estimate
their remaining life or the next inspection interval. A methodology for estimating the remaining-life/inspection interval of
such turbine casings was developed by Saxena et al. (Ref 13) and is briefly described in this example.
Figure 6 shows the geometry and approximate dimensions of the SSTG casing including a schematic of the steam
passageways where the majority of the service cracks were found during inspection. The SSTG start-up loading diagram
is shown in Fig. 7(a) (Ref 14). The transient temperature differentials computed for the initial loading portion (0 to 20
min) of this diagram are most severe. A typical SSTG unit experiences 120 cold starts per year and once started, runs on
the average of 72 h before being shut down. This loading cycle is used in the estimation of remaining life and inspection
intervals. A schematic of the stress history that results from this turbine-loading procedure is shown in Fig. 7(b). Note
that the turbine casings experience significant compressive stresses during start-up. The main focus of this analysis was
on predicting the crack growth behavior because it was concluded that the majority of the casings that were of concern
were in service long enough to develop cracks. The casing that is used as an example here was retired from service after
27 years of operation due to cracks that were found during inspection.

Fig. 6 Ships's service turbine generator casing showing critical planes A, B, and C on
which stresses were determined by finite-element analysis during transient and steadystate conditions. Dimensions given in inches. Source: Ref 13
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Fig. 7 Ships's service turbine generator. (a) Load diagram showing the steam throttle
flow in percent. (b) A schematic of the resultant transient and steady-state stresses as a
function of time. The periodic reduction in throttle flow is due to reduced power
requirements during some portions of service duty cycle. However, these fluctuations are
shown to have negligible effect on the magnitude of the stresses. Source: Ref 14
Stress Analysis of the Casing. The stresses during the transient and steady-state portions of the SSTG operation were
estimated using finite-element analysis on the three critical planes labeled A, B, and C in Fig. 6. The details of the
analysis are described elsewhere (Ref 15), but the key results are summarized and used in the analysis presented here.
In planes A and B, the principal stresses along several directions (or planes) were obtained as a function of distance from
the passageway bores. A typical elastic stress distribution is shown in one direction within plane A. In the analysis
described here, the most important is the maximum principal stress that occurs in approximately the hoop direction.
Therefore, only the hoop stress is considered in the analysis. Since most of the passageway cracks found in the casing
were indeed along the radial-axial plane, the choice of the hoop stress seems appropriate for the crack growth analysis.
The stress distribution along plane 3L (Fig. 8) is used to analyze the behavior of cracks coming out of the two outermost
holes. Stress distributions were available for various times during the transient period. However, for a fatigue analysis,
the most relevant stress distribution is the one corresponding to the instance when the bore surface stress is at its peak
value. Both the instance at which the stress is maximum and the instance at which it is minimum are of interest because
they define the range of the maximum fatigue stresses that initiates and drives the cracks. The peak elastic stress in Fig.
8 is consistently above the yield strength of the 2.25Cr-1Mo steel at the operating temperatures and the elastic stress
range exceeds twice the cyclic yield strength. Therefore, the material in the vicinity of the steam passageway bores
undergoes plastic deformation during each cold start. An elastic-plastic analysis was conducted that led to the stress
range, Δσ, distributions shown in Fig. 9 for several other directions within the plane A.

Fig. 8 Results of the elastic finite-element analysis for direction 3L along plane A. X is the
distance from the bore hole, and r is the radius of the bore hole used to normalize the
distance. Source: Ref 13
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Fig. 9 Results of elastic-plastic analysis showing the hoop stress range distribution along
several directions on plane A. Source: Ref 13
Fracture Mechanics Analysis. Figure 10 shows the cracked configurations used in the fracture mechanics analysis. These
configurations have been selected on the basis of the observed cracks in a casing that was examined destructively (Ref
12) and also on the basis of cracks that are likely to be most detrimental to the operation of the casing, including posing
safety risks to the personnel working in the area. These cracks are designated A, B, C, D, E, and F for analysis purposes.
Crack type A can grow into the floor of the steam chest and cause control problems. Crack types B, C, and D can cause
steam leakage to the outside of the casing and therefore present a safety hazard. Crack types E and F can cause leakage
between passageways and reduce efficiency of the turbine. Cracks A, B, and C will propagate under stresses determined
along 1B and D under stresses along 3L and E and F under stresses along 2R that were shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 Crack configurations considered in the fracture mechanics analysis of the turbine
casing. Source: Ref 13
In order to estimate the remaining life or appropriate inspection intervals, in the presence of cracks, the fatigue crack
growth behavior for the above configurations of cracks must be predicted, which requires estimating the magnitude of
the relevant crack-tip parameters. Under linear elastic conditions, this parameter is ΔK, the cyclic stress-intensity
parameter. However, one must be aware of the limitations of ΔK. These limitations for high-temperature conditions are:
the region of crack-tip plasticity should be small in comparison to the ligament size, b, and the crack depth, a. The latter
condition is definitely violated in SSTGs because of the small crack sizes being considered. Thus, nonlinear analysis using
the J-integral concepts (Ref 16, 17) is needed.
The cyclic version of the J-integral, ΔJ, was first introduced by Dowling and Begley (Ref 16, 17), who used it to correlate
the fatigue crack growth behavior of specimens of different geometries under elastic-plastic and fully plastic conditions.
They proposed a relationship between the fatigue crack growth rate per cycle, da/dN, and ΔJ:
(Eq 14)
where C and q are material parameters that are obtained from regression of the fatigue crack growth data. Also, under
elastic conditions, the following relationship holds (Ref 16, 17, 18):
(Eq 15)
It is also shown that if a plastically adjusted value of ΔK is obtained using Eq 15, under elastic-plastic and fully plastic
conditions, the fatigue crack growth behavior under conditions ranging from linear elastic to fully plastic can all be

consolidated into a single correlation. Therefore, laboratory data under linear-elastic conditions can be used to predict the
behavior of the component under elastic-plastic and fully plastic conditions and vice versa (Ref 16, 17, 18).
Estimation of ΔJ for Turbine Casing Cracks. The general expression for estimating ΔJ is given by:
(Eq 16)
where E is elastic modulus and ΔKe is the elastic stress-intensity parameter given by:
(Eq 17)
where F(a/b) is a dimensionless function dependent on crack depth geometry and the loading configuration and is listed
in handbooks for several crack geometry/load combinations (Ref 19). ΔJp is the plastic contribution to ΔJ that can be
obtained from the following equation for single-edge notch configuration under pure tension (Ref 20):
(Eq 18)
where h1 is a dimensionless function given in Ref 20 and k and n are defined by:
(Eq 19)
where Δεp is the plastic strain range, and k and n are the constants related to the cyclic stress-strain properties:
(Eq 20)
Equations 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 are for uniform tension. Therefore, some assumptions are necessary to convert a
nonuniform stress distribution into an equivalent uniform stress distribution along the direction 1B. For plane 2R, the
stress distribution is very nearly uniform, 359 MPa (52 ksi), so Eq 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 are directly applicable to the cases E
and F. Along 1B a uniform stress value of 445 MPa (64.5 ksi) was selected because it was the average value of stress
(see Fig. 9) over a radial distance of 12.5 mm (0.5 in.) from the surface of the bore.
The stresses presented in Fig. 9 were computed assuming no cracks were present. These stresses are appropriate when
analyzing for crack initiation or when cracks are very small, for example less than 0.5 mm (0.02 in.). As the cracks grow,
the thermal stresses are expected to relax due to loss of stiffness of the system. Therefore, crack growth will result in
decreasing stress magnitude of the relaxed stress due to crack growth. Thermal stresses closely approximate constant
deflection conditions. Therefore, it was assumed that the crack mouth displacement range, Δδ, shown in Fig. 11, was
held constant during crack growth. The initial value of Δδ corresponded to the uncracked stress level acting on a crack
depth of 0.64 mm (0.025 in.) that was defined as the approximate crack size at initiation. The generalized expression for
Δδ for the configuration shown in Fig. 11 as a function of stress range is given by:
(Eq 21)
where
(Eq 22)
h2 is obtained from the elastic-plastic fracture handbook (Ref 20), ν is Poisson's ratio, and the other parameters are as
defined before. Substituting Δσ from the uncracked stress analysis and using a = 0.64 mm (0.025 in.) and b = 41.3 mm
(1.625 in.) for crack configurations A, B, and C, Δδ can be determined. This value remains constant during the
subsequent crack growth. A new value of crack length is then selected, and all quantities except Δσ are determined in Eq
21 for the new crack size. A nonlinear equation in Δσ is thus generated that can be solved iteratively to find the Δσ value.
This Δσ value is used in Eq 18 to determine ΔJp, which in turn is used in Eq 16 to obtain ΔJ. Thus, a plasticity-modified
value of ΔK can be obtained as a function of crack depth for all configurations. This procedure led to the results shown in
Fig. 12 for flaw types A, B, and C. Similar plots can be made for other crack configurations. The life-limiting cases were
found to be A, B, and C, and therefore the following discussion focuses on those cases.
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Fig. 11 Edge cracked plate under uniform tension showing the crack mouth
displacement, Δδ, that is held constant during crack growth

Fig. 12 Cyclic stress intensity (ΔK) as a function of crack size for crack types A, B, and C
When crack depths become large, a contribution to the crack driving force will also arise from the pressure forces acting
on the crack surfaces. The ΔK value from the resulting pressure forces can also be estimated and is shown to be
insignificant until the crack depth becomes almost 25 mm (1 in.). Figure 12 shows the ΔK versus crack depth for crack
sizes A, B, and C. The ΔK due to thermal stresses is labeledΔKthermal, and due to pressure stresses, ΔKp; these values are
plotted separately in Fig. 12.
Selecting the Final Crack Size. In fracture mechanics analyses, the final crack size depends on the fracture toughness of
the material. However, in the case of the turbine casings, the ΔK value decreases as the crack grows and the potential
for a burst-type condition does not exist. Thus, an alternate criterion is needed to determine the final crack size in this
case. One criterion for final crack size could be when the passageway cracks grow large enough to penetrate through to
the other free surface. For the case of cracks of the type A, B, or C, this value corresponds to b = 41.3 mm (1.625 in.). It
is, however, noted that at crack size of 33 mm (1.3 in.), the contribution of pressure forces to the value of ΔK becomes
significant and then cracks can grow by a creep mechanism. Since in the analysis creep is not explicitly accounted for, 33
mm (1.3 in.) is assumed to be the terminal crack size for calculating the remaining life. This assumption leads to
conservative results, desirable in such applications. For other types of cracks, the ligament size is assumed to be the final
crack size.
Remaining Life Calculation. The equation governing the fatigue crack growth behavior as a function of hold time for
2.25Cr-1Mo steel at 538 °C (1000 °F) was derived from tests conducted at elevated temperature described in Ref 14. The
data are presented in Fig. 13, and the equation relating fatigue crack growth rate to the applied magnitude of ΔK and the
hold time, th, expressed in hours is given by:
(Eq 23)

Fig. 13 Effect of hold time on the fatigue crack growth rate properties of 2.25Cr-1Mo cast
steel. The 2 h hold time tests were performed in steam at 538 °C (100 °F). Source: Ref 13
In Eq 23, th = 72 h, the value of ΔK is taken in MPa m , and da/dN in millimeters/cycle. The remaining life, N, from the
inspection crack size, ai, to final crack size, af, is given by:
(Eq 24)
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where ΔK can be expressed in terms of crack size as in Fig. 12. Therefore, f(ΔK) can be obtained at different crack
depths, and by selecting different inspection crack depth values, a plot between ai and N can be generated as seen in
Fig. 14 for crack types A, B, and C. Since several regions of the turbine casing experience temperatures less than 538 °C
(1000 °F), the remaining life was also calculated using data at 427 °C (800 °F) and plotted in Fig. 14. There are
approximately two orders of magnitude difference in predicted remaining lives between regions of the casing exposed to
538 °C (1000 °F) and those exposed to 427 °C (800 °F). Even for regions exposed to 538 °C, the predicted remaining life
for an inspection crack depth of 6.25 mm (0.25 in.) is approximately 800 cycles (16 years), which is quite significant and
must be considered in making run/retire decisions.

Fig. 14 Remaining life as a function of crack depth for cracks of types A, B, and C
Figure 15 shows the crack initiation life as a function of strain range at 427 °C and at 538 °C for 2.25 Cr-1 Mo wrought
material (Ref 21). The estimated strain range at the bore surface of the passageways is approximately 0.0125. This
corresponds to a cyclic life of 1200 cycles at 538 °C. Assuming an average of 50 cycles/year, this is approximately 24
years of life. This implies that the cracks grew only for three out of the 27 years of operation experienced by the turbine
casing, in other words for 150 cycles of start-up and shutdown. From Fig. 14, cracks could conceivably grow to 10 mm
(0.4 in.) depth in 150 cycles. In the casing in which crack sizes were characterized destructively, cracks as deep as 10
mm were in fact found (Ref 12). Thus, predictions from Fig. 14 are in good agreement with the limited service data.

Fig. 15 Total strain range versus cycles to failure for isothermally annealed 2.25Cr-1Mo
steel at 427 and 538 °C (800 and 1000 °F). Source: Ref 21
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